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ABSTRACT

Cross-cultural communication has acquired particular significance in contemporary
societies, where the world-wide traffic of people, goods and ideas, which has impacted
upon social and cultural values, raises debates over globalisation issues. Translation
interchanges,
in
by mediating the socio-cultural contacts
these
plays a crucial role
between different language communities.
The present study aims to look into the translation of advertisements that cross

borders, and that are part of the cross-culturalflow. It will attempt to describeand
discussthe translationstrategiesemployedin the translationof perfiime and cosmetics
into
Portuguese.For this purpose, a selection of English and
print advertisements
Portugueseadvertisements
of the major brandsof theseproductshasbeenmade,so as
to (a) outline the main translationapproachesadoptedin the translationinto Portuguese,
(b) comparethem to the major approachesadoptedin English advertisementsof the
sametype, (c) discussmajor issuesin translation studiesraised by the specificity of
internationaladvertising,and (d) infer someof the (cultural) factors conditioningthese
options.
This analysiswill considerthe different constitutivedimensionsof thesemultimodal messages,namely pictorial and verbal elements,the combinationof which is
believedto influencethe translationalapproachesand processes.This study also seeks
to demonstratethat discursivefeaturesand translationstrategiesare connectedwith the
both
hence
they
affect and reflect the existing cultural
are part of and
societies
conditions and power relations. This view of discursive practices, particularly
translation,as part of the wide cultural system,hasrequiredan approachthat drawson

different disciplines, namely discourse and serniotic analysis, media studies in
advertising and international marketing, as well as studies in translation.

1. INTRODUCTION

The momentfor the meetingof cultural studiesand translationstudiescameat exactly
the right time for both. For the great debateof the 1990sis the relationshipbetween
increasing
hand,
between
interconnectedness
the
the
of the worldon
one
globalisation,
systemin commercial,political and communicationtermsandthe rise of nationalismon
the other.(SusanBassnett,1998b:133)

The presentstudyhasbeenundertakenat a momentwhenthe cultural turn in translation
1
has
alreadytaken place, openingthe way to a new perspectiveon translation
studies
broader
translation
the
that
cultural
practices
as
of
considers
part
one
phenomena,
factors
into
the
taking
thus
and conditionsthat affect and are affected
account
system,
by textual productionin general,andby translationalproductionin particular.
In the article cited, which addresses
the evolution of both translationstudiesand
between
Bassnett
Susan
there
that
contact
of
are
points
various
shows
cultural studies,
them, and that after the cultural turn in translationstudies,it is now time for cultural
She
findings
the
translation
the
to
studies
research.
of
of
value
studies recognise
in
discovering
fields
interdisciplinary
these
that
engaged
and
are
actively
explains
is
involved
in
textual
the
part of the cultural
which
production,
processes
analysing
by
its
the author,the
as
claimed
conditions
constraints,
and
reflects,
and
system,with
in
discourse
factors
the
present
of a given
as well as
power relations
manipulatory
in
by
Bassnett,
'translation
takes
As
place a continuum,never
always
society. observed
in a void', which meansthat there are a seriesof textual and extra-textualconstraints
become
focus
have
the
translational
of attentionof studies
which
processes,
actingupon
123-124).
1998:
(Bassnett,
translation
on
1For Edwin Gentzlerand Maria Tymoczoko(2002), this is a time when the 'power turn' has also taken
place,a turn that implies an awarenessof the power relationsinvolved in translationpractice,and a view
involves
that
selectionand manipulation,as well as recognitionof the translator's
translation
act
as
an
of
is
knowledge
in
(2002:
This
translation
the
and
shaping
of
creation
of
culture
view
of
xxi).
participation
frequently
discussions,
in
the
Bassnett's
as
author
refersto the manipulativepower of translation,
present
involves
fact
this
that
the
activity
morethanobjectiveor faithful representation.
underlining

2

Mass communicationand increasedmobility of people, information and goods
havehad a visible impact on the world and on people'sperceptionof themselvesand of
the Other. Conceptionsof familiarity and remotenesshave also been reassessed,
and
increasedstandardisation,at all levels, from objectsand servicesto cultural eventsand
communication,hasmadethe notionsof the global village and of globalisationrelevant
questions,which, however controversiaLimpinge upon practically every sphere of
humanactivity.
As suggestedby Bassnett,oneof the consequences
of the world-wide networkof
relationshipsat various levelsis that it hasalso revealedand accentuatedcross-national
differences.Often, antagonismto increasedstandardisationhas resultedin attemptsto
preserveand protect nationalidentities,and in more extremecases,in demonstrations
against the dominance of big corporations and world powers, responsible for
globalising strategies.An analysisof translationof advertisingwill necessarilyreflect
this tensionbetweenplurality and globalisation,betweendifferenceand homogeneity,
dynamics
both
the
these
reflect
of communication:making familiar what
as
activities
was previously unknown, sharing what was formerly only accessibleto some, and
thereforeworking at the sametime within the spaceof commonalityanddifference.
At first sight, international advertising seems to defy differences, cultural
identity.
how
it
is
We
question
may
rightly
even
national
possiblethat a
specificity and
discourse that is so enmeshedin culture, requiring the audience's background
knowledgeand interpretationto succeed,venturesto cross national boundariesusing
identical campaigns.There are certainly socio-geographicalfactors that may hinder
international advertising, which we will mention below, but once these have been
be
language
to
the ultimate challengeto cross-culturaladvertising,as
seems
overcome,
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it posesother challenges,with which it is inextricably connected,namely culture and
ideology.
The role of translationin cross-culturalcommunicationis now indisputable,and
in the caseof internationaladvertising,it seemsto acquirevisibility, not only due to the
prominenceof the advertisingdiscourseitself, but also becauseit is involved in the
diffusion of brandsand productsworld-wide. In addition, it raisesquestionswhich go
beyondtechnical linguistic problems.The cultural-ideologicaldimensionsreferredto,
which are reflected in languagefeaturesand which influence them, can tell us a lot
about our own culture, by drawing attention to the factors affecting translation
processes,including the selectionof texts, as well as the strategiesinvolved in the
compositionof the translationproducts.
At a time when the relationshipbetweenlanguage,culture and translationis no
longer questioned, the analysis and description of translation phenomenatends to focus
more and more on the factors underlying those phenomena, namely the conditions of
the (cultural) system that is responsible for the translation - the 'initiating system'
(Toury, 1980: 16) - since it is the target system that triggers and governs the whole
process, first by requiring or necessitating the translation, and then by determining the
requirements according to which it is going to be processedand produced, in order to be
for
by
The
the selection of this topic, and of our
that
reasons
accepted
same system.
object of study - translation of advertising - are therefore connected with the fact that
translation provides a broad perspective on different aspects of society and culture, for
the reasonspointed out above, namely through the discursive strategiesemployed.
The consolidation of the European Union, in addition to the network of
in
between
nations
relationships
various areas, has made translation an essential activity
in our society. Advertising has also become a pervasive discourse, perhaps one of the

4

most conspicuous in cross-cultural and cross-national communication; according to Jean
Baudrillard's sociological approach, it is probably the most noticeable means of mass
communication of the present era (1981: 151). All of these reasons and others that will
be adduced throughout this study have contributed to make translation and advertising
interest,
fields
through which we may
and
as
attention
well
as
relevant
of
our
worthy
live
in.
the
to
world
we
attempt understand
In 'Rhetoric of Image' (1977), Roland Barthes explains that one of the reasons
he focuses on advertising is that it is an overtly intentional message,with an empathic
(1977:
33).
As
its
fully
formed
in
that
to
signs are
provide an optimum reading
character
an openly intentional goal-oriented discourse, advertising enables us to assessrelevant
translation issues, such as readership, the role of the text's goal and function in the
in
factors
impact
the process of
the
translational strategies, as well as
of socio-cultural
production of translated advertising texts.
The clear non-arbitrariness of discursive features in advertising texts makes
them pertinent objects of analysis as far as translation is concerned. However, the
diversity
discourse,
the
of advertising texts
and
vastness
and
of
advertising
complexity
involved
in
fully
the translation of
the
to
to
all
aspects
cover
seem make any attempt
data
form
In
the
to
collected
of
much
our
addition,
adverts an utopian endeavour.
define
it
difficult
to
consistent methods and
making
corpora rely on randomness,
in
factors,
In
the
an attempt to assemble a manageable
and
above
view
of
criteria.
based
been
following
has
the
this
the
on
narrowed,
study
parameters:
of
scope
corpus,

a) Selection of advertisementsaccording to product type.

b) Selectionof medium.
language
Selection
pair.
of
c)

5
As far as the type of advertisement is concerned (a), the decision to use perfume and
cosmetics adverts in our analysis derives from the fact that the nature of the product is a
key factor not only in the viability of commercialisation at an international level, but
also in the design of an international campaign, since advertising strategies and features
are directly influenced by the type of product. According to studies on international
advertising, product category affects the degree of standardisation at various levels, and
perfiime and cosmetics adverts seem particularly suitable for such an approach, and
hence more likely to be promoted through international advertising campaigns. The less
culturally-bound products are, the more liable they are to standardisation, and 'hightouch' products, such as perfumes, are often cited as examples of goods that are easy to
2
internationally
(see
De
Mooij,
1991:
86).
The kind of advertisements for these
market
products, particularly in the case of per-fumes,but also in the case of cosmetics, is
strongly based on visuals, which also makes them more suitable for use in international
advertising campaigns (De Mooij, 1994: 87). Therefore, in terms of research, with
products that are more frequently the object of international campaigns, it becomes
more feasible to gather a significant number of adverts to constitute a workable corpus.
Concerning the choice of medium (b), this has involved a first stage, a decision

betweenprint media,audio-visualmedia,and electronicmedia.Print media have been
judged more suitable for our research,not only because they are more easily
reproduced,but also becausethe television, the cinemaand the radio imply a larger
degreeof randomnessas far as data collectionis concerned,a disadvantagethat is also
finding
In
by
two versionsof the sameadvert
other
advertising.
words,
outdoor
shared
in audio-visualmedia dependson being tuned into the right channelor station at the
2 We will seebelow that anotherinvestigatorof internationaladvcaising,BarbaraMueller (1996), also
arguesthat the productcategorydirectly influcnccsthe type of advertisingstrategy,and is a prime factor
in the planninganddesignof world-wide standardised.
campaigns.

6

right time, since the broadcastingof commercialsis not predictable.In the case of
outdoor advertising,difficulties would increase,given the low probabilitiesof coming
acrossthe desiredadverts,especiallyin two languages.While the Internet has most of
the advantagesof print mediain terms of our work, and is even more easily accessed,
the fact that many sites do not yet include versions in all languagesof the countries
where products are marketed and advertised, including Portuguese,would cause
methodologicalproblemsfor our study.Notwithstanding,improvementsand up-dating
are constantlybeing made,which meansthat soontherewill be morecompletesitesand
that Internet advertising, and its respectivetranslation,will becomean increasingly
appealingfield of research.
Although TV hasbecomeone of the most importantmedia,print media,namely
in
for
have
that
them
general,and
attractive
advertising
make
qualities
magazines,also
for internationaladvertisingin particular.Magazinesallow readersto turn a given page
backward and forward and read it for as long as they wish, oflen in a relaxed
atmosphere(Barton, 1966: 126-127;seealso Brierley, 1995).Furthermore,magazines
helps
high
products to achieve an aura of
colour
reproduction,
which
offer
quality
3
it
is
fact
The
that
possible to obtain reasonably accurate
quality.
prestige and
figures,
is
by
by
data,
Roger
subscription
also
checking
pointed
out
namely
circulation
Barton as a positive factor for advertisers.The diversity of magazines,combinedwith
the accuratedataon circulation,makeit easierto matchthe choiceof publicationto the
type of reader.Moreover,while, in termsof advertisingmediaexpenditurein Portugal,
television is the preferred medium, print advertising representsa major stake of
(see
(approximately
investment
26%)
Brochand
et al., 1999:326-327).
advertising

3 Sean Brierley also comments on the advantages offered by magazines, such as their physical presence,
full-colour
and
reproduction, making thcm attractive for advertising of certain
rc-reading
allows
which
products, namely cosmetics (1995: 113).
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The secondstageof medium selectionhas concernedthe type of publication.
While we havenot excludedany type of print media,for they could be of usein the case
of advertsthat are more difficult to find, not all publications have been regardedas
primary sources.Newspapers,for example,have not been frequentlybrowsedfor our
purposes,first becauseperfume and cosmeticsadverts are not abundant,and second
owing to poorerprint quality.
Internationalmagazines,on the other hand,havebeenthe main sourcesof advert
collection. Within the multiple international publications, we have relied mostly on
have
become
Cosmopofitm
Elle,
they
such
since
as
and
women's magazines,
increasingly relevant international media since the 1980s (see De Mooij, 1994: 305).4
Moreover, their editorial content is favourable to advertising for the products in
for
them
rich
cosmetics and perfume adverts. Other
sources
question, which makes
types of international publications, including In Flight magazines, also contain a
have
been
international
However,
them
adverts.
some
of
not
of
used
significant number
becausetheir editorial content is in English or bilingual, and adverts in these magazines
tend to use the English versions. Furthermore, some specialised magazines, such as the
Economist, even when there are national publications, are less likely to contain adverts
for perfiimes and cosmetics, due to their editorial content and target readership.
Women's magazines such as Elle and Cos7nopolitan, 'share the same editorial

internationaltarget groups,but are publishedby
formula and reachfairly homogeneous
different publishersin each country' (De Mooij, 1994: 214). Thus, with this kind of
finding
the same type of adverts and therefore the
the
of
probabilities
magazine
different versionsof the sameadvertisingcampaignare greater, and it is possibleto
' Women's magazine'srole in today's society is cmphasisWby CarmenCaldas-Coulthard,
who draws
in modernsocieties,in which they play an importantrole
attenfionto women's magazinespervasiveness
in the maintenanceof cultural values,andarethereforepotentcultural forms (1996:250,269).
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obtain more consistency in data gathering, for they are addressedto similar audience
segments.Magazines such as Vogue and Mafie-Claire are also international magazines,
but unlike Cosmopolitan and Elle, and according to the Publicilo? s chart of the
Portuguese specialised press, the editions sold in Portugal are from other origins
(Brochand et al, 1999: 339-340). The selection of preferred sources of adverts has not
meant exclusion of other publications and media. In fact, we have frequently resorted to
national publications of the same and other types, and when necessaryto other media,
especially the Internet, as it has enabled us to check versions other than the Portuguese
and the English.
As far as the selection of the language pair is concerned (c), we have focused on
Portuguese and English, a choice that has been motivated by the interests and
in
the
this
competencies of
author of
study, and the case of English, by this language's
representativenessin today's international communication, a prominence that is also
present in cross-cultural advertising. Adverts in other languages have also been used,
especially in French, for purposes of comparison, and whenever they are regarded as
pertinent for the discussion.
In short, our study will concentrate on the analysis of perfume and cosmetics
magazine adverts in Portuguese and in English- The adverts were systematically
have
between
1998
2001,
and
although we
also used adverts from previous
collected
have
been
considered relevant to the present work. We
and subsequentyears, which
have attempted to collect advertisements for the main international brands of the
products mentioned, and, even though a fairly large number of print adverts has been
actually filed, we have only considered the ones that were directly used in our study 343 adverts - which means that this number already includes a preliminary and a final
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selection. Of the 343 adverts, 158 are perfume adverts, 167 are cosmetics adverts, and
17 are adverts for different types of products.
The selection was based above all on the relevance of the adverts for the
analysis, hence on qualitative criteria. In other words, we have used those adverts which
contain features regarded as worthy of analysis, either because they raise pertinent
demonstrate
because
they
some of the characteristics or viewpoints
may
questions, or
being discussed. The quantitative data used are aimed at corroborating our discussion
and at providing an overview of the main strategiesused in translation, as well as some
in
by
features
As
Leech when
this
the
mentioned
study.
of advertising
argued
of
describing his own methodology in the analysis of advertising language (1966: 6-7),
'quantitative and non-quantitative methods are complementary ways of finding out what
a given body of language is like'.
Both translation and advertising draw on different fields of study and require a
transdisciplinary approach. Therefore, any study involving these two activities will
dimensions,
issues
to
the
analysis
and/or
of
various
attention
and
necessarily entail
it
becomes
disciplines.
As
necessary to address various theoretical
a
result,
related
issues, in addition to the analysis of the corpus. Chapter two introduces the issue of
international advertising, namely general questions concerning the conditions
Chapter
is
dedicated
three
to the
strategies.
advertising
mainly
world-wide
underlying
description and discussion of the advertising discourse, not only textual-linguistic
features but also its pictorial elements. The emergenceof the field of translation studies
is discussed in the fourth chapter, which refers to the influential contribution of
translation scholars, who have been involved in the conceptualisation of this discipline.
This chapter also attempts to provide a general overview of the more recent translation
approaches,with an emphasis on the theories that have informed our research, namely
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functionalist and descriptive perspectives.The theoretical framework adopted is
believedto favour the discussionof translationasa goal-orientedpractice,inscribedin a
host culture,andwe havealso consideredthoseapproaches
that allow us to considerthe
morepragmaticaspectsof the translationof adverts.Mathew Guid6redrawsattentionto
the importanceof this perspectivein the analysisof advertisingtranslation(2000:48):

En effet, une r4flexion t616ologique sur la traduction permettmit d'enrichir le d6bat
th6orique et d'inscrire la pmtique actuelle dans la r4a]it6 du monde contemporain, aux
prdoccupations utilitaristes et pragnljüques.

However,one of the pointsthat we haveemphasisedis that we do not discardany kind
despite
fewer
irrelevant.
Rather,
making
referencesto other theories,
of approachas
suchas linguistic-orientedtheories,we recogaisetheir contributionto the understanding
but
it
linguistic
Translation
transcends
aspects,
certainly
of translation phenomena.
involvesthemtoo. The adoptionof an essentiallydescriptiveapproach,on the one hand,
have
the
theories
the
on
other
not permittedan exploration
of
and
vastnessand variety
been
intention
has
develop
Besides,
to
theories.
not
a comprehensive
studyof
our
of all
translationtheory, but to carry out a discussionof the problemsand issuesinvolved in
the translation of advertising.Therefore,in Chapter five we discussdifferent topics
normally raised in translation studies, relating them to the specific case of the
translation of adverts, in order to assesstheir relevanceand the way they can be
brings
into
field.
Advertising
translation
this
questionsomeof these
addressedwithin
issuesand conceptsasthe processesand factorsinvolved in the creationand translation
of internationalcampaignsseemto undermineclear-cutassumptionsof authorshipand
discussions
included
in
Thus,
the
this chapterare expectedto unveil
of
some
originality.
the indeterminacyunderlyingsuchworking notionsas author,sourcetext, translatorand
translation, given the way international campaignsare designedto be used across
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different cultural-linguisticenvironments.Analysing advertisingtranslationinvolves us
with the processesof internationaladvertising,which go beyondlinguistic mattersand
concerns,andthereforeleadus to pragmaticissuesthat seemto transcendtranslational
phenomena.The needto analysethe actual agentswho participatein theseprocesses,
namelytranslators(or thosewho performthis role in agencies)andadvertisers,andtheir
respectiveroles, requires an intrusion into the agencies'world, into the way they
operate,which is not easily accessible.For this reason,we will often rely on evidence
provided by texts themselves,as well as by the data made available by advertising
researchers.Chaptersix includessomeof the existing approachesto the translationof
adverts,and describesthe methodologyand frameworkadoptedin this study. Chapters
sevenand eight are dedicatedto the analysisof adverts,and to the discussionof the
translationstrategiesemployed,which we havetried to relateto someof the theoretical
looks
Within
that
an
approach
at translationsas facts of the receiving
questionsraised.
culture (see Toury, 1995: 29, for example), we have also attemptedto infer the
discursive
factors
translation
strategies,andthereforediscuss
conditionsand
underlying
theoreticalissuesin the light of a target-orientedapproach.
We are aware that we have not exhaustedall possibleissuesand discussions
connectedwith the translation of advertising,a vast and complex topic that can be
looked at from different perspectivesand with a focus on different aspects.We have
thereforeattemptedto point up someof the main problemsposedby the translationof
in
bearing
texts,
mind that advertising translation, both production and
advertising
broader
is
a
socio-cultural system, which conditions and is
of
part
products,
is
influenced,
by
influences
this practice.
and
conditioned,
The view of discourseas social practice, provided by discourseanalysts,has
basis
for
discussion,
fundamental
our
sinceit hasdrawn our attentionto the
provideda
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role played by language in society, as well as to its ideological and representational
dimensions. As stated by Fairclough (1995: 208), 'language is widely misperceived as
transparent, so that the social and ideological "work" that language does in producing,
reproducing or transforming social structures, relations and identities is routinely
overlooked'. This insight into discursive practices rejects the view of language as a
mere vehicle, emphasising its active part in society, and hence its value as an object of
research into socio-cultural phenomena.
It is not surprising that this perspective on discourse has been essential in the
analysis and understanding of translation products and practices. In this light, it
becomes clearer that translation cannot be alienated from its socio-cultural dimension it does not occur in a 'void' - and that analysing translations and translational strategies
requires far more than consideration of the technical linguistic peculiarities. It is this
discuss
to
the manipulative processes involved, and to
that
perspective
will allow us
question the role of the translator in this process, which clearly transcendsthe notion of
the impartial mediator. Fairclough maintains that not even newsreaders achieve that
mediating transparency, since 'if one is a mediator, one cannot come across as a mere
5
is
line'
(1995:
62).
to
there
the
pressure put one's position on
animator or mouthpiece,
The translator will devise strategies to re-write a text in his/her language, so, from the
moment s/he chooses from a range of possible options in the construction of the target
text, s/he will be activating all the socio-cultural features and factors of which S/heis a
product. The translated text will reflect these conditions and will enter the receiving
system, either as an example of dominant discursive tendencies, hence contributing to

' This is a position maintainedby Critical DiscourseAnalysis, as explainedby Roger Fowler. 'Critical
Linguistics insiststhat all representationis mediated,nxxddedby the value-systemsthat are ingrainedin
the medium(languagein this case)usedfor representation:it challengescommonsenseby pointing out
that somethingcould havebeenrepresented
someotherway, with a very different significance'(1996:4).
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existing power relations, or as a subversivediscoursewhich defies the established
discourses.
This awarenessof the manipulativepower of translationhasbeenaddressedby
scholarssuchas Bassnettand Andrd Lefevere,and also by scholarssuch as Lawrence
Venuti, who hasemphasisedthe role of translatorsandtranslationsin the shapingof the
cultural systemand in the preservation- or defiance- of hegemonicrelations.Postcolonial approachesalso focus on the contribution of discursivetranslationalpractices
to maintain the dominanceof the coloniser over the colonised, and therefore the
inscriptionof translationin a socio-culturalandpolitical agenda.
We will not exploretheseapproachesextensively.althoughthey are relevantto
our discussion insofar as they draw attention to the importance of looking at translations
in
formation
the
the
as
and
playing
an
active
role
conditions,
as
result of socio-cultural
of those conditions. We will argue that translational practice is directly affected by its
function in the target culture and that it reflects the endeavoursto produce a text that is
acceptable in that culture. This will enable us to reassesssuch issues as the role of
foreignness in advertising, as well as the role of interference. In addition, one of our
in
homogeneity
be
that
global advertising strategies can be
apparent
claims will
questioned if looked at from the target-culture's point of view, as standardised
be
the
to
taken
extreme,
always
will
undermined by
advertising campaigns, even when
the meanings and interpretations of each specific host culture. These and other questions
data
help
discussed
be
the
of
empirical
with
will
- the advertisements under analysis it
is
hoped, provide a basis for
to
all
questions,
answer
will,
which, while not pretending
fruitful discussion.
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2. INTERNATIONAL

ADVERTISING

Before we concentrate on specific aspects of advertising campaigns that are used
internationally, it is necessaryto look at advertising in the wider context of marketing. it
has not been our intention to offer an exhaustive technical analysis of international
marketing strategies, as that would be beyond the scope of this study, but rather to
provide an overview of the major factors taken into account when a product is marketed
world-wide. Advertising is only one of the stages of the marketing process, which
means that a series of decisions concerning the marketability of a given product at an
international level are bound to be made before the planning of the actual promotional
phase,which includes advertising.
One of the preliminary

assumptions underlying

the whole process of

internationalisationseemsto be the widespreadbelief in significant similaritiesbetween
people ftom different world regions and countries, and consequentlyof different
cultures. Despite acknowledgedand obvious divergent featureswhich will influence
people's buying habits, there seemsto be an ever-growing area of commonality.
Whetheror not this is the result of global marketingitself is a discussionthat doesnot
belong in a study such as the presentone. At this stage,it is relevantto highlight the
borders,
that
across
are used
which seemsto point to a high
wide range of products
degreeof standardisationas far as variousproduct featuresare concerned,a fact that is
somehowcaricaturedin an exampleprovidedby Marieke de Mooij (1994:4):

Take a look around you: you get up in the morning, put on your Italian shoes, get into
your German car, go to your office where you use an American computer, and in the
evening you watch your Japanesetelevision set, cating a piece of Dutch cheese and
drinking a glass of French wine or Scotch whisky.
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This is a very stereotyped description which does not apply world-wide to all segments
of society, but the fact that we can see it as possible makes internationalisation, or even
globalisation, seem more real. Even though we may not share Theodore Levitt's more
radical views on the issue of globalisation, in that 'more and more, people everywhere
in
behaviours,
their
and
alike
wants
whether we are talking about
are growing more
(1986:
jeans,
machines'
pizza,
cosmetics
or
milling
movies,
coca-cola, microprocessors,
into
divergent
have
found
it
their
that
way
numerous products
seemsunavoidable
xxiii),
According
Levitt,
devised
to
the
through
strategies.
marketing
carefully
markets
development of technology is directly connected with thriving globalisation, by
drives
force
'A
homogenisation
the world
to
the
powerful
needs:
of
contributing
towards a converging commonality, and that force is technology' (1983: 92), which by
improving transport and communications, has made the benefits of modem times
known - hence desired - and more accessibleto people everywhere.
Barbara Mueller mentions various economic factors that have motivated the
internationalisation of companies (1996: 4-6) - saturated domestic markets, higher
lifecycle
in
in
foreign
to
the
and
extend
a
product's
need
wish
markets,
profit margins
addition to improved communications, which have made circulation of goods and
information easier, and have helped to create, and shape the profile of, international
'globalisation
Mueller's
Mooij
De
that
(1996:
24).
pointing
views,
out
shares
consumers
is a process stimulated by cheaper air travel, rising income, proliferating credit cards,
increasing interdependencethrough capital flows and instant communications' (1994:
20). However, she also recognises.a series of constraints on this process, such as
itself,
the
types
the
protectionism,
structure
of
company
or
new
of
controls,
national
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cultural values, which can be particularly problematic when the company fails to
1
different
infrastructures
(1994:
26).
consider them, and
available
The issue of internationalisation is frequently connected with

that of

standardisation, a term that may refer not only to the product features, but also to the
2
whole marketing process. And again, it is the economic dimension that seems to be
mostly behind the need to standardise, since, as Mueller explains (1996: 24), 'major
benefits associated with such standardization include lower production, distribution,
management,and promotion costs'.
Despite the factors that stimulate the marketing of standardisedproducts across

the world, there are various conditionsof the target market that haveto be taken into
considerationin such a process,some of which are connectedwith the constraints
highlightedby de Mooij. Mueller refersto thoseconditionsas environmentalfactorsin
the international marketing mix: demographic characteristics,economic factors,
geographicalcharacteristics,the political-legal environmentand cultural characteristics
(1996: 67). Although the marketerhas little or no control over thesefactors,they all
is
in
be
in
the
to
the new target
the
product
going
received
way
play a crucial part
factors
influence
decisionssuch as
The
to
are
going
environmental
country or region.
the product size, colour, material,as well as the packaging,the distribution channels,
and,naturally,the advertisingstrategy.
Standardisingone of the elementsof the marketing mix does not necessarily
imply the standardisationof all the others.Therefore,it seemsrelevantto considerthe
lead
for
international
factors
to
the
that
marketer
opt
an
reasonsand
advertising
campaign. Once the marketer concludesthat a given product meets the essential
1Wells ct A (1998:689) claim that cultural factorscanbe strongerthanactualregulation.
2 By a completemarketingprocesswe meanthe four main stagesnormally mentionedby markcters the
four Ps- wMch includeproduct,place,price andpromotion.
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requirementsfor being commercialisedinternationally, the next step is to decide
whether a standardisedadvertising campaign seemsfeasible. According to Mueller
(1996: 139), 'narrowly defined, standardizedadvertisingrefers to messagesthat are
used internationallywith virtually no changein theme, illustration, or copy - except
perhaps, for translation where needed'. Numerous reasonsmay contribute to the
decisionto standardisean advertisingcampaign,such as the fact that co-ordinationof
in
in
faster
implementation
is
turn
results
a
simplified,
which
promotionalprogrammes
it
is
ideas
foreign
to
good
reduced;
possible
exploit
of
campaigns;costs are normally
images
become
brand
important,
less
tend
to
thoroughly;
more
and, no
more
image
bring
brand
built,
to an
that
the
a
may
uniform
advantages
consistently
with
internationalcompany(Mueller, 1995: 139-140).As de Mooij explains, in tune with
this idea, 'standardizationof advertising helps to create a consistentbrand image,
for
the consumer.
the
risk
of
confusion
recognizable worldwide, which reduces
Standardizedadvertisingcanalso reducethe costsof producingartwork, film and other
advertisingmaterial' (1994: 85).
The type of product is a fundamental factor in the decision to develop a
Mueller
provides an analysis of the characteristics that make a
campaign.
standardised
(1996:
140-146):
to
this
strategy
amenable
product

Productsfor which audiencesareessentiallysimilar.
Productsthat canbe promotedvia imagecampaign.
Luxury productstargetingan upperclass.
High-techproducts,not steepedin the cultural heritageof a particularcountry.
Productswith a nationalisticflavour.
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There are also a number of reasons for choosing a customised.advertising campaign,
many of which result from significant variations in the marketing environment, namely
differences in lifestyles, customs, and buying habits, which make advertising 'one of the
most difficult of the marketing mix elements to standardize' (Mueller, 1996: 146).
De Mooij distinguishes three ways of developing international advertising:

is
to
the
campaign used world-wide
adoption or export advertising,according which
in
is
there
translated
copy;
prototype
advertising,
which
or
only
with
without adaptation,
a set of instructionsthat normally cover various aspectsof the execution;and concept
in
in
for
developed
several
use
co-operation or guideline advertising, campaigns
but
'guidelines
to
not
are
provided
on
concept
uniformity,
countries,according which,
necessarilyon execution"(1994: 234-235).Even within a more centralisedapproachto
internationaladvertising,there are different degreesof standardisation,which normally
dependon the type of product,advertisingmessages,
andthe targetaudiences.
According to studieson internationalmarketing,such as de Mooijs, marketers
data
field
to
this
concerning the concepts and themes
provide
some
of
rely on research
that seem to be more suitable for cross-cultural advertising. The author mentions a
series of themes that are too culture-bound to be used in international advertising
best
believed
(1994:
244-249).
latter,
In
to
travel
the
that
are
concepts
and
campaigns,
the author includes case histories, adverts focusing on quality and productivity, as well
as on the novelty of the product. Everyday themes, with appeals such as motherhood,
in
love,
others,
addition to the 9made-in' concept,
taste, youthful appearanceand
among
frequently
draws
certain
of
nationalities,
characteristics
are
stereotyped
also
on
which
Some
frequent
international
in advertising for the
in
these
advertising.
of
are
employed
below.
as
we
will
see
selected,
product categories
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The type of advertising strategy we will focus our attention on, and which
conforms more closely to the definition provided by Mueller above(page 18), is the
first, or the advertisingconceptwhich implies an almostunchangedadvertisementused
acrossdifferent markets- adoptionor export advertising.Advertisementsof this type
will allow us to concentrateon the translationalprocesses,sincetranslationof the copy
into different languagesis often the only transformationthat takesplace.This doesnot
mean,however,that languagemattersplay a minor role in other types of international
campaigns.Languageis part of culture,and it is thereforeconsideredby marketersand
advertisersas a crucial factor in the internationalmarketingenvironment(Jearmetand
Hennessey,1995:71). Overcomingthe languagebarrier is believedto be a fundamental
phasein the internationalisationof a product, and this awarenessseemsto influence
decisionsat a very early stage,suchasthe brandingphase(1995: 72-73):

When the original idea, or thought is not part of the second culture, the translation may
be meaningless. Brand names have been particularly affected by this because they are
not normally translated. Consequently, a company may get into difficulty with the use
of a product name in a foreign country, even though its advertising message is Mly
translated.

The product name is an essential linguistic element in a promotional message,and even
in the adverts that rely mostly on pictures it is normally displayed, hence the need for
careful consideration and research concerning the potential meanings and associations
names may carry in different countries or regions. Jeannet and Hennessey mention the
blunder
General
Motors'
marketing
of
relative to its Nova model,
often cited example
in
Spanish
literal
to
the
corresponds
meaning 'does not go' - an
which pronounced
for
There
car.
a
are various other blunders with respect to names,
awkward attribute
factors,
linguistic
David
Ricks et al. discuss (1974: 48), such as
which
connected with
the caseof Colgate-Palmolive's Cue toothpaste, which had very negative associationsin
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French because it was the name of a pornographic work, or the case of Schweppes
Tonic Water, which was changed into SchweppesTonic in Italy due to the fact that 'it
in
help
for
bathroom
idiomatic
These
is
that
to
country.
examples
expression
water'
an
demonstrate the attention required in the selection of a product name, especially if there
is an intention to market that product acrossthe world through a standardisedcampaign.
As emphasisedby Jeannet and Hennessey, 'today, companies tend to carefully choose
is
in
languages
in
the
that
to
neutral
major
meaning
all
product names advance ensure
be
They
the
that
to
can
easily pronounced'
name
sure
make
also want
and positive.
(1995: 73).
While product names make up an important part of the advertising strategy,
since, as we will see below, advertising messages are often closely connected with the
its
the
associations,
and
around
meanings
the
evolve
and
commonly
product,
name of
Thus,
belongs
the
to
much as
of
marketing
process.
the
stage
earlier
an
choice of
name
hence
influence
the translation of a given advert, the other
the
and
message
names may
textual elements, namely the copy, also play a relevant role in international advertising
strategies

as they

raise pertinent

language

matters,

particularly

with

regard to

translation. The verbal component of the advertising message is, in its turn, only a part
Ve
Guid6re,
by
Mathieu
traductionnel
cofit
the
as
noted
and,
message
of
overall
du
des
transport
1'ensemble
au
message publicitaire
adaptations n6cessaires
ainsi
aire linguistique

i une autre'

elements other than linguistic

d6signe
d'une

(2000a: 22), adding that those adaptations involve
ones. Nonetheless, the verbal message, in combination

with the remaining elements that compose the advertising message, namely the pictorial
3 has the important function of conveying the idea
or concept devised by the
component,

3 Specialattentionhasbeengiven to the pictorial aspectsbecausethis study will focus on print adverts,
which normally consist of copy and picture, though we are well aware that there arc various other
elementsto be consideredin the advertisingmessage,namelysound,movement,amongothers,which are
peculiarto othermeansof communication.
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advertiser. Therefore, advertising messagesdesigned to be used in various countries
have to take account of all aspects comprised by language, namely its linguistic
dimension and its cultural dimension, as language is inseparable from culture.
Guid&re describes two different ways companies deal with the translation of
adverts world-wide: the centralised and the decentralised approaches.According to the
former, the process is managed by the company itself (2000a: 22):

Les traducteurssont des salari6sdc 1'entreprise,g6n6ralemcntrattach6sau servicedes
publications et travaillant cn collaboration 6troite avec les autres services de la
multinationale.Le travail est alors effectu6 par des traducteursr6sidantdans le pays
d'origine de la publicit6.
In the decentralised strategy, the translation is done by other organisations, which could
be an international translation centre or a multinational agency with branches in the
targeted markets (2000a: 22).
The aspectsjust described, which refer to the role of language in international
advertising, and the way translation processesare conducted, although more concerned
with the marketing strategies, allow us to perceive some of the complexities that such
texts may offer to a translator. Advertising texts have peculiar features which may give
rise to specific language problems: they often consist of more than one semiotic mode,
they normally target certain audiences, and have very specific goals, which give such
texts an instrumental character. These and other aspects will be examined below, a
discussion which will require a more thorough preliminary analysis of advertising
language.
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3. ADVERTTSING AS DISCOURSE

As advertisementsdesignedto be used world-wide proliferate, so translationsof such
texts becomemore frequent,a fact which has begunto attract the interestof scholars
do
engagedin translationstudies.Nevertheless,pragmatictexts, suchas advertisements,
not capturethe sameattentionas texts that belongto other genres,namelyliterature.In
addition, advertisingoften arousesnegativefeelings,either due to the intrusivenessof
advertisements,or to their associationwith lesspositive values,such as consumerism,
or even becauseof their preying on other discourses(Cook, 1992: 92-204). Even
scholarsengagedin the study of advertising share a sceptical view relative to this
discourse.Michael Shudson,for example,firmly devaluesthe effectsof advertising,by
decrease
is
in
increase
in
its
the
that
of
or
sales
only
relevant,
rare cases,
explaining
role
in so far asit interactswith otherfactors.(1984:42). And when Shudsonrecognisesthat
someinfluenceis exertedby advertising,he doesso pejoratively,acknowledgingthis to
be a partial effect of consumerism:'National consumerproduct advertisingis the art
form of bad faith: it featuresmessages
that both its creatorsand its audienceknow to be
false andit honorsvaluesthey know to be empty' (1984: 11).
Shudson'sviews reflect an extreme scepticism which is neither shared by
its
by
nor
even
normally
advertising,
critics, whose
proponentsand professionalsof
belief in the manipulativepower of advertisingis presentin their fierce attackson the
malignant influence of adverts upon people and society. Kathy Myers explains that
is
criticism of advertising often connectedwith politics and ideology, coming mostly
from left wing sections,which regard advertising as part of capitalism, and from
feminist movements,which accuseadvertisingand the massmediadiscoursein general
dangerous
images of women in society
subversive
and
misleadingly
of producing
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(1986: 85-88).' Gillian Dyer mentions some of the arguments for and against
it
her
interest
in
discourse,
but
despite
(1982:
3-4),
this
she
associates
with
advertising
the creation of false needs, necessaryto feed consumerism, claiming that its function is
2
(1982:
2-6).
essentially to persuade,through the manipulation of values and attitudes

3.1 Language as Social Practice

The fact that advertising constantly borrows fi-oni other discoursesmakes any attempt to
define it an arduous task, but one that may be relevant for our purposessince, in order to
know
in
by
to
translation,
need
we
advertising
analyse the specific problems posed
description
discourse.
Nonetheless,
features
to
to
this
of
a
provide
are peculiar
which
its
be
that
of
own.
would require a study
an ambitious goal and one
advertising seemsto
Instead, this chapter aims to highlight some of the characteristics of adverts, with a
impact
directly
indirectly
features
translation.
that
on
those
or
may
on
special emphasis
We will begin with the description of the theoretical framework on which this
have
been
in
by
to
that
is
based,
or are
relation
concepts
explaining our position
study
look
As
to
be
throughout.
are
going
at advertising texts,
to
we
employed
going
dimensions
incorporated
from
the
the
consider
various
we
will
print media,
particularly
in such texts, and the implications they may have for translation purposes. Although the
for
be
below
their
discussed
taken
the
original
out
of
environment
will
advertisements
in
interaction
habitual
in
is
it
their
texts
role
social
as
purpose of analysis,
- as magazine

1 For many, advertising exerts an almost uncontrollable influence over people: 'most critics of advertising
perceive the profession as sophisticated black magic, twentieth century voodoo that appeals to our most
base and animal desires for status, wealth and sex appeal' K Myers 1986: 83-94).
2 In a section dedicated to different models of analysis of adverts, namely the Cultural Values Model',
degree
'To
that they manipulate rather than inform, distort rather than reflect the
78):
the
(1982:
she says
decisions
by
in
taken
life
of
and
arc
products
an unrepresentative, unelected group
society
our
quality of
harmful.
I
The sad fact is that many people, while
that
they
businessmen,
argue
would
are
of powerful
recognizing the frustration of their daily lives, are caught up in the fantasics offered by ads and arc unable
to seethrough them and their false utopias'.
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adverts - that they will be consideredin our analysis, as examplesof advertising
discourse.We shall be using this term in the senseproposedby Critical Discourse
Analysis, in that discourserefers to languageas social practice, thus being part of
societyanda socially conditionedprocess(Fairclough,1989:22-23).
The critical languageapproachis oriented towards analysingthe way social
structuresdeterminediscourserepresentations,
and the effect discoursehasupon social
structures,its contribution to social continuity, or maintenanceof existing power
3
(see
Fairclough,
1995:
37).
Although we will not focus
relations,and to socialchange
exclusivelyon the contributionof languagestudy to the understanding,and eventually
change,of prevalentpower relationsin our society,theseare indeedof interestto our
approach,asthey are presentin translation.The ideologicalnatureof languagereveals
the hegemonicrelations establishedthrough translation,an issuethat is addressedby
translation scholars engaged in analysing the manipulation underlying translation
practices, and is particularly visible in the work of theorists, such as Venuti, who
deliberately adopt translation strategies to challenge existing ideologies and
hegemonies,and in post-colonial approaches,which emphasisethe role played by
languageand translationin the maintenance(and undermining)of power (for example,
Niranjana, 1992).Moreover,the view that languageandtexts are eminentlyideological,
formal
features,
in
but
in
their
seemsespeciallypertinent
their
also
contents,
not only
for our purposes.We aregoing to look at texts"featuresas motivated,andnot arbitrary,
In
lexical
in
the
other
of
meaning.
words,
construction
choices,as well
and as relevant
in
by
text-type
are
conditioned
advertising
choices
and condition
as structural, or
ideologically
discoursal
therefore
and
are
practices,
motivated.As pointed out
existing

3 RogerFowler bas also cmphasisedthe in4)ortanceof viewing languageas a practicethat shapes,rather
than merelyreflects,powerrelationsin society- asa 'rcality-cmatingsocialpractice,(1985:62).
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by Fairclough,text analysishas to considerall levels of discourse,from phonological
andlexico-grammaticalfeaturesto structuralandgenericaspects(1995: 7).
'Language awareness' is a key issue in Critical Language Study, which
Fairclough claims to be the first step to emancipation,by increasingconsciousness
of
how languagecontributesto the maintenanceof power by somepeople in relation to
others (1989: 233). It is our belief that the production and analysis of advertising
translationentailsan understandingof languagethat allows translators(andresearchers)
to perceive, and hence take into account, the complex relationships between the
linguistic and socialdimensionsof a certaintext. It seemsimportantthat translatorsare
aware of the manipulativepower their own choices involve, at all levels, including
4 aswell asideologicalimplications.
discoursefunctionS,
The perspectiveof discourseallows us to consider all the dimensionsthat
dimension,
includes
linguistic
its
both
textual
which
and
constituteadvertising,not only
gnon-linguistictextual features'(Fairclough, 1989: 109), but also the other dimensions
its
interact
discourse,
the
these
the
subjects,
and
and position
context,
way
of
suchas
themselves in discourse. Moreover, as discourse is conventionally determined,
discourseproductionand interpretationare affectedby the type of situation,which will
also affect interaction and the positioning of the discoursesubjectsor participants.
Context,in a broadsense,is henceessentialin the whole process(1989: 151):

Interpreters operate from the start with assumptions(which are open to later
influence
in
the
way
about
context,
which
which linguistic featuresof a
modification)
text are themselvesprocessed,so that a text is alwaysinterpretedwith somecontextin
features
This
that
the
particular
values
which
of a text have,dependon the
means
mind.
interpretedtypification of the situationalcontext.

4 We are using the term 'jhmction' in the sense proposed by Hafim, wMch refers to the 'modes of
meaning' in discourse, namely the ideational function, the interpersonal function and the textual fimcfion
(see, for example, 1997: 219).
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In this perspective,

an analysis of advertising

texts presupposes consideration

linguistic verbal features as conditioned by, and conditioning,
in a dialectical relationship.
advertising

of

all the other dimensions,

Indeed, it does not seem feasible to attempt to analyse an

text, for whatever purpose, without

taking

into account that both the

producer and the interpreter will be influenced by the fact that it is an advertisement whatever such a term means to them - as they will

draw on their knowledge

and

assumptions regarding that type of text, within its discourse, in a given medium, all of
5
formal
features
of the text.
which will determine their expectations about the

Guy Cook (1996) also adopts a discourse-oriented analysis of advertising. He

interaction
fact
the
that
the
advert
consists
of
an
of a seriesof elements,
emphasises
former
both
The
include
textual
and
contextual
aspects.
correspondto the
which
linguistic verbal featuresper se, and the latter compriseall the remaining elements,
intertext,
pictures,
paralanguage,
situation,
co-text,
and
namely substance,music
further
Cook
difficulty
describing
(1996:
function
2-3).
to
the
refers
of
participantsand
this type of discourseon accountof its often hybrid characterand of the diversity of
factorsthat characteriseit (1996:4,9). In fact, as we havementionedabove,one of the
is
its
definition.
is
It
to
that
of
advertising
resistance
an
analysis
encumber
may
aspects
from
is
its
distinguishes
texts
that
an
advert
other
overriding
what
commonly said
intentionto sell a product.Even if this were an undeniablepostulate,which it is not, the
difficulty would persist, as in its mission to persuadethe audienceto buy a given
discourses
from
discourse,
for
the
a
of
scientific
uses
variety
product, advertising
6
in
is
discourse,
very common cosmeticsadverts, to the religious
example, which

5 According to Fairclough, people resort to their 'MR' (members' resources) in the processes of
The
'W
'which
interpretation
texts.
of
people have in their heads and draw upon when
and
production
they produce or interpret texts', include their knowledge of language, representations of the natural and
bcliefsý
inhabit,
they
values,
assumptions, and so on (1992: 24).
social worlds
' For a comprehensive analysis of the use of the religious discourse in advertising, see Odbcr de Baubcta,
1995a and 1995b.
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among others. Geoffrey Leech refers to this device of advertising as 'role borrowing',
which he regards as an aspect of the versatility of linguistic performance allowed in
7
(1966:
99_100).
Moreover, and even though we are going to concentrate on
advertising
commercial consumer advertising, we have to bear in mind that there are other types of
advertising texts which do not aim to sell a product: humanitarian aid advertising,
8
informative
advertising.
corporate and
In order to cope with the multifaceted nature of advertising, as well as with the
intersection of various discourses, Cook draws on the prototype theory (1996: 8), an
definition
is
to
to
the
that
of an advert, since, as
satisfactory
apply
as
regarded
approach
he explains, 'because it tolerates fuzzy and indeterminate areas between concepts,
dealing
discourse
hybrid
helpful
is
types created
theory
with
when
very
also
prototype
by advertisers' frequent ingenious attempts to disguise their ads as something else'
(1996: 9). Advertorials, in which cosmetics and fashion advertisements use the format
of magazine articles for advertising purposes, are common examples of this
9
characteristic.
The concept of discourse proposed by Fairclough may similarly accommodate
the variety inherent to advertising. Discourse types are not static, in the sensethat the
homogeneous,
immutable,
draw
nor
and are subject to
they
are
not
upon
conventions
by
be
drawn
Discourses
to
subjects, who can combine
upon
are resources
creativity.
in
(1989:
39). For
to
situations
social
changes
meet
them, creatively or not, so as

' Cook refers to this assimilating character of advertising disourse as parasitic, not necessarily as a
negative attribute, but to explain that they attach themselves to their situation and to other discourses
without being necessaryto them, which does not mean they are not beneficial (1992: 29).
8 Vestergaard and Schroder distinguish the different types of advcrtising, namely commercial advertising
and non-conuncrcial advertising, which, as they explain, have different goals and arc not always aimed at
selling (1985: 1-3).
9 According to Myers (1994: 208), an advertorial is 'an advertisement that looks like the editorial content
of a publicatiore.
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Faircloughadvertisingis a good exampleof the creativecombinationof discoursetypes
(1989: 40). 10

3.2 The Language of Advertising: Text

The hybrid characterof the advertisingdiscoursereferredto abovehas not prevented
its
describe
This
to
prevalent
characteristics.
will seem more
successfulattempts
if
plausible we acceptthat advertsare normally recognisedand recognisablewithout
difficulty, which indicatesthat there are traceabletraits commonto advertsin general.
Contextualfactors are clearly decisivein the identification of adverts,but they are not
its
identify
from
it
is
to
context and
an
advert
removed
often possible
essential,as
in
be
language
the
to
In
adverts
used
this
attention
will
given
section,special
situation.
in
detectable
the
that
adverts,
of
characteristics
given
variety
thoughwe are well aware
'disguises'
(Leech,
1966:
101),
discourses
the
and
the
employed,
of
variety
as well as
depends
identification
largely
of the
upon
recognition of an advert as an advert
interactionof not only linguistic features,but of all its elements,as proposedby Cook.
Trying to find prevalent characteristicsof advertising languageseemsall the more
feasibleif we look at the caseof self-parodyin advertising.This advertisingstrategy
linguistic
features
the
that
and/or
audiencewill recognise
relies on the assumption
despite
its
(see
1999:
discourse
Myers,
204-206)
to
this
non-linguistic - peculiar
"
chameleon-likecharacter.

10Fairclough acknowledges that there arc texts that closely match certain text types and there arc others
that do not, adding that 'when people produce or interpret texts, they orientate towards conventions as
ideal types, by which I mean that texts arc produced and interpreted by reference to them but do not
simply instantiate them' (1995: 13).
II mycrs (1999) mentions various forms in which adverts refer to and parody advertising. These forms
ironically,
incorporation
include
of
another
advert
parody of the genre of advertising or of
adverts'
may
forms and vocabulary peculiar to advertising, reference to earlier versions of the same series and even
parody of attacks on advertising.
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We will draw mostly on the approachesof GeoffireyLeech (1966) and Greg
Myers (especially,1994)as they both concentrateon the analysisof recurrentfeatures
of advertisingEnglish.Cook's work will be referredto in manypartsof this study, since
it offers a comprehensiveanalysisof all aspectsof advertisingdiscourse,including the
textual elements.Myers's approach(1994) focuseson the role of advertising as a
in
discussion
His
function
discourse
the
society.
of
communicative
of
prominent
it
language,
the
as
as
of
relations
well
establisheswith participantsandwith
advertising
for
is
Leech
in-depth
description
discourses
our
analysis.
of the
essential
offers
an
other
based
both
language,
on
advertising
qualitative and quantitative
peculiarities of
12
him
features.
Despite
have
the
to
assess
recurrence
of
enabled
methods, which
regularities encountered, Leech acknowledges from the outset that the major
its
from
deviation
English
are
standard
versatility
and
advertising
of
characteristics
between
a
compromise
conformity and unorthodoxy
reflecting
patterns,
advertising
(1966: 4). Subvertinggrammaticalor structural conventionsis a common device in
(1992:
Cook
'this
As
140),
to
attentionclaims
capture
reader's
aims
advertising,which
phenomenonis especially pertinent to advertising, a genre where such external
deviationsas graphologicalinnovation, misspelling,puns,ungrammaticality,sustained
ihe
in
deviant
become
have
that
truly
expected
a
so
sense
most
ad
and
so
on
ambiguity
is that which hasno externaldeviationat all'.
In his analysisof 'standardadvertisingEnglish', Leech goes through the main
featuresof advertisinglanguage,mentioningrecurrentgrammaticaland lexical features,
He
and
context.
orthography
establishesa relationship
of
phonology,
aspects
as
aswell

12While Leech'sstudywas completedsomeyearsago,mostof his findings, descriptionsand discussions
still apply to current researchon advertising language.Leech's work is recommendedby theorists
engagedin the study of advertising, such as Cook (1992: 20), who claims that some of the earliest
including
Leech's, are still the most rclevanL Myers also regards
this
subject,
studies
on
academic
Leech'sEnglish in Advertisingasan excellentlinguistic analysisof advertising(1994: 11).
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between linguistic patterns and context, and a connection between formal features at
different levels and their communicative intent and fiinction. 13 In other words,
advertising English is closely connected with its purposeful character, as adverts try to
capture the audience's attention ('attention value'), sustain the interest attracted
('readability'),

be remembered or recognised ('memorability'),

and lead to action

('selling power') (1966: 27-29). To reach these goals, in addition to other discursive
features
depends
language,
there
that seem to
and
are
on
various
elements, advertising
be more resourceful, and hence more frequent in advertising, namely certain types of
for
the
preference
colloquial styles, the use of
as
such
registers and structures,
14
f
disjunctive
imperatives,andof what Leechcalls the
OUS
mode, vari
orms of wordplay

formal
including
figures
devices,
speech,
prosody,
of
and associations,rhetorical
schemes,amongothers.

Lanc6me Lip Dimension
Liquid colour that lasts. Full lips that seduce.
LIP DIMENSION
Lasting Liquid Lip-shaping colour
Give your lips added dimension:
light-reflecting
liquid,
lips
Plump
colour.
with
your
"
" Shapeyour lips with a sleek, precise and patented applicator.
RESULT: Full, perfectly dcfined lips with a choice of 12 vibrant shadesthat last and last.

Many of these features are presentin the above advert, which illustrates the way
linguistic resourcesare employedto servespecific purposes.The imperativeclauses,as
highly
frequent
headline,
in
the
are
the
advertisingcopy,
of
present
verbs
simple
well as

13Leechmentionsthat the different levelsof patterningin languagearc: grammarandvocabulary(form),
(1966:
8).
and
context
orthography
phonology,
Accordingto Leech,'the disjunctivemodebelongsto contextsin which, for one reasonor another,the
its
import being inferred from circumstancesin
is
simple
nature,
much
of
abnormally
an
message of
(1966: 90). This modeincludesabbreviatedgrammar,commonin telegramsand
which it is traxL%nitted'
headlines,and block language,and is, accordingto LCCCh,
very frequentin advertisingEnglish, in which
its various forms co-cxist. For a more detailed analysis of the way disjunctive languageis used in
90-97).
(1966:
Ucch
see
advertising,
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which has a preferencefor unmarkedand simple verb forms, which indicate a more
personalstyle, and in the latter case,give the advertisingpromisea timelesscharacter
(Leech 1966:80,110,122-124; seealsoMyers, 1994:47). The parallelstructures,in the
headline and in the copy, are examplesof 'formal schemes',which 'heighten the
emotional tone of the message,giving insistent emphasisto the points of strategic
importance' (Leech, 1966: 190), and establishimportant meaning relations (Myers,
1994:31). Alliteration is profuselyemployedin the advert,throughthe repetitionof the
'L', and in advertisingin general,such as the advert below, which also employsother
prosodicdevices,namelyrhyme,alliterationandassonance:

You'll love our sizzling new summery shades. Look hot and stay cool with the
fashion range that's so light and bright, you'll be sure to shine this summer.
Easy
Breezy
Beautiful
Cover Girl

'Phonological schemes' make adverts more striking and easy to remember (Leech,
1966: 188), as they possesssome 'ritualistic' property that encouragesrepetition and, no
less important, 'can be perceived even by people who are not familiar with the language
in which the message is composed' (1966: 189). Profuse pre-modification is also
present in these adverts. The complex structures of pre-modification provide not only
information about the product, but constitute a 'glowingly attractive description of it',
as well (Leech, 1966: 129). These structures often consist of adjectival compounds 'light-reflecting', 'lip-shaping' - which normally represent a compression of meaning,
and allow advertisers to avoid commonplace expressions, giving the advertising
15
impact
(1966:
for
137-140).
creativity and
messagemore scope
15 The advert for Giorgio Beverly Ifills perfume, included in Appendix 1, also contains most typical
features of advertising language just discussedLIt is particularly rich in parallelism and prosody, namely
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While it is not our purpose to undertake a comparative study between
advertising English and advertising Portuguese, an analysis of Portuguese adverts will
demonstrate that there are both differences and similarities in the linguistic devices
employed. We have not encountered in Portuguese literature studies equivalent to those
developed by Leech and by Cook, but Alexandra Pinto's work (1997) reflects a growing
interest in this discourse. Pinto maintains that the linguistic component, alongside the
graphic and pictorial elements, is responsible for the persuasive power of advertising
messages(1997: 14), and therefore looks into the various linguistic features found in
Portuguese adverts, some of which have been discussed above, and are hence common
16
English.
to advertising
It is also possible to anticipate some differences between advertising English and

the language employed in Portugueseadvertising, as the two belong to different
language systems. Portugueseadverts are unlikely to display the prodigality of
compoundsusedin pre-modificationstructuresof English adverts,sincethe Portuguese
language does not allow such versatility. In addition, post-modification is more
linguistic
devices
Nevertheless,
in
Portuguese.
the
many
of
referred to by
common
Leech are also presentin Portugueseadvertisements,namelythe preferencefor direct
interrogatives
(1)
(2),
imperatives
forms,
and
which constitute the
such as
address
17
(parallelism),
including
formal
schemes
anaphoric
reader as the addressee, and
(Pinto,
1997:
influence
the
perceived
and
are
memorised
adverts
way
structures,which

instances
figurative
language
Ibcrc
of
also
are
and punning,as the
assonance.
and
alliteration
rhyme,
habitual slogan of Giorgio fragrancesmay show- 'Ibcre's no place Ue Giorgio'. Direct addressis
especiallypresentin the questionand therearenumerousexamplesof disjunctivegrammar.
16This work provides a useful discussionof linguistic resourcesused in advertising, as it includes
explanationsof their role, their fimction and their effects in the overall message.Pinto coversvarious
generalcategories,which are thoroughlydiscussedand include suchaspectsas ambiguity,oppositionand
deviation, construction and de-constructionof words, wordplay, parallelism, incursions into logic,
subversionof fixed expressions,anddeictics.
17Myers also points out the constitutivecharacterof this textual device: 'Questions,like commands,
imply a directaddressto the reader- they requiresomeoneto answer'(1994:49).
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85), and which are often combined with other devices. Besides the anaphoric structure,
"'
fixed
Novo.
Vida
'Ano
draws
(3)
expression,
advert
nova', which has been
on a
adapted to the message'spurpose while preserving the idiom's positive associations and
19
Figure
Moreover,
I
regular patterning.
as
illustrates, parallelism can benefit from
graphic display, and may also combine formal and phonological schemes(Cook, 1996.134). Other phonological regularities, which produce an emotional mnemonic effect
(Cook, 1996: 120-121), such as rhyme, rhythm and metre, are equally recurrent in
20
Portugueseadvertising (4) (Pinto, 1997: 85-86) :

(1) Conhcqa Individualist c tire 0 nid:ximo partido das suas pestanas. (Est6c Lauder
Individualist) (Meet Individualist and make the most of vour cyelashes.)
(2) Estd preparada para ter um corpo perfeito" (Yves Saint Laurent Le Soin) (Are you
ready for a perfect body?)
(3) Rosto Novo. Vida Nova. (Est&eLauder Resilience Lift) (New face. New life)

(4) 0 mar para modelar o bcm-estar. (Orlane B2 1) (Tbe sea to shapewell-being)

ReInvigorates
10
,-

Revitalises
Re-hvdrates
Rene%N
s
Restores

Figure I- Est&eLauder Millenium Energist (extract)

18This idiom is normally used to express hope for the new year. This exTwession is frequently adapted to
various kinds of situations.
19Parallelism is obtained through the repetition of present tense forms. and of the prefix 're-'.
which also
results in the alliteration of Y. as well as through graphological de%ices An extract of the original advert
has been used in order to illustrate the graphic pamflelism more clearly. A complete copy of this advert
has been included in Appendix I (Figure 1). Our translation in the text-box next to the figure.
21,our translation in die examples Mow
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As we have said above, and notwithstanding the fact that we have pointed out some
recurrent patterns in advertising texts, it is necessaryto stress, as Leech did, the
versatility of advertising discourse, as well as advertisers' constant search for new
means of expression, not only by avoiding the features of standard COPY,but also
through incursions into language itself (Leech, 1966: 194). This versatility, however,
does not mean that advertising discourse enjoys complete freedom. By focusing on
has
language,
Leech's
features
study
recurrent
shown what Fairclough
of advertising
has also emphasised:that no discourse is exempt fi7om convention. In addition, the
loaded languageof advertising involves very objective goals, and is hence constrained
by various factors, including the product advertised itself Leech compares medicine
advertising for medicines to that promoting women's clothing, explaining that
long
discursive
frequently
former
for
employ
copy whereasthose for
the
advertisements
the latter use short emotionally descriptive texts (1966: 57-58). This still applies to
today's advertising, in which medicine adverts remain more informative, albeit
fashion
before,
than
and
advertising has become more and
probably with shorter copy
21 Below, in the analysis
more associated with soft-sell approaches.
of perfume and
be
it
possibleto observesignificant differences in the use
cosmeticsadvertisements, will
Such
the
differences
language
the
of
product
advertised.
nature
of
with
connected
are
but
in
discourse
length
features,such
in
textual
elements,
certain
the
of
not only visible
in
terms
cosmeticsadverts,which is not matchedby
as the use of scientific and medical
items
in
lexical
with a more emotive and subjective character.
perfume adverts,rich
There are other factors affecting the makeup of advertising messages,namely
the medium, which impacts on the overall structure of the advert, including the

2' As
is
401),
(1998:
Wells
by
soft
sell
an approachthat 'uses an emotional messageand
al.
et
expLained
is designed around an irnage,intended to touch the heart and create a responsebased on feelings and
attitudes'. it is normally opposedto hard sell, which is basedon a rational informative message.
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linguistic structureand the design.While we have focusedon print magazineadverts,
22
differences
between
Internet
these
we will also note some
and
adverts. Another
conditioning factor is the audience,as the significant number of studieson audience
23
researchshows. The envisagedaddresseeswill be decisive in the selection of a
communicationstrategy,asvariationson language,at all levels, accordingto the nature
of the targetedaudience(age,sex, social status,geographicalarea)are most noticeable
(1966: 63-64). This aspectwill be coveredmore thoroughly below, since audienceis
also a primary factor in translation. Even so, it seemsimportant to mention that
advertisers'relianceon the knowledgeof the audienceallows them to resortto various
typesof wordplay, allusion and parody,aswell as to different discourses.Thesetextual
devicesare only possiblebecausethe targetedaudiencesare expectedto recogniseand
decipher certain features, and are also a means of dealing with the audience's
'knowingness' and scepticismtowards advertising, by providing a creative use of
24The aim of the advertisementalso influencesthe choiceof language.Leech
language.
claimsthat the distinctionsfound in languageare normally mattersof emphasis,which
he illustratesby comparingprestigeadvertisingto consumeradvertising.He concludes
that the latter tendsto be more informativeand structurallycomplex,containingfewer
imperative clausesand milder forms of self-eulogy(1966: 64-65). What this analysis
seemsto suggestis that these factors cannot be consideredin isolation; they are
interwoven,andit is their interactionthat will conditionthe textual strategiesadopted.

22To illustrate this
point IAxch provides a comparison between the major characteristics of advertising
copy on television and in the press (1966: 58-63).
23Although we share Myers' view that one of the problems of audience research is that audiences are
viewed as categories, and are therefore abstractions, whereas the audience is composed of the actual real
people who watch the advert (Myers, 1994: 196), the truth is that adverts arc designed with some kind of
audience in mind, no matter how abstract or hypothetical.
24Myers maintains that the audience's knowingncss poses great problems to
advertisers, as it refers to the
audience's advertising literacy, or to the audience's awarenessof advertising forms and conventions. This
leads advertisers to constantly think of and look for new ways to attract (and surprise) the audience
(Myers, 1999: 293-294).
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3.3 Advertising Pictures

I do not believe that it is any longer possible to give adequate accounts of texts, even of
texts which appear in the print media Oct alone those which appear on television, or in
cinema) without transcending, decisively the hitherto relatively rigorously observed
'boundaries' of the verbal mediurn- (Gunther Kress, 1996: 20)

The line between linguistic and pictorial elements in advertising in our discussion is
merely a methodological division to facilitate an examination of the different elements
that, in combination, constitute an advertisement. Indeed, the relationship between the
various dimensions of advertisementshas already been alluded to in this study, and will
be addressed below, as we will try to demonstrate the way pictorial and linguistic
dependence
in
interact
their
upon each other. Moreover, the
elements
advertising, and
into
in
be
language
dimension
taken
also
account,
especially
should
pictorial
of written
print advertisements, since advertising makes use of all resources available to it,
including the graphic features of writing, such as typeface, font size and colour,
design.
As observed by Cook,
to
the
related
aspects
page, among other
arrangement on
these aspectsof the paralanguageof writing are extensively exploited in advertising. He
in
drawing
discussion
the
advertising,
attention to its
of
graphology
of
use
provides a
iconic, indexical. and mood-evoking character (1992: 77-87) 2' This aspect is present in
.
the Shiseido logotype, which does not resort to the Japanesealphabet, but uses a font
type that evokes oriental characters:

25Cook explainsthat the notion of index, as proposedby CharlesPeirce,can be particularlyuseful in the
description of paralanguage,in that 'an index is a sign which points to somethingelse by virtue of a
causalrelationship',and he addsthat the interpretationof indicesdependson the reader'sknowledgeof
the world (1992:69).
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,-f-Hl-fEIDO
FigUre 2- Shiseido Logotype
Whatever type of image is used in advertisements,it is clear that pictures have acquired
prominence in advertising. In fact, the ubiquity of visuals in society has been noted by
experts on image and by philosophers, such as John Berger and Rolland Barthes, who
have drawn attention to the increased weight visual elements have in communication.
Berger refers specifically to the density of visual images, including advertising images,
as an unprecedented urban phenomenon at the time (1972: 129), and one that is still
evident today. Barthes emphasisesthe relative importance of pictures, suggesting that
image has come to outweigh the words, which are now 'parasitic on image' (1977: 25).
The shift towards illustrated adverts took place in the late nineteenth century, and was
associated with the need to reach a broader mass audience (K. Myers, 1986: 21). This
tendency of image to supersedewriting in advertising has continued, and today, with the
increase of international and global advertising, the comments made by Berger and by
Barthes have acquired even more significance.
The prominence of visuals in advertising has been pointed out in various studies
on this subject, but the value and ftmction different researchersattribute to them are not
always coincident. Dyer, for example, has singled out the strong cultural impact of
images conveyed by the media, mentioning that the sophistication and persuasivenessof
visuals have reached such a stage that they exert a significant influence on the way
people organise their experiencesand understanding, underlining their illusive character
(1982: 83). Williamson seems to share the view that pictures can be dangerously
effective, particularly becauseof the difficulty in controlling the meanings transmitted
by images in adverts (1978: 175). And, even Myers, who does not adopt Williamson's
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criticism towards advertising, suggests that one of the ways advertising can subvert
system restrictions, and hence regulatory restrictions, is through image and other nontextual elements, explaining that 'regulations tend to shapethe copy of the ad, but they
can have very little effect on imagery, story, music, associations- the things that really

makeadswork'

26
(1999: 199-200).

Picturesmay indeedbe lessliable to restrictions,but this seemsto be only one of
the reasonswhy advertisersresort more and more to visuals,especiallyif we consider
that the developmentof new techniqueshas madevisual presentationmore elaborate
and effective, and thus contributedto their prominencerelative to the verbal messages
(Schudson,1984:63). Also, asnotedby Myers (1994: 135-136),one of the reasonsthat
idea
is
important
the
that picturesdo not lie. While Myers
to
advertisers
picturesare so
himself refutesthis assumption,since he believesthat peopleare awarethat pictures,
he
do
invoke
be
included,
that
acknowledges
pictures
not
photographs
can manipulated,
the readers' scepticismto the same extent as the verbal text. Notwithstanding,he
depiction
that
of 'the real thing', or the
maintains
argumentsstressing visuals'
dichotomybetweenpicturesandwords as irrational versusrational,respectively,fail to
considerthe active role of the audiencein the interpretationof pictures, treating the
audienceas passive.Indeed,one of the advantagesof pictures- and maybealso one of
risks for the advertiser- is that 'pictures involve the audiencein constructingfor
themselvesa rangeof messages'(Myers, 1994:136).
Bartheshas addressedthis issue in an essayon the photographicmessage,in
which he exposes important aspects concerning the way pictures, namely press
photographs,are read. He draws attentionto the analogicalattributesof photographs
andexplainsthat althoughthe photographproducesreality as it is, suchvisual messages
26 Cook's

views on this issue arc idcnticaL He explains that -advertisers rely more and more upon
pictures, while their critics stiH harp upon the "literar meaning of copy' (1996: 49).
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also involve a connoted message(1977: 17): gestures, poses, colours and other effects
displayed in photographs endow the image with cultural significance. In addition, the
producer's situation, knowledge, intention and projection of the potential receptor will
also have an impact on the production of an image, the reading of which will depend on
the actual viewer's situation (1977:29). Advertising pictures, in particular, rely on
people's knowledge, and can only be read and interpreted as part of the society that
produces and reads them. Like any message,regardlessof the semiotic mode, a pictorial
messageexists in society, and cannot be understood without referenceto it. Therefore, it
is important to take into consideration that a picture does not simply mirror reality, it is
rather the result of the producer's perception, and projection of the potential audience,
and it is subject to the viewer's perception, as well.

As discussedby Erving Goffman (1976), perhapsmore than other kinds of
pictures, advertising pictures - 'commercial pictures' - are overtly posed (1979: 15)'27
which means that they are admittedly fabricated. Indeed, advertisers are aware that the
audience knows that the picture of a beautiful model wearing a given cosmetic product
is true in that it actually depicts the model who posed for the photograph, but that it
used a series of photographic techniques to make it more appealing, and that the model
is in a certain way performing a role. This mutual awareness influences not only the
production of adverts by the advertiser, who is always looking for ways to make the
advertising messagemore appealing, but also the reading of the picture by the audience,
who knows an advertising picture is supposedly made to be alluring. It may tentatively
be said that these pictures involve a pact between the audience and the advertiser.28

27 For Goffman, advertising pictures belong to the category
of 'public figures', or more specifically,
commercial pictures', which means they are designed to reach a wide audience, constituted by
unconnected individuals, grouped for advertising purposes according to market divisions, and arc aimed
at selling (Goffman, 1976: 10-11).
28 As a key example of this kind of pictures, Goffman
mentions commercial realism', present in
contemporary adverts, and which is charactcrised by the use of apparently spontaneous scenesor pieces
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3.3.1 Images in cross-cultural advertising
The relevance pictures have gained in advertising becomes more evident when we
consider their role in international advertising. As observed by researchers,such as de
Mooij, advertisements designed to be used in different countries tend to rely on image
(1994: 87). Appelbaum et al. (1993) also believe that pictures have become central to
modem advertising, especially international campaigns, and maintain this is partly a
result of advertising's tendency to become more entertaining as a way of responding to
negative attitudes towards advertisements. In their view, images provide more
information, more accurately, and faster than words, in addition to being more easily
absorbed and remembered, and to having more entertaining power (1993: 227).
This ability of visuals to travel across different cultures is often associatedwith

an emphasisupon the iconic characterof pictures,an assumptionon which proponents
of international or even global advertising seem to rely (Paul Messaris, 1997: 91).
Although Messaris recognisesthat 'the iconicity of visual images makes them a
relatively unprobleniatic medium for cross-cultural communication about surface
appearanceof reality', he also acknowledgesthat there are aspectsrelatedto cultural
differencesthat may lead to problemsin cross-culturaladvertising(1997: 93). Images
containingspecific cultural referencescan poseproblemsfor cross-culturaladvertising,
either becausethe viewer missesthe reference,or becausethe associationsand values
evokedare of a different kind. As notedby Odber de Baubeta,Portugueseadvertisers,
for example,have frequentlyused historical icons, such as the caravel,to advertisea
variety of products both at home and in foreign markets (2000: 95). The caravel is
associatedwith the Discoveries and is believed to evoke positive values, namely
of real scenes,which peopleknow to be a simulationof the truth, but which they do not question(1976:
15). In other words,the readerknowsthat those'real' scenesdepictedin advertisingarc not actuallyreal,
but assumesthat they are so within the universeof advertising Likewise, the advertiserproducesthe
advertisementbasedon this awareness,
expectingthe readerto couude.
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heroism, achievement, national identity. Although advertisers expect their target
audience to perceive the referents pictured, and their intended values, it is possible that
icons related to the Discoveries are associated with less positive deeds and values
(2000: 95), which advertisers naturally want to avoid but which may nonetheless be
stirred, as the period of the Discoveries is also full of accounts of violence and abuse.
Dangers resulting from the association of different values with certain referents
featured in pictures are also mentioned by Messaris, (1997: 112), and earlier by Ricks et
international
(1974:
49),
to
campaigns. Many of
some
al.
unsuccessful
when referring
such cultural blunders are not necessarily connected with the audience's poor
knowledge or unawarenessof the intended values, but rather with a certain resentment,
or dislike for the values and associations evoked. Messaris also argues that even when
images strongly embedded in a given culture are used across countries, there is a
if
fail
is
level
to grasp all the
possible,
even
viewers
superficial
on which understanding
is
(1997:
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This
implications
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also possible
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due to viewers' ability to extrapolate from more familiar contexts. After all, failure to
capture cultural implications present in a given picture can also happen among the
facilitate
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the use of the same
that
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audience of
is
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countries
adverts, namely
pictures, across
Nowadays, many people are exposed to information coming from all parts of the world,
and even if they have not had direct contact with other cultures, they may still know
The
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them
caseof the spread of the North-American
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about
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both
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world,
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culture, and cultural values
their competitive cinema and music industries (see Messaris, 1997: 99-102).
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What has been said so far on the massive use of pictures in advertising, and their
importance in international and global advertising, should not misleadingly imply that
the language of pictures is universal. In addition to differences in interpretation and use
of certain referents, there are also differences at more basic levels, in the way different
cultures read visual clues. For example, the values attributed to certain colours, such as
black and white, can provide an obstacle to advertisers, since black is considered the
is
in
Eastern
by
Western
white
countries
mourning colour
cultures, whereas some
many
the colour that plays that role (Mueller, 1996: 97-98). Likewise, images depicting
human models are also subject to culturally rooted concepts, namely feminine
issue
de
According
Mooij,
this
to
vary considerably:
attractiveness.
opinions concerning
'in many countries a slim figure is considered attractive, while in others, including
African countries, a plump figure is preferable' (1994: 247-248).
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Figure 3- Bourjois
Pour La Vie (English)

Figure 4- Bourjois Pour
La Vie (Portuguese)

There are other, more subtle types of differences in adverts, namely typographical
features, which reveal the different cultural values attributed to signs. For example, the
typeface that represents handwriting is not the same in Portuguese and in English
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adverts. Each country has a prototypical handwriting typeface, as the Boudois adverts
above demonstrate:
These and other differences may actually affect advertisers' choices, but do not
seem to have prevented the development of international and global advertising
campaigns. The advertisements collected for this study seem to indicate that even in
respect of the concept of feminine attractiveness, advertisers have managed to find
common ground, or at least some consensus. The use of world-wide famous models,
artists, and sports people may have contributed to the successof advertising pictures,
and has probably also helped to shapemore universal models of beauty. In some cases,
however, it may not be so important that a given model corresponds to an ideal of
beauty in different cultures, but rather that s/he reflects the qualities or characteristics
the product is supposedto suggest or be associatedwith. The use of certain models to
advertise French perfumes, for example, is more likely to have the intention of evoking
Frenchness,than of meeting some kind of world standard of beauty. The advert for the
international perfume Po8me (Lanc6me) depicts Juliette Binoche, who, in addition to
being an attractive world-wide famous French actress, is also representative of
stereotyped ideas about French women, and thus endows the product with the French
character the advert wishes to transmit.
We do not intend to imply that cross-cultural differences concerning this and

other conceptshavebeenovercome,but ratherthat the Portugueseand English adverts
(and often versionsin other languagestoo) in our corpustend to use the sameor very
similar pictures. This may be partly owing to the type of productsadvertised,which
envisagea specific kind of audience,but it may also be a sign of someconvergence.
Even so, despitemanycasesof successfulglobal advertisingcampaigns,it is important
to note that there is no evidencethat the samepicturesare interpretedand perceivedin
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exactly the sameway in all countrieswhere the advertisementsare used,and reiterate
that the readingof any message,regardlessof the semioticmode,is alwaysaffectedby
viewers' position in spaceand time, as well as by their knowledge.Moreover, the
advertisementsused in our analysisare mostly from Europeancountries,which share
some characteristicsand background.We may speculatethat if we had compared
advertisementsfrom more divergentcultures,deeperdifferencesin visual presentation
would havebeenencountered.Nevertheless,there are certaincampaigns,namelysome
for Shiseidoand Lanc6me,whoseadvertisingstrategiesdo not differ considerablywith
regardto visualpresentationin EuropeanandEasterncountries,suchasJapan.

3.3.2 Analysing pictures
The emphasis on pictorial elements, and their combination with all the other parts of the
led
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as
way
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For that we neededa study that provided not only the required terminology, but also an
insight into the way meaning is constituted in pictures.29
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both
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(1996:
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29Guid&e also emphasiscs:
the need to considerboth dimensionsof adverts,claiming that 'les signes
linguistiquesdu tcxtc publicitairc sont cn relation d'dtroitc ddpcndanceavec Ics signes iconiquesde
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...
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for analysis,the views expressedby Kressand van Leeuwenon the grammarof visuals
are in tune with the major standpointsadoptedin our discussion,namelythe ideological
characterof visual communication,in that pictures are not mere reproductionsof the
real, but comprisean ideologicaldimensionsince they are also shapedand influenced
by the society or social institutions of which they are part (1996: 45). Therefore,
differencesacrossregionsand cultureshaveto be taken into account,especiallywhen
very distant cultures, such as the Western and Eastern ones are involved.
Notwithstanding, as the authors explain, there is a certain commonality in the
characteristicsof visualsin Westernsocieties,which derivesfrom the influenceof mass
design
in
Western
(1996:
These
4).
technologies
characteristics
of
general
media and
for
have
important
have
that
mostly
our
work
given
we
cultures
proved particularly
focused on the comparisonbetweenEnglish and Portugueseadverts. As we have
suggested,the analysisof translatedadvertsrequiresan understandingof the various
aspectsof design- how andwhat they communicate- so that we may attemptto single
out the aspectsthat affectthe translationof adverts.
Specificreferenceto the prevalentcharacteristicsof pictureswill be madein the
it
Even
become
they
apposite.
so,
seems necessary to
analysis of adverts or when
Leeuwen's
Kress
the
and
van
work to our study. First,
of
mention
major contributions
the fact that they have discerned general features commonly present in Western design
has partly helped to explain the reason why pictures are seldom altered in advertising
including
involved
in
European
the
this study.
targeting
countries,
pair
most
campaigns
Another significant aspect discussed by the authors concerns their attention to the way
the position of the viewer is designed in visual representations. Visual communication
involves two kinds of participants: the representedparticipants, depicted in images, and
the interactive participants, the producers and viewers of the image (1996: 119).
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Therefore, the analysis of pictures, namely advertising pictures, entails consideration of
both the way represented participants are arranged to convey meaning, and how these
participants establish a relationship with their addressees.Furthermore, by adopting a
comprehensive view of these two types of participants, the role of the external
participants is emphasised, which conforms to our view that the nature and
characteristics of discourse, including visual messages,are shaped by the producer's
view of the envisaged audience, within a given social context:

Interactiveparticipantsare thereforereal peoplewho produceand makesenseof images
in the context of social institutions which, to different degreesand in different ways,
regulatewhat may be 'said' with images,and how it should be said, and how images
shouldbe interpreted.(KressandlAxuwcn, 1996:119)

By including the imageviewer in the conceptof participant,as a key elementin the
visual communicativeprocess,it is easierto understandthe importanceof picturesin
translated adverts. Like verbal language, visual representationin adverts is also
conditioned by and designs the potential receptor. Thus, consideringthe pictorial
dimensionof advertsis a must in any discussionof translation,whoseproduction- and
existence- is closely connectedwith and influenced by the envisagedreader. The
relationship establishedbetween representedparticipants and the viewer is often
have
by
formed
by
'vectors
two functions:
the
eyelines',
which
participants'
established
to create a visual form of addressand to acknowledgeexplicitly the viewer, thus
'engaging the viewer in an imaginary relationship' (Kress and van Leeuwen, 1996:
122). Conceptssuchas these,and others,havecontributedto a more accurateanalysis
of adverts, but for our purposes,the discussion of compositional structures in
multimodal texts has been particularly relevant, as this framework has enabledus to
understandthe functions of the various elementsin the advert, and the connections
betweentextualandpictorial parts,which may impacton the translationalapproaches.
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3.3.3 Interaction of elements in an advert
As we are using print adverts, we will focus on the connection between linguistic and
pictorial elements, though we are aware of the variety of other aspects of advertising
messagesthat could have been considered had we used adverts in audio-visual media, or
outdoors. Even within print adverts we must not neglect the frequent recourse to other
devices, such as product samples,which can be often seen in magazine advertisements
for the two major categories used in this study - perfume and cosmetics adverts.30
While we do underestimate the impact of this device on the successof the advertising
message, and despite our awarenessthat such samples are part of the visual structure,
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Yet,
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text might fail to transmit the advertiser's intended appeal should not be neglected,
however tentative a view this may be.
As we have stated above, it is the interaction of the other elements of the advert
that concerns us most, and compositional analysis, as proposed by Kress and van
Leeuwen, has provided the basis for a more systematic discussion of the advert's visual
structure as a whole. According to their study, an analysis of multimodal texts
interacts
the
that
and affects one another, which means
picture
part
of
each
presupposes
that texts have to be looked at in an integrated way (1996: 183). One of the
consequencesof this approach is that the arrangement of the various elements can

30The inclusion of product samplM or pcrfimlcd strips, is a familia dcviceýwhich gives potential
consumersthe opportumty to test the Products,analysc texture and colour. Above all, they may
compensatefor the informational gap that stems from the difficulty in describing certain product
properties,normallyconnectedwith sensorialaspects,suchas snxll, and tactilc properties.
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hardly be viewed as random,which in its turn implies that the distribution of pictorial
and textual elements in the advert is fiinctional and purposeful, thus establishing
meaningfullinks betweenthe two. The authorssuggestthat relatingdifferent aspectsof
meaningto different compositionalelementsinvolves three major systems,which are
themselvesinterrelated:informationvalue, salienceand framing.
Informationvalue concernsthe specificinformationthat can be elicited from the
arrangementof the variouspartsof the picture,as different meaningsare attachedto the
various areas,such as left and right, in the horizontal arrangement,which normally
correspondto given and new information,respectively,and top and bottom, in vertical
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uppersectionnormally
sectionto the 'real' information-The latter type of layout is commonlyusedin Western
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somehow
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on it (1996: 203). Thesedifferent systemsare often combined,producingmorecomplex
structures.
In the examplesbelow (illustrated on page 50), it is possible to assessthe
implicationsthat changesin layout may haveon different versionsof the sameadvert.
The visual presentationof the two advertsis very similar, with the perfumebottle in
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do not introduce significant shifts in meaningand hencewill not be the focus of our
31
attention:

[Difficult to define. Impossible to
resist.

I Indefinivel mas irresistivel
.

The divergencein the distribution of the textual parts may, accordingto Kressand van
Leeuwen'smodel, indicate distinct information value attributedto theseelements.In
terms of the picture's vertical alignment,the English advert includesthe information
relative to the novelty of the product- Te nouveauparftim de Chanel' - in the upper
part of the advert,the 'ideal', while the enticing propertiesof the productare displayed
in the lower section,the domainof the 'real'. In the Portugueseadvert,the positionsof
the textual elementsare switched,a fact which, to a certain extent, conformsmore to
benefits,
be
the promise, and the more
the
potential
what would
expected,with
emotionalpart asthe 'ideal', andthe perfumename,and the informationaldetailsat the
bottom, wherethe more factual information is normally placed.It may nonethelessbe
arguedthat the distributionof the textual elementsin the English advertresultsfrom an
intentionto placeeachof the sentences
next to the part of the picturethey refer to more
directly, so as to function as captions:Te nouveauparfurn de Chanel' is placedabove
the perfumebottle; the copy 'Difficult to define.Impossibleto resist' is displayedbelow
the model, supposedlyreferring to the woman wearing the advertised fragrance.
Whateverour interpretationof the advertiser'sintentions,we note that a merealteration
differences
in the presentationof
distribution
the
the
reveal
may
of
verbal message
of
the advertisingconceptandappeal,andconsequentlymodify the advertisingmessage.
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Figure 5- Chanel Allure (Portuguese)

Figure 6- Chanel Allure (English)

This advert may also raise other issues, such as the visibility of the information
salience. This aspect of composition concerns the various ways of emphasising different
parts or elements of the advert through visual devices. Salience involves several factors,
from the relative size of the elements composing the picture, to colour contrast and
placement of the elements in foreground/background. As noted by the authors,
'regardless of where they are placed, salience can create a hierarchy of importance
among elements, selecting some as more important, more worthy of attention than
others' (1996: 212). If we consider the visibility

of the Portuguese headline -

'Indefinivel mas irresistivel' - and compare it to the same line in the English advert, it is
possible to seethat the former is given more salience through tonal contrast, which may
suggestthat the dimension of the 'ideal', the emotive appeal is more emphasised.
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Other aspects of salience will be developed in the analysis of parallel
translations,where we will assessthe relevanceof the translatedtexts basedon visual
clues, namelytheir position,their relative size and contrast,observablein the selection
of typeface colours,which affect the text's visibility. It should be noted that salience
does not have straightforwardobjectivecriteria; in addition to being often a matter of
degree,it also dependson the interactionof severalfactors,which in combinationmake
some of the elementsseemmore conspicuousthan others (Kress and van Leeuwen,
1996: 212). In the caseof parallel translations,for example,reducedsalienceof the
Portugueseversion results from a number of factors, and there are translationsthat,
despitebeing proportionallylessconspicuous,are more emphasisedthan others,which
we may verify by comparingthe paralleltranslationsof the advertsfor Sotto Voce and
Romance(Section7.4.2).The implicationsof visual saliencein parallel advertisements
importance
the
can be extendedto the assessment
relative
given to the different
of
languagesused in those adverts,as the visual emphasison different languagesgives
cultural significanceto the options madeby the translatorsand advertisersconcerning
the use of other languagesin Portugueseadvertisements.Moreover, salienceis also
useful for discerningthe different value pictorial and textual elementsmay haveon the
advert, as the relative importanceof thesetwo dimensionsmay be adducedfrom their
relative visual prominence,thus providing an important factor for establishingthe
relationshipbetweenthesetwo elements,and for demonstratingthe claim often made
throughoutthis studythat pictureshaveacquiredincreasedimportancein (international)
advertising.
Framing is the third systemat work in pictures. It refers to the presenceof
demarcatingdevices,connectingand disconnectingthe different elementsdepicted,
correspondingto different units of information (Kress and van Leeuwen, 1996:214-
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218). Although we have not encounteredcasesin which this aspecthas undergone
significant changesin different languageversions, it is relevant in that it revealsthe
degreesof connectedness
betweenthe elementsin the picture. For example,in many
cosmeticsadverts,the textual information is clearly separatedfrom pictorial elements,
thus showingthat the two elementsprovideratherindependentunits of information.The
significancethis may have for translationpurposesis that in highly framed pictures,
textual and pictorial parts are probablyless dependentupon eachother,which to some
extent may allow the translatorto handlethe text in a more independentway. Naturally,
from the momentdifferent elementscontributeto the compositionof an advert,there is
alwaysa bondbetweenthem,but this maybe emphasisedto a greateror lesserextent.
The advertisementsfor Clarins are normally highly framed,as it is possibleto
confirm by examining the advert for Extra-Firming Foundation below (see Figure 47).
Although colour works as a connective device relating the constituent parts, creating
'visual rhyme' (Kress and van Leeuwen, 1996: 215), a thin black line divides the
various sections of the advert - the picture of the model, the body copy and the product,
and the slogan and technical information - thus establishing three rather independent
frames. The body text can therefore be handled quite independently in translation, and
however speculative this may seem, it is a fact that Portuguese and English adverts for
Clarins display significant textual differences. As we will see below, they oflen present
32
different
but
texts altogether.
topical and lexical similarities,
are
As we have attempted to demonstrate, compositional analysis has provided the
means to understand the relationships between the elements that compose an advert.
Our focus is on the distribution of textual and pictorial elements in an image, so as to
assesstheir relative prominence, and hence consider semiotic aspects of structure and

32Secalso the advcrtsfor Cbrins in Appcridix 1.
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layout, as well as other aspects of visual rhetoric. When examining textual elements,
however, it is also necessaryto consider the meaning conveyed by the linguistic signs,
as verbal messagesalso establish a relationship with the remaining elements through
their content. The relationships created have a direct impact on the translation process
and consequently on the translator's options, as s/he will have to consider such aspects
as overall coherence, including the various forms of interplay between text and image.

Barthes,(1977) identifiestwo commonfunctionsof textual elementsin pictorial
messages: the function of anchorage, according to which textual elements guide the
reader's interpretation of the iconic message,and the function of relay which implies a
iconic
linguistic
between
the
the
and
message
message
relationship of complementarity
(1977: 3941). Barthes emphasisesthe interdependenceof the two elements in question,
immediately
be
to
more
and, even though examining cases of complementarity seems
pertinent to our study, since both text and image work together to create meaning, the
function of anchorage raises equally important issues in terms of our analysis. By
guiding interpretation, the text performs a selecting task, leading the reader towards the
advertiser's intended interpretation; it has a 'repressive value' (1977: 40).
In advertisements, deep changes in the linguistic message, even when it only
interpretation
in
in
the
of the visual clues,
a
shift
performs an anchoring role, may result
and consequently in the meaning of the advertising message.Furthermore, analysing the
different choices made by translators in different languages also reveals different
degrees of interdependence between the two dimensions of the advert. In the
different
(cosmetics)
Allure
the
for
Chanel
can
observe
strategies
we
advertisement
adopted in the Portugueseand English versions relative to the text's anchoring function:

LAIlure, becausesome sensationsare iffesistible.

I Allure, porque o prazer 6 irresistivcl.

I
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As the examplesdemonstrate,the Portugueseadvertprovidesa more explicit and hence
restricted reading of the advert, whereasthe English advert remains vaguer, more
allusive, leaving interpretationsmore open to the reader.Although we may arguethat
the copy in the English advert indirectly alludes to sensualityand eroticism, it seems
plausible to affirm that the term 'sensations' leaves more room for the reader's
imagination and it may conform more easily to different ideasof pleasantsensations
different readers may have. The Portugueseversion, on the other hand, already
presupposesan associationwith sexuality, particularly through the term 'prazer'
(pleasure),thus considerablycircumscribingthe variety of possiblereadings.
The property of pictures of allowing for various interpretations makes it possible
for advertisers and translators to opt for different anchoring texts, focusing on aspects

that are believedto be more suitablefor the audienceor culture at which advertsare
aimed.This aspectis relatedto the ability of picturesto travel acrossdifferent countries,
discussedin Section3.3.1. VAfile the introduction of significant alterationsto home
for
in
is
Portuguese
adverts
perfumesand cosmetics,it
versions not a commonstrategy
is an importantpossibilityto be consideredin translation.As anchoringtexts are usedto
be
transformedandadaptedso asto fit
they
the
can
always
provide a readingof
picture,
the intended advertisingappeals,within the possible range of meaningsoffered by
pictorial elements, and within the advertising - and the translation - brief. The
Portugueseand English advertisementsfor Guerlain Aqua Allegoria, for example,
33
different
present
anchoringtexts. Although the Portugueseadvertdoesnot includeone
of the fragrances,Flora Nerolia, which reflects some divergencein the marketing

33Picturesof theseadvertshavebeeninduded in Appendix I (Figiffe 2).
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strategy at the level of product range, the pictures are nearly identical, with the
34
linguistic
exception of the
messages:

Six fragrances to reflect your ever changing I A cmoCio do rccncontro corn os aromas.(The
moods.
emotion of a reencounter with the scents)

If changing the focus of the linguistic message in adverts where it has mostly an
anchoring function seems to be rather unproblematic, the range of options is naturally
narrowed in cases where the text establishes a relationship of complementarity with
pictorial elements. In an era when the visual dimension is so pervasive, interplay
between the linguistic and pictorial elements has become more evident in advertising,
and the co-existence of the two functions, also recognised by Barthes (1977: 41), is no
less frequent. As maintained by Charles Forceville, 'text no longer necessarily anchors
the image (...) there is now a complex interrelation between the two' (1994: 8 1).
In his study on pictorial metaphor in advertising, Forceville discussesa specific
type - verbo-pictorial metaphor - which directly depends upon the interplay between
text and image, as one of the terms of the metaphor is rendered pictorially and the other
is rendered verbally (1994: 166). In such cases, deletion of the text destroys the
metaphor (1994: 179), which shows that, in translation, attention to the two dimensions
of the ad is essential. Considerable alterations of the text's content are bound to have an

impact on the original metaphor,and result in the constructionof anothermetaphor,or
in its disappearance
altogether.This does not meanthat a changeor omissionof the
original verbo-pictorialmetaphoris necessarilythe result of mistranslation,astheseare
of the interplay of theseelementsmay
also translationoptions, but that unawareness
34Our translation next to the Portuguese vcrsiorL In another more recent English
advert for this range of
fragrances (July 200 1), aldmgh there is an alteration of both the pic ture and the tc 7d,we may afr irm that
the strategy and concept arc maintained by kccpmg the reference to different fragrances for different
moods -'What mood arc you in todayT. Ilds indicates an allusion to the previous campaign.
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result in the adulterationof the campaign'sadvertisingconcept,or in an incoherentor
negatively ambiguous advertising message.
Forceville also discusses exclusively pictorial metaphors, where both terms of
the metaphor are provided by pictorial elements (1994: 122-142).35As in any kind of
message, contextual features are essential for decoding pictorial messages. These
features may range from sets and props to the adjacent verbal messages,as well as to
more general features such as genre or discourse type (1994: 124). The notion of
anchorage is thus extended by Forceville to pictorial elements, which, in addition to
verbal elements, contribute to guide possible interpretations of the picture. Accessories
or pieces of jewellery adorning models in perfume adverts, which work as signs of
sophistication and social status, are examples of visual clues that provide anchoring
contextual references.
Recognition of the variety of contextual features involved in the construction of
implications.
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visual structures, namely metaphors,
visual metaphors requires cultural knowledge, since visual clues and the establishment
Second,
(Forceville,
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of contextual features requires attention not only to visual clues and their connotations,
but also to the verbal context and the way it interacts with the image. Although verbal
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elements are not essential
may nonetheless prove fundamental to the reading of the picture. The analysis of the
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in
the case of eminently pictorial adverts,
that,
this
even
corpus used
study
linguistic elements normally play a significant role in the interpretation of the message.

35 'Wls',

or metaphors with one pictorially present term (1994: 122X and 'NIP2s', or metaphors with the
two terms pictorially represented (1994: 142). TIke fimdarnental difference between these two types is that
'NWIs' require contextual features for identification of one of the terms of the metaphor, whereas 'XW2s'
have both terms present. Forccvillc also identifies pictorial similes, cxplaining that the latter arc normally
more explicit and suggest a weaker fusion between the tvvo terms (primary subject and secondary
subject), by displaying them next to each other to indicate resemblance (1994: 158-162).
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The English advert for Vaseline below uses a pictorial metaphor, where the cactus
metonyrnically stands for desert, and which may be verbalised as 'the body (or skin) is
desert'. A series of meanings could be elicited from this metaphor, by associating
'desert' with various features such as heat, isolation, vastness,remoteness,and dryness.
However, the short copy displayed in a fi-ame next to the product, in the upper right
hand comer, besidesthe product name and the package information, effectively restricts
those meanings by claiming that Vaseline is 'The antidote for dry skin', indicating the
properties that are supposed to be elicited from the second term of the metaphor, the
desert's dryness, which refers to skin's dehydration.36

Figure 7- Vaseline double-page advert (English)

36There is another
advert for this product which displays an identical metaphor (seeAppendix 1, Figure
5).
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4. TRANSLATION

AND TRANSLATION

STUDIES

Translation has always been associated with encounters between peoples of different
origins and cultures. It has thus been an essential activity and resource for cross-cultural
communication in various domains, from business and politics to education,
entertainment and the arts. The role of translation in the dissemination of culture and
knowledge, particularly literary, philosophic and scientific works, as well as its part in
religious missions, has been referred to in various studies. Susan Bassnett gives a
detailed account of the role of the translator and translation in different periods, showing
that the importance of translation in the spreading of knowledge, as well as its specific
function in religious missions, namely its contribution to the dissemination of the Bible,
has long been acknowledged (1991: 4346).
The roles of translations and of the translator have gone through some changes,
which have given rise to different strategies and approaches,but this does not seem to
have effaced its relevance in today's world. Peter Newmark comments on the different
humanistic,
(1991:
42-45),
functions
the
the
translation
namely
purposes or
of
technological, the cultural, the artistic and the pedagogical functions of translation.
While these involve a normative dimension in that they are associated with ways
translation should be undertaken in each case,they manageto account for the significant
life.
Venuti
domains
in
the
translation
emphasisestranslation's ethical
of
role of
various
dimension and social responsibility. The ideological character of translation makes it an
Other,
in
force
the
the foreign cultures,
of
the
representations
of
active
construction
'
it
influences
the
target
culture as well. Post-colonial approaches
while, at the sametime

1 Venuti's own project is basedon an ethics of differencewhich aims to offer an alternativetranslation
approachto ethnocentrictranslationsinto English and hence challenge the hcgemonicstams of the
Englishlanguageand culftu2Iimperialism(see,for example,Vemiti, 1998:11-12and 1995:17-19).
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also draw attention to the ideological dimension of translation, particularly to the way it

hasbeen(and is) usedby dominantculturesand social institutionsto maintainexisting
power relations. (Tejaswini Niranjana, 1992: 3).
Despite the obvious presence of translation activity over the centuries, it often
lacked the required attention.2 Fortunately, the study of translation has undergone
significant developments. Scholars and practitioners have dedicated more and more
attention to translation, and have studied and theorised various issues raised by
translational practice. Owing to their endeavours the study of translation has won its
define
itselý
in
discipline,
to
as
efforts
ongoing
place
notwithstanding
academia, as a
well as to determine its proper methodology, terminology and conceptualisation.
The emergence of Translation Studies as an autonomous organised discipline
owes a great deal to James Holmes, who pioneered the efforts to organise and
Holmes's
influence
discipline.
The
this
essayson the constitution of the
of
systematise
discipline of Translation Studies is recognised by Edwin Gentzler, who emphasisesthe
role of Holmes's 1972 essay, 'The Name and Nature of Translation Studies', in the
3
formation and founding of a new field of study (2001: 91-93). Holmes notes the

from
it
fact
different
that
to
the
theory,
scholars
and attributes
confusion surrounding
fields broughtmodelsand conceptsfrom their own areasof researchto discussionson
translation,which has madeit difficult to decideeventrivial aspectssuchas the name
that should be given to a discipline that focuseson translation (1988: 67-68). He
suggests'translation studies' (1988: 70), and describesthe discipline as an empirical
describing
based
translationsand translating,aswell as at
at
one,
on researchand aimed

2 In the Essay on the Principles of Translalion, first published in 1791, Alexander Tytlcr comments on the
importance that translated ancicnt works had in the shaping of modern literature, and expresses his
indignation concerning the scarcity of systematic theoretical studies on ffie subject (1978: 34).
3 Gideon Toury also stresses the importance of Holmes's description
and organisation of Translation
Studies, particularly his division or 'map' of the discipline, namely the branch of descriptive translation
studies, which Toury charactcrises and develops (1995: 7-10).
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establishing the general principles governing those phenomena. This is the field of
CPure' translation studies and one which is going to be relevant for our own study since,
in addition to the theoretical branch
'theoretical
it
includes
translation
studies'
'descriptive translation studies' (DTS), which is the framework adopted in our study.
Research within DTS is further divided by Holmes into specific fields of research
product-oriented research, function-oriented research, and process-oriented research and while it is not our aim to develop a discussion involving all branches, we will
inevitably touch upon more than one of these segments. This study can be identified
with a product-oriented approach, focusing on a specific discourse type (advertising)
even though issues related to the translation's 'function in the recipient socio-cultural
situation' are of utmost importance to our work (1988: 72). These discussions, however,
would be better included in what Holmes designates as partial theories, as they are
restricted not only with regard to medium and language pair (especially English and
Portuguese), but also to time and discourse type. The other branch, 'applied translation
studies', is not directly relevant to our discussion, although it is important to retain the
dialectical relationship between the different branchesof the discipline (1988: 78).
The emergence of this discipline as an autonomous one is also indebted to the
work of other scholars, such as Bassnett, whose contribution proved essential to the
consolidation

of

the discipline

of

Translation

Studies. In

her

1980 book,

symptomatically entitled Translation Studies, Bassnett provides a comprehensive
overview of this discipline, namely its scope, core issues, the main theoretical
approaches in various historical periods, and specific problems of literary translation.
Bassnett accomplisheswhat she proposes to do in the introductory remarks, namely to
demonstrate that 'Translation Studies is indeed a discipline in its own tight' and to 'set
out the basis of the discipline' (1991: 1,10). In her view, the need for a systematic study
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of translation is closely connected with the practical aspects and requirements of the
translation activity, and hence the danger of neglecting practice in theoretical studies
(1991: 7). Bassnett also identifies different areas of study within Translation Studies,
which she advises translation researchers to consider to minimise the risk of
fragmentation in their work: (a) History of Translation; (b) Translation in the Target
Culture; (c) Translation and Linguistics, (d) and Translation and Poetics, (1991: 8). She
adds a fifth category (e), relative to the assessmentof existing translations - evaluation.
While at first sight our study seems to belong in the third area (c), as it is the one that
includes the study of non-literary texts, our discussions are directly related to category
(b), since we believe that it is the norms operating in the receiving system that condition
in-coming translations. As Bassnett herself acknowledges, there is always some
overlapping between the different categories,or areasof interest.
Mary Snell-Homby has also looked into the circumstances affecting the
emergence of Translation Studies as an autonomous discipline. She argues that
fragmentation in the study of translation is partly responsible for the uncertain, and
sometimes low, status of this discipline (1988: 8). In her discussion of the state of
Translation Studies, Snell-Homby includes the gulf between linguistic and literary
approaches,which seemsto suggestthat too strict or circumscribed orientations, as well
as rigid categorisations and dichotomies have impaired the development of the
discipline as a whole. Snell-Homby proposes a model that is capable of comprising all
aspectsof translation: an integrated approach (1988: 26). As an alternative to traditional
categorisations, Snell-Homby's model, based on the prototype theories (1988: 27-29),
avoids the rigidity of text typologies, providing a system that accepts less fixed
categories, and hence deviation, ffizziness,and overlapping (1988: 3 1).
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The relevance of Snell-Homby's approach to Translation Studies as a discipline
is manifold. First, by admitting 'bluffed edges' in the classification of texts, she
demonstratesthat translation, or the analysis of a translation, irrespective of the kind of
text, requires knowledge and application of different fields (1988: 34), although she
clearly refutes the idea that translation is a branch of any discipline (1988: 35). In her
stratificational model (1988: 32), Snell-Homby shows that overlapping is an overriding
concept and that translation implies an interdisciplinary approach, emphasising the role
of cultural factors. By drawing attention to both the multifarious nature and the
specificity of Translation Studies, Snell-Homby manages to help consolidate this
discipline as one that covers various aspects and dimensions of texts, thus overcoming
apparently unbridgeable gaps betweenthe different currents.
In terms of our work the approach suggestedby Snell-Homby is crucial in that

it conforms to our perspectivethat the study of advertisingtexts in translation may
benefit from different approaches.
Moreover,by rejecting limiting text-categorisations,
an integratedapproachis more easilyapplicableto a studyon advertising,sincedespite
the predominantlypragmaticnatureof advertisingtexts, they do not lend themselvesto
unproblematic linear description. instead, due to advertising's use of different
discoursesand semiotic modes,as well as what may be called exceptionalforms of
language,they resistrestrictivecharacterisations
and typifications. Consequently,these
texts requirea moredynamicand comprehensive
perspective,onewhich may be ableto
comprisethe multiple aspectsof advertisingand, above all, one that emphasisesthe
cultural dimensionof this activity.
Like Snell-Homby, Gentzler mentions the antagonistic positions held by
scholarsfrom the two maintheoreticalorientations- the linguistic andthe literary - that
dominatedtranslationtheory prior to the appearanceof what he calls the translation
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studiesperiod, which includesscholarssuchas Holmes,Lefevere,andBassnett,among
others. He regardsthe approachintroduced by these scholarsas one more open to
interdisciplinary contributionsfrom different areas(2001: 77-78), and claims that, by
abandoningprevious preconceptionsand prescriptive theories, these scholars have
remained receptive to 'constant self-evaluationand evolution' (2001: 79). These
changesand advancesin the study of translation,as well as the formation of a field of
study -a

discipline - that comprehendsthe various dimensionsof translation have

fostered researchin the field, hence opening the way for future developmentsand
creatingthe conditionsto improve the statusof translationsand translators.As in any
other field, approachesto translationare not homogeneous,
and the theoriesdeveloped
contain significant conceptualand methodologicaldivergences.However, as we have
suggested,contributionsfrom different approachesmay provevaluableto our work.

4.1 PersPectives on Translation

From what has been said so far, it may be inferred that we have drawn on various
approachesto analyseand discussthe processesat work in the translation of print
advertisements.Even though we favour the theoriesthat we judge to be of particular
interestto our study,namelytarget-orientedtheories,we do not excludediscussionsand
relevantinsightsprovidedby different approaches.

4.1.1 Some aspects of the linguistic approach
While we will not look at linguistic approachesin detail, their contribution to the study
of translation cannot be overlooked. Translation certainly involves more than linguistic
transfers, but these are also relevant, especially in so far as they are connected with
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higher levels, namely discourseand generic features,which in turn point to broader
aspectsof society and culture.

Criticism of linguistic-basedtheoriesoften focuseson their failure to consider
cultural
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emancipation

historical
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4
message had on the original readership (2001: 53-54) .

We do not mean to devalue the role of linguistics in translation, the importance

(1997).
description
Fawcett
by
In
Peter
demonstrated
has
been
our
of
of which
aptly
translation relationships,we will commenton aspectsof languageand will certainly
draw on terminology provided by these linguisics-basedstudies. Discourse-based
approaches,such as Basil Hatim's and Ian Mason's (1990) have been particularly
significant to our work, as they include useful discursive-pragmaticanalyses,which
4 With regard to Nida's conceptof dynamic equivalence,SusanBassnettcomments:Mie principle of
equivalenteffect which has enjoyedgreat popularity in certain culturesat certain times, involves us in
areasof speculationandat timescanleadto very dubiousconclusions'(1991:26).
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take into accountthe relationbetweenlinguistic forms, participants,andcommunicative
intents (see also Fawcett, 1997: 123), as well as questionsof register and discourse
conventions.An examinationof the recurrentfeaturesof certaingenresand discourses
points to the norms and conventionsexisting in the cultures under analysis,which
influencethe way texts,translatedtexts included,are producedandreceived.
In respect of the terminology used in our study to describe linguistic phenomena
involved in translational operations, owing to the diversity offered by linguistic theories,
and becausethey are normally exclusively restricted to their frameworks and to purely
linguistic processes, we have mostly drawn on Chesterman's grid of production
strategies - syntactic strategies, semantic strategies and pragmatic strategies - which
in
but
from
terms
our view, manages to
which,
employs many
other approaches,
description
for
different
kinds
the
therefore
transcend
of
account
of processes and
5
(1997:
factors
92-112).
linguistic
by
processeswhich are uniquely motivated

4.1.2 The Functionalist approach and the translation of adverts
Functionalist

approaches to translation

have introduced

an important

pragmatic

dimension to the theory of the discipline, as, by openly emphasising the need to analyse
translation phenomena with a focus on the target-language text, these approaches have
revealed the actual factors involved
function

in the translation

of texts that are expected to

in the target culture. As observed by Gentzler, functionalist

theorists have

pioneered major shifts in the study of translation, namely the shift from source-oriented
to target-oriented theories, and the introduction of cultural factors in translation models
(2001: 70). On the other hand, despite Gentzler's

reservations regarding what he

considers the economic concerns underlying the functionalist

approach (2001: 74), we

' Table I in Appendix3 sunmwiscs Chesterman'scomprehensive
grid, whosetermswill be describedas
they are usedin our study.
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believe that functionalist theorists' description and inclusion of the more practical
aspectsof the activity, namelyconsiderationsof the professionaltranslationworld, have
introducedrelevantfactorsinto the studyof translation.
The functionalist approachpresupposesthe teleological characterof human
communication, as an instance of human action, which implies that people
communicate for some purpose (Vermeer, 1997: 1-2 and 2001: 224). Translation, like
any form of communication, is also viewed as action, which means that it also has an
aim. Translating is thus based on a broader theory of action, which, according to Nord,
'involves viewing translation as an intentional, partly verbal intercultural interaction
based on a source text' (1997: 18). Such an approach has far-reaching implications for
the activity of translating, and for translation theory and study. By considering all the
elements and agents involved in translation, the functionalist approach manages not
only to account for all the actual aspects affecting this activity, but also, more
importantly, it shows that verbal elements are only part of what constitutes a text, and
hence only one of the elements to be considered in the production and analysis of
translations. Vermeer maintains that translation is above all a cultural process in which
language plays only a part, 'a holistic "acting7 in a target culture for a given purpose
and its intended recipients' (1998: 56). This may be for some too extreme a view, since
it seems to underrate the role and value of verbal language in translation. However, if
we take into account the factors influencing cross-cultural communication, including
translation, we may conclude that the target-text's function in the recipient culture is
likely to take precedenceover other considerations.
The emphasis on target-text function has consequencesfor other concepts and
categories involved in translation: it implies a dethronement of the source text, as it
becomes only 'one of the sources of information used by the translator" (Nord, 1997:
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25), and, consequently, concepts such as faithfulness and equivalence cease to be
central, unless they are eventually part of the specific skGposof a given translation. The
skopos, as used in Vermeer's 'strictly' fiinctionalist theory, is an umbrella term that
covers concepts such as aim, purpose, intention and function. It is the skopos of a
translation that is going to determine the strategies adopted (Vermeer, 1998: 45), and it
normally refers to the communicative purpose aimed at by the translated text in the
target situation.6
The concept of skqpos or purpose is central to the study of advertising
translation. More important than faithfulness to the source-language text is that the
translated text should function optimally in the target culture (Vermeer, 1998: 50). For
economic reasons, certainly, but also for reasons peculiar to the production of crossbe
texts,
the
and
source
which
will
of
authorship
nature
cultural advertisements, such as
discussed below, translating advertisements entails observation of the circumstances
that will influence the performance and reception of the translation. It is highly unlikely
that an advertiser should be ready to risk the success of a campaign by remaining
faithful to a source text, the features of which, for a number of reasons,either cultural,
is
be
It
linguistic,
transferred
to
the
target
text.
true that
cannot
or
or even paralinguistic,
international campaigns normally envisage the maintenance of a coherent image worldbut
it
is
imply
the
concept
or
message,
advertising
this
also
preserving
wide, and
may
true that this can be achieved in various other ways. Producing an effective campaign is
an overriding condition and hencejustifies the translation strategies deemed necessary,

6 Despite recognising the comprehensive nature of the concept of skopos, Nord mentions some
differences between these terms, as they arc used by Vermeer and in her own approach (1997: 28-29).
'Aim' corresponds to the end result of a certain action; 'purpose' rcfcrs to 'a provisional stage, in the
process of attaining an aim' (1997: 28); 'function' reflects the meaning or intention of a text from the
point of view of the receiver, and 'intention' is the plan to achieve a given aim in terms of sender and
receiver. Nord proposes a more clear-cut distinction between 'intention' and 'fimction', suggesting that
the former should be defined from the point of view of the sender only, and that in an ideal situation the
sender's intention will find its aim, in which case intention and function would be analogous or even
identical (1997: 28).
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which, in some cases, may well imply a complete reworking of the whole advertising
idea, if the original concept is judged unfeasible for an advertisement in another culture.
A purpose-oriented theory, in which translation strategies seek to achieve a translation
goal, gives the translator more freedom to take the options S/he believes to be most
suitable to fulfil that aim. Nevertheless, the skqpos is not the translator's responsibility
alone. There are normally several agents involved in the process of translating, and
consideration of all the relevant parties - the translator, the initiator, the source-text
producer, the target-text addressee and the target-text user - is another significant
development achieved by the functionalist approach (Nord, 1997: 20-22).
A description of the agents and their respective roles allows us to analyse and
account for the circumstancessurrounding the translation of adverts. Without going into
detail, since some of these elements will be discussed more fully below, the translation
of international campaigns normally involves an initiator, who can be the client, the
company requiring the campaign to be used in different countries, and then a
commissioner, who may be the person from the advertising agency in charge of
assigning the job to a translator. The latter will have accessto the text to be translated,
or to a brieý and it is possible that s/he will not be aware of the source-text producer,
who, as we will see, is likely to play a minor role, if any, in the process. The prospective
text-receiver, or addressee, is among the most relevant elements, not only for the
7
for
is
but
likely that, in
It
in
translation
the
strategy.
advertising
whole
also
question,
situations involving advertising, the translated text will go back to the person or team
who will actually use the text to produce the final version of the advertisement.

Contraryto what may sometimesseemto be the case,the translator'schoices
and strategiesare constrainedand influencedby factorsother than source-textfeatures,
7Nord distinguishes'aMrcssee',the prospectivcreceiverenvisagedby the text
producer,from 'recciver',
the person(or institution) who actuallyreadsthe text (1997:22).
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which in the caseof advertisementsare unlikely to be at the centreof the translator's
attention.As observedby Vermeer,the skcposof the translationis not dependentupon
source-cultureconditions,nor on the sourcetext: 'case- and thereforeculture-specific
conditions agreed upon between translator and commissionerdeterminethe way a
skoposis put "into practice7in a translation' (1998: 51). The term adoptedby Nord translation brief - seemsto be particularly appropriatefor a discussionthat involves
advertising. The translation brief correspondsto the translation commission or
details
includes
ideally
the
of the required translation,
relevant
assignment,and
all
function
(see
Nord,
its
time,
as
medium,
as
well
namely
place,
purpose,addressees,
1997: 30). Briefs, or briefings, are also part of the advertisingcreationprocess.They
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By placing an emphasis on the target text's prospective or actual function,
functionalist approaches have also managed to overcome questions arising &om the
definition of translation procedures, namely those concerning which strategies or
procedures should be included within the scope of translation. In respect of this subject,
Gentzler comments: 'Indeed, functionalist theories tend to blur the definitional
boundaries of translation itself' (2001: 71). These remarks arise from functionalist
theorists' claims that any procedure is valid as long as it is consciously used to produce
a text that functions optimally in the target culture, according to the pre-determined
is
functions
hierarchy
these
target-text
the
Nord
set,
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of
that
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vein,
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functional approach would therefore allow any transfer procedure which leads to a
functional target text' (1994: 62).
It is significant that translation theories consider all methods adopted by the
translator as part of possible translation procedures. Whether the translator's options are
judged inadequateretrospectively (or even prospectively) is a different matter - one that
is
What
not that all the translator's choices
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accordingto target-culturcparameters.Therefore,they reveal language,and aboveall,
cultural conditions and conventions operating in that culture.
Acknowledging the possibility and legitimacy of different strategies and
8
is
approaches
not tantamount to responsibility-free translation, nor to unrestricted
translation, nor yet to problem-free translation. In fact, because translation offers
numerous difficulties, Nord discusses what she sees as the most common problems
posed by translation, suggesting a "top-down' approach to handle them: pragmatic
problems, cultural problems, linguistic problems and text-specific problems (1997: 6468; 1992: 4547). This classification seems sufficiently general and comprehensive to
include most difficult situations encounteredin translation, and can be useful not only to
production, but also to the analysis of translations. Adopting the reverse order when
addressing a translation would probably make many translations of adverts seem an
impossible task. As a discourse that uses all available rhetorical devices, wordplay,
neologisms and discursive guises, text-specific problems would be pervasive in such a
way that they could hinder any attempt to undertake translation of those texts.
Nord correlates translation problems to possible translation errors: failure to
translate effectively at one of the levels where problems may occur corresponds to a
type of error (1997: 75-77). This discussion reveals that functionalist theorists are
This
design
translation.
to
towards
the
good
ensure
prescriptive
oriented
of guidelines
by
Gentzler
(2001:
is
72),
by
Toury
functionalist
the
noted
and
approach
nuance of
(1995), who, while recognising some convergencebetween his target-oriented approach
and some formulations of Vermeer's and Nord's approaches,claims that their theory is

8 It should be noted that functionalist approachesassigna lot of responsibilityto the translator,which
partly resultsfrom the liberty stheis given to choosethe ftanslationstrategiesconsideredappropriate.The
translatoris the 'bi-cultural expert, and both the responsibilityand relevant statusare implied in the
translator'srole (Vermeer,1994:13-14;1998:63).
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9
improving
focusing
translation practice. Vermeer admits that
of an applied nature,
on
the skopos theory can indeed be regarded as an applied theory, which, in his view, does
not rule out its descriptive application (1998: 63). The prescriptive dimension of the
functionalist approach is not central to our study, even though in some cases we will
discuss less felicitous translations. Such discussions will serve to highlight some of the
peculiar problems posed by the translation of advertising, which are frequently
connected with the role played by verbal elements in these texts, and their relationship
with non-verbal elements, as well as more general questions of language and culture. In
addition to its evaluative character, and perhaps more important than that, the
functionalist approach provides a useful framework for the analysis of advertising
translation. And, while our approach is essentially retrospective, in the sensethat it is
centred on translation products, or already realised translations, we will use some
aspectsand models developed by functionalist theories.

4.1.3 Advertising and literary translation
We stated above that our aim is essentially to describe, attempt to understand and infer
the factors affecting the translation of adverts. For our purposes, a descriptive targetoriented approach, such as that proposed by Toury, constitutes an important frame of
reference. The relevance given to the role of translation within the wider cultural system
is essential to the study of advertising translation, since it brings into discussion the
ideological

character of advertising

language and its manipulation

in translation.

Toury's approach gives emphasis to literary translation, and has evolved from earlier
work within

the polysystem theory framework,

a theory that is eminently

literary,

9 Toury distancesWmscIf from Mis penTmfivc, argumg that his researchis oriented towards 'the
descripnve-explanatorygoal of supplying exhaustiveaccounts of whatever has been regarded as
translationalwidiin a targetculture,on the way to the formulationof sometheoreficallaws' (1995:25).
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which, however, does not invalidate the relevanceof the findings and discussions
present in his theoretical proposal for the analysis of translation of advertising texts.
The divorce between literary translation theory and theories commonly regarded
as more pertinent for the analysis of pragmatic texts is not compatible with our view on
advertising as discourse, expounded above. Advertising is one of the discourses in
society, and as such is affected by and affects other discourses, besides the fact that it
frequently draws on other types of discourse to pursue its goals and to renew itself
Moreover, translation theories focusing on literature place great emphasis on the
culture-bound character of translation, as well as on its role in the cultural system as
in
the analysesand
to
these
enough
use
whole, which makes
approachescomprehensive
discussions of other discoursesand genres.

4.1.3.1 Literature and advertising
'Primeiro estranha-sc.Depois cntranha-sc.' (Femando Pessoa)
(At first it tastes fimny. Tlien it gets into you. )'O

This could have been the slogan or the headline promoting the advertising activity itself
It is in fact an advertising slogan, but one created by perhaps the most canonical
Portuguese poet, Fernando Pessoa,for inclusion in a Portuguese campaign for Coca"
Although
Pessoa's
in
Almeida,
1994).
(Cardal
1928
career as a copywriter
cola,
and
was not considered outstanding, he worked for the first Portugueseadvertising agency Hora - and produced several advertisements which, despite not matching his poetic
talents, reveal an interesting association. One of his most felicitous creations in this

'0 Ourtranslation.
" Thecampaign,
however,waswithdrawnsincetheproductwasconsidered
unrit for commercialisation
for consumption
because
dueto its composition,
whichwasbelieved
of theclaimthatit wasinappropriate
it wasnot until the 1970sthat this productwasintroducedinto the
to containaddictivesubstances.
Portuguese
markets(CardalandAlmeida,1994:16).
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field, the text for a Berry/Loid Paints advertisement, displays some signs of his literary
talent, and demonstratesthat advertising copy can make enjoyable reading.12

The associationbetweenliterature and advertisin& however,has often stirred
harsh criticism from several sectors, including advertising people. Ogilvy (1962) makes
several allusions to the inappropriatenessof 'literary style' in advertising. A proponent
of well-written

long copy, he nonetheless criticises the 'belles lettres school of

advertising', claiming that it lacks factuality, diverting the reader's attention from the
13
(1962:
112).
Much time has elapsed since Ogilvy expressed these views.
subject
Advertising has changed and become more concerned with entertaining and aesthetic
aspects, which are largely exploited. Drawing attention to itself may have become an
effective way of getting noticed at all amid the panoply of adverts in today's world.

Cook detectsand exploresmanyconnectionsbetweenadvertisingand literature.
Indeed, one of the goals he sets in Yhe Discourse of Advertising is to compare
advertisingwith literature(1992: XV). He recognisesthat advertisinghas maintaineda
troubled relationshipwith the arts. Artists frequently criticise advertisingand try to
exposeit to ridicule in variousways.He mentionsexamplesfrom literatureand cinema,
in which advertisinghasoften beenusedto representshallownessand greed,but also
expresseshis belief that attitudesto advertisingare changingand improving (1992:200204). On the other hand, Cook refers to advertising'suse of the sameresourcesas
literature,which are only part of what makesliteratureso attractiveto advertising:'The
indefinablefunction of literature,its adaptabilityand range,andthe numberof literature
graduatesand aspiringwriters in creativedepartmentsof advertisingagencies,all make
this inevitable' (Cook, 1992: 143). Highlighting these connectionsshould not be
12SeeFigure 4 in Appendix 1.
13In a footnote,Ogflvy even includesthe namesof a seriesof distinguished
writers, who have written
advertisements
without muchsuccess(1962: 113).
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interpreted as an attempt to imply that advertising and literature are identical discourses,
nor are we trying to suggestthat has been Cook's intention. Rather, our aim is to draw
attention to the reciprocal influence exerted by discourses in society, emphasising the
fact that they are all systems affecting and being affected by each other, and sharing
important elements and features. In addition, in order to analyse and understand
advertisements and advertising discourse, it is necessaryto avoid the simplistic notion
that the only function of advertisements is to persuade people to buy a product, thus
ignoring the fact that 'they may also amuse, inform, misinform, worry or warn' (Cook,
1992: 5). It should not be surprising then that some of the discussions present in literary
translation theory can be relevant for the study of translation of advertising.
Drawing on literary translation discussions is not only pertinent but potentially
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the field whereinnovativetheoriesandpracticesemerge'(1995:4 1).

4.1.4 Towards a target-culture translation approach
Our discussion of advertising translation has been greatly informed by Toury's
descriptive approach, whose roots can be found in the polysystem theory, coined and
developed by Itamar Even-Zohar. This theory regards literature as part of human
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activity, and not in isolation (Even-Zohar, 1990: 2). The term polysystem is used to
account for the dynamic character of the processesand relationships that constitute the
literary polysystern, which is viewed as complex and stratified, and where the tension
between innovation (primary models) and conservatism (secondary models) is essential
for the system's evolution (Even-Zohar, 1990: 21). The location of the target culture at
the epicentre of translation and the emphasis on diverse factors and elements of culture
influencing and shaping translated texts and their production are crucial aspects of the
inserts
framework
This
78).
1990:
(Even-Zohar,
theoretical
theory
polysystem
translation within the wider cultural context, which, according to Gentzler, frees
translation from more static conceptions, by suggesting that definitions of translation,
and consequently of its practice, are dependentupon the historical situation. In this way,
Even-Zohar 'opened the way for translation theory to advance beyond prescriptive
14
his
Toury.
colleague,
aesthetics' (Gentzler, 2001: 123), and for the work of
Toury's proposal involves two central guidelines: first, that translation studies
needs more work on description of actual translations, rather than applied theory;
(1995:
12).
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exert
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consequences of
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culture. As mentioned by Toury, and in conformity with the polysystem theory,
translations are an important resource for cultures to fill in gaps in their system (1995:
27). A direct implication of this framework is that any definition or conception of
translation, and hence of what should be considered within the realm of translation, both
in terms of product or as practice, is culture-bound, and mutable, as it changes
(1995:
31). A translation is what in a certain
historical
to
circumstances
according
14 Mona Baker suggests that the polysystems theory has undcmfined the
in
text
the
source
sLtm of
translation studies (1993: 234).
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culture, at a given momentin time, is assumedto be a translation(1995:32). In fact, the
notion of assumedtranslation is an important concept in Toury's approach, and one we

will addressmorethoroughlybelow.
The target-oriented character of Toury's approach entails consideration of the
socio-cultural

dimension of translation, as it suggests that translation is subject to socio-

cultural constraints. This has led Toury to investigate the nature of the constraints and
circumstances conditioning translational activity, which, like any other social activity, is
norm-governed. According to Toury, norms refer to the intersubjective factors, between
absolute rules and pure idiosyncrasies; they can range from stronger norms to weaker
norms in a graded continuum. Andrew Chesterman also emphasises the non-prescriptive
character of norms: a norm 'describes a kind of consensus of opinion about what
something should be like, how it should be done. A norm-statement describes what such
15
it
be'
(1997:
3).
consensus is, not what should

Toury carries out a detailed analysis of the norms underlying the translation
activity. First, he identifies what he regards as the "initial norm', which involves the
decision to adhereto source norms (adequacy) or to target-culture norms (acceptability).
This decision should not be taken as necessarily absolute, since in actual practice it will
involve some compromise. Then, he identifies preliminary norms, which derive from
translation policy. These norms govern such decisions as the choice of texts to be
translated, as well as source languages, which means they are connected with the
directness of the translation, or culture's preference of or acceptance of mediating
languages. Toury identifies another type of norm, operational norms, which govern the
translation process itself Operational norms influence decisions regarding the matrix of

15Chestcrmanalso adoptsa descriptiveapproachand4like Toury, he
underlinesthe social nature of
norms, argumg that they require recognition by socictY members(1997: 54), as well as validation
providedby the groupof individualsregardedasauthoritiesin the subject(Chcstcmmn,1997:56-57).
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the text - matricial norms- and, as a result, affect the distributionand segmentationof
the linguistic material, and linguistic formulations - textual-linguistic norms which
govern the selection of target-text linguistic material and makeup (1995: 58-60).
It is on the latter type of norms that Chestermanconcentrateshis own discussion
of translation. His theoretical framework is particularly relevant to our approach as he
manages to successfully apply a descriptive norm-based theory to the analysis of
translation theory and practice, focusing on different types of texts, thus providing a
useful link between literary theories and discussions of pragmatic texts. Chesterman's
analysis of operational norms draws attention to the complexity involved in translation,
as it looks into the different factors conditioning and influencing not only translators'
options, but also the acceptability standards imposed upon translation. The diagram
below provides an outline based on Chesterman's proposal concerning the network of
norms at work in translation (1997: 63-70):
Translation

W'lProductNorms

ProcessNorms

I

Expectancy Norms
/

Professional Norms
/

\Rea
hip

Target4ext paraffel

Targct-text translation

forms

tradition

Professionals

Accountability

Communication Rel

norms

norms

norms

Diagram I- Adaptationof Chesterman'smodelof translationnorms

According to Chesterman's model, there are norms regulating translation products and
norms regulating the translation process. The first type is directly related to readership
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expectanciesconcerningthe translationof a given type of text, which are influencedby
the target-culturetranslationtradition, as well as by featuresof other targettexts of the
sametype. Thesenormsregulatethe kind of translationto be expectedfor a given type
of text, althoughthey may be broken, either involuntarily or deliberately.Professional
norms govern the translation process.As can be expected,these are influenced by
expectancynorms, as processesare normally conductedwith a view to producing a
given type of product. These norms are essentially validated by recognised
professionals,who often becomenorm-setters,and are thereforeresponsiblefor what
comesto be expectedfrom a translationproduct. This explains the arrow indicating
professionals'influenceover expectancynorms.Threenormscontributeto the makeup
of professional norms: the accountability norm, which concerns the ethical
responsibility of translators to the concerned parties; the communication norm,
according to which the translator is expected to optimise communication between the
parties involved; and the relation norm, which respectsthe relations between source text
and target text.

As these approachesshow, identifying and analysing norms affecting and
governing translation is far from a simple endeavour, but one that requires consideration
of multiple target-culture factors, within an historical perspective, as they are deemedto
change. This framework can be used to discuss and describe translation of all types of
texts, including advertising, since all translation production is a socio-cultural activity,
and hence a system within the large cultural polysystem. As we have noted above,
owing to its multifaceted nature, advertising highlights the dynamic character of
systemic relations. Therefore, the translation of advertising has to consider all the
elements affecting the production of adverts in the target culture, namely the factors
influencing target-culture translations, taking into account the specificity of advertising
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translation,which in turn intersectswith other systems,including the wide range of
activities covered by marketing.
Based on this perspective, our study of perfiime and cosmetics adverts will

16
describe
both
levels,
lower
higher
to
the strategiesadopted
attempt
on
and
not to
verify the kind of equivalenceestablished,but ratherto infer the reasonsthat may have
motivatedthe translationalapproach.We will include referenceto somecasesregarded
as less felicitous, as well as a discussionof interference,which is one of the features
that, accordingto Toury, tendsto characterisetranslationsin general,but alwayswithin
this frame of reference:target-cultureconditions and conventionsare regardedas
determinantfactorsin translation.Thus,as far as preliminary normsare concerned,we
have consideredthe following aspects,bearing in mind the interconnectedness
of
translationnorms:

Translation policy
-

Actual regulations governing the translation of adverts. This is the domain of
17
be
kinds
considering actual rules.
stronger
of norms, since we will

-

Choice of adverts to be translated.

Directness of translation
-

Selection of source texts and source languages.

-

Possibility of using mediating languagesor translations (indirect translation)

16As notedabove(page25 of Chapter3), the term Uver is usedherein the senseproposedby FaircIough
(1995), in that textual analysis requires attention to the different levels - grammatical,lexical, for
example- that makeup the tcxesstructureor texture(lower levels)and thoseinvolved in the organisation
of the text (discursive,genericfeatures),which arc relatedto the higherlevels.
" it is important to refcr at this point the more meticulousdiscussionon norms provided by Ilieo
Hermans(1996),namelythe differencesbetweenconvention,norm, rule and decrec.We will also focus
on strongernorms,namelydecrees,which Hcrmansexplainsas follows: 'Comparedwith conventions,
therefore,decreesrepresentthe oppositeend of the normativescale:they spell out explicit orders,which
maybe codified positivelyor negatively,as obligationsor as prohibitions,(1996:32).
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With respect to operational norms, we have considered the following general aspects:

-

Target-texttextual distributionandsegmentation.

-

Translationstrategiesat higherlevels.

-

Translation proceduresat lower levels, which are mainly consideredfor their
relationshipwith the other levelsof the translation.
Shifts affecting intratextualcohesionand coherence.Shifts in intertextualcoherence
will be commentedon whenthey are motivatedby target-cultureconditions.
Degreeandtype of interference.

As far as the initial norm is concerned, we will attempt to infer whether the translations
analysed reveal adherence to

source-text norms or to target-culture norms.

Notwithstanding, we will argue that the level of adequacy is always determined by the
norm of acceptability. In other words, we will try to establish a connection between the
strategies adopted and the conditions imposed by the target culture, which means that
observation and maintenance of source-text features is determined by target-text norms
regulating translation in general, and translation of adverts in particular.
Moreover, as we have suggestedin the introductory remarks, the impact on the

target culture can hardly be ignored in translation of texts with such a pervasive
instrumentalcharacter.For our purposes,then, a target-orientedapproachseemsmore
appropriateand feasible. An analysis of advertising translation concernedwith the
preservationof source-textfeatures,or eveneffect, without consideringwhetherthose
are suitablefor the functionof the text in the target-culture,is boundto missthe web of
factorsandrelationsthat actuallymotivatethe makeupand affect the successof a given
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translation. Toury comments on the implications of adopting source- or target-oriented
approaches,explaining that they should not be taken as radically opposed, but rather as
&amatter of orientation", where one perspective is chosen according to the purpose of
the research. Concerning the target-oriented approach, which is the one adopted in this
work, Toury explains (1995: 173):

Anyone wishing to focus on the role of target factors in the establishmentof a
translation,eitherretrospectivelyor evenprospectively,will find him-/herselfopting for
its
in
the
though,
target-oriented
of
application,s/hewill come
course
even
approach,
a
backto the sourcetext, often evenestablishingthe targettext's shift from it.
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5. ISSUES IN TRANSLATION

STUDIES

As noted above, the consolidation of a new disciplinary field was encumbered not only
by opposing orientations, but also by divergent views on certain issues and concepts
that have been present in many discussions and theories of translation. Toury recognises
this terminological indeterminacy in translation theory, arguing that often the same
terms are used by translation scholars but with different conceptual frameworks (1995:
23-24). Although debates over common dichotomies and concepts, as well as
terminological arguments, have long existed, it is still difficult not to refer to them in a
discussion on translation, at least to clarify one's orientation in the debate. This is
noticeable in most studies on translation, since even authors who question the
pertinence and usefulness of any of those concepts devote some time to clarifying their
position. According to Chesterman, these are translation 'supermemes, or 'ideas of
such pervasive influence that they come up again and again in the history of the subject,
albeit sometimes in slightly different guises" (1997: 7-8).
Below we will consider some of these issues,and comment on their relevance to
the study of advertising in translation. These concepts, however, are interrelated, and
hence the discussion of one always involves the other in some way. Our attempt to
organise our analysis into several sections is merely methodological, as we believe it is
easier to identify the subjects under discussion, and to set out the different points of
view in a more orderly form.

5.1 On Equivalence and Faithfulness
One of the concepts which is a source of numerous discussions is the notion of

equivalence.Fawcettcommentson the relevanceof this conceptto linguistic theories
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and notesthe numerousdebatesit has provoked: 'a conceptthat has cost the lives of
more trees than any other in translation studies' (1997: 53). This term is almost
inevitablewhen we think aboutthe relationshipbetweentranslationsand originals,and
it reflects an attempt to find or obtain some kind of identity betweenthe two texts,
despite inevitable differences in languages' cultural and linguistic framework. It
concernsthe way a translatorrendersa sourcetext, in termsof which dimensionof that
text s/heis going to privilege, given the disparitiesbetweenlanguagesand the different
realities of the texts to be dealt with. The term is thereforeinextricablyconnectedwith
other notions,namelyfaithfulness,authorship,aswell as(un)translatability.
By establishingrelationsof sameness
with the sourcetext, equivalence,as it is
is
features
text,
that
to
traditionally,
the
and,
of
as
a
result,
used
preserve
reflects
wish
often connected with issuesof faithfulness to the original text or author. Faithfulness, in
its turn, brings up the question of the freedom and responsibility of the translator, as
well as discussions over the orientation of the translation: author-centred versus reader
centred, or source-oriented versus target-oriented translation. Like

equivalence,

faithfulness has become an uncomfortable term, as what is understood by this word
varies considerably according to theoretical frameworks, to the translation's function in
the receiving system, and to the translator's own position in the debate.
Authors such as Nida and Catford developed their theories based on the concept

of equivalence,namely formal and dynamic equivalence,and textual and formal
correspondence,
respectively.And even Peter Newmark, whom Snell-Homby quotes
for his criticism of equivalence(1988: 21), usesthe term to describethe two types of
1
he
(199
translation
1:
10).
translation proposes- communicativeand semantic
1 Newmarkdescribestheseconceptsas fol-lows:'In communicativeas in semantictranslation,provided
that equivalentcffect is secured,the literal word-fOr-wordtranslationis not only the best it is the only
valid methodof translation'(1991: 10).It is also of somesignificancethat in a list that containsdifferent
authors' notionsand conccptsrelatedto the two types of translationproposedby Newmarkhe includes
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However commonthe term may be in translationtheories,its relevancefor the
study of translation has often been questioned by various scholars, such as Holmes, who
discussesat length the pertinence of the traditional notion of equivalence, arguing that it
poses unattainable goals (1988: 100-101). In his description of what occurs in
translation, Holmes suggeststhat what the translator does is seek for 'counterparts' or
9matchings', at macrostructural and n-&rostructural levels, 'closely akin (though never
truly equivalent)' (1988:54). Snell-Homby also focuses on the relevance of the concept
of equivalence, explaining that the roots of the term can be found in linguistic
approachesto translation, and that it presupposessome symmetry between languages.In
order to demonstratethe inadequacy of 'equivalence' for the study of translation, SnellHomby exposesthe terminological differences between the English and German terms,
Cequivalence' and 'Aquivalenz', respectively, arguing that these are 'warning examples
of the treacherous illusion of equivalence that typifies interlingual relationships' (1988:
17). Likewise, Roger Bell questions the usefulness of the concepts of equivalence and
fidelity in the theory of translation (1996). He points up the need for re-defining
equivalence, and related concepts, contesting and challenging the term's axiomatic
2
in
status traditional translation theory.
The scepticism towards these concepts seemsto have been caused by a shift of

focus in translationtheory from sourcetext to targettext. Nord claimsthat functionalist
approacheshave provided a more pragmatic alternative to source-oriented(or
'equivalence-basedtheories'), and suggeststhat there are many cases in which
equivalencedoesnot reflect what happensin practice(1997: 8). Functionalisttheories

both Nida's and Catford'sconcepts,revealingsomeconnectionbetweenNewmark'sown modeland the
notion of equivalence(1991: 13).
2 Bell deconstructsthe term's validity basedon the impossibility of synonymy,concludingthat 'in an
absolutesense,equivalenceis impossibleand,if we continueto insist that it is essential,traiislationitself
mustalsobe impossible'(1996:34).
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prefer the term 'adequacy', as proposed by Catherina Reiss, which implies that the
target text is intended to suit the requirements of the translation brief (Nord, 1997: 35).
Functionalist approaches,however, do not completely rule out equivalence, regarding it
instead as a possible requirement of the translation skqpos (1997: 36). Equivalence
ceases to be a central concept inherent to translation, and it becomes an optional
translation procedure or strategy.3
While Toury does not suggest the exclusion of equivalence from translation

theory, he regardstraditional modelsand conceptsas a-historicaland prescriptive,and
henceunsatisfactory.His perspectiveconceivesof equivalenceas 'any relation which is
found to have characterisedtranslationunder a specifiedset of circumstances'(1995:
61). The kind of equivalencemanifestedin translation is determinedby the norms
operatingin the targetculture,which govemthe translationalactivity and its products.It
is thereforehardly surprisingthat Toury is not greatlyconcernedwith faithfulness,ashe
concentrateson the role of the targettext in the target culture,and on the target-culture
factors affectingthe productionof the translation.Although he notesthat translatorswill
normally choose betweenadhering to source norms or to target-cultureconditions
(1995: 56-57),he placesa greateremphasison the text's acceptability.4
Translationstudiesscholars,suchas Lefevereand Bassnett,speakof the 'final
disintegration' of the notion of equivalenceas it was once viewed, and explain that
equivalenceis no longer a concepthauntingtranslatorssince they are more realistic
when settingtheir translationgoals; equivalenceis now regardedas a 'strategicchoice
3 Hatim and Mason also state their preferencefor the notion of 'adequacy,, since they believe
equivalence,or completeequivalencecan be very problematicas it is not attainable.They suggestthe use
of this word in relativeterms,but preferadequacy,sinceit can be usedto refer to a translationprocedure
concerning'the specificationsof the particular hanslationtaskto be performedand in termsof the users'
needs'(1990:80).
4 It is pertinentto considerthe differing Conceptsbehind 'adequacy'as defined by Nord and by Toury.
Whereasfor Nord (andfunctionalistapproachesin general)the term implies submissionto the conditions
of the translation,for Toury it concernsadherenceto the sourcetext. As a result of this divergence,we
will alwaysstateclearlywhich is the notion implied whenwe usethis term in this study.
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made by translators' (Bassnett and Lefevere, 1998: 2-3). They further note that the
abandonment of this term is connected with the similar fate of the traditional concept of
faithfulness, as translators are now 'free to opt for the Idnd of faithfulness that
will
ensure, in their opinion, that a given text is received by the target audience in optimal
conditions' (1998: 3).
The controversy around these concepts - equivalence and faithfulness seemsto
-

have been somehowovercomeby more recent discussions,which have dethronedthe
source text and called for a reappraisalof traditional notions. By consideringthe
relativity of the conceptof equivalence,stressingits dependence
upon the goals of the
translation, this term has becomemore manageableand less problematic. For our
purposes,this developmentis particularly relevantas translationof advertisingtexts is
barely compatible with the searchfor any kind of absolute equivalence.Generally
speaking,in eminentlypragmatictexts with very specificcommercialcriteria andgoals,
it seemsfeasibleto claim that strategiesand optionsare normally subservientto those
aims.The functionalistnotion of adequacyseemsto correspondbetterto thesecases,as
it takes accountof the specific requirementsof each translation as determiningthe
strategiesto be followed by the translatorand hencethe kind of relative equivalence
aimedfor. Establishingthe requirementsof a given translationdependson the expected
function of the translatedtext in the receivingculture,which directly determinesand is
determinedby the translationalnorms operatingin that culture (seeToury, 1995: 61).
What should be emphasisedin this discussion is that neither equivalence nor
faithfulnessare goals in themselves,but possiblerequirementsof a given translation.
They are important for our analysisinsofar as some form of equivalenceor matching
can be verified whenwe comparetwo versionsof the sameadvert,but they will not be
usedasany kind of yardstickor parameterof analysisor assessment.
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Other models,suchas Nord's documentaryversusinstrumentaltranslationand
House's overt and covert translation,,5 have provided a different angle on the type of
source-target relationships in translation, but they do not seem to have overcome binary
structures. House suggeststhat different types of texts require one of the two possible
approaches,and claims that advertisementsentaR covert translation, which allows them
to function as originals in the target culture (1986: 188), an assumption that does not
seem to apply to all casesof translated adverts, as some of the advertisements used in
our study will show.. While Nord's categorisation uses the text's function in the target
culture as a key criterion, it reflects a strong concern for the source-text and target-text
6
relationS, and it similarly seemsto overlook that translations, especially of advertising
texts, present a mixture of both the approaches- they use simultaneously advertising
clichds and word-for-word translation. These texts point to the fallacy of dichotomies,
as these tend to underestimate the fuzziness of boundaries separating not only texttypes, but also translation strategiesand proceduresthemselves.
Assumptions concerning the translation of adverts may be illusory, and even

by
Masa Nomura, that when
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substantiatedclaims, such as
ones expressed
advertisingtexts crosscultural barriersthey needto be rewrittenor adapted(2000:262),
cannot be taken for granted or used to generalise.There are many caseswhere it
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with source-textstructuresare rare
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however,
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cases
which closenessof structureand
are still many
study,
reveal
5 Documentary translation focuses on different features of the source text,
which it tries to rcflcct in the
translation. Instrumental forms of translation are aimed at producing texts in a way that they achieve the
status of originals (1997: 51-52). Overt translation designates translations in which the makeup of the
source text is openly rcflccted in the target text (1986: 188). A covert translation, on the other hand, is
unmarked as a translation, as it possessesthe characteristics of an original target-languagc text of the
same type, and is therefore expected to function in the target culture in the same way the source text
worked in the source culture.
6 This concern is patent in her concept of 'loyalty', which presupposes
responsibility towards the
'intentions' of the source-tcxt producer (Nord, 1997: 123-124).
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formal features prevails, which indicates that preservation of
source-languagetexture is
recurrent. Different languages, in different countries, may effectively involve different
translation strategies in advertising. Nonetheless, our analysis of the Portuguese case
has shown that bringing preconceived ideas about the procedures used to translate this
type of texts could be at the very least misleading. Even the likely belief that translation
of adverts entails the achievement of equivalent effect or equivalent function may be
questionable. If a product plays different roles, or has a different status or value in
different cultures, the translated adverts can hardly be expected to aim at similar effects.
Moreover, assuming that advertising translations, including literal translations, seek
identical effects may be treacherous. It is true that this is normally what is expected in
the translation of an advertisement as an advertisement. However, certain translations
are intended to perform different functions in the target culture. For example, when
subtitling adverts in entertainment programmes about advertising, which aim to reveal
advertisements' structure, artistic value, or humorous effects, the translated subtitles are
going to play a different function in the receiving culture from that played by
advertisements' subtitles in their habitual function. Likewise, the translations into
English of Portugueseadverts which have been done for the purpose of including in this
work do not have the same function as the original adverts, a fact that has certainly
conditioned the translation strategy, which has not regarded their persuasive function as
a major concern. Hatim and Mason draw attention to the importance of matching the
communicative intent of the source text to the needs and expectations of the target-text
reader: (1990: 80-81):

Thus, where the intention of the producer of ST is to sell a product, any translation of
the text as an advertisement must be evaluated in terms of how well it serves that
involved),
(i.
text
the
act
persuasive
purpose e.
rather than on the basis of a narrow
linguistic comparison. On the other hand, a translation of advertising copy may be
required purely for informition (what are the manufacturers claiming about the
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product?), in which case the translator's aim will be adjusted accordingly: the
communicativepurposeof ST is no longerthe sameas that of IT.
It seemsthen that the communicative function of a given translation closely determines
the translation strategy adopted and, as a result, the degree of correspondence, or
equivalence, aimed for. In the case of advertising texts, managing to identify and
achieve the communicative ftinction implied or expressedby the translation's initiator
(or by the brief), may have an impact on the success of both the translation and the
advertising campaign. As in any other text, or perhaps more obviously than in some
cases,the condition of equivalence in advertising texts, if it exists, is always closely tied
to the function of the text in the receiving culture, and to the specific requirements of a
given international campaign, which normally imposes constraints and sets specific
goals concerning the product image to be transmitted. However, in order to study the
existing relationships between texts in these cases, and eventually assessthe type of
equivalence revealed, we are confronted with more basic notions such as source text or
original, and consequently authorship. As we hope to demonstrate below, cross-cultural
advertising evidences the indeterminacy affecting these terms in that the answer to
questions concerning the identification of the original source or sources, as well as the
author and respective statusesmay disrupt traditional (pre) conceptions.

5.2 About (Un)translatability

The issue of translatability is inextricably connected with the previous discussion.

Indeed,it seemsto be often.raisedby unrealisticdemandsupon the translatorto obtain
some sort of equivalence, or sameness,with the source text.
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In 1937 Jos6Ortega y Gassetwrote the frequently cited article 'The Misery and
Splendor of Translation'. The misery, as can be expected, refers to the impossibility of
translation as a result of insurmountable differences between languages (1992: 96).
Ortega y Gasset realises that this impossibility is also experienced when man tries to
translate thought into language, as language only partially managesto express thought.
Thus, the abyssbetween different languagesis even greater (1992: 107):

Languages separate us and discommunicate, not simply because they are different
languages, but because they proceed from different mental pictures, from disparate
intellectual systems in the last instance, firom divergent philosophies. Not only do we
speak, but we also think in a specific language, and intellectually slide along
preestablishedrails prescribed by our verbal destiny.

This pessimistic view about language and communication may lead us to genuinely
wonder where the splendour of translation lies. The splendour seemsto reside precisely
in the magnitude of such an endeavour, in bringing the reader to the language of the
author. Ortega y Gasset advocates a translation that brings the reader to the ancient
classics, maintaining their historical difference.
For George Steiner all human communication is translation, either in interlingual
situations or in intralingual ones, as receiving a message from another human being
involves an act of translation, for every utterance has something unique, peculiar to the
individual who expressesit (1975: 46-47). Whether communication and translation
is more or less difficult dependson disparities of time, distance, and reference. Steiner
mentions two differing positions in the philosophy of language: the universalist, which
argues that there is an underlying structure shared by all languages, and the monadist,
which considers language universals irrelevant; more extreme positions within this
approach regard translations as impossible. Steiner also refers to intermediate positions,
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arguing that even extremepositionson both sidesare normally not absolutelyradical
(1975: 73-74).

The problem of the possibility of translationhasoften beenassociatedwith the
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The issue of translatability is addressed differently according to different
frameworks, but one of the reasons it seemsto emerge more recurrently in discussions
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7 Snell-Homby observes that, like other dichotomies present in translation theory, translatability is
frequently the object of polar positions, and like Steiner, refers to the two common extreme standpoints.
On the one hand, the principle of linguistic rclativity may lead to the notion that translation is impossible.
On the other hand, translation theories that have adopted Chomsky's language principle of deep and
stuface structures, which suggest the existence of deep (universal) structures of meaning, often imply that
everything is translatable (1988: 4 D.
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texts, on the other hand, often raise ethical and philosophical issuesthat are more
difficult to overcomeor settle.8 Although advertisingis normally placedin the category
of pragmatictexts, the socio-culturalimplicationsthat this discourseinvolves,and the
ethical issuesit often raises,requirecarefulreflection.
The analysis of translatability entails consideration of two perspectives, which

focus on different aspectsand that give rise to different kinds of discussions.One
concernsthe general issue of the possibility of translation, and is associatedwith
philosophical approachesto language.Although this perspectiveis often involved in
discussionsof literary translation,it seemsto be losing relevancein recent translation
theory, as translatorsseemto be more and more engagedin the artistic possibilities
(rather than the impossibilities) provided by the translation of literary texts. The
questionposedby Lefevereand Bassnettin their introductory article to Constructing
Cultures representsthe view sharedby many contemporarytranslation scholarsand
translators(1998: 1):

Why are you interested in proving or disproving the feasibility of something that has
been going on around most of the world for at least four thousand years?

This interrogation is not only pertinent, but, despite being a question, it also respondsto
most arguments that claim that translation is impossible. Thus, we are not going to
embark on philosophical quests concerning the very possibility of language and
translation, or their ability to communicate more or less efficiently. As far as our study
is concerned, it is enough to verify that translation is realised in spite of all obstacles

8 For Newmark, interestingly, the issue of translatability is connected
with the creative element
translation. He believes that creativity is 'the last resource' required when a translation problem
(potentially) insoluble (1991: 7), and argues that the need for creativity in translation is closely linked
text-type, which means that certain texts, poetic in particular, are more prone to situations
untranslatability than others.
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imposedby languageand culture. The fiillness of what is conveyedis a matter that
affects all humancommunication,but it has not preventedcommunicationfrom taking
place,nor from beingattempted.
This broaderdiscussionof the generalpossibility of translation,however,should
be separatedfrom specific case analysis, in which particular casesare discussed.This is
the second perspective and it comprehends a descriptive approach to translation
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impossible, to fully re-produce. An important point to retain from this discussion in
terms of our approach is the way problematic items are dealt with in actual translation.
By means of a comparative analysis of the English, French and Portuguese versions of
an advert, Odber de Baubeta discusses the strategies adopted in each version. She
considers some textual solutions adopted, namely cases that, for cultural reasons,
involve some loss, but which are compensatedby other elements. It is worth noting that,
despite the varying degreesof difficulty posed by advertising translation, solutions may
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community's cultural backgroundand shared knowledge. Problems of a linguistic
nature in translationof advertisementscome as no surprise,especiallyif we consider
that signifiers are carefully selectednot only for their denotativemeaning,but first and
foremostfor their connotativedimension,andpolysemouscharacter,in additionto their
prosodicpropertiesand,on occasion,their graphicfeatures.
Below, in the analysisof cosmeticsadverts,we will discussthe useof wordplay
and its translation in more detail, in relation to actual cases.Nonetheless,before we
concentrate on specific problematic textual items in advertising translation, there are
significant points that need to be highlighted. First, adverts used across different
cultures are frequently designed for that purpose, or at least with that possibility in
mind, a fact which allows copywriters to at least anticipate some restrictions and
conditions arising ftom that circumstance. Second, there are many cases in which
phonological patterns and wordplay of the same type exist in the target languages,
especially in translation involving languagesthat have had numerous forms of contact.
For example, adverts containing wordplay based on recognisable idioms with religious
contours are rather common. This kind of cultural allusion is normally shared by
Western cultures, namely the English and the Portuguese, which are the languages
10
in
analysed this study. As suggestedby Delabastita, 'there is nothing in the nature of
punning itself that could fundamentally limit

translatability'

(1987: 151-152).

According to him, there are differences in the nature and type of wordplay produced,
and there are naturally factors that hinder translation, but languageshave the capacity to
produce wordplay. Toury expresses a similar view (1997): he explains that more
influential than the degree of translatability of wordplay into a particular language are
the norms of the host culture with regard to that specific problem; these will determine

10See,for example,the advertsfor CachcrclEaudtdcn below.
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'the extentto which the sourcetext's translatabilitypotential into that languagewill be
realized' (1997: 283). The third point concernsthe interplay of elementsin an advert,
namelythe frequentlymentionedrelationshipbetweentext and image.Visual elements,
as we discussedin Section3.3, play an important role in internationaladvertising,not
only by providing cluesto the textual elements,but also by compensatingfor possible
gaps in the audience's cultural backgrounddue to cultural differences.Moreover,
images lend themselvesto multiple interpretations,and even if the addresseemisses
somecultural referencesunderlying the advertisingmessage,they can still make sense
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general, followed by an appreciation of the specific function of that problematic item in
the overall text. The target audience's profile will have to be taken into account, as well
as the text's position in the target-culture system. Linguistic decisions will result from
the strategy adopted to ensure the text's acceptability. Here again, the role of norms is
fundamental to resolve translation questions, as all decisions derive from compliance or
non-compliance with those norms, bearing in mind that non-compliance may be a
deliberate decision, and therefore is also norm-dependent.
It has not been our intention to completely rule out the possibility of cases of
untranslatability, but to suggestthat apparently insoluble translation problems seem less
connected with the intrinsic properties of language or texts than with generic, contextual
and function-related constraints. The adverts for Giorgio Beverly Hills, for example,
often raise significant problems as they are rich in wordplay and phonological
"
schemes. The slogan itself draws on an idiomatic expression- 'There's no place like
Giorgio' - but it does not seem to have hindered the translation into French, for
example - 'C'est Giorgio Beverly Hills et cest nulle part ailleurs'. While the latter does
based
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it
the
on
a
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expression,
not preserve
same wordplay, contains a
which does not seemto jeopardise the text's coherence, nor the advertising effect. This
advert contains examples of different translation strategies, including non-translation,
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11SeeFigurcs9 and 10 in Appcndix 1.
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campaigns are unlikely to reach the translation stage at all. Normally, in very extreme
situations, a re-definition of the advertising concept is required, so we would be dealing
with different advertisementsaltogether.

5.3 On Questions of Originality and Authorship

The concepts of authorship and originality have stirred a lot of argument, since the way
they are conceived and valued differs according to different theoretical backgrounds.
Dichotomies such as author versus translator, author-centred versus reader-centred,
been
have
target-text,
taken for
translation,
often
original versus
and source-text versus
granted and widely used in studies and theories of translation. The word translation
itself frequently evokes these entities, as one normally assumes that a translated text
implies the existence of an original in another language, written by a given author.
These terms become all the more important in studies on translation becausethey are
directly associatedwith the conceptsjust discussed in that they involve the issue of the
orientation of the translation. We need only to revisit Newmark's observations
concerning semantic and communicative translation to see the way all these concepts
are interrelated, as loyalty to source-text and to the reader, respectively, will result in
different types of translation (1981: 3942).
Hatim and Mason observe that translation may be author-centred, text-centred or

between
They
that
the
author-centredand text-centred
option
reader-centred.
explain
translatingis motivatedby the statusof the sourcetext, and that in the caseof readercentred translating, the reader's responsetakes precedenceover other concerns,
concluding that 'in any case,translating involves a conflict of interests,it is all a
question of where one's priorities lie' (1990: 16-17). The priorities and loyalties
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observablein translation are dependentupon cultural demands,which influence and
determinethe statusof the teA and consequentlythe way it is going to be dealtwith in
translation. Lefevere and Bassnett draw attention to how cultural factors influence
translationstrategies:prospectivereadersandthe acknowledgedstatusof the sourcetext
are regardedashighly influential (1990b:8).
Literary translationtheoristshavebeenparticularly scepticalof the conceptsof
originality and authorship, especially due to the binary oppositions implied by these
terms, which normally involve a depreciatory view of the translator's work by
12
it
is
derivative.
In an article where Bassnett addressessome of these
suggesting
merely
notions, she argues that 'the concept of the original is a product of the Enlightenment
thinking. It is a modem invention, belonging to a materialistic age, and carries with it all
kinds of commercial implications about translation, originality and textual ownership'
(1998a: 38). As an alternative to the usual binary oppositions imposed by concepts of
original versus translation, she recommends that we think of translation as 'a set of
textual practices with which the writer and reader collude' (1998a: 39). This alternative
how
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5.3.1 Re-evaluating the concepts of original and translation
Toury re-examines the concept of translation from the target-culture's viewpoint, and as
kinds
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terms
translation
of
what
a result
of texts are regarded as
considers what a
translations by the target culture. This standpoint has led him to conclude that the

12Deconstructionist approaches, in particular, have challenged these definitions, questioning notions that
have been discussed in several theoretical fi-ameworks, including translation (see Gcntzlcr, 2001: 245249).
13 In this article Bassnett shows how problematic the notion of 'Original'
can be, and provides several
examples of various types of pscudotranslation, reflecting different motivations and characteristics
(I 998a), an issue that is also thoroughly anabsW by Toury, as we will see in Section 5.3.1.
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physicalexistenceof a sourceor original is not an essentialpre-conditionfor a text to be
regarded as a translation, hence Toury's inclusion of the notions of 'assumed
translation', 'indirect translation' and 'pseudotranslation'in his study. Theseterms not
only underminethe clear-cutand circumscribednotionsof source-textand original, but
also, more importantly, manageto provide a more comprehensivedescriptionof the
phenomenainvolved in the studyof translation.
Toury's analysis underlines the role of the target-culture ideological framework

in the identification of a translationas such,and the demandfor a re-evaluationof all
the underlying concepts.He claims that what is regardedas a translation is culturebound, and proposesthe expression'assumedtranslation', in that it refers to 'all
utteranceswhich are presentedor regardedas such within the target culture, on no
matter what grounds' (1995: 32). The notion of assumedtranslationrelies on three
postulates
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used to inuWuce noveltiesinto a culture, especiallywhen the author wants to opposesome form of
antagonism,or they may imply subordinationto a more prestigiouslanguageand culture,or yet reflect
the author's fear of sanctionsor censorship,which is basedon the belief that fianslationslook less
threateningthan domestic works, especially when these deviate from cultwully acceptedbehaviour
(roury, 1995:41-42).
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taking pseudotranslationinto account requires a reassessment
of translation as it is
normally addressed,andshowsthat our view of translationis cultural,or guidedby a set
of conventionsthat, in a given culture, determinethe characteristicsattributable to
translations.Therefore,the needfor an actual source-textis not a sine qua non for the
translation to function as a translation.Moreover, the reasonsthat causeauthors to
resort to pseudotranslation
reflect the function and position held by translationin that
culture. More importantly, the fact that pseudotranslationsincorporate features
associatedwith translationsin the targetculture (Toury, 1995:45; Bassnett,1998a:36)
leadsus to tentativelyremarkthat thereis a discourseof translation.
Before we explore the relevance of these observations for the study of

advertisingtranslation,we will look at the caseof indirect translationas, in additionto
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considerationsconcerningthe possibility (or impossibility) of resorting to mediating
texts, as well as the languagesand text types that allow this strategy,are part of the
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preliminary norms. Toury draws attentionto the complicationsthat may arise when
trying to identify or determinethe exact sourcetext for a given translationwhen there
are several'candidates'for that position,in which case,it was a combinationof several
texts that informedthe targettext. Anotherpossibleoccurrenceof indirect translationis
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theory(see,for example,Even-Zohar,1990:100).
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casethey would constitutea compilative sourcefor the target text. Still within these
16
includes
Toury
more complexcases,
self-translation. Finally, Toury mentionsthe case
of mediatingtranslations,a term that refersto translationsby other authorsthat function
as sourcetexts of translationsinto other languages.Toury regardsindirecttranslationas
a norm-govemedphenomenon,highly representedin some cultures.He believesthat
recourseto this practiceshowsthat thereare relevantcultural factorsandconventionsat
work that shapethe conceptof translation,and hencevalidate this option, endowingit
with cultural significance(1995: 129).
Cay Dollerup (2000) elaborates on the notion of indirect translation and claims

that this term should only be appliedto casesin which an intermediaryrealisationis
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next step is to seehow considerationsaboutoriginal and sourcetext are relatedto the
translation of advertisements.Indeed, such issuesare of crucial importancefor our

16Bassnett rcgards scif-tianslafion as a type of pseudotrwWation (1998&,30-3 1).
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study, since the analysis of advertising translation constantly raises questions of
authorship and originalility.
In the article mentioned above (page 85), Bell (1996) addresses several
questions concerning the identification of source texts for the multiple versions of a text
displayed on the packaging of a child's toy. He highlights the problems of determining
an author or original for those texts, by posing a series of questions regarding the nature
of the source text, namely whether it was an original text or an original brieý or whether
the texts were produced by local technical writers or were the result of centralised
international campaigns. And he ends up with another question: 'What, we might ask, is
in
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translation. One case in point is the advertising campaign for Shiseido The Skincare.
We presume the Portuguese advertisement has been translated, as it is a foreign product
campaign, and by comparing the Portugueseheadline with the one in the English advert,
we may confirm our assumption:

lEusouaforc,

II
lg
Confiecmmim!
adasuapele.
am your skin's strcngth. Rely on me.

We could conclude that the English text is the source text since, even though Shiseido is
a Japanesecompany, it is an international business,and it can hardly be expected that a

Moreover,if we consult
world-wide productcampaignshouldbe designedin Japanese.
Japan's web-site for Shiseido,The Skincare, we will realise that the slogan is also in
English. 19However, if we continue to accesssites of other countries, and languages,we

will come to the conclusionthat it is unlikely that all of them have derived from the
English text. Instead, there seemsto have been another 'source' with a slightly different
20
in
different
languages,
headlines
below,
concept, as the table
suggests:
containing

I am your skin's strength. Rely on me.
(English)
Eu sou a forp da sua,pele. Confie em. mim.
(Portuguese)
Soy la fortaleza de su piel. Confle en mi.
(Spanish)

I
Sie
Ich bin die EnergieIhrer Haut. Vertrauen
ýmir. (German)
Table I- ShiseidoThe SkincareadVCTtS

Je suis la force de votre peau. Misez sur
I'avenir. (French)
Sono la nuova forza della tua pelle. Punta s7l'
futuro. (Italian)
Ik ben de vecrkracht van uw huid. Tot ver in
de tockomst. (Dutch)

21

'8 Ths is the print versionin Ole, PortugueseEdition, June2000.However,It shouldbe notedthat the
Internet version of this advert does not include an exclamationmark but a full stop, like the English
advert. (httt)://www.shiseido.co.inW-pMlst&WmVmain.htm on 25-10-2000).The English advert has
beentakenfrom Dle, UK Edition, June2000.
19In httt)J/www.shiseido.co.ip/sOO01sts/htinVmairLh-M
accessed
on 25-10-2000
20Ile placementof the EnglishandFrenchversionsat the headof eachcolumnis not arbitrary.From the
way the sitesarc built, we may infcr that the English and Frenchversionsare the two sourcetexts from
Wben the cursor is placedover the headline,a pop-outbox,
which the othersmay havebeentranslatedL
containinga headline,is displayed:in the advertsin the left column,it is in English,and in the caseof the
versionsin the right column,it is in French.
21All of thew versionsweretakenfrom Shiscido'sweb site, www.shiscido.coni, accessed
on 25-10-2000.
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Although assuming the English and French versions were the source texts may seem too
tentative, these are the languages that appear most frequently in Portuguese
in
their
the
significance
advertisements, and on
product packaging, which underlines
international advertising campaigns for perfumes and cosmetics. The fact that many
brands belong to American and French groups, some of which have been acquired by
big international corporations, may be one reason that these languages have a great
influence upon world-wide cosmetics advertising.
What we would like to emphasiseby means of the above table is that the notion

for
be
flexible
to
more complex cases,such as
account
enough
of sourcetext should
these. More importantly, this study will show these Shiseidoadverts do not present
in
is
is,
This
determining
text
far
the
concerned.
source
exceptionalcomplicationsas as
fact, a frequentcomplexityin the analysisof internationaladvertsin general,and in the
is
That
the
in
notion of assumed
why
this
specifically.
adverts used
work more
translationis a basicconcepton which our studyis based,as the advertsdiscussedcan
be expectedto comprisethe three inherent postulatessuggestedby Toury: there is a
derived,
Portuguese
from
no matterwhether
the
advert
was
text
which
presumedsource
it was a single source,or a compilation of texts, or yet a mediatingtext or brief in
holds
text
language,
somerelationships.
presumably
another
with which the target

5.3.2 Authorship in advertising
Another aspect of advertising translation that requires attention is authorship: who is the
is
for
the
The
normally
person
responsible
writing the
copywriter
author of an advert?
is
for
However,
there
often
another
responsible
person
copy of an advertisement.
They
both
together
often
work
of them normally
the
concept.
and
creating
advertising
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work constrainedby clear indicationsincludedin the advertisingbrieý or providedby
the client, not to mention the account executive and other membersof the team
(Brochandet al., 1999:212-213).22The advertisingcampaignis thereforethe productof
team work. Indeed, as noted by Wells et al., adverts are commonly designedby a
creativeteam,which consistsof a copywriterandan art director(1998:696-697).
Authorship in advertisingis not so different from authorshipin massfiction,
namely film making. Like Delabastita (1989), Kirsten MalmkJaer et al. discuss some of
the aspectsinvolved in the translation of mass fiction, including authorship, and explain
that the director of a film, for example, does not have control over all the elements
shaping the film, as novelists do. Instead, even though the director is responsible for the
final product, s./he needs the expertise of other people in different technical areas. This
fact conditions and undermines the status of authorship, as 'commercial production
ignores the so-called sacrednessof the author' (MalmkJaer et al., 2000: 245). Unlike in
film making and literary production, however, another aspect affecting the status of the
author in advertising is that s./he is mostly unknown: with a few exceptions of
copywriters or creative staff who are known for their successin other areas, authors of
adverts are not normally known to the general public, unless they become news as
award-winners in specialised competitions23(Brochand ct al., 1999: 212).
The aspectsjust discussed have implications for the translation of advertising.
Contrary to the translation of literary texts, especially canonical works, advertising
translation is not normally conditioned by the status of the author in the receiving
culture. Questions of the 'sacredness' of the author do not apply, and, as the authors are

22 See also Ogilvy (1983: 32). Ilic creative work is also guided by indications included in the 'copy
strategy', a document designed by the advertiser and by the agency containing specific information about
the product and market, the goals of the campaign, the target audience and the advertising promise, as
263-265).
well as the type of advcrfising approach and brand concept (Brochand ct al., IM
7' This is an aspect of the creative staffs professional life that flW deeply
resent, as it implies some lack
of recognition for their work (Brochand et al., 1999: 212).
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normally unknown to the general audience, this factor is not consideredin the
translation strategy.If, on the one hand, this may signify more freedomto adopt the
strategiesthe translatorjudges necessaryto producea more effectivetranslation,on the
other hand,freedom,asnotedby Vermeer,assignsmore responsibilityto the translator.
Furthermore, there are constraintsimposed upon the translator by the advertising
briefing, by the advertiser,andby the conceptor imageof the product,which constitute
significant demandsupon her/hiswork.
This is an issue that distances discussions on advertising texts from literary

translation. Questionsof authorshipand original have been a major issue in literary
translationtheory, not only becausethe statusof the sourcetext and, consequently,the
status of its author, are important factors affecting translation strategies,but also
becausethey are connectedwith the position of the translator and translation in the
target system.The influenceof the statusof the sourcetext upontranslationis addressed
by Lefevere and Bassnett,who draw attention to the restrictionsto which a text is
24
it
incorporates
beliefs
(1990b:
7).
the
subject when
of a given culture
values and
Authority - the authority of the text to be translatedand the authority of the writer constituteimportantfactorsin translationpractice,namely in the translationof literary
texts (Lefevere, 1990: 15). Lefevereemphasisesthis particular aspect,sayingthat the
cultural statusof a text, namelywhetherit is consideredcultural capital,which is itself
an ideological concept, influences the translation strategiesadopted (for example,
Lefevere,1998aand 1998b).This happensbecausethe normsoperatingin the receiving
cultural systemdeterminewhat is expectedfrom translationof texts, accordingto their
type and status,andconsequentlywhat is expectedfrom the translator.

24 Questions

concerning the sOurCO4extstatus, and the role of authority (of texts and cultures) in
translation are also addressed in Lefewre's Translating Literature. Practice and Theory in a
Comparative Literature Context (1992).
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Translation scholars' endeavoursto enhancethe sometimeslow status of the
translatorare connectedwith efforts to give translationits rightful position in the target
cultural system.Polysystemtheory, as well as the work of translationstudiesscholars,
has demonstratedthe contributionsof translatedworks to the shapingof the cultural
target systemand language.Even-Zohar'swork focuseslargely on the ways translated
texts influenceand help to enlargea culture's repertoire(see 1990:45-51), andthe idea
of translationas re-writing and manipulationstressesits active role in the shapingof
culture. Theseperspectivesbestow a greater responsibility and importanceupon the
translator's work, which, rather than being regardedas derivative, is seen as highly
25
active and creative,akin to that of the author.
The interdependencies
verified betweentranslationstrategy,translatorstatusand
translationstatusare particularly evidencedin Venuti's approach(1995). By drawing
attentionto the circumstances
underlyingthe currentprevailing adoptionof transparent
discoursein translation,andby suggestingforeignisingasan alternativeto that practice,
Venuti foregroundstranslationdiscourse,revealingnot only the ideologicalpower of
languagethrough translation,but also the translator's active role in culture. Venuti
proposesan approachthat makesthe translation,and consequentlythe work of the
translator,visible, underminingtraditional boundariesbetweenoriginal and translation,
andauthorandtranslator.
The natureof authorshipin advertisingtexts somehowfreesthe translatorfrom
literary
to
and other texts, where either the author,or the text, or
restrictionscommon
both, visibly affect the productionof the translatedtext. On the other hand,this also
invisibility
in
the
of the translator.The translation,conversely,as we
results
complete
25The work and statusof the translatoris highly valued by Vermeer,and functionalist approachesin
bi-cultural
is
is
The
the
between
two
umislator
expert
as
and
who
who
cultures
viewed
gencral.
mediates
responsiblefor producinga text that functionsoptimally in the targetculture,and thereforeco-rcsponsible
for the successof the communicativeact of translation(for example,1994:13).
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will see below, is often foregrounded.We will look into this aspectbelow. In the
meantime,it seemsworth noting that evenin thesecases,the strategiesadoptedderive
from the norms directing translators' behaviour, accordingto the type of texts, and
hencetheir statusandfunction in the targetculture.

5.4 Readership

Readership is an essential element both in translation, since translations are normally
produced for intended readers, and in advertising, in which the role of the addresseein
the conception of adverts is determinant. In a target-oriented analysis of advertising
translation, this is therefore an issueto which we will dedicate special attention.

A quick browsethroughthe literatureon translationand advertisingis enoughto
reveal the terminological diversity concerning the 'entity' that receives the text.
Addressee, (target) reader, (target) audience, (text) receiver, potential/prospective
receiver, readership, and public are some of the terms employed, many of which are
used in both translation and advertising literature. Hearer and viewer are common terms
in advertising too, although they are mostly associatedwith audio-visual media. We are
going to look at the way advertising theorists addressthe issue of readership and try to
in
by
this
the
element translation, namely in the
establish a connection with
role played
translation of advertising texts.
According to the scheme proposed by Cook (1992: 3) addresseesare included

among the 'participants', which, togetherwith the remaining elements,constitutean
advert. Within this categorywe can also find sender,addressersand receivers.Cook
distinguishessendersfrom addressers,
explainingthat they do not alwayscoincide,as
sendersare normally advertising agencies,and addressersmay be the actors in
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advertisements. As far as the distinction between addresseeand receiver is concerned,
the former refers to the people at whom the advert is aimed, and the latter to the people
who actually receive the advert. Clearly, this network of addresser-addresseerelations
can be further complicated if we take into account the various forms advertising can
26
(see
Cook,
6).
1992:
take, suchasdialogues,small narratives,amongothers

The control advertisershave over actual receiversis somehowlimited in the
sensethat it is only possible to roughly anticipate who is actually going to see or read a
directed
despite
to
at a certain type of
a
select
medium
certain advert,
all endeavours
intended
We
is
design
to
the
to
that
receivers.
to
appeal
expected
audience and
an advert
'prospective'
implies
the
term
that
and
of
notions
will concentrate on addressees,as a
'intended', rather than 'actual', as proposed by Cook and by Nord, since it seemsthat
both translators' and advertisers' work is shapedby their projection of potential readers.
The terms 'reader' and 'target audience' are fi7equentlyemployed in translation studies,
(Vaz
2000:
it
latter
is
the
al.,
of
group
et
the
notion
comprises
as
and
useful
particularly
27), and becauseit is a common term to both advertising and translation.
The issue of readership requires consideration of two levels of analysis. One, in
discourse,
is
a preliminary
affecting
element
which audience viewed as an external
level; it considers the audiences targeted by advertisers, and is therefore based on
deals
intra-discursive,
is
level,
The
with the way the
which
other
marketing criteria.
intra-discursive
it
how
is
discourse,
is
designed
through
an
entity,
as
audience
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This
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identified
the
message.
seemsrelevant to
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constructed and
in
it
be
insofar
used the analysis of adverts and advertising translation, since
us
as can
the target audience has a direct impact on translational strategies. The prospective
both
from
inferred
be
extra-linguistic elements, such as type of product, and
reader can
26It is pertinentto recall at this stagethe distinction madeby Nord betweenaddressee
and text receiver
(Section4.2), which is basedon similar criteria.
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medium, and intra-discursiveelements,which include visual and linguistic elements.
The intra-discursive design of the audience entails observation of the web of
relationshipsbetweenthe variouselements,and, in respectof the linguistic message,it
requires attention to all elementsthat composethe text's texture, from syntax to
27
features.
semanticsand pragmatic
The selectionof the target audiencestarts long before the advertisingcopy is
written and hence before discursive relations are established.Thus, advertisersand
marketers develop market researchto define audiencecategoriesin an attempt to
into
organisethe heterogeneous
consumers
manageableadvertising
group of potential
targets.Myers (1999) providesa thoroughanalysisof the advertisingaudiences,listing
some of the recurrentparametersused in audiencecategorisation,which range from
several types of demographiccategories(based on employment, age, gender) to
categoriesbasedon religion, lifestyle, productor medium(1999: 170-171).
Whichever audiencesegmentsare defined by marketers,it is not difficult to
between
for
The
important
them.
established
they
relationship
understand why
are so
the audience envisaged and the conception of the advertising message is held to be
intended.
The audience targeted by a given
function
for
to
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as
essential
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be
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addressedto adolescents, for
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not
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anti-wrinkle cosmetics are
is
for
The
then reflected at various
the
certain
product
a
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example.
profile of
levels, such as visuals and text, and it is likely to influence the selection of the medium,

27Ian Nbson (2000)discussesthe issueof audiencedesignand points out the variousdiscursivef,eatureS
of translatedtexts that arc motivatedby the designof the prospectivetargetaudience,or audiences,as he
but also othertext receivers(auditorsand eavesdroppers)
includesin his modelnot only addressees,
after
Erving Goffman and Aý Bell. He relates such features to the translator's attempt to account for
interpersonaland intcrtcxtual componentsof audiencedesign, which take into accountthe translated
text's function in the receivingculture and hcncethe host audience'sexpectations:'Items and elements
within texts do no morethanrcflcct an audiencedesignwhich is a function of suchreal-worldconditions'
(2000:17).
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aswell. Besidesthe natureof the product,categoriessuchas the onesmentionedabove
constitutefurther restrictingfactorsin the designof the advert.Life-style, social status,
gender,amongothers,are factorsconsideredby advertisersin the processof creatingan
advert, and can often be inferred by readers without resorting to intra-discursive
features,through product type, medium and advertising style, for example.In other
words,there are often subtlecriteria to be taken into account,which demonstratethat a
by
to
can
more generalobservations,
start
audiences
preliminary approach prospective
which are externalto the messageitself. Theseremarksshouldnot misleadinglysuggest
that these factors are not presentin the advertising message,nor that they are not
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essential cross-culturaladvertising
Cristina Vald6s's article on 'Reception Factors in TranslatedAdvertisements'
(2000) mentions the different ways international advertising is affected by reception
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consumption of certain drinks, and in advertisements for breakfast cereals,a casewhich
is also applicable to the Portuguese reality (2000: 276). Cereal advertising entails
different approacheswhen it is targeted at cultures in which having cereal for breakfast
is a deeply-rooted habit for all age groups, and cultures, such as the Spanish, and the
Portuguese, we may add, in which it is a more recent habit, and one mostly viewed as
2"
for
breakfast
one of a range of
options, especially
youngsters. This difference in the
target-audience habits is bound to result in different advertising strategies. What is not
certain, however, is whether this kind of divergence will be reflected in translation
approaches, or whether it will actually result in more radical measures, beyond the
process of adaptation, namely in the conception of different advertisements altogether.
While we do not possessenough data to discuss the case of cereal advertising more
thoroughly, food and beverage adverts are bound to raise relevant cultural questions,
29
in
given great disparities between countries this respeCt.
The significance of audience in advertising is reflected at different levels and in
all kinds of products. Readers play a fundamental role in the construction of the
advertising message, since advertising discourse is highly dependent on readers'
understanding and interpretation of advertising signs. Williamson maintains that for the
it
in
the
to
of
meaning,
needsto enter the spaceof
creation
advertising message succeed
the receiver, who is expected to complete the process of signification of the advert
(1978: 40-41). Addresseesare 'creators of meaning' and, at the same time, created by
the advert, which builds an image of the intended addressees(1978: 41). The image of

28 Except for cercal associated with dieting and fitness, most Portuguese adverts for this product are
chiefly targeted at a younger audience, especially children and teenagers.
29Advertising for this kind of product would be worth a study of its own, since the strategies involved in
the design of international campaigns arc certain to involve relevant cultural and language - and therefore
translation - matters. Appelbaum and Halliburton (1993) discuss the possibilities and obstacles posed by
cross-cultural advertisements for food and beverage. They argue that, as food is an expression of culture,
advertisements for these products should appeal to similar cultural trends across countries, or 'at least not
to be in contradiction with existing local values about the usage of food and drink '(1993: 224).
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the potentialreaderis thus createdby the advertisingmessageand it is this overriding
presenceof an idealisedreaderin advertisingdiscoursethat can becomeparticularly
problematic in translation, since it is the textual dimension of discoursethat the
translator dealsdirectly with. As pointed out by Pinto (1997: 122), the image of the
virtual receiveris delineatedfrom within discourse,as a memberbelongingto a given
culture, an active ideological subjeM capableof recognisingthe ideological signs
presentin an advertisingmessage.It is basedon this assumptionthat advertisersmake
idioms,
diverse
intertextuality
types
as
parody,
as
well
of
allusion,
extensiveuse of
and
is
largely
dependent
deviation,
devices,
the
of
which
effectiveness
and
among other
upon the readers'ability to makethe right associationsand connections,which means
30
ideological
is
that the addressee
subject.
envisaged alwaysan
for
The cultural allusionin Giorgio Armani Sensidependson the target-audience
in
'I
I
logo
'Sinto,
the
therefore
deciphering
am',
or
sense,
existo',
recognition and
English version - as it plays on a famous line by Descartes (Cogito ergo sum) - 'I think
therefore I am', or 'Penso, logo existo', in Portuguese. By employing these devices,
knowledge.
Likewise,
target-audience's
the
about
advertisers reveal certain assumptions
the advert for Cacharel Eau d' Eden - "The forbidden fragrance' - illustrates the
ideological construct of the reader in advertising, as s/he is expected to establish a
by
This
discourse,
the
perfiime
name.
the
evoked
also
allusion
connection with
religious
31
below:
language
is present in different
versions, as we may observe

10 perfumeproibido. I Le Fa-rf-um
ddfcndu. I El perfumeprohibido.

30 Marcel Danesi also mentions the role of the audience in the interpretation of adverts. Like Barthes
(1977), he explains that in order to decode an advertisement, it is necessaryto correlate the two levels of
signification - the denotative (or surface textual level), and the connotative (or subtextual level) - adding
that this process implies recourse:to the audience's shared knowledge (1995: 69).
31Eau D'Edcn adverts frequently resort to religious motifs. '0 perfume orginall (rhe original fragrance)
is another example that contains a similar allusion.
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Figure 9- Chanel Allure I loninic

These and other motifs used in advertising call upon the audience's collective memory,
which becomes essential to the interpretation advertisers expect readers to make.
Textual elements, however, are not the only ones to draw on the audience's knowledge.
Visuals play a part too, namely when advertisers resort to endorsement by famous
people, and to models that represent common stereotypes, reflecting origin, status,
profession, among other factors, to ensure recognition on a world-wide scale.
Background settings and props in print adverts frequently point to different places,
activities and lifestyles, functioning as indices of the type of audience the advert is
intended to reach, even if only by relying on the readers' ability to identify them.
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The target audience's profile can be constituted in discourse through other, more
direct, visual and textual indications. In cosmetics and perfume adverts, the choice of
the models depicted can be revealing of the age group aimed at, even if we are aware
that very often such images are supposed to reflect viewers' aspirations, and hence
normally include attractive young models. The adverts in Figures 8 and 9 demonstrate
how visuals contribute to outline the image of the target addressee,especially as far as
age and gender are concerned. Verbal elements also contain very explicit information
on the type of audience targeted, including direct reference to the gender and age
groups, as well as to more subjective features such as lifestyle (see Figure 9), for
example. The extracts below were taken from both Portuguese and English adverts;
some include very explicit references, others are more subtle, and some also include
other types of allusion, such as the analogy between the Seven Deadly Sins and the '7
signs of ageing' (Olay Total Effects), but they all provide indications of the audience
targeted:32

A partir dos 20 e tal anos, hidratar a pele rdo basta,
(From the 20s on, hydrating the skin is not enough-)

(Est6 Lauder Light Source)

Primeiras rugas? Alise-as. Rejuvenesga.(Maybelline Smooth Result)
(First lines? Smooth them.)

Haveyou seenyour first line?(Est6eLauderUnline)
Total effects foundation, a beautiful way to reverse the 7 signs of ageing. (Olay Total
Effect Make-up)

Even though these examples show how advertising copy projects the target audience,
the design of the audience in advertising discourse normally results from the interplay

32Our UwWationin Portugueseexamples.
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of visual and verbal elements. There are less explicit elements such as style or mood, or
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As far as translation is concerned, both levels of audience analysis - extra- and
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confronted with the textual makeup, although clear specifications concerning the targetaudience profile should be provided by the commissioner (in a translation brief). Thus,
in addition to this preliminary information on the audience, there will be implicit and
explicit indications provided by style, visual features, content visual and textual
is
image
In
the
the
the
of
addressee present at all
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construction of
short,
(interrelated) levels, all of which have to be considered by the translator. As observed
by Lefevere (1992), decisions take place at the level of ideology, genre conventions
(poetics) and within the universe of discourse level, which take precedence over the
language level, or the level of illocutionary language use. Features of language,
however, affect and are affected by the other levels, as Lefevere aptly demonstrates by
levels
(see,
for
levels
language
how
decisions
to
are
related
previous
showing
at
example, Lefevere, 1992: 102).

5.4.1 Personal deictics as a case in point
Personal deictics are actively involved in the representation of discourse participants,

focus
We
both addresserand addressee
on the addressee,
will
positions.
as it is directly

33The audiencecan also be projectedby displaying the oppositeimage,evoking a figure the addressee
does not want to be identified with, although theseare not very common in cosmeticsand perfume
advertising.Drink driving adverts,for example,discussedby Myers (1999),often include imageswhich
the audienceis expectedto recognisebut with which it would hardlywish to be identifiedL
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relevantto the presentissue,eventhoughthe presenceof the addresserin advertsis also
representedintra-discursively.So, whererelevant,we will refer to this elementaswell.
As explainedby Pinto (1997: 145), the addresseemay correspondto a subject
outsidethe discourse- the public - or to an intra-discursivefigure, a chara&erof the
advert. The BouiJois advert (below) illustrates the addressee-character
position. The
first line correspondsto what the male characteris saying to the female character
opposite,and the secondcorrespondsto her thoughts.The Hugo Bossadvert depictsa
young female model who is directly looking at the reader,to whom the messageis
34
is
In
supposedlyaddressed. this case,the addressee an externalparticipant:

Serenity is the secret of your gloving complexion.
If only he knew. (Bouýois Tcint Secret)

Don't imitate.Innovate.(Hugo BossWoman)

Pinto refers to the projection of the addresseein language, namely in speech acts that
imply the presence of a 'you', such as assertives and directives (see Pinto, 1997: 156157). She also considers the different ways the addresseeand the relation addresseraddresseeare created in advertising messages,emphasising the role of personal deictics,
such as personal pronouns, in the process. The role of pronouns in the design of the
audience has also been explored by Myers (1994), who carries out a thorough analysis
of the positions created for the audience, and for the addresser, by the various
(1992),
he
(1997),
Cook
forms.
Like
Pinto
and
also underlines the role of
pronominal
4you' in advertising, drawing attention to its 'slippery' character, in that it can address
the audience, or a character in the advert, with whom the addresseeis invited to identify.

34For the purposeof illustrationtheseadverts(Figures6 and 7) aredisplayedin Appendix 1.
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He explainsthat evenwhenreadersdo not identify with the projectedimage,the latter is
supposedto be recognisedby them.
Myers also discussesother recurrentpronouns,suchas 'we', which, like 'you' is
not aslinear as it may appear."We' canbe exclusiveor inclusive,as it may refer only to
the addresser- the companyor the advertiser- or include the prospectivereceiver,in
which caseit designsan imageof the target audience.The advert below illustratesthe
two types of positionscreatedby this pronoun,or by the respectivepossessives,
since
tour' representsthe company(addresser),and its positionis definedagainstthe pronoun
'your', for the audience(addressee).
However,in the secondsentence,there is a shift in
including
in
becomes
inclusive,
the sender
'we'
to
general,
people
addressand
referring
and the receiver,a form which is resumedin the slogan.In the third sentenceof the
body copy, 'we' returnsto its original function, although'your' is replacedby a more
impersonalpronominalform -'anyone':

Because our body lotion is perfectly absorbed, yQur skin is pcrflectly
healthy
is
how
different
the
the
No
skin
of
are,
pH
we
smooth.
matter
leaving
's
balance,
Our
body
lotion
this
Affon
skin
natural
respects
same.
feeling healthy.
We are all pH 5.5 (Johnson'spH 5.5)1

35
first,
Although advertisinguses
secondandthird personpronounS, the useof 'you', or
forms of addressin which it is implicit, is particularly ubiquitous (Cook, 1992: 152).
Cook explainsthat this pronounhasa 'double exophora',which meansthat it refersto
It
in
to
the
receiver.
the
and
aims at obtaining more
picture
someone
advertising
involvement from the addresseeand it is particularly useful in advertising since it
35Third person pronouns are also involved in the construction Of the audience, as these fornis presuppose
recognition on the addressees'part of the positions created by them Even if not addresseddirectly, the
is
the
is
to
and
eventually invited to establish idenfification (Myers,
subjects,
recognisc
reader expected
1994: 85).
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encouragesidentification,or a 'fusion' betweenthe 'you' in the picturesand the 'you'
of the addressee(Cook 1992: 157-158),sometimesthrough creation of deliberate
ambiguity. The following example is representativeof the ambiguity created by
personaldeictics,highlighting the doubleexophorain 'you, as it can eitherrefer to the
model depicted,or to the addressee,or to both, which seemsto be the desiredeffect.
This Portugueseadvert is also pertinent for the discussionthat will follow, which
focuseson problemsposedfor translators(into Portuguese)by deicticsthat positionthe
audience.The ambiguity in this caseresults not only from an advertiser'sstrategyto
promote the reader's identification with the character,but also from featuresof the
Portuguesepronoun system, namely in respect of concord, in that the possessive
matchesgenderandnumberof the object,andnot of the subject,asin English:

Mesmo sob a luz intensao seuolhar mostraapenasa suajuventude(GuerlainIssima
SuccessEye)
(Even under intense light her/your look shows only her/your youth) 36
A translation into English, despite the apparently simple sentence, would impose an
option between translating 'seu' as 'your' (the reader) or 'her' (the depicted model). Our
translation has left the question unresolved to underline this ambiguity, which is not
resolved by the remaining copy, but which, in a normal situation, would have to be
37
language
In
the
the
this
the
characteristics
of
settled.
advertiser can capitalise on
case,
.
Because pronouns and other forms of address play an active role in the
construction of the image of the audience, they can be particularly relevant in the
translation process, and in a descriptive analysis of translations. For this reason, below
we include some examples of the different ways these elements are used in English and
Portuguese adverts, for which we will resort to parallel texts (versions of the same
36

Our amislatiom
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advert in English and Portuguese),and parallel translations(Portugueseadvertsthat
contain sourceand target languageversions).Two languagesystemsnaturally involve
differencesat variouslevelsand,as a result, will display differencesin lexis and deixis,
as well as other discoursefeatures.Pronouns, and some adjectival forms, are no
exception.As far as translationof advertsis concerned,they are pertinent insofar as
those differences have an impact, not only at the ideational level, but also and
particularly in the interpersonalfunctions of discourse,which may eventually have
consequencesfor the illocutionary force of the message,posing problems at higher
levels,as suggestedby Nord's hierarchy.
In the Portugueselanguage,addresscan be representedby nounsand by various
types of pronominal forms, which indicate person, number, and frequently gender too,
and through verb forms, which, in addition to tense and mode, indicate the person.
Besides these grammatical categories, these forms of address have other pragmatic
implications, as they also indicate social, educational and professional status. Personal
deictics of this type exist in English, although the pronominal system is different, and
verb forms do not always mark the person distinctively. In order to assessthe problems
38
that may arise from those differences, we will analyse some advertisements:

Hugo Boss Elements Aqua
Feel the element of life amn.

13Loitea sentir o elemento da vida.

PantenePro-V Essentials
Hydrate your hair like you hydrate your skin I Hidrate o scu cabelo como hidrata a pele.
every day.

Davidson
os vessosdestinos.
3' For reasonsof spaceand resolution,this adverthasbeenincludedin Appendix I (Figure8).
38Addresseemarkcrsbavcbeenunderlinedto facilitate identification.
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As mentioned in the section on advertising language, imperative sentences(directives)
are abundant in advertising, for they establish a direct relationship with the addressee.In
both Portuguese and English, such sentencesimplicitly or explicitly imply 'you' as the
addressee,which can refer to a singular addressee,or overtly to a plural addressee,even
though the apparent individuality

of the singular, clearly marked in Portuguese

language, in fact corresponds to a collective entity, a group of people 39This aspect is
.
not explicitly marked in English, as 'you' is used for both plural and singular, but it
needs consideration in translation into Portuguese, as the above sentencesshow. All of
the examples have involved decision in this respect, as number is marked by verb
forms, and by nominal and pronominal forms, as well as by other morphological
categories, such as adjectives, which are not under discussion here. 'Volte'

and

'Hidrate' are imperative forms that indicate a singular addressee, whereas 'Unam'
representsthe plural form of the sametense.
One question which is likely to have direct implications for the advertising
messageand, consequently, for translation, is that these addresseemarkers represent not
only number, but also register options, with a special emphasis on the interpersonal
function (tenor). The Portuguese language possessesmore than one form of addressto
express the second person (singular and plural). In addition to the personal pronouns
'tu/v6s', there is 'voci(s)', as well as other forms of address composed by a definite
40
'o(a)
article and a noun, such as
menino(a)'. 'VocE(s)' and the latter forms of address
use the verb concord of the third person, which normally also affects concord in other

39 Fairclough refers to this phenomenon of mass discourses as synthetic personalization', which he
explains as 'a compensatory tendency to give the impression of treating each of the people "handled" cn
masse as an individual' (1989: 62). He also discusses this aspect in advertising, in which the dcictics
under discussion play a fundamental role (1989: 210-211).
40Other common forms include o(s) / a(s) scnbor(a) / scnhores(as),for
example.
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relatedforms, namely subjectand object function-forms,and other pronominalforms,
such as possessives.The examplesjust considereduse theseforms, and as there is no
explicit personalpronounof address,both 'voc6(s)' and the compoundforms could be
implied.
More important than the grammatical properties of markers of address are the

the useof different forms may haveat the level of discourseandregister,
consequences
whose makeupis guided by genre conventions,as well as by ideologicaland cultural
dimensions.Theseaspectsare consideredin translationfor, as we have mentionedin
previous sections,they relate to readers"expectationsand the norms that regulate
translationstrategies.As observedby Pinto (1997: 156),the useof 'tu' in addressis not
so common in print adverts as in adverts in the audio-visual media. In addition to
indicating a high degreeof familiarity, this form is normally reservedfor children or
very young people.Besidesfamiliarity, 'tu' in EuropeanPortuguese,indicatesintimacy
and symmetry betweenthe parties involved, in terms of age, status and hierarchy
(CunhaandLindley Cintra, 1984:293). 'Voc4s)', on the other hand,is very commonin
advertising since it is a useful dialogic option, suggestingdirect contact between
(Pinto, 1997: 157).This form doesnot reflect the samedegree
addresserand addressee
of intimacy, and can thus createmore distance,althougk as observedby Cunhaand
Lindley Cintra, 'vocE(s)' is usedto addresspeers(age,status,hierarchy).It is also used
as a form of intimacy and familiarity amongmembersof higher social classesand has
41
If, as we have
become
form
thus
a
of addresswith strong social connotations
.
forms
into
take
of address(article plus noun)
suggested,we
accountother pronominal

41The norms mentioned do not apply to all varieties of Portuguese. In Brazilian Portuguese, for example,
except for the far South region and a few places in the North, the use of 'vocd(s)' is widespread. It is used
in both situations of extreme familiarity and intimacy, and in social relations that reflect equality between
participants. Therefore, generally it does not involve the sanx values nor the same connotations as these
pronominal forms in European Portuguese.
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that may be implicit in someexamples,the rangeof valuesassociatedwith addresswill
widen significantly, as they mark a higher degreeof formality amongparticipants,as
well as politeness,social distance,deferenceand courtesy.All of thesevariablesare
relevant in translation as they have a prominent interpersonalfunction, with direct
implicationsfor socialanddiscourseconventions,besidestheir informationalvaluewith
regardto the target-audience
profile. A comparisonbetweenthe aboveexamplesandthe
following oneswill help demonstratethe densityof the informationvalue containedin
the forms of address,andhencethe way they contributeto audiencedesign:

Ilumina-te de cores quentes e douradas. Liberta o espirito. (Boudois Renaissance
Hippie) (Lighten up with warm golden colours. Free your spirit)
Deixa-te estar nua sempreque possivel. Tern fantasias em que tu gqLas a es:tr ela. (D osha
(Get naked whenever possible. Have fantasies in which you are the star.)

Aos setentaanos,vais ser:
feliz
be
0
happy
0
(At
Carpe
Diem)
(0
Boticirio
you
will
old)
seventy,
velho
As far as the relationship addresser-addresseeis concerned, 'tu' and related forms, can
indicate intimacy and symmetry. With regard to the audience profile, it may delineate a
irreverence,
liveliness,
as
youthful
spirit,
such
other
values
evoke
younger audience, and
intended
to
the
Visual
the
contribute
content
style and
message
among others.
clues and
atmosphere, and, as a result, provide more elements about the profile of the audience.
The advert for 0 Boticano, explicitly addressesa younger audience, representedby the
Both
including
the visual and
the
and
activities.
positions
represented
young models,
textual elements in the Boudois advert point to a similar age group, although it also
in
type
terms of style.
the
of
people
young
aimed
at,
namely
provides clues concerning
Creating an atmosphere of intimacy seems to be the main purpose of the advert for
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Dosha, an atmosphere which is emphasised by the depiction of a very young girl in a
42
in
bath.
This is reinforced by the text's content, which seemsto
the
private situation suggest the advice from a close friend or even the person's own conscience, in which
the addresseeis encouragedto overcame her fears and insecurity.

We may therefore infer that the choice of forms of addressrelatedto 'tu' in
advertising, and consequently in translation of these texts, is far from arbitrary, since it
has consequences for the construction of the image of the audience and for the
representation of participant relationships. Portuguese versions in which the translator
has opted for this type of address will carry various kinds of assumptions, such as age,
degree of intimacy, among other values expressed in each case, some of which are
unlikely to be contained in the analogous English forms, as the examples below
illustrate:

Paco Pab=e XS
Stop thinUng.

Piqa de penw.

Cermti lmge
Create your dream.

Cria os tcus sonhos.

While the informational density of these forms of address may profitably be used by
image
by
to
translators
an
create
of the target audience, it
advertisers and eventually
factor
factor,
even
a
or
of redundancy, as there are
may also constitute a restricting
design
to
the
that
of the audience. A less explicit
contribute
normally other elements
for
be
advertising purposes, as it can widen the
advantageous
more
profile can, after all,
range of potential addresseesreached. Increased explicitness, conversely, circumscribes
the image of the addressee,which, for translators into European Portuguesemay require

42All theadvertsfor Doshacollected
usesimilarapproaches,
and
notonlywith regardto formsof address
content.
visuals,butalsoin termsof themessage
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decisionsthat could otherwisebe unnecessary.This may perhapsbe one of the reasons
underlying strategiesthat avoid direct addressforms in somePortugueseadverts,such
as the sloganfor Lanc6mecosmetics- 'Acreditar na beleza.' ('Believe in beauty')- or
the headlinefor Herm6s24 Fauburg- 'A luz intima de cadamulher." ('The inner light
that makesyou shine'). The insufficient numberof examplesand the numberof other
possibleexplanations,however,makethis hypothesisonly tentative,albeit plausible.

Thereare severalquestionsthat arisefrom the abovediscussion,which are relevantfor
the issueunderanalysis- readership- and for translationof advertisingin general.We
have attemptedto demonstratehow micro-structuralfeaturescontribute to build an
intra-discursiveimageof the addressee,
bearingin mind that theseare part of a web of
interrelatedelementswhich composethe advertisingmessage.Also, we haveobserved
that languagefeaturesare motivatednot only by linguistic properties,but also by other
discourse conventionsat different levels, in which ideological and cultural factors
intervene.
In a target-oriented approach the target audience is considered a key factor in
translation processesand products. This discussion can serve two major purposes: one
concerns the image of the audience as projected in discourse, and the way it is dealt
in
do
in
has
the
to
analysis
of
role
of
translation;
the
previous
norms
our
with
with
other
translation studies, as they are directly tied to readers' expectations of a given discourse.
In other words, the way the advertising audience is designed in advertising becomes all
the more important for translators as it reflects readers' expectations concerning that
same image of the audienceand the way it is built in the advert.
Hatim and Mason explain that discourses, like genres, become ritualised. The

is
determined,
discourses
culturally
which means that
genres
way
with
combine
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different cultures allow different combinations' (1990: 71). As we have seen above, in
the discussion of language and discourse, the same holds true for the combinations
allowed within discourse, which is why it is possible to associatecertain textual patterns
and language features with certain discourses, taking into account possible hybridity
and fuzziness. This interconnectednessis important for a study of translation insofar as
it relates to the norms and conventions relative to a given discourse, in general, and to
the translation of that discourse in particular, because it may affect the target-text
acceptability, as defined by Toury. The concept of expectancy norms developed by
Chesterman is particularly useful as it refers to readers' expectations of what a
translation of a given type of text should look like. Thus, discursive strategies used in
advertising translation, including deviation, which can be a deliberate functionenhancing strategy (Chesterman, 1997: 142), are aimed at producing texts that affect the
in
factor
in
desired
this process.
the
readers
way, making readershipa crucial
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6. TRANSLATING

ADVERTISEMENTS

As we have mentioned above, the attention given to the study of pragmatic texts, and of
advertising in particular, does not seem to match the abundance and productivity that
characterise this activity. We have discussedsome of the reasonsthat make the study of
advertising less appealing than, say, that of literary translation. Some of these reasons
concern the relative status of the two genres in the cultural system, others are connected
with a certain mistrust and annoyance in relation to advertising, partly owing to its
intrusiveness and association with the frequently contested values of the consumer
society. Piotr Kuhiwczak adds yet another reason (1994: 236): 'It is generally assumed
that in contrast to the translation of works of literature translation of pragmatic texts can
be done by anyone who speaks a foreign language'. ' In respect of advertising, this
motive seemsto be linked to the somehow reduced importance attributed to the textual
component in many international and advertising studies, in which marketing and
business factors take precedence.2
The involvement of international advertising in contemporary issues that are at
the centre of attention, such as globalisation, in addition to its active role in the cultural
system, as a predominant and pervasive discourse, has led to an increased interest from
scholars engaged in disciplines other than marketing. Approaches to advertising, and to
international advertising, from such fields as socio-cultural studies, discourse analysis,
and translation, have provided relevant new insights into this issue. The perspective

Cronin (2003) provides a thorough discussion of the way the translation activity, namely technical
translation, is viewed. He speaks of the 'neo-babelianisrn by design', which is a perspective on
contemporary multilingualism. and translation that views this activity as dull and non-creative, involving
rapid translation of large amounts of information into different languages (2003: 61-62).
2 Veronica Smith and Christine Klein-Braley also point out the sparse attention given to textual elements
in international advertising, explaining that 'the relatively minor role that text plays within the context of
the whole marketing communication prooess is probably the reason why the major handbooks of
advertising devote very little attention to matters of language. Ilic h-anslation of advertisements receives
virtually no mention at all' (1997: 174).
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offered by translation studies, which is the one that concernsus here, provides a
comprehensiveanalysisof the issue,since, besidesthe technical linguistic matters,it
includesdiscussionof socio-culturalfactors,as well as ideologicalaspectsinvolved in
the translationof this discourse.
We have addressedthe issue of advertising translation in relation to topics and

theoreticalframeworksin studieson translation,and we havealso positionedourselves
within descriptive target-orientedapproaches,although we have consideredother
theoriesrelevantto our analysis.Discussionsof the ideologicalcharacterof translation
are also of specialrelevanceto our work, since the analysisof advertisementsraises
important questions concerning power relations between different languagesand
cultures, as well as issuesof identity and representationof the Other. Below, we will
attemptto developthe principal aspectsof the translationof advertising,and outline the
main guidelinesadoptedin the analysisof translationof advertsinto Portuguese.

6.1 Approaches to the Translation of Adverts

The specificity of advertising translation results from the characteristics of this
discourse, which, in addition to the textual-discursive devices mentioned in previous
chapters, is a complex semiotic case, as its messagesnormally consist of more than one
mode. In the case of international campaigns, there are also several language-versions,
and within each language,there are frequently variations on the sametheme. To account
for this complexity, Guid6re refers to the advertising message as 'multitexte'
(multitext), which he defines as 'message publicitaire pr6sentant diff6rentes formes
(6crit, oral, audiovisuel) et/ou diffdrentes versions portant sur le m6me produit' (2000b:
304).
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From the point of view of translation, however, the factors affecting the
translation of advertising are not only those arising from the nature of the text, or
&multitext'. In our discussion of international advertising and of translation issues,
we
looked at these, and at other kinds of constraints, namely market and socio-cultural
conditions involved in the production of the target texts. Guid6re (2000b) provides a
description of the two main types of factors affecting the translation of adverts: the
4param6tres exog6nes' (exogenous parameters) and the 'param&tres endog6nes'
(endogenous parameters). The former concern factors external to the message, and
include economic, cultural and ideological parameters. Economic factors naturally
include the market conditions and those affecting the translation costs, focusing on
relevant aspects such as the relative value of languages and translation in terms of
profitability (Guid6re, 2000b: 13-17). Within cultural parameters there are two main
aspects: socio-cultural conditions and legal constraints of the host countries (Guid6re
17-20). Ideological parameters refer to the way socio-cultural conceptions are reflected
in the discourse strategies employed. Guid&re points out the ideology of consumption,
underlying

advertising discourse, as well

as globalising

concepts, issues of

representation of the Other, and the values attributed to languages(2000b: 20-30).
Both external and internal dimensions are interwoven, but dealt with separately

for methodologicalreasons.Besides,aswe havestated,cultural and ideologicalaspects
are reflected in and shapedby discourse,and thus in textual features.In fact, for
Guid6reendogenousparameterscomplementthe exogenousones,and reflect external
constraintsat the level of discourse(2000b:3 1). Endogenousparametersinclude what
the author calls the 'sp6cificit6 scriptuaire', which refers to the tripartite textual
structureof adverts,namelythe 'appelation' (brand name,product nameand product
origin) the slogan,andthe body copy. Theseparametersalso concernother featuresof
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the advertising discourse, such as textual devices, Unguistic features, discussed in
previous chapters, including advertising's iconographic specificity, which concerns the
visual elements (2000b: 32-38), and the serniotic specificity - the type of signs the
advertising translator has to deal %kith(2000b: 3943). Guid&e proposes the term
'publisigne' (publisign) for the type of signs produced by advertising (2000b: 42); it
designatesa sign whose nature is determined by the advertising messageof which it is
part, since the 'publisign' owes its senseto the specificity of its message.This is the
way Guid6rc suggestsadvertising signs ought to be looked at by translators,in that they
include the linguistic and the iconic dimensionof the samereality (2000b: 304).
To deal with the translation of advertising and its inherent complexities, arising
from the circumstancesjust described,there are several strategiesthat in turn involve
different forms of approachingadvertising texts in international campaigns.Jettmarova
et al. distinguish three major strategiesemployed in the translation of advertisements
(1997: 187): 'total transfer', characterisedby literalness.and which implies preservation
of semanticand visual contents,often with a view to highlighting the exotic featuresof
the original; 'translation with minimum changes',or partial adaptation(1997: 187); and
'adapted translation' (or 'cultural transplantation'), which involves total adaptation of
imagesand text to suit the target-cultureaudience.'Non translation' is also mentioned,
as part of the first approach- 'total transfer; it is regarded as evidence of linguistic
imperialism and foreign cultural dominance.This is a point of discussionthat we %ill
take up in the analysis of Portuguesetranslations,although we have not included this
approachin the categorythat comprisesliteral translation,as we believe non-translation
implies other issues,and hasthus beenconsidereda categoryapart.
Smith and Karcn-Bralcy propose five strategiesfor the translation of adverts
(1997: 182-183).The first category- the 6no-change'strategy- implies preservationof
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both graphicsand text. It is usedwhen brandsare firmly implantedin the world-wide
market and there is little needfor verbal support.Not surprisingly,perfumeadvertsare
mentioned as common examplesof this approach.The secondone refers to 'export
advertisements',and it is adopted when it is possible to capitalise on the positive
associationsand stereotypesof the originating culture, though additional copy in the
target languagemay be required. The third type is 'straight translation', which the
authors claim to be the least frequent(and desirable)in internationalmarketing,as it
'fails to adjust to the cultural demands of the new market' (1997: 183). This
generalisationmay not be easily applied to all casesand cultures, as our discussion
below will demonstrate.'Adaptation' is the fourth categoryand it involveskeepingthe
visuals and changing the text slightly or significantly, dependingon the needsand
The fifth category,'revision, implies preservationof the
expectationsof the addressee.
visuals and writing of a new text. The authors maintain that this strategy may be
problematic owing to the interconnectednessof visual and textual elements in
The latter categoryinvolves a completechangeof appeal,which
advertisingmessages.
is normally a result of radical socio-cultural differencesconcerningthe use of the
productadvertised.We havementionedsomeexamplesof this strategyin the discussion
of the advertfor GuerlainAqua Allegoria above(Section3.3.3) and in the commentson
the advertisingapproaches
to breakfastcereal(Section5.4). In the analysisthat follows,
we will considerthis aspect,aswell, but we haveregardedthis approachas an extreme
case of adaptation,which does not really conflict with the concept of 'revision'
expounded,thoughit impliesa different form of categorisation.
Guid&readopts a different framework of analysis.He also analysesthe way
pictures are dealt with in a different sectionand looks at each set of verbal elements
separately.Hence,he beginsby discussingthe different ways brandnamesand product
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namesare dealt with in internationaladvertising.As the discussionof nameshas also
beencarried out separatelyin the presentworký we will return to this issuebelow, and,
where relevant,include someof the questionsraisedby Guid6re.Then,he analysesthe
slogan,which may involve different translationalstrategies,suchas 'transposition, the
transfer without modification, or yet literal translation, 'adaptation, which includes
various kinds of more or lessprofoundalterations,and 'r6criture' (rewriting), which, he
explains, Tapparente i la cr6ation' (Guid6re, 2000b: 128). Unlike 'revision',
mentionedabove,Guid&re's'r6criture' doesnot go asfar as involving the conceptionof
a different messagealtogether,rather,it concernsthe introductionof substantialchanges
to the original messageso asto adaptit to the target context.Guid6redrawsattentionto
the difference between the work of the copywriter (rC-6criture') and that of the
translator ('r6criture), explaining that the work of the copywriter implies the
by
the
the
carried
rewriting
out
whereas
constructionof a new advertisingmessage,
translator belongsto the domain of translationpractice (2000b: 128). While Guid&re
establishesa very clear-cutdistinction betweenthe work of the copywriter and that of
is
believe
the
translator's
the translatorin thesecircumstances,
rewriting
closelyakin
we
to that of the copywriter and that the borderline is more blurred than it seems.We
in
he
is
distinction
Guid6re's
that
grounded
that
and
well
maintainsthat
pertinent
accept
the copywriterconceivesof a different messagebasedon an ideaor conceptwhereasthe
translatorrewritesthe advertisingmessagebasedon an original message(2000b: 129).
However, if we recall our previous discussionabout originality and authorship in
does
division
(Section
5.3),
not seemso unproblematic.
a
clear
such
advertising
As far as the strategiesemployed in the treatment of the body copy are
concerned,Guid6refocuseson translationapproachesrather than on actualprocedures.
One of those approachesis literal translation in a broad sense,which may include
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different degreesandtypesof literalness,either basedon lexis or on structure.Another
possible approach is interpretative translation, which designates'toutes pratiques
fond6essur une conceptions6lectivedu transfert linguistique' (2000b: 165). Finally,
there is functionaltranslation,which aims to producea text that hasthe samefunctions
as the sourcetext. This classificationdiffers substantiallyfrom the one adoptedin our
study, since it is basedon the typesof equivalenceestablishedbetweensourcetext and
targettext, dependingon the type of position takenby the translator.The first approach
may be regardedas one that seeksto maintain formal equivalence,the secondtype
entailspreservationof sense,andthe last is basedon functionalequivalence.
Useful as these categoriesmay be for describingthe strategiesadoptedin the
translation of the adverts, they diverge from ours as we will be more concerned with
inferring target conditions, factors and eventually norms that seem to underlie the
translation options, and influence the composition of the target text. Therefore, the
categories we will use are more general and do not describe specific procedures, as
micro-level analysis will be undertaken in the discussion of adverts. Even though we
will not be able to do much more than raise and partially discuss some of these issues,
we shall suggest that there is a connection between the translation strategies and the
conditions of the target culture, which determine the kind of relationship established
in
in
is
far from
types,
texts,
the
text,
as
probably
other
advertising
with
source
which
being a clear-cut entity.

6.2 The Translation of Adverts into Portuguese

An overview of the advertising sector in Portugal seemsnecessarybefore an analysis of
the actual translation strategiesemployed, so that we may understandthe conditions that
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make up the cultural system underlying this activity. In addition to being a small
economic sector, the Portugueseadvertising market is also dominated by leading
internationalgroups,especiallyNorth-American.In 1997,amongthe largestadvertising
companiesin Portugal,only two were Portuguese(Interact and Nova Publicidade),as
many of them had been bought by international groups, especially in the 1980s
(Brochandet al., 1999: 196-198).Advertising and the translationof advertsseemthus
to take placein an environmentcontrolledby businesses
on a world-wide scale.
Moreover,as notedin the introductorychapterof the current study,the majority
of adverts for perfumes and cosmetics are part of international campaigns, as most of
these products and brands belong to international and multinational companies. Also,
perfumes and cosmetics are not strongly embedded in the Portuguese cultural heritage
as they do not generally have a bearing on deeply rooted socio-cultural habits or
religious matters. We may therefore safely assume that a significant number of the
adverts for those products undergo some kind of re-writing, or translation, involving
either more extreme processes,including different degrees of adaptation, or apparently
less profound changes,through proceduresmore commonly associatedwith translation.
It may not always be easy to determine whether adverts have undergone a
by
Guid6re, but, according to the
'r6criture',
'rd6criture'
proposed
as
or of
process of
framework adopted in this work, all decisions made by the advertising translator to
make the message in a given language communicatively effective, according to the
conditions of the host culture and of the advertiser, are a pilori within the realm of the
translation activity. Difficulties

in determining the process actually involved
-

translation or design of a new advert - arise from the complex nature of the notion of
original text in advertising, which has been discussed above. For our purposes,
however, the concept of assumedtranslation suggested by Toury has been essential to
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resolve such questions. Furthermore, as a translation strategy or procedure concerns
every process that has been decided by the translator, it includes not only the more
traditional techniques, such as literal translation, but also other options, such as
adaptation or even non-translation. After all, as we have argued in several sections of
this work and as observed by Anthony PM

when referring to non-transfer, 'the

decision not to translate is still a translational decision' (1992: 101).
As translation procedures involve such a wide range of options, the categories

proposedare not basedon specific techniquesused in the translation of advertising
texts, but on the observationof more generaltypologies, connectedwith preliminary
decisionsinvolved in the approachesto translationof adverts.In other words, we will
start by looking at what seemto be the generalpossibilitiesoffered by the target system
to dealwith this type of texts.
One of the first aspectsthat needsto be consideredis the regulationgoverning
the translation
preliminary

of advertising,

which

is a criterion

norms, even though the binding

that may be included

within

character of this kind of constraint is

stronger than the concept of norm implies. As we will see, however, regulation seems to
be the object of rather flexible interpretations. According to the Decree Law no. 330/90
that governs advertising'3 namely article seven, paragraph three, the use of foreign
languages in advertising, even if accompanied by a Portuguese version, is only possible
provided the message is aimed at foreign addressees. Paragraph four, on the other hand,
states that words and expressions in foreign languages can be used exceptionally when

they are aimed at producing a specific effect

4

.

This corrcsponds to the Decree Law of 23 October, 1990.
Article seven of Deueto Lei (Decme law) 330/90: '3 - Sö 4 pemütida a utilizaQäo de linguas de outros
paises na mensagem publicitäria, nicsmo que cm conjunto com a fingw portuguesa, quando aquela tenha
ýstmngeiros por destinatärios exclusivos ou principais, sein prejuizo do disposto no nümero seguinte. 4E adnütida a utilizaoo excepcional de palavras ou expressöes cm linguas de outros paises quando
necessäriasä obtenQäodo efeito visado na conccpgäoda nxmmgcm'.
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While the examplesdiscussedbelow may reveal somelatitude in the application
of this code, which could partly arise from the vaguenessof paragraphfour, which
leavessomeroom for interpretation,thereare still caseswhich show that regulationhas
effects on advertisingtranslation. Brochand et al. comment on the case of the TV
commercialfor Lanc6meTr6sor,which hadto be withdrawn becauseit useda sentence
in French: 'Trdsor, le parfiim des instantspr6cieux' (1999: 441). The print version of
this advert used in our analysis is a translated version - 'Tr6sor, o perfume dos
momentospreciosos'.However,this print advert is from January1999(Elie), whereas
the commercialdiscussedby Brochandet al. was basedon information from a 1998
issueof 0 Consumidor(no. 71), which might explainthe difference.
Despite theseregulatory issues,from our analysisof the corpus collected,we
may assumethat one of the first optionsthe translatordealswith is whetherto actually
translateor to retain the sourcelanguage.This decision is in part connectedwith the
initial norm - acceptabilityor adequacy- in that the translatorwill opt to privilege the
sourcetext or the target text, althoughthis norm is not reflected only in instancesof
non-translation. Whatever this decision may be, we will argue and attempt to
demonstratethat, evenin casesof non-translation,the source-textonly takesprecedence
if it is so requiredby the function of the target text and by the norms and conventions
determiningacceptabilityin the target-culturesystem,namelythose directly relatedto
texts of this type. In shor4 the decisionto leave a text untranslatedarises from the
intention to obtain someeffect in the target culture, but only insofar as that effect is
culturally desirableandaccepted.
Thesetwo options give rise to the first two categoriesproposedin our work:
'translatedadverts'and 'untranslatedadverts'.The former category- translatedadverts
keeping
If
the visuals
strategies
and
comprehends
possible
numerous
procedures.
-
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seemsto be a widespreadapproach in international campaigns,especially for the
productsunder analysis,the strategiesemployedin the translationof the copy are more
varied, and thereforewe will discusseachcaseindividually, in the chaptersbelow. As
far as untranslatedadvertsand the other categoriesare concerned,we will provide a
brief description of each one, and they will be discussedat greater length in the
following chapters.

6.2.1 Untranslated adverts

It is possibleto singleout two sub-categories
of untranslatedadverts:thosethat consist
itself,
including
the
product
which are
only of product namesand pictorial elements,
in
in
that,
the
addition to these
advertisements
common
perfume advertising, and
left
is
deliberately
limited
however
include
text
untranslated.
which
elements,also
While we will concentrateon the latter category,since these advertisementscontain
textual elementsthat are normally translated,the overwhelming number of perfume
advertscomposedof pictureandnamealonecannotgo unnoticed.
The verbal elements that are displayed in the latter type of advertisements are

not frequentlytranslatedinto Portuguese,asoriginal namesare normally preserved,and
the more so in the advertsfor the productsunderanalysis.Even so, albeit minimal, such
textual clues are not negligible, for they may provide relevant information. Product
In
addition to the possible
meaningless.
nor
names,as we will see,are not arbitrary,
denotationaland connotationalmeaningsthey contain,there may be indicationsabout
(2000)
Warner
kind
Robin
that
this
says
type
of
and properties.
product origin,
advertisementhas 'laconic texts', which seemto questionthe usual argumentational
'we
interpret
in
that
adding
routinely
advertisements
as
strategiesemployed advertising,
is
the
the
that
to
product,
so
product
simply
purchase
naming
urging us with reasons,
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readily interpretedby addressees
as an advisory speechact' (2000: 73-74). Warner's
view shows that simplistic views in the analysis of adverts can be misleading.
Therefore,while we havenot discussedtheseadvertsextensively,a chart displayingthe
proportion representedby such advertshas been included, so as to demonstratetheir
prominencein perfiimeadverts,relativeto the other categories(seeChart C, page149).
In an article about the politics of non-translation (2000), Ferreira Duarte reflects

upon the reasonsbehind decisions not to translate some canonical texts in certain
periods of history, analysing the specific case of the translation (or non-translation) of
Shakespeareandramas. Duarte suggestsseveral categories of non-translation, which are
summarised below (2000: 60-63):

-

Omission:this categoryrefers to casesin which an item in the sourcetext is not
for in anotherpart.
replacedby a target-textitem, regardlessof being compensated

-

Repetition: this happens when a 'lexical or syntagmatic item in the source text is
carried over unchangedinto the target text' (2000: 61), such as loan words.

-

Language closeness:this typology describes situations in which structural proximity
of languages hinders translation. The reduction of translations from Spanish into
Portuguese in certain periods is an example of this category.

-

Bilingualism: non-translationin these casesoccurs becausethe audience,or the
dominantfaction, are expectedto be able to readthe texts in the languagein which
they were written (bilingual communities).

Cultural distance:this categorydescribesinstancesof non-translationthat arisefrom
be
hostility
indifference.
may
connected
with
cultural remoteness,which
and/or
-

Institutionalised censorship: this category includes situations in which there is actual

political censorshipof the translationof certaintexts.
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-

Ideological embargo:it refers to 'non-translationthat results ftom the clash of a
community's system of values and some shattering political event' (2000: 62).5

The reasons underlying non-translation in advertising are more connected with the
category 'repetition', since non-translated adverts involve a deliberate decision to
maintain the texts untranslated. This fact excludes categories characterised by omission
or absence, either of particular words or expressions, or complete texts or works.
However, the cases of non-translation analysed far exceed sporadic lexical borrowing,
as we will be dealing with complete texts left untranslated. Language closeness may
eventually explain some of the cases,namely texts in French, although closenesshere is
a very relative term and it is insufficient to explain the presence of English texts.
Familiarity, as we will argue, may be a more likely explanation in some of the
examples, as institutionalised bilingualism does not reflect the Portuguese reality. The
ideological factors that motivate non-translation in advertising coincide with the reasons
behind the use of 'repetition,

namely the aim to add local colour or an exotic

atmosphere (Duarte, 2000: 61), and the author's claim that this strategy reflects uneven
relations between cultures is equally relevant for our purposes. These issues will be
explored in the next chapters.

According to the quantitativedata displayedin the charts,perfiime advertsare
more frequently subjectto non-translation.But this doesnot meanthat this strategyis
peculiar to advertisingfor this product category.There are examplesof Portuguese
advertsfor spectaclesand for somebrandsof watches,for example,which clearly go
beyondany free interpretationof the Portugueseregulationon this matter:
5 Ths is the categoryexplored by Ferreira Duarte as it explains the embargoon the translationinto
Portugueseof Shakespeare's
works between1890and the tum of the century.it resultedfrom the AngloPortuguesecontroversy- the British Ultimatum- which in turn gaverise to nationalisticsentimentsand a
consequentantagonismtowardsBritain, regardedasa threatto nationalintegrity.
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Pure lightness in full colour. (Silhouette)

100%Strength
100%Beauty
What areyou madeof? (TagHcuer)
The only legal way to instantlychangeyour turnover.(SwatchTurnover)
There are still two other categories, which, to a certain extent, may be regarded as
subcategories of translated texts, but which have been dealt with separately because
they reflect very specific cases. One of them concerns 'parallel translations, and the
other, which is more concerned with micro-level decisions, describes 'mixed-language
translations'.

6.2.2 Parallel translations
Parallel translation is the term that designatesadverts in which both the source text and
the target are simultaneously displayed. It is not a solution as extreme as nontranslation, but, as we will see, it could be very close in most cases.It is a very common
strategy in instruction manuals, and in tourism literature, such as leaflets, cataloguesand
In Flight magazines, not to mention restaurant menus, and many cases in which the
information is addressedat audiencesspeaking different languages.

Paralleltranslationin advertisingcan hardly be explainedon the samegrounds.
Generally speaking,the advertisementsused in a given country are addressedat the
for
the
that
adoptingthis approachhave to be sought
reasons
people of
country, so
elsewhere.It seemsthat the intentionto confera nationalityon the product,emphasising
its origin through language,may explain casesin which the copy languageand the
country of origin match.The useof a foreign languagein the copy may also endowthe
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advertisementwith a panoplyof meaningsassociatedwith that language.Whateverthe
effect intended,this kind of advertisingstrategymarksthe foreign statusof the product,
otherwisea translatedversionalonewould havebeenusedinstead.Thesefactorsin part
accountfor the role of the foreign languagein adverts,yet they do not explainthe role
of the target text in the advert. In addition to regulatory impositions,which may be
partly responsiblefor the inclusionof a Portugueseversion,including a target-language
version may also be an attemptto makethe advertisingmessagemore accessible.There
could be other reasonspeculiarto the productsadvertisedand to eachspecific advert,
which will be discussedin moredetail below.
While parallel translationsare not at all frequent in cosmeticsadvertising,they
are very commonin perfumeadverts,andwe may ventureto claim that this is becoming
a popular strategyin the translationinto Portugueseof advertsfor a variety of products:

Dive into Winter! *
* Mergulhe no Inverno.
Leading ski resort of the world. *
* Lider mundial clas estAncias de ski. (Courchevel Savoie - ski resort)

Deviens cc que tu es.*
* S8 tu pr6prio. (Lacoste - sportswear)

I don't want to be a millionaire.*

* Nio quero ser milionAfio. (Ra)-Ban - sun glasses)

The asteriskon thesesentencesis very commonin advertswith paralleltranslationsand
in
is
indicates
there
that
normally
a version Portugueseon the page. As we will see
below, the translationsin advertsthat usethis strategyare normally not very visible (see
Figure 10), so the asteriskmay be a helpful mark, since in many such cases,readers
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would not even notice there was a translation, and there is not evidence that they do any
way, as the attention given to textual details of this type can hardly be expected.

IIIIICagrarce

212
nnI

l-'a,

Figure 10 - Carolina Herrera 212 On Ice

6.2.3 Mixed-language adverts
Mixed-language translations are found in adverts in which some textual segments are
translated and some are not. The difference between this strategy and the technique
known as borrowing should be viewed in terms of a continuum, with borrowing
motivated by a gap in the target lexicon or by stylistic reasons at one end (see Fawcett
on Vinay and Darbelnet's grid of techniques, 1997: 34-35), and mixed-language
translation involving the use of phrases or sentencesin different languages for various
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reasons,on the other.Advertisementsof this type result in somekind of hybrid text, in
which foreignnessis also emphasised.
Although the number of mixed-languageadvertisementsfor the products
analysedin the present study is not significantý especially in the case of perfume
adverts,in other product categoriesthis techniqueis increasinglycommon.There are
examplesof suchadvertsfor airline companies,underwearand footwear,as well as for
food anddrink:

Porqu8 a TAP Air Portugal? I love Portugal (TAP Air Portugal) (Portuguese national
airline)

Ele 6 cool, ele 6 hot. On line. Tis ligado. (Nescafd)

The audienceis facedwith languagehybridity, with no warning,no paralleltranslation,
and no further explanation. Yet, these advertisementsseem to be acceptedquite
naturally by the public, which has become used to this borrowing, not only in
in
life,
lexical
domains
in
but
of
which
gaps in the target
advertisements, also other
languageare not enoughto explainthis frequentstrategy.The readersof the In Flight
is
displayed
likely
be
familiar
TAP
to
the
are
magazinewhere
advertisement
with this
kind of advertising copy, and the languagein the Nescaf6 advertisementcould be
be
intended
for
to
the
seem
who
comprehensible youngergenerations,
addressees,
as
suggestedby the phrase'tAs ligado, which is part of young people's jargon. Even
Throttleman, an international clothes and accessoriesbrand, presenteda series of
leaflet-like advertisementsfor their 1999 spring-summercollection campaign,which
is
'This
hybrid
The
a chanceto be inspired', is followed by a
slogan,
contained
copy.
in
text
small
which starts English,continuesand endsin Portuguese.As Throttlemanis
by
brand
Portuguesestandards,the economicand cultural
fairly
expensive
considereda
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level of the target consumers is supposedly high. Therefore, English is not likely to be

6
but
international
brand.
an obstacle, a value-addedsign, stressingthe
characterof this
There are other cases, however, in which this approach may seem far-fetched,
resulting in awkward, less felicitous advertisements. For example, Clarks, a British
brand marketed in PortugaL placed an advertisement in a Portuguese issue of
Cosmopolitan for a practical line of footwear by using the country-of-origin effect as a
key element in its campaign. Thus, the word 'England' is displayed below the brand
name. In addition, to emphasisethat origin, the advertiser chose to leave the headline in
English, 'No thanks. I'll Walk', followed by the copy in Portuguese, and a mixed
language slogan, 'Brevemente tamb6m vai dizer "No thanksYll Walk"'. The type of
product advertised -a

design,
though probably
unfashionable
rather
sandal with

comfortable - seemsto be aimed at people whose job or lifestyle require them to stand
for lengthy periods of time, and who are certainly more concerned with comfort than
with design or fashion trends. Thus, this product is not addressedto people who would
be expected to read this advertisement in this magazine, let alone understand the English
headline or the Anglo-Portuguese slogan.
The proliferation of such advertisements seemsto keep pace with the number of
English words entering the Portuguese language, especially in the business and
technical areas, where often the lack of suitable equivalents, or merely the lack of time
borrowing
to
think
and calque very frequent
and willingness
of suitable options, make
and convenient solutions. The use of English terms of new communication
technologies, namely the Internet, has become commonplace, and it is often reproduced
in writing, such as e-mail messages,where the term 'e-mail' itsel& is commonly used to
the detriment of the Portuguese alternative, "correio electr6nico'. But these are not the

A picture of the leaflet bas been included in Appendix I (Figure 11) for illustration_
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only areaswherethis trend is visible. In fact, it has reachedalmosteverydomain,ftom
sports(particularly recentactivities, suchas adventuresports)and entertainmentto the
7
it
difficult
find
has
to
media and the arts, making
an area that
remainedunscathed.
These examples are symptomaticof the circumstancesaffecting the contemporary
Portuguesesociety and certainly reflect hegemonicrelations, at social, cultural and
be
features,
in
discursive
levels
some
of
which
will
economic
which are present
discussedin our analysisof advertisingtranslation.Advertising is thus one of the many
be
that
the
will
this
and
advertisements
practice,
sources of examples of
current
discussedin the chaptersthat follow are a reflectionof its recurrentusein other areas.
Thesedifferent categoriesaim to generallydescribethe parametersinvolved in
the translation of advertising texts, namely headlines, slogans and copy, since pictures
below
The
in
be
charts
show the
sections.
addressed separate
and product names will
distribution of the categories of translation according to the type of product advertised.
A glance at them seemsenough to explain, at least in part, why perfume and cosmetics
differ
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translational
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see,
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disparate
from
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advertising approaches,as well.
significantly, which seems
One point that needsclarification before the actual display of the charts and any
includes
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that
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category of
subsequent analysis,
doubt
be
beyond
be
to
translations. In other
translated versions which can
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in
translation
adopted
our study, the
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concept of assumed
words, contrary to
translated texts in these charts include only Portuguese versions for which we have
found another print advert in another language, preferably English. The reason for
based
is
is
it
in
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conceptual
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case
not
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adopting
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7 Examplesof this phenomenonproliferate. It is enoughto have a look at the namesof some sports
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it
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methodological. As these graphs display quantitative data, rigorous objective and
factual data, preferably not susceptible to theoretical argument, have been used. The
number of translated adverts is certainly greater than the one revealed by the charts, a
fact which the many examples of adverts in Portuguese used in various sections may
demonstrate. Most of the examples provided are assurnedly translated adverts of
international campaigns. At this stage, however, the purpose has been to comparatively
show the proportions in each category relative to the products under analysis: perfumes
different
different
These
that
and cosmetics.
products require
pie charts reveal
advertising strategies, and are also dealt with differently in translation, an aspect that
8
be
in
below.
will
revisited the chapters

Chart A Categories - Perfume
advertising
,.,

E Translated adverts

0 Untranslated

OParallel

13Mixed-language

translations

adverts
adverts

' Chart C includes adverts that consist of pictures and product names, while these have been excluded
from chart A. This category is not applicable to Cosmetics adverts.
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Chart B Categories - Cosmetics
advertising
19%'l

E Translated adverts
13Parallel translations

N Untranslated adverts
13Mixed-language adverts

Chart C Categories - Perfume advertising
IV9%
26%

2%
26%
27%
0 Translated adverts
0 Parallel translations
0 Picture+name

0 Untranslated adverts
13Mixed-languageadverts
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7. PERFUME ADVERTISING

Although natural body odour is stigmatized and suppressed,artificial body odour - in
the form of perfumes and colognes - is condoned and even celebrated. Thus, while
deodorants strip the body of its natural olfactory signs, perfumes invest it with a new,
'ideal' olfactory identity. TIIcsc ideal identities arc promoted by the 'dream merchants'
of the perfinne industry who assure consumers that all good things come to those with
the right scent. (Constance Classen ct al., 1994: 180)

In a comprehensivediscussionof the cultural role of scents in different historical
periods,up to the presenttime, Classenet al. draw attentionto the emotionally-charged
nature of odours and to the marginalizationof the senseof smell in modern and
contemporaryWesternsocieties,over which it nonethelesscontinuesto exert influence
indices
the
through
recognised
cultural
and
consciously
albeit
not always
'
associationsconnectedwith this sense. In the world of commodities,besidesthe
fragrance
has
extendedto other toiletries
perfumes
product categoryunder analysisand products, in which scentsare often associatedwith different product properties.
Within the class of personalfragrances,there are deodorants,which are designedto
suppressnaturalbody odour, and perfumes,which are supposedto be imageenhancers
for the latterthat we will concentrate,
(Classenet al., 1994:186).It is on advertisements
first by analysingsomeof their prevalentcharacteristics,
andthen by discussingthe way
they are handledin cross-culturaladvertising,namelyin translation.
The large number of perfume advertisementsin all kinds of media increases
beauty
by
laboratories
launched
fragrances
periodically
are
steadilyas new
and fashion
designers,both actively engagedin the creationof new scents,striving to keep pace
is
demands
It
the
the
of
market.
not only new scentsthat emerge,
ever-changing
with
old fragrancesalso require constantimage renewal. Even though some brandshave
' In line with the view of Classen ct al, Nlarccl Danesi notes that 'since body odors are stigmatized in
contcmporwy industrialized societies, pedmes and deodorants have taken over as the primary stimuli of
desirable olfactory responses' (1995: 67).
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maintained a few basic traits throughout the years, following Ogilvy's advice to
maintain the successful campaigns (1995: 19-20), their image often undergoes some
transformation, however subtle, so as to stay level with fashion's (and society's) rapid
changes. This flourishing market is likewise very competitive, thus making advertising
a key element in the marketing strategy. This fact may help explain the sheer quantity of
perfume advertisements in the media in general, and particularly in fashion and/or
women's magazines, which, as we have noted in the first chapter, seem to provide a
suitable environment for this type of advertising.
Like
internationally

many

fashion

and cosmetics products, perfumes are marketed

frequently
the
or
globally
as
part
of
product range of a cosmetics or
-

designer brand.2 Regardless of the degree of standardisation of these campaigns, they
frequently cross borders, thus raising the issue of translation. Based on the corpus
collected, we may safely state that perfume advertising relies significantly on global
standardised approaches, despite claims by local agencies that advertising should be
designed or adapted to fit local culture (see Ogilvy, 1995: 78). These adverts seem to
corroborate Ogilvy's personal view that 'what works in a country almost always works
in other countries' (1963: XVII), a controversial claim that cannot be generalised, as we
suggestedin our discussion of international advertising, and as the multiple examples of
localised approachesmay reveal.
In order to understand the ability of perfume adverts to cross borders, it may be
useful to analyse their characteristics and the underlying strategies employed in the
advertising of this product. One of the most prominent features is that perfume adverts
are strongly based on visuals. As we have seen in Chart C (Chapter 6), a considerable

2 Perfumes that bear the name of fashion designers 'signature scents, have become
very popular, as
they capitalisc on the status of the designer, 'presenting themselves as designer accessories,an olfactory
equivalent of a Versace scarf or Gucd shoes' (Classen ct al. 1994: 191-192).
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proportion of adverts consists almost exclusively of pictorial clcmentS.3 The fact that
scents are difficult to describe and verbalise may partly explain the eminently visual
strategy in perfume advertising: smell is a 'highly illusive phenomenon', as it cannot be
remembered for a long time, and it can hardly be named, except by analogy (Classen et
al., 1994: 3). The lack of vocabulary to refer to scents and fragrances could be attributed
to their relative low status in Western societies, as it is possible to confirm by checking
not only perfume adverts but also by reflecting upon the various forms we normally use
to talk about olfactory sensations.4 A closer look at advertisements for perfumes will
reveal that there are few references to smell, which is, after all the sense directly
affected by these products (see Classen et al., 1994: 189). This does not mean, however,
that there is no appeal to the senses,in general. On the contrary, the use of the terms
'gsense(s)'and 'sensation(s)' is very frequent in English, and in Portuguese adverts, in
which the words 'sentido(s)' and 'sensaoo (6es)' are recurrent, as the following
examples illustrate:

Inspiration in the wind. Rh)thm in the water. The sensesdon't lie. (Calvin Klein Truth)
A viagcm dos scntidos. (Fhejoumcy of the senscs)(Bouchcron Jaipur Hommc) 5

3 When comparing
Guy Cook describesthe latter as 'ticiders', with very
car and perfumeadvertisements,
short copy, and normally advertisedthrough sudden burst campaigns,in special seasons,such as
Christmas(1992: 103).
4 Classenct A comment on the much richcr vocabulary relating to smell of some non-European
languagescomparedto the scant lexical items of Europeanlanguagesfor this sense,adding that the
absenceof a true olfactory vocabularyin Europeanlanguageshas long preoccupiedWesternscientists.
Although the humannoseis capableof recognizingthousandsof different odours,nearlyall of our odour
categories- sweet,pungent,bitter and so on - are borrowed from a limited selectionof taste terms.
Smells are otherwisedesignatedby referenceto the things from which they emanate( ). It has been
..
suggestedthat this povertyof olfactory termsis due to the relativeunimportanceof olfaction in the West'
(1994: 109-113).
'5Our translation.
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The difficulty in describing a scent in objective
ways has not limited advertisers'
choices; according to Cook 'paradoxically, this resistance to description increases
rather than decreasesthe verbal freedom of advertisers' (1992: 104). While the copy
may play a relatively minor role, words too are usedto createthe overall image or effect
of the advertisement. The scent is often described through emotionally-loaded, often
abstract,nouns, such as seduction, love, pleasure, sensation,tenderness,among others.
Thus, irrespective of the amount of verbal elements,perfume advertising resorts to an
emotional appeal, in which the product is symbolically associated with sensuality,
eroticism, mystery, exoticism, as well as with different Idnds of images connectedwith
lifestyle and
information
These
to
try
than
create
a
mood
rather
provide
adverts
status.
about the tangible properties of the product, which, as we have seen, are difficult to
describeobjectively: 'the languageis used to create a conception of the product,
not to
describethe
product itself (Classenet al., 1994: 187).
As we have mentioned in previous sections, for the creation of these concepts
and for such associationsto take place, perfume advertisementsneedthe involvement of
the audience,and their knowledge (or 'knowingness', as suggestedby Myers), so that
readers may collude with the advertiser's (and the advertisement's) message. The
cultural-bound nature of the processesof decoding and interpretation of adverts brings
into questionthe feasibility
of using the samecampaignsacrossthe world. On the other
hand, perfumes

seemto epitomise the internationalisation and globalisation of products

and advertising, as adverts have strongly relied on standardisedcampaigns,a fact that
has led to the
consolidation and spreadingof consistentbrand images that ensuretheir
recognition, even when those campaignsare modified or up-dated. In addition to the
explanations provided by advocates of globalised approaches,to which we referred
above, it seems that the type of advertising strategy employed in perfume adverts
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favours their internationalisation, namely the concepts and themes used, as well as the
recourseto visual components.

7.1 Themes in Perfume Advertising Campaigns

The need to

from
for
in
themes
emerged
an
perfumes
the
advertising
major
analyse

attempt to understandwhich motifs appearto be suitable for cross-cultural campaigns.
Above, we
discussion
that
themes
Mooij's
the
seem
De
concepts
and
of
mentioned
more suitable for international campaigns (Chapter 2), and perfume adverts resort to
Someof those motifs, namely to lifetsyle concepts,and to every day themes,particularly
Youthfulnessand love, as well as to 'made in' concepts,which are exploited in various
ways.
There are some differences in perfume adverts according to the target gender.
Although there has been

far
female
in
adverts
as
perfume
a convergent move male and

as images,themes and concepts are concerned,it is possible to trace divergencein the
advertising approaches. Our study will focus mostly on women's perfume adverts,
simply because they are more numerous, and therefore provide more examples for
analysis.However, we will also discussseveraladverts for male ftagrances,and refer to
some differences and similarities. While divergence in the strategies adopted would
certainly give rise to relevant discussions on gender discourses and on the way
advertising uses images of women and men to promote products, we will not explore
theseissues,as that would mean a significant detour from our main concern.Rather, we
will concentrateour analysis on the issue of thematic preferences,insofar as these may
Provide some indication of the motifs that are currently used in cross-cultural perfume
advertising. Inevitably, we will raise some of these issues,as any description that does
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not include advertising differences according to gender may fail to notice some
recurrent featuresin advertising.
Classen et al. claim that perfume adverts reflect the changes in the role
and
image of women in Western societies (1994: 189),
a view that is not always accepted,
and that is even contested by feminist critics, who, as we have noted, contend that,
despite changes in advertising's representationof
women, traditional and subversive
images of

women in submissive roles continue to prevail. The changesreferred to by

the authors concern the motifs and images explored in perfume advertising since the
1950s, when advertising messagesdrew on themes such as femininity and
elegance,
displaying images of glamorous social events, and projecting the idea
of women whose
main objective in wearing a perfume was to pleasemen (1994: 189-190).Images of the
4sensuous'and the 'natural' woman becamefrequent in the next two decades.And, in
of
the 1980sand 1990s,imagesof self-fulfilment through the use of a fragrancetook over.
Men's perfume adverts have evolved in a different way, especially becausethis
kind of product,
for
its
some time consideredas mostly feminine.
and advertising, was
Thus, in the 1960s
(eau
de
1970s,
to
the
toilette, cologne
word
perfume
alternatives
and
and aftershave)were preferred, so as to avoid feminine connotations,a concernthat was
also patent in the projection of blatant masculinity (Classenet al., 1994: 190-191). The
idea that

adverts*would make men more attractive to women continued to be exploited,

and, according to the authors, contemporary adverts have become more sophisticated,
but they

still avoid the traditional connotationsof the term perfume, and still highlight

the image of masculinity, which is now combinedwith an idea of sensitivity.
According to our research,while the increasedsophistication of advertising can
hardly be

neglected,a clear-cut thematic evolution does not seemso obvious. We have

not carried out a diachronic study, but the exploration of motifs present in the previous
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decadesare still traceablein contemporaryadvertising.On the other hand, traditional
themesand more radical approachesseemto co-exist. There are indicationsof some
convergenceregarding perfumes for men and women, which is well illustrated in
adverts promoting simultaneouslymale and female fragrances(Figure 14).6 It is also
true that advertisinghas becomemore audacious,exploiting imagesof romantic love,
but especiallyeroticism and hedonism,as well as imagesthat clearly challengeand
subverttraditionalvalues.
While we have taken into accountthat the samethemesmay have different
connotations and associations cross-culturally, there are in fact recurrent motifs, which
are expected to be recognised by the different targeted audiences.As we have remarked
above, international advertising is often targeted at certain groups, which share some
characteristics and profiles, transcending national and cultural-linguistic boundaries.
Based on our analysis, we may even claim that almost all of the adverts collected - for
i
ments as wel as fdor women's fragrances - would fit into the themes of love an
eroticism, with more or less extreme approaches,lifestyle (professions, fashion, sports,
glamour and sophistication), exoticism and 'made in' concepts, as well as religious
motifs, however subverted they may be.
The advertising message, and therefore the concepts and themes developed,
result from a combination of linguistic and pictorial elements, of textual and contextual
factors. As we have frequently noted, this discourse relies on a careful interplay of all
elements, and each one of them - the brand and product names, the text, the visual
clues, including the perfume bottle and the graphological features - contributes, through

' ncrc are severalexamplesof this type of adverts,namely the ones for S. Z Dupont. Calvin Klein
Obsession,Dolce & Gabbana,Fagonnablc,Versace,Versus,Bulgari GreenTea Collection,amongothers.
Bulgari Black, displayedbelow (Figure 15) is a unisex perfume,so its advert naturally addressesboth
menandwomen.
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a network of relationships,to createthe desiredmood andthe intendedconcept,while at
the sametime, constructingthe imageof the targetaudience.

7.2 Pictures in Perfume Advertising

One of the striking features of international advertising campaigns is the use of the same
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texts, namely that they often consist of more than one version, not only crosslinguistically, but also within the same language (2000b: 5 1).
We have discussedabove that pictures are expected to travel best, therefore, it is
hardly surprising that they remain a more stable element in international advertising.
Moreover, iC besides the adverts that consist of picture and product name, we also
consider the significant amount of adverts that contain minimal textual elements, such
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the
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7 This is the caseof the advertsfor Oscarde la Renta,JeanPaul Gaulticr, Christian Lacroix, Trussardi,
Dolce & GabannaandLaliquc Claire de Nilang, for example.
8 in the advertsfor Adolpho DomingucsAlegria, J. del PozoHaHowocnand AdventureQuasar.
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be explained only by the larger number of adverts for female fragrances, since there are
also adverts for men that use female models (Alfred Dunhill Desire, for example). The
image of the woman is extremely exploited in perfume advertising, and female
nakednesshas become extremely common in these advertisements.The typical image of
the sensuous woman enticingly or defiantly addressing the viewer continues to be
image
in
Adverts
the
that
emphasise
of
repeatedly employed contemporary advertising.
the product itself represent approximately 15%. Adverts for men's fragrances also use
10
differs
depicted
10%),
they
(roughly
the
still
are
way
although
male models
less
is
Nakedness
for
from
exploited, and
the
perfumes.
considerably
women's
adverts
lifestyle
in
frequently
depicted
rather
emphasising
positions,
casual
more
models are
than sensuality. Nonetheless, there seemsto be an increasing tendency to use the male
figure in identical ways to their female counterparts, and the exploitation of men's body
in advertising, including nakedness,has become more common.

Figure II-

Gucci Envy (Men)

Figure 12 - Lacoste (Men)

10It should be
noted that there are fewer adverts for male fi-agrances in our corpus, and probably in
advertising in general, which partly explains the accentuated difference in the proportions.
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The Gucci advert (Figure 11) reflects more recent tendencies towards convergence in
men's and women's adverts, producing a rather 'effeminate' image, an effect especially
obtained through the position and the model's gaze." When we compare this advert to
that for Lacoste, which also uses a naked male figure, we may see that the latter, despite
an apparent use of the same visual devices, manages to preserve the more habitual
image of masculinity, however bizarre the advertising picture of a naked man having tea
may seem. If these two adverts are yet compared to a third one (Figure 13)), which
illustrates a more traditional approach to advertising's display of male characters,
differences become more evident. The linguistic elements in the advert for Allure reveal
an emphasis on lifestyle, associated with professional success, a company manager
('gestor de empresas' ), which also reflects a traditional advertising concept in adverts
for this type of product. While we do not intend to provide an in-depth discussion of
gender-related features in advertising, an analysis of the major characteristics of
perfume advertising inevitably touches upon these aspects.
A motif that is frequently adopted by perfume advertising pictures is the image
of a couple (approximately 21%), which is recurrent not only in adverts that promote
male and female fragrances simultaneously, but also in perfume adverts in general.
Some of these pictures exploit eroticism quite explicitly, which seems to reveal
increased permissivenessin contemporary societies, at least in Western cultures, as it is
very unlikely that some of these pictures could travel to some Eastern countries, where
taboos concerning the use of such themes are more deeply rooted, and where there is
specific (and active) regulation restricting the use of these advertising themes (see
"A comparisonbetweenthe advertsfor male and female fragrancesfor Giorgio Armani Acqua di GO
and for GucciRush(Figures12,13,14 and 15) will revealthat the approachesare extremelysimilar, the
only visible differencebeingthat the advertsfor the femalefragrancesusefernalemodelsand the onesfor
men,usemalemodels(seeAppendix 1).
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Figure 14). The advert for Gucci also raises other cultural issues, namely the
relationship between the perfume name - Envy - and the colour - green - which works
well in the Portuguese and English cultures, but which may be lost in other countries.
On the other hand, as discussed above, this may not constitute a true obstacle to the
internationalisation of this advert, as there are other visual clues that may compensate
for any cultural gap concerning specific pictorial and/or linguistic connotations.

kk,
-

Figure 13 - Allure (Men)

Figure 14 - Gucci Envy (Men/Women)

7.3 Perfume Names

In advertising that relies significantly on pictorial cues, the few verbal elements in the
advertising messagewill stand out, and are therefore likely to be the object of careful
consideration. Brand and product names, as they are frequently the only verbal
components in perftune adverts, play a prominent role in these messages, and in
marketing strategies in general. Perfume names may consist of the brand name alone -
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signature names - or they may include a product name, which becomes nonetheless
attached to the brand name, as it is conceived within the universe of reference of the
brand (see Guid6re, 2000b: 92). In some cases, such as Very Valentino, By Dolce
Gabbana and Chanel No. 5, there is a close association between product name and brand
name. In order to analYsethe contribution of namesto the advertising message,we need
to look at their constitution and function, for which we will consider two major
dimensions: names' semantic-pragmatic features and their visual dimension, realised in
typographical characteristics.
Louis Goossens (1985) analyses advertising names, by looking at different
dimensions of meaning, namely 'reference' - the reality to which the name refers - and
4sense'- the semantic meaning - as well as 'extension' - the class of things to which
the terms applies - and 'intension' - the essential properties related to the term. He
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on their descriptivecharacter,but on the associativemeaning,which is expectedto
invest the product with a positive image. Perfume namesseemto favour the latter
approach,for morethan the sensecontainedin the ordinaryuse of words that compose
the perfiime name, it is the associative meanings generatedby those terms that
12
in
interested
(1985:
102):
advertisersare

Meaning of this associative type is often exploited to the fiill by advertisers. Much of
the suggestive (and manipulative) power of advertisements may reside in the fact that
the boundary line between senseand non-constitutive associative meaning is not always
easy to draw.

It should not be forgotten, however, that especially in the case of products such as
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On the label of a perfinneflacon, on the packagesurroundingthe flacon, and in printed
advertising for perfume, the typographic image of a perfume name is a form of
that connectsvisual, auditoryand olfactory images- the graphic
symbolic synaesthesia
forms of the written name, the sound of the spokenname,and the flugrance.These
imagesare not merelyperceptions;they are symbolswith meanings.
Bigelow distinguishes three forms in which the names of fragrances can be represented
typographically: iconicity, allusion and symbolic coding. He concludes that iconicity is
absent in the relationship between perfume classes and typefaces, whereas allusion,
which is based on indirect iconicity, evidences some patterns of correspondence.The
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in names alluding to breezesand other weather movements. Perhapsthe most relevant
relationship between typographical features and perfume names is established at the
symbolic level. As symbolic representation is based on convention, or on the values and
meanings conventionally attributed to some characteristics, and not motivated by
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indicate gender and distance. He provides a description of typefaces and styles
commonly used in and related to man's and women's fragrances. As far as distance is
concerned,typographical features may symbolically suggestdifferentiation - distance in
relation to ordinary and traditional patterns. In other words, contrary to everyday type
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Consideration of all of these features is important for our purposes insofar as
they are involved in the conception of the advertising message,participating actively in
the construction of meaning. While typographical features of perfume names do not
seem to offer significant obstacles, as they are normally shared by the Portuguese
culture, allusions and associations comprised in the sense of names (as used by
Goossens)may raise other issues.
Guid6re questions the translatability of advertising names given their strong

connotative value and culture-boundnature, as their effectivenessdependson the
audience's shared knowledge to establishthe desired associations(2000b: 93). He
discussesthree translation strategiesadopted to deal with the product names in
internationalmarketing: 'transplantation','translit6ration' and 'transmutation. Of the
three procedures suggested, the one that is used in Portuguese perfume
commercialisationand advertisingis 'transplantation',which implies the transferof the
product name without any change,in the original language.According to Guid6re,
'transplantation'is normally usedby leadingbrands,which havereacheda world-wide
statusthat grantsthemrecognition.This maypartly explainthe situationin Portugal,but
it concernsmore specificallybrandnames.Productnamescould be handleddifferently
as they frequentlyderive from commonnouns,which, in the majority of cases,would
be easilytranslatable.Guid6reclaimsthat evenin this caseit would not be easyto find
equivalentsthat could possessthe sameconnotativevalue in the target language,and
that the naming systemsare different from languageto language(2000b: 94-95). Ms
be
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force if nameswere
that
there
to
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view seems suggest
translated.
While we acceptthat the factorsproposedby Guid6remay influencethe strategy
of non-translation,we are convincedthat advertisersare more likely to be movedby
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marketing reasons, since, in addition to the economic advantagesof the standardisation
of names, their preservation also increases brand consistency. Besides, the problem of
translating names is not peculiar to advertising names. Lefevere mentions the allusions
contained in characters' names, in literary works, and discusses the various strategies
literary translators adopt to deal with this problem (1992: 39).
It is also worth noting that, in the case of perftffnes marketed in Portugal,
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Figure 15 - Bviagri Black

Figure 16- J. Del Pozo

Figurc 17 - Givenchy

Halloween

Hot Couture

What makes names so important to our analysis is that, frequently, the visuals,
including typographical features, and the copy are built around the meanings allusions, associations and connotations - suggestedby the perfume name, which also
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inspires other marketingelements,such as the perfumebottle. The nameworks as a
kind of theme,from which the advertisingconceptand messageevolve,a point that the
14
illustrate.
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The colour in Bulgari Black's advert suggests
to
advertisementsabove
the name of the perfume, a colour that also characterisesthe perfume bottle. This
strategyis frequentlyadoptedwhenperfumesare namedafter colours,suchasthe cases
of MontanaBIu andHerm&sRouge.The pictorial elementsof the advertfor I Del Pozo
Halloween allude to the spirit of Halloween Night. Although there seemsto be a
deliberateintentionto establishcontrastbetweenthe softnessof the pinkish colours,as
well as the rather candid figure of the model, and the name, some elementsare
evocative of the supernaturalcharactersassociatedwith that occasion,such as the
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incorporatea pun, which involves two languages,in the perfume name. The whole
picture and conceptof the advert capitaliseson that wordplay, favouring its phonetic
'second' reading- haute.Again, this picture and the perfumebottle are designedso as
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14Ile press releaseof Shiscido for the launching of the new Shiscido Zen fragrance
range in sixty
countries is illustrative of the interplayof the variouselementsof the advertisingcampaign.The text 'Shiseidoto Launch"SHISEIDO ZEN" a New Global Fragrancefor the 21st Century'- namelythe part
on the product 'Background',reads:'In 1964,Shiscidolaunchedthe perfume SMSEIDO Zen, targeting
full-scale developmentof global markets. Designed to evoke Japan's traditional beauty through its
naming, packageand fragrance,it was especiallywell receivedat that time in U.S. and Asian markets
where people possesseda desire for the mysticism of the Orient'. Regardingthe perfiune flacon, in
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htr-tl,accessedon 25-10-2000).
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cultural allusion - Halloween - which is not part of the Portuguese cultural tradition,
and can therefore result in some loss of its communicative value. However, it is also
likely that the targeted audiencewill grasp the meanings contained in the perfume name,
since this celebration is no longer unknown to the Portuguese readers, owing to the
media culture, and to the cultural influence of a dominant culture, as well as to recent
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These observations apply to the cases analysed in this study in that the
Portuguese audience may be expected to generally understand many of the perfume
names used, while at the same time attributing additional meanings conventionally
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Furthermore, as these products are often conceived to be marketed internationally, many
of the names chosen draw on terms and concepts easily recognisable cross-culturally.

15 Tymoczko notes that often UwWations from dominant culum maintain cultural allusions, as it is
presupposed that these will be rccogniscd, a fact that reflects power relations in translation, particularly
the hcgemonic position of that culture (1999: 28).
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And, another point that needsto be taken into account is that sometimesperfume
makerschoosenamesin other languagesfor their creations,a fact that may haveseveral
implications for our discussion-First, such namesare also foreign in the country of
origin of the brand. Second,certain languagesare clearly expectedto evoke desirable
associations.Third, foreignnessis exploitedin variousstagesof the marketingstrategy,
namely in the choice of product names.There are various examplesof this approach,
such as Baby Doll and Hypnotic Poison,by the FrenchbrandsYves Saint Laurent and
Christian Dior, respectively,Envy and Rush, by the Italian brand Gucciý or even
Halloween,which also belongsto an Italian brand,J. Del Pozo.Not translatingperfume
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Mueller explains that 'some countries have particularly positive associations with
specific product categories' (1996: 31). Therefore, we may expect such names to allude
to fashion and trendiness, chic, expertise, among other values that are normally
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it tries to invest its productswith the glamour and know-how of the countries,or cities,
normally associatedwith theseproducts.16

To be lovely: the Preparations of ELIZABETH

ARDEN

To be charming: the Perfumes of BABANI

Perfumesintroducedin America by Elizabeth Arden and chosento accompanyher VenetianToilet
Preparationseverywhere.
The sn=est perfumesof Paris,they are called by thoseimportantwomenwho set the fashionfor the
world. Thesewomen chosea different BabaniPerfumefor eachfrock, and blcnd two or more Babani
fragrancesto makenew perfumeseven more subtle and individual- This continentalmannerof using
perfumes,Elizabeth Arden has introducedto America. The Perfumesof Babani she recommendsto
everyonewho uses her famous Venetian Toilet Preparations..These scientific Preparationsare the
perfect "liblc
meansof restoringand maintainingthe clear radiance,the youthful firmness,the fresh
lovelinessof your skin. Then, to increaseyour charm,you have only to add a final touch of Babani
Perfumes.And voila! You arc quite impeccablysmart!
Elizabeth Arden
VENETIAN

TOILET PREPARATIONS

and BABANI PERFUMES

Table 2- Transcriptionof the advertfor ElizabethArden (1924)

While the connection between Italy and particularly France and perfumes seemsto rest
on a long tradition, and appearsto be more easily explicable, we cannot ignore the fact
that in contemporary advertising there are also French and Italian brands that use
English names for their perfumes. It is possible that this option results from an
international marketing approach, which takes English as the language of globafisation.
English may be expected to make the name more widely comprehensible and it may
also confer an international character on the product. We will look at these issues in
more detail in this chapter, but what seemsto be important to state at this point is that
into
be
taken
to
account as constitutive of the advertising message,
perfume names need
and that there is more to non-translation than untranslatability. Finally, in order to
16Seecopy of Ns advertin Appendix 1.
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7.4 Text: Four Categories of Translation

Unlike pictorial elements and perfume names, the wording - body copy, headline or
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7.4.1 Untranslated advertisements
One of the first observations that can be made by looking at the chart information in the
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First, given the nature of the product advertised, particularly the visible
difficulty in providing 'hard' information on its properties (see Dyer, 1982: 123), the
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advertisingapproachis more basedon emotionaland sensorialappeals,makinguse of
more abstractconceptsmostly conveyedpictorially. Thus, the relianceon picturesand
subsequentshort copy often make the wording secondaryin the advertisingmessage.
This seemsto be part of a more general trend of internationaladvertisingtowards
picture-basedadverts, as 'the growing use of visual presentation(pictures and
illustrations)minimizesthe needfor translation'(Mueller, 1996:156).
Second,therearereasonsto believethat the wording in theseadvertsis normally
identified andrecognisedby different targetaudiences,includingthe Portuguese.On the
one hand, many of the expressionsand vocabularyadoptedare extremely repetitive,
which makesthem more accessibleand familiar for different languagecommunities,
especiallyfor groupsinterestedin theseproducts.Expressionssuch as 'Fragrancesfor
men and women' (Calvin Klein Obsession),amongothers,havebecomeclich6s in the
is
hand,
On
fragrance
there
the
sometimesphoneticand/or
other
world of
advertising.
orthographicresemblancein a numberof terms betweenthe languagesinvolved in this
study: 'fragrance' (English) and 'fragrincia' (Portuguese);'parfum' (French) and
'perfume' (English and Portuguese, albeit pronounced differently).17 Language
is
(2000),
by
Duarte
related to the latter circumstance,
closeness,as suggested
particularlyin the caseof PortugueseandFrench,aswe haveobservedabove.
Also connectedwith non-translationin perfumeadvertisingis Duarte's category
of 'repetition'. As we haveobserved,there seemsto be an intention on the advertiser's
part to capitaliseon the meaningsand associationsprovided by the languagesused, a
motivation that we have found in the attribution of perfume names,and which is

17Accordingto David Crystal,English hasborrowednew words from
other languageswith which it has
been in contact over the years, which makes it more familiar to people from different languageand
cultural backgrounds.Furthermore,the author adds, 'from the lexical point of view, English is in fact
more a Romancethana Germaniclanguage'(1997:6). 'Mese two aspectsmay help explain someof the
similarities betweenthe two languagesunder analysis,and, as arguedby Crystal, the extensiveuse of
Englishin advertisingacrossthe world.
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connected with the positive values that the relation language-country-product may
offer. This factor may explain the reason that English is emerging in perfume
advertising. If the allusions provided by the use of French seem directly related to the
fact that it is a country with a tradition in the area of fine perfumery and fashion,
English is becoming more and more associated with internationalisation and global
brands, evoking likewise positive values such as modernity, innovation and prestige of
important brands that go international.
Non-translation raises issues which are central to advertising and translation. In
addition to questions of what is traditionally viewed as a translation, this approach
presupposesa series of assumptions and expectations concerning the audience profile.
As we have seen,a text's function in the target culture and its intended effect are closely
connected with the projection of the host audience. Not only does the sheer quantity of
untranslated perfume advertisements reveal an openness of the Portuguese audience
towards foreign products and cultures, but it also implies an understanding of the
languages employed. There is a commonly held belief that the Portuguese welcome
imported
(and
ideas)
influences,
hence
that
products
are highly regarded.
external
and
Thus, the decision not to translate seems to presuppose receptivity to a foreign
language, and, in some cases,the extensive use of certain foreign languages seems to
signal an underlying belief in the audience's language competence.Finally, as we have
commented above, it is possible to infer that the translator (and/or the advertiser) also
knowledge
background
to stir the additional meanings and
the
expects
audience's
holds
in
language
the receiving culture.
that
supposedly
associations
a given
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Ralph Lauren Polo Spp
Polo Sport's advertising messageis fully centred upon the concept of 'foreign product',
namely on the North-American origin of the perfume. All of the pictorial elements point
to that origin: the United States flag on the perfame bottle and on the young woman's
vest, which also displays the familiar abbreviation of the country's name, and the
typographical features, namely the colours of the lettering, which are the same as the
colours in the American flag. Even the model corresponds to a stereotypical image of
the American woman. The language emerges as a natural extension of the pictorial
elements, completing this all-American scenery - 'The new women's fitness fragrance
by Ralph Lauren' - and contributing to the image of the young American sportswoman.
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Figure 18 - Ralph Lauren Polo Sport

Antagonism or even resentment by the Portuguese audience towards the Americanism
in the Polo Sport image does not seem to be expected, as this advert has been used for
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some time, and no change has been made to the advertising concept so far. Far from
anticipating opposition to this image, advertisers seem to rely on the American image to
evoke positive values for the Portuguese audience, who seem to be expected to
understand the headline in English. After all, prospective consumers of this sports
fragrance are likely to be familiar with the terminology adopted. 'Fitness' and 'sport'
are commonly used in Portuguese sports centres' names, whereas 'fragrance' bears, as
we have already noted, orthographic resemblance and phonetic resemblance to
'fragrfincia',

in the target language. Even if

the word

'women'

were not

comprehensible, which is very unlikely, the picture would clarify this point.
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Elizabeth Arden 5th Avenue
The advertising concept of this advert is similar to the previous one in that it explores
the country-of-origin effect, which is also expressed through the verbal elements,
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including the perfumename.There has beena shift in the target audience,as both the
visual and the linguistic componentspoint to a sophisticatedupper-classwoman: the
18
displayed
is
model
also a young woman, though the way she is dressedsuggestsan
elegant classic female of high social status, emphasisedby the verbal message,
particularly the word 'classic', whateveris meant by this term. What may emergeas
unusualis that the advert overtly associatesthe fi7agrance
with the American (classic)
woman, which may lead us to questionhow a fragrancethat invites an identification
with the projectedimage may appealto women from different countriesand cultures.
However, an analysis of this advert, and of the former one, seemsto reveal that
projecting an Americanimageis believedto suggestpositivevalues,namelytrendiness
anduniversality.
Regardlessof the actual successof this appeal, of which there is no actual data,

it is importantto emphasisethat theseadvertsdemonstratethe advertisers'assumption
that the Americanimagesellsacrossthe world, a view that gainsconsistencyif we take
into accountthat theseadvertswere also used in British campaigns.Moreover, if we
comparethe approachof this advert by Elizabeth Arden and the 1924 advert for the
samebrand shownabove(7.3), we will realisethat there hasbeena major shift in the
advertisingapproach.The 1924advert clearly capitaliseson the traditional conceptof
the perfumecoming from Paris,whereasthe more recentadvert developsan image of
quality of a productthat is American.

Moschino Cheap and Chic

Moschino's advertrevealsa strongconnectionbetweenthe verbal message- 'Spinach
for women' - and the pictorial elements. The iconic message contains a pictorial

18The intmmfional modelAmber Vallcta.
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metaphor that could be verbalised as 'woman is Popeye', complemented by the
metaphorical verbal messagethat implies that the fragrance is 'spinach for women'. We
could expect the audienceto be able to understandthe analogy suggestedby resorting to
the pictorial elements alone. However, failure to understand the verbal messagewould
imply a loss of meaning, namely the image of strength and power that is claimed to be
provided by the use of this fragrance. In other words, the advertising messagesuggestsa
paralicl between the character's (Popeye) source of strength - spinach - and women's
source of strength - the fragrance. The advertising concept is inspired by the image of
the Popeye cartoons, as shown by the model's sailor outfit, by her position, and by the
perfume bottle which iconically alludes to the Olive Oyl character. Ile

slogan, as we

have seen, completes the image, and, according to Barthes's model, it has a double
function in relation to the pictorial dimension: a function of 'anchorage', as it directs the
readers' interpretation of the advert, and of 'relay,

since the text establishes a

relationship of complementarity with the visuals.
Concerning the Portugueseaudience's perception of the visual and verbal clues
present in this advert, the referent - the Popeye cartoon - is likely to be recognisedsince
this cartoon has been on television and the cinema, as well as in comic books. More
recently, however, it is not so familiar, for younger generationshave not been frequently
exposedto the Popeyeepisodesand books, as the peak of this cartoon was in the 1980s.
With respect to the wording, we may expect the audience to identify at least the word
'spinach' from their contact with the cartoon, as Popeye films, both on TV and in the
cinema, used subtitles, which means that some recurrent expressions and terms are
bound to be familiar. Subtitling may provide a passive knowledge and/or a sense of
familiarity with other languages.This aspect is particularly relevant when we consider
the impact of advertising messagesin other languagesfor the Portugueseaudience.The
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fact that cinema and most foreign television programmes are subtitled makes many
terms, especially those in English, familiar to the Portuguesepublic. 19

CHEAPANDCHIC

f

lr#

Figure 20 - Moschino Cheap and Chic

One of the reasons for including this advert in our discussion is that it is an example of
In
translation
addition to the present example of non-translation,
approaches.
multiple
there is yet another advert which includes a parallel translation. The two adverts
appeared in different issues of the same magazine: Elle, February 2000 (untranslated)
be
It
May
2000
(parallel).
may
argued that the translation was incorporated because
and
advertisers realised the audience neededthat information, but there is not enough data to

19Films, programmes and songs in English outnumber those in
other languages. It is true that more and
more children's programmes are dubbed, but that is not yet a generalised practice, and it was definitely
not common at all in the 1980s, when Popeye was extensively broadcast.
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supportthis hypothesis.Besides,the translatedcopy displayedin the advert is hardly
noticeable,owing to its reducedtype sizeand positionOther examplesof advertsthat havebeensubjectto different approachesreveal
that thesemultiple versionsdo not follow the samepattern.S. Z. Dupont, for example,
has three versions:a translatedadvert (Elle, June 2001), a parallel version (Mdxinia,
May 2001) and an untranslatedone (Elle, January 1999).For Dior J'Adore there is a
parallel version (Carasý 18 March 2000), which is barely perceptible, and an
untranslatedadvert, in French (Elle, May 2000). Givenchy Hot Couture involves an
untranslatedadvert(Elle, November2000) and a translatedadvert(Mdxima,November
2000). These different versions of the same advert constituteanotherfeature of the
concept of 'multitext' introduced by Guid6re, discussedabove. Guid6re has not
included this featurein that conceptmost probablybecausethis phenomenondoesnot
occur in French advertising, but in Portugueseadvertising it is another factor that
contributesto the multiplicity of versionscharacteristicof advertisingtexts.
The type of medium, in this case,the type of publication could help explain
some of these cases, especially the different versions of Dior and Givenchy, as the
been
have
in
translated
published
national publications, whereas
versions
parallel and
the untranslated adverts have appeared in an international fashion magazine. The
publication dates, on the other hand, do not seem to be a determining factor as the
20
far
display
is
do
this
as
a
regular
pattern
as
element concerned.
examples observed not
Therefore, given the diversity of possible criteria behind these strategies, what
is
from
that there are often different options in the
the
adverts
collected
elicit
we may
be
by
different
factors. It seemspossible
to
motivated
seem
which
marketing strategies,

20 There have also been two versions of the two adverts for Azzaro (Chrome and Pour Hommc): an
untranslated version and a translated advert for each of them We will look at these adverts in a section
below, as they provide additional relmant findings, which need a more detailed analysis.
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to infer that the decisionto incorporatea parallel version or to translatea given advert
may result from regulatorypressure.In the caseof parallel translations,this argument
appearsto be plausible,as in most cases,an explanationbasedon the audience'sneed
for a more accessibleversion seemssomehowfar fetched,oncethe Portuguesecopy is
hardly visible. Therefore,if not motivatedby regulation,the inclusionof translatedcopy
in such adverts seemsto result from an attempt to anticipatepotential needsof the
audience,ratherthanto caterfor readers'real needs.

7.4.2 Parallel translations

As we have observed in the previous chapter, parallel translations in perfume
in
have
Even
found
largest
the
though
to
the
charts.
category
we
advertisingcorrespond
casesin which the translatedparalleltext is given someprominence,from the examples
analysed,we may claim that text is normally very inconspicuous,frequently barely
noticeable.The typical exampleof a paralleltranslationis one that displaysvery small
typefaceand is placedin a difficult readingposition ('landscape'print orientation).The
translationis often very literal, in somecasesword-for-word, with an apparentdisregard
for the translatedtext's function and effect. The following examplesare representative
21
just
of someof the characteristics mentioned:

VersaceVersus:

V/S for men and women.The new fi-agrances.
V/S parahomense mulheres.As novasfragrfincias.

MoschinoCheapand Chic:

Spinachfor women.
Espinafteparamulher.22

21We haveincludeda list of parallelPerfumeadvertsin APPendix2, which mayprovidean overviewof
the mostcommonfeaturesof thesetexts.
22 Note that in this case the word-for-word umislation has resulted in an unusual collocation, as
'cspinafrc' would normallybe pluralisedin this context.
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There could be several reasons for this type of strategy, some of which also motivate
non-translation. First, the wording is not always particularly challenging nor interesting.
It is common to find advertisementsthat only mention easily recognisable clich6s:

The new fragrancefor womenfrom Gucci. (Gucci)
Le nouveauparfumde JeanPaulGaultier. (GaultierFragile)

Second,in many of these cases,advertisersdo not seem to count on the public's
attentionto the wording, which explainswhy the translationhas not beengiven much
graphic salience.On the contrary, as we have noted, the small typeface size and its
location make it barely visible, therefore,rather insignificant in the ad. Moreover, as
in
bear
there
cases
someresemblancewith the
other
which
words
noted above,
are yet
Portuguese,makingthem easily understood:'Le f6minin absolu' (Dior Fadore), which
translatesinto Portugueseas '0 feminino absoluto',and, '3 eauxde toilette, 3 6motions,
3 instants' (Nina Ricci), translatedas '3 eaux de toilette 3 emoOes,3 instantes'.The
discussed,
highlight
below
the
some
of
aspects
and will
analysed
will
examples
introducefurtherpointsof analysis,in the caseof moreatypicaladverts.

Laura Biaiziotti Sotto Voce

This advert includesone headlinein English, 'Nothing is so compellingas a whisper',
headline,
below
'Nada 6 tAo comprometedor
Portuguese
the
translated
version,
and a
como urn sussurro'.In many respectsthis advert resemblesother examplesof parallel
translationsin adverts,but it also presentsatypical characteristics,in that the targettext
is placed in a more visible position, in relatively larger font size. Still, as in the more
dominates
English
the
version
examples,
and English has been chosento
common
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advertise a product from another origin, even though the perftune and brand names
preserve the Italian character of the fragrance.

Figure 21 - Laura Biaglotti Sotto Voce

At first sight, this may seem unexpected,since Italy and the Italian language, as a result,
are more frequently associated with this kind of product, and with fashion, sensuality
and romance, and yet, by looking at other advertisements for Italian perftunes, we
realise that this strategy is neither new nor uncommon. We have commented on the
frequent use of names in other languages,but even at the level of the copy text, there are
other examples of Italian designers who use English in their advertisements. Laura
Biagiotti has another advert, Roma for women, which employs copy in English - 'A
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touch of eternity v23- and Salvatore Ferragamo's, Armani Get Together and Gucci Envy,
are other examples of adverts that draw significantly on the meaning potential provided
by different languages. The informational density of textual elements in perfume
advertising does not seemto match their (short) length.
The Portuguese parallel translation seems to have been more localised as the
visibility of the translation and the less literal copy, relative to other examples, show a
greater emphasis on the target text. This may be explained by the fact that the English
sentence may not be as easily understandable as the clich6s regularly found in other
perfume adverts, thus making it necessary for the advertiser/translator to offer the
Portuguese audience a target version. Yet the most significant shift, which involves the
term 'comprometedor' to translate 'compelling', introduces a relevant alteration to the
meaning, because the Portuguese word covers such ideas as 'embarrassing',
ccompromising', 'inducing into commitment', and other meanings related to placing
someone in an awkward and/or unwanted position, whereas 'compelling' comprehends
the idea of forcing, inciting someoneto act. Thus, the English advert, suggeststhat the
fragrance will give its user the ability to compel his/her partner to act as desired - it
idea
hand,
Portuguese
The
the
the
that the potential
conveys
on
other
copy,
seduces.
his/her
be
to
partner to make a commitment, or that the
encourage
able
user will
perfume, like a whisper, will lead to some compromising situation.
Despite differences that result chiefly from shifts in meaning caused by lexical
because
displayed
become
they
are
more
visible
simultaneously, the
options, which
Portuguese translation does not seem to jeopardise the campaiM nor to produce any

2' The Italian version of this advert in www. laurabiagiotti. conVfragmrwelsottovocc.htm (05-06-2000)
displays other press adverts; some of them arc in Italian and others are in English, which leads us to
conclude that some have English source texts and others Italian source texts, depending on the advertising
approach. It should also be noted that Laura Biagiotti's site presents an Italian version of the site and an
English one, and the laUcr includes the English versions of the adverts.
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significant effect on the advertising concept or on the illocutionary value of the
advertising copy. Ile atmosphere of sensuality and involvement is maintained, and the
more negative meanings of 'comprometedor' are effaced by the pictorial elements, and
by the fact that this is an advertisement, since as we have seen, genre conventions play
an important role on the audience's interpretation of verbal and pictorial features of
advertising texts.
Moreover, we may state that the translator would not have much choice but to
opt for a different term for there is no single adjective in Portuguesethat would translate
the meanings provided by 'compelling'. In addition, there might have been spatial and
graphic constraints that restricted the translator's choices. If we look at the visual
between
'comprometedor'
and 'compelling',
similarity

the way they fit into the

sentenceand into the overall image, especially in terms of space,and if we consider the
additional favourable associations obtained by the use of two foreign languages English and Italian - we will encounterjustification for the translator's decisions.

Guerlain Champs-Elysdes
This advert exploits the 'made in' concept to the full, emphasising the French origin and
character of the perffime, through the pictorial elements and the verbal ones, namely the
perfiune name, which represents one of the icons of the French capital. The image
depicts a model in the Champs-Elysdes,with the Arc du Triomphe behind, and below
the perfume bottle with the perfume name, there is the brand name, Guerlain, as well the
city of origin, Paris. The 'country-of-origin' effect is ensured by these elements, and
in
headline,
French: 'La vie est plus belle quand on Ncrit soi-m8me'.
by
the
reinforced
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Figure 22 - Guerlain Champs Elysdes (English)

The British and the Portuguese adverts are identical, and both contain parallel
translations, in the respective languages, an approach that is rare in British perfume
data
The
Portuguese
to
the
parallel translation, 'A
collected.
advertisements, according
literal
is
6
translation from the
tem
quando
escrita
por
a
rather
n6s'
vida
mais encanto
French, although it reveals concern for the effectiveness of the advertising message,
visible in the choice of the tenns and expressionsemployed, which are characteristic of
linguistic strategiesadopted by advertising discourse. A headline such as 'A vida 6 mais
bela...' could have been chosen instead, which would result in a more literal translation,
perfectly acceptable as far as the Portuguese language is concerned. However, the
translator opted for a more familiar phrase,with poetic resonance,which ensuresfor the
slogan a vital element in advertising: memorability. The familiarity of this particular
expression derives from a 'fado' (traditional type of song), which managesto endow the
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product with a nostalgicbut positive feeling - the 'feel good factor', often associated
familiar
expressions(Odber de Baubeta1995b:34) - since it lends a home-like
with
atmospherethroughan expressionrootedin the targetculture,basedon the lyrics of the
'fado de Coimbra' ('Coimbra tem mais encanto-j).24 According to Alexandra Pinto
(1997: 119),by drawingon fixed phrasesand idioms, from proverbs,songrefrains,film
titles, among others, advertising retrieves the meaningsembeddedin these referent
introduces
by
the
the specific advertising texts,
meanings
suggested
systems,and
transformingthe latter into densesignifying structures.
The idea transmitted by the French headline is nonetheless maintained: life is

better if we are in control, if we commandour fate, and do not let anyoneelse plan
(write) it for us. The typographical features, namely the, handwriting typeface,
have
developed,
We
they
to
the
as
a
style.
suggest more personal
concept
contribute
mentionedthe role played by typographicalcharacteristicsin advertising in various
in
her
Williamson,
semiotic study of advertising, also
and
our
study,
momentsof
discussesthe use of calligraphyby this discourse,explainingthat this elementis often
in
but
itself,
in
throughtheir
through
the
to
not
words,
convey
meaning
used advertising
style, functioningitself asa sign (1978:86 and91-95).
The advert involves an analogy between the writing of a novel and the making
of one's fate. So there is the implied idea that in order to enjoy life, people should be the
is
It
their
somehow paradoxical that an
mere
characters.
own novel, not
authors of
invitation to self-determination is conveyed by a messagethat implies that the addressee
acts in a pre-determýinedway, so as to lead to the purchaseof the product.

24This songbelongsto a sub-typeof 'fado', called Tado dc Coimbra,,which was bom in the city it was
namedafter, and is connectedwith the academicworld, since it is usually performedby presentand
former universitystudents.It seemsrelevantto mentionthat the 'fado' in questionis connectedwith the
moment of saying 'goodbye' to the city, and therefore,like most songsof this type, it evokessome
in
in
discourse,
favourable
However,
is
as
the
and,
one,
advertising
suggested
a
reading
normally
sadness.
the choiceof lexical choicesin gencral,the lavourablcconnotationsarealwaysemphasised.
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The English translation - 'Life is best played without a script' - introduces some
changes to the advertising concept or idea conveyed by the French headline. It
introduces the domain of theatre or cinema, through the words 'script' and 'played',
while it manages to maintain the concept of handwriting as opposed to print. The
is
led
into
finds
itself
The
the
they
the
reader
on stage, where
are
actors.
audience
Shakespeareanworld, as the headline recalls the metaphor of men and women being the
invites
but
it
in
them to reject any control, or any prethe
also
world's stage,
actors
ordained plan, any script, hence preserving the concept of self-determination and
English
life,
developed
in
However,
French
the
the
text.
copy
as
rewarding
subsequent
does not include the discursive first person - 'soi-m8me', in the French text, and 'por
n6s' in the Portuguese one - it gives more emphasis to the idea of total absence of
by
by
else
or
oneself.
someone
either
planning,

LancOmeMiracle
In additionto otherrelevantaspectsfor translation,the advertfor Lanc6mehasbeenthe
forms
it
because
detailed
the
of address,.
poses
problems
concerning
analysis
object of
The Englishheadline-'You makeit happen'- addresses
the readerdirectly throughthe
literal,
implies
into
is
Portuguese
'you',
the
translation
relatively
an
as
which,
pronoun
immediatedecisionconcerningthe form of address:the secondperson,'tu', or the more
formal forms with third personconcord.The advertisingapproachdoesnot necessarily
is
Although
the
youth
not excluded,neitherthe modelaudience.
suggesta very young
Uma Thurman- nor the overall style,which is very traditional,point specificallyto that
form
Therefore,
the
of addresschosen- 'Faqa-o acontecer'- seemsto
generation.
conformto the readers'expectations.
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Figure 23 - Ralph Lauren Romance

Figure 24 - Lanc6me Miracle

I

There are yet other aspectsthat need to be analysed: 'it' in the English headline remains
'miracle',
it
it
is
to
the
or to the
refer
can
common
part
of
a
expression,
and
vaguer as
hand,
headline,
desires.
Portuguese
individual
The
the
on
other
wishes and
audience's
depends on the association between '-o' and the perftune name, 'miracle', which will
is
('milagre'
if
that
the
the
take
word
audience recognises and understands
only
place
Portugueseterm). In other words, if the reader fails to establish a connection between
the object pronoun and 'miracle', the sentencebecomesmeaninglessand odd, thwarting
the effectiveness of the advertising message.The pronoun in question reflects a singular
is
the
of
possibilities
very restricted in the context of the
and masculine object, so
range

advert; if not associatedwith the 'miracle', it will be difficult for the readerto make
senseof it.
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These decisions have resulted mostly from the initial option for using an
imperative sentence, a directive, instead of a declarative, as in the English text. It is
possible to infer the reason that led the translator to make this choice: in order to use a
declarative (s)he would have had to use 'vocd'. Even though the forms related to this
pronoun are extremely common, there are some reservations regarding the politeness of
the use of the word 'voce' itself Thus, by choosing an imperative, the translator has
avoided this intricate decision, which does not mean that we regard this translation as a
in
is
it
illocutionary
English
force
that
the
the
one,
rather,
seems
present
successful
very
not achieved, and hence it seemsto lose efficacy in terms of the advertising effect. This
discussion would be less relevant, should this be an ordinary case of parallel translation.
However, the translated text is given visual salience in this advert: instead of the usual
left bottom-top position and the tiny (hardly noticeable) typeface, it is on the right and
in larger typeface. Moreover, this translation is also used in the TV commercial, as a
25
its
in
English,
which adds to
visibility.
subtitle of the spoken text
Problems causedby the translation of forms of addressare, as we have remarked
in Section 5.4, common in the translation involving these two languages,and the advert
for Ralph Lauren Romance corroboratesthis view. The parallel translation - 'Apaixonese' - has pragmatic implications which are not present in the English headline ('Fall in
Love'), as the third person personal reflexive pronoun (corresponding to 'voc8' or any
forms),
formal
the
makes the Portuguese advert more restrictive: it may
more
of
other
be aimed at a less young audience, although the picture does not indicate that or it may
carry social connotations, as these forms are employed among higher classes,or it may
simply create distance, through the use of a more formal pattern, or marker of
is
This
one of the pragmatic-linguistic aspects of the Portuguese language
politeness.

" Broadcast at SicGold channcl on 28 April 2002.
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implications
cultural
with which advertisers/translatorshave to deal. In the English
with

text, the addresseesare not linguistically marked, nor restricted, and therefore the
advertising appeal remains vaguer, and more open, to the advertiser's advantage.
Another issue raised by the analysis of the Lanc6me advert concerns the
languagesemployed. Lanc6me is a French brand, and the headline used to advertise this
product in Portugal is in English, a fact that seemsto reveal the increased importance
this language has acquired in international advertising. A comparison of the Portuguese
advert with advertisements in other languages will demonstrate that, as we have

in
in
have
been
English,
there
two
cases,
probably
source
one
other
versions,
observed
differ,
in
Spanish
FrenchInterestingly,
Argentinean
the
and
one
versions
and another
and the former reflects more adherenceto the source text than the latter. The Mexican
26
it
has
both
combined
advert also constitutes a relevant example, since
concepts:

Un nouveaujour vous appartient. (France)
You make it happen. (UK)
L'alba de un nuevo giomo. (Italy)
Faga-o aconteccr. (Portugal)
Tu lo hacesposible. (Sp
Esta en tus manos. (Argentina)
El nuevo dia te pertenece- Tij lo hacespossible. (Mexico)

The corpus includes several other advertisements that contain parallel translations but
which are rather literal, thus not providing relevant points for our discussion. There are
nonethelessfindings that needto be taken into consideration.
First, except for the case considered above (Champs Elys6es), this strategy has

in
British
been
found
Theseeither display
other
versionsof perfumeadvertisements.
not
the French version alone - Gaultier Fragile and Eau D'Issey by Issey Miyake - or, more

full
translationinto English,suchas, ChristianDior Fadore,
they
a
present
commonly,
16 Ilese adverts have been taken from Lancbmc web site (for the different countries above), in
www. lancome.co accessed(lastly) on 13-06-2003.
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'The absolute femininity,

and Paco Rabanne Ultraviolet, 'The New fragrance for

in
into
'
is
Moreover,
French
Portuguese rather
the
translated
copy
women.
normally
literally, whereas English translations of the same advertisements tend to show more
concern for the target-text effect and function in the receiving culture, namely for the
text's functional adequacy (Nord, 1997:35), by using phrases or expressions that will
not sound like translations to the British audience. Also, literal translations occur more
frequently in the case of translations from French into Portuguese.The proximity of this
language pair may in part account for this phenomenon. The similarities between these
Romance languagesat several levels oflen result in literal or word-for-word translations,
though these are not always successful. For example, the parallel translations in the
Portuguese adverts for Dior's Fadore, '0 feminino absoluto', or Van Cleef & Arpels
Birmane, 'perfumes de joalheiros', are not inaccurate from the linguistic point of view,
but they would probably be different had they been produced to be used as the sole copy
in those advertisements. There are some felicitous examples, too. In these cases the
proximity of these languagesresults in fairly simple literal translations, even when they
involve idiomatic expressions.In Nina Ricci Belle de Minuit, the French slogan 'La nuit
tombe. Les gargons aussi' translates into Portuguese as 'A noite cai. Os rapazes
tambdm'. Here the play on the double meaning contained in the verb 'tomber' is easily
transferred to the Portuguese 'cair', which also covers the semantic meanings implied:
becoming dark, in 'la nuit tombe' and 'a noite ca?, and the boys falling for the girl, in
'les gargonsaussi' and 'os rapazestamb6m.'
Two other adverts for Nina Ricci L'Air du Temps will help to illustrate more
clearly the points just discussed.The image is identical, except for the perfume bottles,
is
for
the perfiime and the other for the eau de toilette. They both
the
adverts,
of
as one
but
different
translations,
source texts. Although they are basedon the same
use parallel
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concept, one of the adverts includes a source copy in English (the perfume), and the
other includes copy in French (eau de toilette).

The translated texts are also different:

10 amor esti no

Love fills the air.
L'amour est dans L'Air

27

du Temps.

10 arnor estA em L'Air

du Temps.

The translation from French clearly involved a word-for-word procedure, and therefore
by
in
'air',
the
the
the
name,
product
which
provided
one
of
words
misses
wordplay
draws on an expression and at the same time establishesa relationship with the product.
The reading provided by the Portuguese advert is more straightforward and lacks the
associative value of the expression, though it manages to preserve the association
between 'love' and the product. The translation from English seems to be a more
successfulversion, in terms of what could be expected from an advertising text. It draws
on an expression that has become part of the audience's shared cultural background,
it
for
implications
has
in
familiarity,
favourable
terms
the
advertising,
of
attention
with
value and memorability, while managing to establish a connection between the product
name and that expression, through the orthographic resemblance between the French
and Portuguesewords, 'air' and 'ar'.

7.4.3 Mixed-language adverts
We have become so familiar with such terms as 'eau de toilette' and 'eau de cologne'
that we no longer realise that they have been borrowed from another language. Given
the recurrent use of these expressions in perfumery and fashion discourses, they have
not been considered as relevant for the discussion of mixed-language adverts. Above,

27 Actual size copies of the adverts have been included in Appendix I (Figures 20 and 21) for
reproductionreasons.Ile lightnessof the typographicalelementsas well as the reducedcontrasthas
resultedin a very poor quality small sizepicture.Moreover,including an A4-sizc picturein the body text
would be impracticablein termsof space,and it would disruptthe readingflow.
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is
frequent
in
have
this
that
strategy
not
very
stated
perftime advertising, though it is
we
becoming very common in advertising for other products and in other discourses.
Nevertheless, we have included the analysis of perftune mixed-language adverts to
illustrate this procedure and to look into other aspects that will be useftil for the
discussion of foreignness in advertising.

Valentino Vejy Valentino

Figure 25 - Very Valentino

It seems adequate to include Very Valentino in this section for it makes use of two
languages in its headline: 'Sinto-me Very Valentino'. One of the first impressions is
that it could have been fully translated into Portuguese.But a more careful analysis will
for
have
been
is
Very
First,
the
translator's
that
there
reasons
several
could
show
option.
it
translating
the
name,
would require major changes to the copy of
so
perfume
part of
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the advertisement. Second, it enables the Portuguese version to keep the effects of the
English copy, adding a few of its own.
Thus, like the English version, 'I'm feeling Very Valentino', it maintains the
Italian aura through the designer's and perfume name - Valentino - and all the
meanings and associations wrapped in it. On the one hand, it keeps the image of this
brand, as a symbol of haute couture, fashion, and sensuality. Like all prestigious brands,
it has developed a certain image and style, which are in turn transferred to its products.
The implied suggestion is that, by acquiring the fi7agrance,the reader will feel very
Valentino, which implies the sense of belonging to the group of people who identify
with this brand. On the other hand, this name evokes Rudolph Valentino and all the
love
sensuality,
and romance. Even though younger
attraction,
associations:
underlying
in
films
been
have
contact
with
of the silent era, the image of
may
not
generations
Rudolph Valentino has become a symbol of seduction and romantic love, which has
outlived his works. This name is also reminiscent of St. Valentine, associatedwith love
and romance. St. Valentine is not a tradition in Portugal, but it has acquired significance
in recent years, as its celebration has become a widespread practice, especially among
young people. This is probably one of the consequencesof the media culture and of
consumerisni, in which commercial purposes set the trends.
The Portugueseadvert maintains the play on the word 'very', which can be read

(as
noun
part of the productname)while at the sametime,
as an adverband asa proper
international
intended
for
the
character,expressedby the use of English in the
ensuring
headlineand in the productname.In addition,the alliterativeeffect of 'Very Valentino'
is preserved,which can be particularlyimportantin this case.The 'V' soundandvisual
designer's
the
to
and brand's symbol and logotype.Moreover, the
effect correspond
by
the Portugueseversiorjýa certaineffect of strangeness
and
provided
additionaleffect
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by
improving
languages
the
two
together,
to
the
use
of
contributes
created
originality,
text's effectiveness by increasing the advert's attention value.

Harley: Davidson Desti
This is one of the many examples of brand diversification. It shows the importance of
creating a brand image that goes beyond the physical reality of its products, thus making
it possible for this brand to venture into new areas of business. What makes it possible
for a motorbike maker to think about developing a perfume line is its brand image
The
kind
between
these
two
products.
of
connection
not
some
concept, and clearly
values associatedwith Harley-Davidson, a certain revivalism of the spirit of adventure
have
American
the
style,
acquired world-wide
and youthfulness, evocative of
is
Harley-Davidson
connected not only with motorbikes, and
and
now
recognition,
motor accessories, but also with a wide range of merchandise, including clothes,
28
fashion
accessories.
perfinnes, and other
Besides the apparently unusual combination of the two products, the Portuguese
different
languages
translation approaches.
and
several
combines
advertisement also
The headline is in English, and a Portuguese parallel translation has been included to
location,
in
in
less
it,
though
visible
and
a
reduced
quite
unsurprisingly
explain
typeface. There is a caption below each perfiune bottle - 'Man' and 'Woman' - which
in
is
Portuguese
'Os
Albeit
by
the
this
translation.
copy
short,
novos
are not covered
Finally,
just
below
to
text
that
the
a
signature
name.
points
a
assinados',
perftunes
de
Toilette.
What
is
French
'Eau
the
contributes to the hybrid character
perfume name,
is
different
languages
the
this
precisely
co-cxistence
of
and strategies.
advertisement
of

"' it may prove useful to look at the web site of a Portuguese Harley-Davidson dealer (Figure 22 in
Appendix 1), whose advertising text refers to Harley-Davidson as a myth and a cult, and promotes the
(in
'American
to
American
that
transmit
the
style'
the
true
manages
spirit of
shop as a place
asp).
www. virtualoia. com/hdVricbase/apresentacao.
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The receptivity and ability of the Portuguese audience to deal with multilingual
advertisements is taken for granted, making the inclusion of the parallel translation
seem unexpectedor, rather, misplaced.

Figure 26 - Harley-Davidson Destiny

7.4.4 Translated advertisements
Although, for the reasons pointed up in Chapter 6, the real number of translated
indicated
in
Charts
is
A and C, we should
than
certainly
greater
almost
perfume adverts
fragrance
in
fact
the
that,
the
of
advertising, there are other prominent
area
not neglect
categories, with identical or approximate representation, which means that advertisers
rely largely on other languages to advertise fragrances in Portugal. Still, there is a
brands
for
that
opt
presenting a translated version, despite
of
significant number
normally maintaining the advertising concept and the visuals.
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Apparently there does not seem to be some feature or criterion common to the
brands or to the advertisementsthat use translated versions, except perhaps that they are
long-established brands in the Portuguese market. We may therefore elicit that they do
international
brand
the
the
to
character, as they
origin
or
product's
not need emphasise
On
image
brand
the other
the
and
prestige.
can count on audience awarenessconcerning
hand, translation approaches seem mostly related to the company's global marketing
29
localised
advertising approaches.
strategy, namely the option between standardisedor
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Figure 27 - Azzaro Pour Homme (first series)

Figure 28 - Azzaro Chrome (first series)

'9 From the advertisements collected, it is possible to infer that there is generally a coherent strategy on
the part of the brands that resort to this or to other approaches. In other words, and except for those cases
in which there are multiple versions, fully translated perfume advertisements usually belong to brands that
for
is
Cacharel.
This
the
for
also
most
as
this
their
or
such
perfumes,
part,
strategy
of
whole range
adopt
true of the perfurniers that prefer other approaches, such as Laura Biagiotti's or Bulgari's preference for
launching campaigns in English, or Nina Ricci's recurTentuse of French in the advertising campaigns and
in product names. The Portuguese campaigns of these designers are normally supported by parallel
translations.

r.

-
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Azzaro Chrome and Azzaro Pour Homin
The approach adopted to advertise these two fi7agrancesin Portugal has had two
different stages,including different translation strategies and images. The first used the
French versions, thus belonging to the category of untranslated advertisements. The
classic Azzaro (Figure 27) showed a young couple, in an atmosphere of seduction.
Azzaro Chrome (figure 28) displayed a picture of two men and a young boy, evoking
the image of three family generations - the child, the father and the grandfather - in
joyful harmony. The approach was similar to those discussed above, highlighting the
product's origin through the brand's name and the copy, with a strong emphasis on the
pictures, which alone accounted for the meanings implied. In the second stage,however,
the French versions were replaced by Portuguesetranslations, with an additional change
to Chrome's picture. The basic idea has been maintained - the three generations - but
the models have been substituted. There is still a young boy, of about the same age as
the previous one, but the adult models have been replaced by older ones. They are also
closer to each other, emphasising the bond between them. The brand's information on
the advertising campaign (see Table 3), reveals that this has not been a change meant to
tailor the advertisement to a local market, but a basic alteration to the source
30
advertisement, or to the campaign. Chrome is addressedto the mature man, whose
image is best conveyed by the grey-haired model, and the older man's white hair and
visibly

wrinkled

face. Moreover, the middle-aged man's blue eyes are more

image,
inspired
bluish
by
Loris Azzaro's blue eyes.
the
outstanding, emphasising
Regarding the copy in the advertisements, it consists of only one verb: 'S6duire'
in Azzaro Pour Homme, and 'Partager' in Chrome. They have not offered much
difficulty to translation, as the literal translation indicates - 'Seduzir' and 'Partilhar',
30Azzaro's web site offers useftd information on the concept and
structure of both their perfumes and
advertising campaigns: www. pgrftuns-azzaro.com (11-03-2000). SeeFigure 23 in Appendix I-
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respectively - but the verb 'partager' in particular may have probably required
translation for the Portuguese audience. The messageconveyed by 'partager' - sharing
experience and affection with the young, the senseof security and confidence acquired
in
been
have
bond
the
the
obvious
not
might
uniting generations with maturity, and
first series of untranslated advertisements, as the verb may not have been easily
understood.

Complicity...
Chrome has its source in the blue eyes of
Loris Azzaro.

f1je*

I
I
0

l*
"V '

Oý/
- -,

The peaceful, tender look he bestows on his
grandson. A fragrance of sharing, where the
designer becomes the privileges ally of the
child, where three generations of men
become one.
An authentic vision of man and his infinite
tenderness.

The 3 ages of man, according to Chrome.
Man evolves and his mind makes him ever
more attentive to those around him. He
shares a real unaffected affinity, He is both
child and mature man, he is stability and
complicity,
He is the contemporary man in perpetual
motion, evolving in a world of gentle
fragrance and transparent purity. He is
balance.

I
R C:) N4 E
Figure 29 - Azzaro Chrome (second series)

Key words: masculinity, naturalness,
honesty, authenticity, complicity, tenderness.

Table 3- Extract from Azzaro's site

The English versions of these adverts, 'seduction' (Azzaro Pour Homme), and
'Complicity' (Azzaro Chrome), involve a morphological shift, from verb to noun. In
relation to the potential source text, in French, this procedure is included in what
Chesterman regards as a syntactical strategy, namely 'transposition', a term the author
has borrowed from Vinay and Darbelnet (Chesterman, 1997: 95). In the first advert,
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thereis no other significantchange,but in the advert for Chromethere is a considerable
shift in meaning, hence involving semantic strategies.'Complicity', in the English
advert for Chrome,maintainsthe idea of a strong bond uniting the three generations,
based on their sharedexperience.It can nonethelessintroduce a new set of ideas,
31
the
namely
more negativeonesassociatedwith that word. Yet the remainingelements
of the advertisement,in addition to the conventions inherent to the advertising
discourse,point to the more favourablemeanings.
We can only try to infer the reasonsthat motivatedthe translator'soptions,but
the brand's advertising information (Table 3) can also prove useffil to analyse this case,
since we may see that 'complicity' is among the key words of the campaign, the main
concepts to be transmitted. As 'share' (noun) bears strong business associations, and
'sharing' is derived from a verbal form, 'complicity'

provided an option with the

desired advertising effect. In possession of the right information, the advertising
translator may solve many language problems such as this one. In fact, such details are
by
brief,
brieý
translation
the
as
advocated
advertising
and of a
supposedly part of
functionalists, as they are essential for the translator to provide the best service.
Internet advertising often provides more information on a brand's products and
in
This
involved
formerly
the
to
those
campaign.
only available
campaigns, which was
kind of promotional information introduces a more descriptive approach to perfume
look
intention
be
the
There
to
to
appeal
advertising
make
more
an
advertising.
seems
fragrance
by
describe
the
the
olfactory
trying
to
structure
namely
and
scents,
rational,
properties, investing the advertising messagewith a more scientific character.

31It is normally the lessfavourabicmeaningof this word which is first consideredin dictionaries,as for
example, 'I. the being an accomplice;partnershipin an cvil action' (7-heOxford English Dictionary,
1998), or 'the act of taking part with anotherpersonin somewrongful action, esp.a crime' (Longman
Dictionary of ContemporaryEnglish, 1978).
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Cacharel Anais Anais
Unlike many Portuguese translations of French perftune advertisements, Anais Anais
was the object of a more localised.approach as far as the verbal language is concerned,
32
in
four
languages
different
by
translations
:
as we may verify
comparing the

Un Jour la tendresse s'6tendra sur le monde. (French)

Um dia a temura vai abrarar o mundo. (Portuguese)

One day tendernesswill move the world. (English)

Un dia la ternura moveri el mundo. (Spanish)

ONF
WILL

DAY
MOVE

IFNI)FRINLS-S
WORLD
THE

Figure 30 - Anais Anais (English)

]/\A DIA

A Tl-ýý'4,

IRA VAI ALWA(,

AR (-) MUNIX)

Figure 31 - Anais Anais (double-page) 33

32The French and the Spanish versions were taken from the Cacharel web site -www. cacharel.com (0606-2000).
3' As in the case of most figures in this study, the dimensions of this advert have been reduced, although
in this case we have not preserved the original proportions, since the Anais Anais advert was in double
interfere
horizontally
(landscape)
would
which
oriented,
with the formatting of the remaining
page and
figures. Moreover, re-dimensioning has not resulted in any significant alteration to the visual or verbal
content of the advem and it seems to have facilitated reading, while, at the same time including all
relevant aspectsof the advert.
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Differences between the various versions are mostly connected with semantic strategies,
especially with the choice of the verbs and verb forms, which introduce more or less
significant alterations to meanings of the advertising message. The French verb 's'6tendra' - conveys the idea of tenderness spreading and covering the whole world.
The Portuguese 'vai abragar' is a felicitous combination with the noun 'ternura'
(tenderness) since the verb itself implies showing affection. Readers get the image of
huge arms tenderly stretching out to embrace the world, to envelop it. The English
translation - 'will move' - introduces a new shifl to the source copy. It succeedsin
giving the headline a double meaning: tenderness will cause the world to change,
transmitting the idea that the world will be guided by tenderness,and it will touch the
by
image
is
heart.
It
the translator's choice of a
made
possible
a strong
world's
it
is
British
Spanish
The
loaded
to
the
term.
one,
as
also
closer
version
semantically
implies that tendernesswill cause the world to change, though it does not include the
'move.
in
English
included
the
emotion-evoking sense
The image, as usual, is the same in all advertisements, representing the
tenderness referred to by the copy. The softness implied by the light pinkish tones is
blowing
it
the
the
the
model
gently
scent,
of
young
spreading
picture
combined with
imagery
is
Though
this
the
closely connected with the French headline,
around
world.
basic
have
to
the
the
translations
altered
concept: the strength of a
seems
none of
delicate feeling which exists in the fragrance - tenderness - to exert its positive
influence upon the world.
With regard to the verb form, only the Portuguese version involves a different
type of conjugation. Though it expressesthe ftiture, as in all the other versions, the
(present)
(infinitive)
form
'ir'
'abragar'
determination
+
and
periphrastic
suggests
-
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immediacy of an action, which may be a little paradoxicalconsideringthat the time
expressionindicatesindeterminacy:'Um dia' (One day). Yet it is understandablethat
the translatoravoidedthe future simple, 'abraMi', sinceit is not so commonlyused in
currentlanguage,and it would soundconsiderablyformal and far-fetched,possiblywith
34
for
unfavourableeffects the advertisingmessage. Besides,in additionto the meanings
just mentioned,the future form employedalso expressescertaintyin relation to a future
event,which is a positive value as far as the advertisingappealis concerned.We may
future
in
form
the
the
that
auxiliary verb
nonethelessspeculate usinga periphrastic
with
('iri abragar')would project the action into a further ffiture, and probablypreservethe
indeterminacysuggestedby the time expression,'Um dia'. On the other hand,the form
it
it
is
is
familiar
the
enoughattention
that
give
audience
will
ratherunlikely
adopted so
to noticethe subtleincoherence.

There are severalother translatedadvertisementsin our corpus, most from French,
involve
do
literal
that
translations
not
relevant translation
rather
which present
problems.Yet they do raise important points for discussionif we comparethe British
in
One
Portuguese
translation
terms
choices
and
procedures.
of
of the
and
versions,
most salient aspects,which was addressedin our discussionof parallel translations,
concernsthe literalnessof the Portuguesetranslationapproach,as opposedto the more
target-orientedBritish translations.The Portugueseversionsusually denote a visible
degreeof faithfulnessin relation to the source-language
text, which is reflectedin both
the linguistic choices and in the translation categories.The latter can be easily
in
by
translations,
the
of
parallel
number
which the reducedvisibility of the
confirmed
target-languagetext, and its consequentlymore insignificant role in the advertisement,
34With regard to the use of Portuguesefuture.forms, simple and periphrastic,see Cunhaand Lindley
Cintra (1984: 391,457459).
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contrasts with the prominent role played by the foreign-language copy. As far as
linguistic choices are concerned, both the semantic and syntactic strategies reveal that
the source structures are mostly preserved, often excessively, resulting many times in
texts that do not really function as advertising messages,but as explanations (when
visible enough to be read) of the advertising messagein another language.
There are examples of translations in perfume adverts that clearly reveal

interference, an issue that will be revisited below, but on which we will briefly
commentto makeour point. The advertfor PacoRabanneUltraviolet, '0 novo perfume
feminino', is a direct word-for-word translationfrom the French copy - 'Le nouveau
in
if
been
had
f6minin'.
We
that
this
written
advert
originally
may speculate
parfum
Portuguese,the text would most probably have read somethinglike '0 novo perfume
de/paramulher/senhora'.Although the Portuguesetranslatedversion of this advert is
intelligible,
it
levels,
seemsan unlikely
and
perfectly
grammatically correct at all
discussed
by
'deviation'
Palma
Zlateva,
the
types
to
of
one
of
utterance,corresponding
but
is
in
'the
nobody would make it' (1990:
acceptable,
namely cases which
utterance
36). However,the translationin questiondoesnot really obstructcommunication,rather
it may affect its effectiveness.
This type of interference,causedby an adherenceto the source-textfeatures,
in
becomes
'perfume'
(Toury),
the
the
terms
evident
choice
of
and
adequacy
privileging
'fragrAncia' in Portugueseadvertising. The former is normally used in translations from
French, which normally include the word 'parfum', whereas the latter has only occurred
in translations from English, which normally use the term 'fragrance'. Both of the
Portugueseterms are used to refer to the substancein question, and to a pleasant quality
is
'perfume'
however,
the word employed to talk about a product (an
of smell,
industrialised product). Therefore, in the majority of the cases,the latter term would be
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used in Portuguese,whereas'fragrincia', would probably be usedwhen describingthe
35
by
aromaexhaled the product.
Except for the EscadaSentimentadvert- 'The new perfiime for Escada' there
is no evidenceof the use of the word 'perfume' in the English advertscollected.Some
UK adverts include the term in French, 'parfum', particularly in untranslatedadverts,
such as 'Le parfiim pur d'Issey Miyake', or in translatedadverts,which use the word
'parfum', often as part of the name:Veau de parfum. A new Allure' (ChanelAllure),
'ParfumsMonsoon.Refreshthe senses"(MonsoonEau). 'Fragrance'is thus the habitual
term in English advertising.As we have noted above,there are a seriesof features
associatedwith discoursetypes,andthesefeaturesincludenot only structuralelements,
36The favourableconnotationspossessed
but also vocabularypreferences.
by this term
are enoughto explainits frequentusein advertisingtexts.Therefore,the term 'perfiime'
seemsto have becomemore common in the commercialcontext - to buy a perfume
bottle - whereasfragrancehasbeenadoptedby advertising.
The alternation between 'fragrincia' and 'perfume' in Portugueseadverts
reveals a source-oriented approach, quite unexpected in these texts, in which the effect
and goal of the target text would be expected to have priority. This does not mean that
this happensin all international adverts used in Portugal, nor does it mean this may have
risked the global advertising effect. However, it does seem to indicate that there is not
far
defined
as the translation of perfume advertisements is concerned,
as
yet a
strategy
which, to a certain extent may be due to the already mentioned reliance on pictorial

35Accordingto Lello Universal:Diciondrio EwiclopMco Luso-Brusileiro(1973), 'fragrAncia'is defined
as 'chciro suave;aromadelicado:afragrdnda dasflores, and 'Perfume' as 'cheiro,agradIvcl exalado
como furno ou vapor, de uma substAnciaar-oniAtica:o perfume das rosas'. Composigaoindustrial que
cxala cssechciro: venderperfumes'.
36In Ins book on advertisingEnglish,mentionedin severalsectionsof the
presentstudy,Leechdiscusses
not only discursivefeaturesrelative to recurrentstructuresand registcM but also to vocabulary,namely
the frequencyof occurrenceof certain verbs, adjectivesand nouns, drawing attention to advertisers'
terminologicalpreferences(1966: 151-155).
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elements.On the other hand,the lack of a tradition in perftime making and subsequent
scarcityof Portuguese-designed
advertisements- of a Portugueseperfumeadvertising
is
in
indeterminacy
far
terminology
concerned,
repertoire- may also result some
as
as
for existing conventions normally concern only translated texts, while original
Portuguesetexts of this type are likely to be insufficient to serveas reference.Peoplein
idea
have
become
including
to
the
of accepting
accustomed
general,
advertisers,
perfiimesas importedproducts,with the accompanyingborrowedterminology.

7.5 Foreignness in Perfume Advertising

In an article aboutthe techniqueand art of selling perfume,Le Norcy (1988) discusses
the complexity involved in this activity, owing to the alreadymentionedimpoverished
As
intangible
the
a result,
the
properties.
of
product's
nature
olfactory vocabularyand
perfume characterisationlies on symbolic attributes and values, namely status,
image,
from
in
the
the
to
construct
contribute
all
elements
seductionand power, which
(1988:
This
bottle
design
220).
the
to
the
the
article also
of
package,
shapeand colour of
in
implications
involved
'art'
the
the
of
the
cultural
of
evidences author's perception
(1988:
from
223):
to
countries
other
selling perfumes customers

In Italy, for example,smelling 'nice' is part of the way of life. Italian women attach
importanceto appearance,an image of quality and have a liking for brand names
be
in
Nina
Ricci
Consequently,
France.
easy
a
pcrfinne
should
selling
relatively
evoking
Italy, yet it often soundstoo Italian.
Even though this article refers to the techniques for assisting customers in a shop, the
has
be
discussed
to
which
cross-cultural
relevant
perfilme advertising,
may also
aspects
by
trying to guide consumers in the current panoply of
this
art,
replaced
somehow
brands available to them. Advertisers arc fully aware of the lack of objectivity in
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perfume description, but they are only too happy to work in a world of infinite
possibilities, which, according to Le Norcy is the world of emotions, sensations and
aesthetics (1988: 220). Moreover, Le Norcy's statement also points to the value of
language in the construction of the perfume image, a subject that is of special
significance for the discussion carried out in this section.
The above analysis has shown that perfume advertising is eminently

standardisedand that, accordingto Mueller's descriptionof productssuitablefor this
strategy (Chapter 2), perfumes are especially amenableto internationalisationvia
standardisedapproaches.They target similar audiencesin different countries,can be
promoted through image campaigns,and they are often products with nationalistic
connotations,asperfumeadvertisingcapitalisesextensivelyon the 'made in' concept.
Foreignness is closely linked to the international character of advertising, which

exploresthe non-nationalcharacterof the products advertisedin different countries.
Before proceedingto explain the way foreignnessis expressedand its implicationsin
termsof translation,it seemsimportantto clarify that 'foreignness',in the presentstudy,
does not imply any value judgement,rather it is simply used to refer to what is not
national,or featuresthat reflect the presenceof elementsthat point to anothercountry.
Foreignnesscan thus take many forms, and it may be presentin various featuresof
verbal elementsand non-verballanguage.As far as pictorial featuresare concerned,
foreignnessis revealedin the following forms:

a) Depicting a model whose stereotype and/or style (clothes, accessories,among other

clues) evoke a certain nationality. As observedby Mueller (1996: 157), 'in some
instances specific models are selected becausethey look "very American7' or "very
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Frenclf". Juliette Binoche, in the advert for Lanc6me PoEme, or the model in the

advertfor ElizabethArden Fifth Avenueare examplesof this strategy.
37often
b) The picture's background, the settings and props may also stressforeignneSS,
reflecting the 'made in' concept. The adverts for Guerlain Champs-Elys6es,Arden
Fifth Avenue and Tommy Hilfiger Athletics are representative of a strong focus on
the product's foreign origin and status expressedby visual clues.

In respectto verbal elements,foreignnessis expressedin a numberof ways, from the
content of the text and words employed,to their form and style. Below, we have
included the most common forms of expressing foreignness through verbal clues:

c) Using the full copy in another language, particularly in untranslated advertisements,

ofin paralleltranslations.
d) Using copy that includes some verbal elements in the target-language and some in
another language, present in mixed-language advertisements.
e) Inserting words in another language, loan-words such as 'eau de toilette' or 'eau de
parfum', among others, which despite having become part of this discourse, are
nonethelessevocative of Frenchness.
f)

Displaying the brand and/or perfume names in another language, which is present in

all of the categoriesof advertisementsused in this study. In somecases,there is a
foreignness:
language
double-emphasis
the
employedin the name- the signifier
on
in
Guerlain
that
the
Champs-Elys6es,
the
contained
name
signified:
meaning
and
Hermýs 24 Faubourg, Elisabeth Arden Fifth Avenue, Rochas Tocadilly, Laura
Biagiotti Roma,ShiseidoZen3' This strategy seemsto go againstMueller's view that thesepictorial
ClCmmtsshouldeitherreflectthe
local culture in adaptedcampaigns,or remainncutrA in standardised
(1996: 157).
approaches
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g) Including the place of origin, normally below the perfume bottle, such as 'Paris' in
numerous adverts for Cacharel, Guerlain, Herm&s, Montana, S.Z. Dupont, among
others, or 'New York' in the adverts for Carolina Herrera.

We have mentioned the different forms used to express foreignness in Portuguese
perfume advertising. The next step is therefore to discuss what it communicates, and the
role of this strategy in translationMost untranslated adverts point to the origin of the product. Within the

framework adoptedin this study, non-translationis regardedas a strategictranslation
option aimed at obtaining certain effects. The successof this choice dependson
previousconsiderationof the target-languagesituation,namelythe receiving audience,
and the target-culturesystem,with its respectivenormsand conventions,which have a
direct or an indirect bearingupon translation.In view of the abovediscussion,and of
the advertsanalysed,it is possibleto infer that foreignnessis regardedas a favourable
factor, enhancingthe product image. Untranslatedversions are therefore meant to
communicatean advertisingmessagethat the translatorjudges to be more effective if
the source-language
text is used.And the sameis true in relationto paralleltranslations,
in which, despitethe presenceof the target-languagetext, the display of the copy in
another languageis regardedas a key element in the advertisingstrategy. It seems
to respond
reasonableto assumethat the translator(or the advertiser)expectsaddressees
favourablyto this strategy,sincean appellativemessageonly makessenseprovidedthat
responseis accountedfor.
When advertsin Englishor French,for example,are usedin Portugal,regardless
of the audience'slinguistic competence,they cannotbe expectedto producethe same
readersand on targetreaders.If the advertsare usedin the
effect upon source-language
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country where the languageis spoken,their readerswill be dealing with their mother
tongue,andwill naturally elicit meaningfrom the contextand contentof the advertising
message,as in the case of other source-languagetexts. The Portugueseaudience,
however, will infer additional meanings:the foreignnessof the message,and the
is
foreignness
language(s)
In
the
used
other
words,
employed.
meaningsassociatedwith
to evoke certainassociationsand meaningsconnectedwith a certain language,besides
those conveyedby the messageitselt which makes languagefunction as a sign, as
invoke
language
be
by
to
Williamson,
that
certainareasof
may
used
noted
who argues
'uniting
thus
in
the
several
the
to
of
message,
or
meaning
content
reality
addition
draws
Gillian
Dyer
in
(1978:
86).
this
attention to
and
shares
view
meanings one'
foreignness
language
to a product
to
and
meaning
convey
advertising'suse of verbal
(1982: 140).A particularlanguagecan thus be a sign itself, signifying foreignness,the
language
that
and nationality meansto the
the
particular
origin of
product and what
Portugueseaudience.
We have seen that in the area of fragrance, the French language points to
Frenchness, which is traditionally evocative of certain qualities, such as fashion,
in
indicating
besides
the
tradition
product
origin
many cases,
and expertise,
refinement,
for
is
in
body
(product
French
products of other
also
adverts
copy)
used
or
name
as
(and,
lesser
French
Italian)
has
have
to
We
that
a
extent,
whereas
observed
also
origins.
been traditionally associated with fragrance, the presence of English in international
increasing,
be
to
and not always connected with the origin of the
advertising seems
is
in
Portuguese
English
According
to
used
analysis,
adverts as follows:
our
product.

in
is
brand
English,
the
The
and
so
are
copy
name and perfume name
advertising
a)
(Ralph Lauren Polo Sport, for example).
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The advertisementis in English, but the perfiime nameand the brandnameindicate
another origin (Laura Biagiotti Sotto Vocc, for example).
c) The advertisement is in English, and so is the perfume name, though the brand is
from a different origin (Bulgari Black, for example).

d) The productnameis in English,but the brandand/orthe otherverbalelementspoint
to a different origin (Yves Saint Laurent Baby Doll, for example)

The first case involves a strategy commonly employed in adverts from different origins.
The language is used to mark the product origin, using the positive associations it may
carry, namely, in the case cited, the prestige of the North-American culture, its
economic power and its more recent prominent role in the world of fashion, particularly
influential in modem youth values. In the other, besides endowing the product with
nationality-bound meanings, English seemsto play an additional role as an international
language. The inclusion of English, in the name or in the copy, irrespective of the type
of translation, seemsto bestow a fourfold effect on the advertisement:

a) the country-of-origin effect, which, whether or not it coincides with the language of
the advert, is normally provided by one of the other verbal elements, either the brand
name, or the perfume name, or both,

by the brandandproductnames;
b) the importedproducteffect,emphasised
c) the international status effect, since the English language is often adopted in
international campaigns;

d) the foreign culture effect, which concernsthe meaningsderived from the language,
or languages,employed.
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The prestige enjoyed by international brands may explain the reasoningthat leads
advertisersto choseEnglish for their advertisementsor product names,as well as the
translator'smotivationsin the caseof non-translation,or in paralleland mixed-language
38
foreign
be
for
inclusion
language
There
to
the
a
of
a
advertS.
seems
numberof reasons
in advertising,which, in the caseof English,havebeenresponsiblefor an increasein its
in perfiime adverts,a situationwhich hasalso beeninfluencedby the
representativeness
fact that the majority of the world's top advertisingagenciesare North-American(see
Crystal, 1997:86). However,foreignnessin mixed-languageadvertsand particularly in
parallel translations,as they make up a considerableportion of perfiime advertising,
is
because
far
these
translation
as
concerned,
especially
raisesadditional questions,as
proceduresare visibly more recurrentin Portugueseadvertising,when comparedto the
English advertsin our corpus.
These types of translation indicate that the Portuguesecultural environment
in
languages
interference
inclusion
the
advertising,or advertisers
of
other
or
welcomes
denote
deliberate
it.
Moreover,
they
a
emphasison the sourcetext, which,
would avoid
factors
just
However,
into
first
target-oriented
the
approach.
a
question
at
sight, may call
describedrevealthat the translationapproachesare meantto servethe purposeof the
targettext. in otherwords,thesetexts assertthemselvesas translations,thus conforming
to Nord's concept of 'documentarytranslation' in that they are aimed at creating
foreignnessandcultural distance(1997:97). This seemsto be one of the desiredeffects.
House'sconceptof 'overt translation'also seemsto apply to thesecases,as it refersto
38It is not new that English is becomingincreasinglydominant irk cross-culturalcommunication,in the
Crystal
David
international
(1997) analysesthe multiple factors and
domains
affairs.
of
various
circumstancesthat have made English a leading languageacrossthe world. In addition to historical
factors, rooted in the origins of colonisation,socio-culturaland economicfactors have played a crucial
role in the processthat has led to the prominent position of English in today's world. International
relations, the media, namely the press, broadcasting,movies, music and advertising, as well as
internationaltravel, which includesthe powerful tourism industry, and national safety,are all fields in
which English is highly influcntial, and oftenadoptedas lingua fiwxa of relevantinstitutions.
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(1986: 188). However,
translationsthat presentthemselvesas such to the addressees
they are coverttranslation'not becauseof the statusof the sourcetext but on accountof
39-ney aim to grant 'acceptability', as
the function of the targettext in the targetCUItUre.
conceptualisedby Toury, which, as we have seen,implies 'subscriptionto the norms
originating in the targetculture' (roury, 1995:57).
A closer look at parallel translations, may reveal that they appear to be
display
Portuguese
the
of a
the
since
simultaneous
culture,
media
connected with
Portuguese version and the source text seems to be reminiscent of subtitling in the
television and the cinema, which often extends to commercials in these media.
According to Eithne O'Connell (1998: 67), the preference for subtitling reveals an
interest in other cultures and languages,which reiterates the above idea that translation
40
features
of the receiving culture.
procedures tend to conform to cultural
The translation approachesto perfume advertising discussed are thus embedded

in cultural factors specificto the country wherethesetexts are going to be used,which
features,
in
translatedversions,and
degree
to
that
the
source-text
means
of adherence
foreignness,in its multiple forms, conform to the target-systemcultural conditions.
Therefore, translation options such as the ones discussed,namely the adoption of
foreignising strategies,are likely to changeaccordingto the targetedcountries.In fact,
the value attributedto foreignnessand to the different languagescan be expectedto
differ acrosscultures, as it is bound to be influenced by each culture's perceptions,
concerningother cultures.
conceptionsandpre-conceptions

39For a discussion of the concepts proposed by Nord and House, see Chapter 5.
40O'Connell mentions the current categorisation of 'subtitling countries', on the one hand, and 'dubbing
countries', on the other, a division which Yves Gambier regards as too simplistic to describe the present
situation of media translation, since the introduction of new technologies in this area has made options
in
flexible,
there
cases
which two or more versions using different methods, namely
are
and
more
dubbing and subtitling, co-cxist (2003: 28).
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We haveseenthat Frenchstill bearsstrong connotationsin the ftagranceworld,
both in Portuguese and in British

advertising,

visible

in examples of French-only

adverts or adverts with some French expressions. On the other hand, the analyses
carried out have also revealed that the presence of English in perfume advertising has
increased. Also, some of the strategies discussed are not used in other countries. In a
6-Oui
it
is
by
Tr6sor,
PoEme,
Lanc6me to
observe
possible
series of Internet adverts
variation in the translation approaches according to the different cultures, as well as the
degree of penetration of English into cross-cultural advertising, including the adverts for
41
(Table
In
4).
in
French
tradition
all of the cases,the original product
products rooted

have
has
been
The
also remained relatively stable,
elements
pictorial
name
preserved.
basic
image
the
Tr6sor
same
on
the
some
variations
advert presents
with one exception:
for
German
different
this perfume presents a
the
the
advert
and
across
countries,
different picture altogether, including a different model. The table shows that translation
does
foreignness,
from
to
as the emphasis on
and
so
country,
categories vary
country
in
fragrance
French
languages
to
a
role
play
predominant
continues
other
also varies.
introduction
is
English,
but
the
there
of
also
evidence
of
advertising across cultures,
in
(the
European
Netherlands,
American
countries
through
some
versions,
namely
Sweden and Denmark). Even though the number of translated adverts is significant,
these are outnumbered by untranslated adverts, which seem to be representative of a
language.
language
Using
foreignness
in
through
to
tendency
as
a
sign
mark
generalised
this discourse points to the relevant role of linguistic features in an area where pictorial

41All of the advertisementswere taken from the Lanc5meweb site, which includesthe advertisements
themselves- www.lancome.co on 25-04-2000, in the respective country site. The Portuguese
examples,however,come from two sources- the press and the Internet - becausePortugal was not
included in the site until recently,and the advertsdisplayedat the time the datawere collectedusedthe
Frenchversions,which did not correspondto the way thoseadvertswere being used in the Portuguese
press,in translatedform. It shouldnonethelessbe recalledthat Trdsor was initially publishedin French,
and only later removedand replacedby a translatedversion owing to regulatoryimposition,as we have
explainedabove.
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imagery usually supersedes text, which means that verbal language still enjoys an

outstandingposition in the world of cross-culturalcommunication.

Country
Denmark

Translated into
TL

Perfume
Poamc
Trdsor

Untranslated - SL
version

if
if

6-011i
Germany

English US
version

if

Podme
Trdsor

6-Oui
Italy

Podme
Trdsor
O-Oui

Japan

Podinc
Trdsor

Netherlands

O-Oui
Podmc

V

Tr6sor

11
If

O-Oui
Portugal

Spain

Sweden

United Kingdom

United States

Pozme
T, &1or
O-W
PoZme
Trdsor
O-Oui
Poemc
Trdsor
6-Oui
Poýme
Trdsor
O-Oui
Podme
I_Trdsor

x42

If

It

x
x

V7

-

I O-Ouj

Table 4- Cross-cultural wanslation approachesto some adverts for Lanc6me.

The strategiesdiscussedin this chapterwith regardto foreignnesshaveimplicationsthat
discussed,
factors
far
beyond
the
as they take us to more complex
motivations
and
go
issuesof cultureandethics.On the one hand,they posetranslationquestionsconcerning
the norms that prevail in the target culture, and which govern not only the role to be
assignedto the sourcetext, but alsothe translationproceduresthemselves.On the other
"I 'Mis symbolrefersto the magazineversions.
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hand, foreignness leads to a re-evaluation of the power relations in international
advertising,namelyto the spreadof influence of dominantculturesover less powerful
ones,aswell asto the way we perceiveourselvesandthe Other.
From a descriptivepoint of view, we may say that, at first sight, Portuguese
translation strategies for perfume advertising reveal an emphasis on adequacy. Not only
are translated versions rather literal, with few examples of adaptation or other more
creative approaches,but the other procedures - non-translation, parallel translation, and
far
As
denote
language
the
to
translation
source-text.
an
on
emphasis
mixed
- also seem
as translated versions are concerned, this may apply quite undisputedly. However, what
features
is
to
the
precisely the audience's
to
the
source-text
seems motivate
adherence
does
languages
from
interference
not seem
other
those
receptivity of
versions, as
discourse
in
fragrance
Portuguese
Moreover,
the
abounds
advertising
unwelcome.
foreign terminology, especially French. It seems then that there is indeed concern for
the text's acceptability, which, in the case of perfumery, clearly favours foreignness,
in
languages.
features
by
discourse
texts
the
to
that
of
other
adheres
reflected
a
With regard to parallel and mixed-language translations, even though, for
reasons expounded above, we may not speak of the translator's visibility, as proposed
by Venuti (1995), the visibility of the translations seemsto be regarded as a device of
'disguise'
is
Not
to
there
these
of
evidence
an
attempt
no
only
perfume advertising.
texts as 'originals', as it is suggestedby Nord and House in relation to advertising texts,
but the Portuguese target system, and its related norms, accept and even prefer that
be
hence
translations,
as
overtly
presented
emphasising the
perfume advertisements
text's and the product's foreignness.
Non-translation epitomises foreignness, and as we have tried to explain,
transcendssimplistic views that it is not part of translation practice. Perfume advertising
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frequently builds an image of 'foreignness' by resorting to this strategy, and it retrieves
a series of connotations from the languages adopted. Therefore, we should take into
consideration that the use of other languages,especially French and English, in perfume
advertising is an acceptable practice in Portuguese advertising, and should therefore be
regarded as one of the first norms to be considered in the analysis and execution of
translations of perfume adverts.
Another important aspect included in the discussion of foreignness regards
questions of cross-cultural power relations. Venuti (1995) has discussed this subject
extensively and proposes a foreignising strategy as an alternative to the transparent
discourse which domesticates the foreign, and as a way of questioning and undermining
dominant discourses and cultures.43While Venuti's position reflects his determination
to question hegemonic values, and provides an insightfid perspective on the socialin
from
is
English,
he
dimension
the point of view of the
translation,
cultural
writing
of
dominant culture. In the Portuguese case, which implies the viewpoint on the less
dominance,
be
foreignness
an
regarded
as
acceptance
of
powerfid culture,
may
in
Portuguese advertising. The translation
it
implies
English
the
of
especially when
use
do
for
in
Portuguese
the source
advertising
reflect
a
respect
perfiime
strategies adopted
by
importantly,
but,
they
are
motivated
commercial purposes, by
culture,
more
advertisers' belief in the potential benefits they may draw from the prestige and
influence of a powerful culture in the receiving system, and by economic motivations
that seek to avoid translation costs, and are hence far from the ethical goals of Venuti's

43In an interview conductedby IVLAsaduddin,Venuti sununariseshis views very clearly, revealingboth
the ethical and political motivations for his resistanceto fluency (2001: 34-35): 'What is at stake in
thinking about translationwith termslike "fluency" and "domestication7is the fate of the linguistic and
cultural differencesthat constitutethe foreign text. I am scepticalof translationsthat maskor simply erase
thesedifferences.The reasonsfor my scepticismare primarily ethical -a belief in the need to show
respectfor foreign cultures- but also political - an oppositiontowardsthe asynunctriesthat structurethe
geopolitical economyof cultural exchange,most noticeable in the global hegemonyof English. My
thinking stemsfrom my own situationasa translatorwho is critical of US global domination'.
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approach. Perfume advertising, and advertising in general, may therefore help
perpetuate existing power relations, namely the influence of the Anglo-American
cultural values over other cultures, not only through the English language, which is a
key element, but also by spreading their cultural values and way of life, contributing to
the homogenisation of lifestyle concepts and aspirations. This is the other side of the
coin, and although criticism of advertising is normally exacerbated in that it attributes
too much responsibility to this discourse for all negative aspects of society, we cannot
forget that discourses normally reflect existing values and power relations. Advertising
as a powerful public discourse in today's society adopts the current values, and by using
them as a means to an end, it fosters those values, since what commercial advertising
really aims to influence are the consumer's purchasing habits. Venuti also draws
attention to the responsibility of the translator in view of the enormous power of
translation over existing ideologies, and hence its capacity to produce social change
(Asaduddin, 2001: 28-29). This may constitute a challenge to the contemporary
ideological
implications
the
translator,
of
of her/his
advertising
whose awareness
activity, especially in the case of this influential discourse, may be fundamental for the
future of advertising translation.
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8. COSMETICS ADVERTISING

Cosmetics advertising goes back to as early as the eighteenth century. As with most
advertisements at the time, which normally appeared in newspapers in the form of
classifieds, they were specially addressed to wealthy people, consisted mostly of
straightforward copy, and were poorly illustrated. Cosmetics were also among the first
1
in
UK
(Dyer,
Most cosmetics,
be
1982:
18,30).
products to
advertised nation-wide the
particularly those that belong to famous international brands, are still luxury items and
for
beauty
lives,
(and
their
associated
craving
and
men's)
with
part of many women's
from
look
If
the 1920s, we will see that the
advertisements
at cosmetics
youth.
we
appeals have not changed radically. In fact, beautiful and/or youthful appearance,and
have
been,
and still are recurrent themes:
others,
made-in concepts, among

A woman is only as old as her complexion. (Headline for Boncilla Cosmeticsfrom
Boncilla Laboratories,1923)
French girls cultivate their beauty. (Headline for Youth Cream - Edna Wallace Hopper,
1926)

However, cosmetics adverts have undergone profound changes, especially if we
consider the leading role that pictures play in today's advertisements for this product
in
fact,
besides
to
In
are
common
advertising
changes,
which
major
general category.
the improvement of graphic techniques, the use of slogans, catch-phrases,wordplay and
inclusion
in
has
been
30-37)
(Dyer,
1982:
the
of
pictures
cosmetics
advertising
puns
one of the most prominent alterations. Indeed, images play a fundamental role today,

1 'The first nationally advertised product was Probably Warren's Shoe Blacking, followed by Rowland's
Macassar Oil, Spencer's Liquid Hair Dye and Morrison's Universal Pill' (Dycr, 1982:30).
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which seemsto be confirmedby the fact that noneof the advertisements
collectedso far
relieson text alone.
Nonetheless,unlike in perfumeadvertisements,
copy, and often, extensivecopy,
is displayedtogetherwith the pictures.The natureof the product advertisedcan partly
explainthis feature:different productsservespecificpurposes,andare only suitablefor
certaintypes of skin, parts of the body or age groups;not all productssharethe same
propertiesor modeof use.Therefore,it is necessaryto explaincosmetics"featuresto the
reader,eventhoughit is not uncommonto encounterlong pseudo-scientificdescriptions
that do not shedany light on the actualpropertiesandapplicationsof the product.
The characteristicsof cosmeticsadvertsjust discussedprompt us to considerthe
issue of the advertising approach, and another important difference between perfume
and cosmetics advertising: cosmetics resort both to an emotional and a rational appeal,
latter.
is
There
the
on
often an attempt to adopt an
with an apparent emphasis
informative style: explaining to the audience that a given product possessescertain
properties which make it more suitable for the reader. In addition, long pieces of
information are frequently provided, indicating the composition of the product and the
frequently
draw
it
is
These
texts
to
on scientific discourses act
on
going
users.
way
lexical
items
in
the
choice
of
mostly visible
-a

device which is neither alien nor new to

2 As Dyer
in
discourse
general.
explains,advertisingoften borrowsthe styles
advertising

of other discourses,addingthat the useof scientific-soundingtermsaims at impressing
the audience,and at disguisingthe salesmessage,as it tries to persuadethe public that
the salesmessageis disinterestedandnot 'loaded' (1982:146).

2 Myers (1994: 22) mentions several innovative linguistic strategies
used in advertising by the end of the
nineteenth century, such as using a catchy rhyme, choosing a name with favourable associations and
drawing on scientific and technical discourse, among others.
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In skincareand hair careproducts,this pseudo-scientificdiscourseis evenmore
conspicuous,as longer explanationsare offered and scientific termsbecomean integral
part of the product or product line, as in the caseof PantenePro-V. The pro-vitamins
havebecomeassociatedwith thesehair-careproductsboth in Portugueseand in English
advertisements,though it could prove useful to investigatewhetherthe generalreader
3
knows
actually
what they are. This kind of advertisementoften engagesin complex
is
intent
be
discourse
to confer
to
their
that
purports
scientific, as
explanations,with a
credibility and evokea scientific environment,ratherthanprovide enlightenment.Partly
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in this type of advertisingtext, but it is advertisingwe are dealingwith, which implies
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to
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characterof theseadvertisements a means an end. Cosmetics
function
important
information
the
on
product
and properties,
provide
advertsnaturally
but a fair amountof it is devotedto creatinga certainfeeling or mood.

8.1 'A Gincia

Torna-se uma Sensaýio'5 (Science becomes a sensation)

In cosmetics adverts, this technical discourse is often combined with abstract concepts,
such as beauty, naturalness, youthfidness, tenderness, and glamour. More emotional

that aretrandormedinto vitaminsinsidethe body.
aresubstances
-' Promvitamins
4 Baudrillard provides a relevant discussionof falsehood in advertising, arguing that the strategies
employed by this discourse,the tautological characterof its statements,resist simplistic notions of
falsehoodand truthfulness(1981: 154-156).
-5Headfincin Shiscido'sCollectionadvert(EJk, Portugueseedition,Nby 2000).
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appealsare conveyedby a pseudo-scientificdiscourse,which aimsto transmitimagesof
accuracy,rationality, objectivity, trustworthiness,pointing, above all, to guaranteed
results.Clarins' advert for Extra-FirmingFoundation,which will be analysedbelow, is
an exampleof a combinationof emotionaland rational appeals,promisinga 'youngerlooking complexion, through a 'unique fbrmulaýcontainingebony extract'. Shiseido
in
this
approach
various advertisements,and given the recurrentcharacterof
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brand
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which
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in
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used
advertisements
observationof most
lexical
choicesand claims that reveal
they
collocations,
numerous
contain
since
also
concomitantappealsto emotionsandsensations,andto reason:

vior L;apture tssennei
Urn cuidado anti-envelhecimento essencial: Essential anti-ageing care: used daily, just two
diariamente 2 gotas s5o suficientes para. drops will stimulate youthful activity in skin
6clls,
due
das
juvcntude
to thousands of targeted pure microc6lulas
relanW a actividade
graqw a milhares de micro-proteinas puras proteins.
direccionadas.
Uma pele visivclmente mais jovcm, mais lisa, A visibly younger, smoother and more radiant
skin ( ...).
mais luminosa ( ...).

' TWs strategy is also used in the Portuguese versions of this advert, namely 'laborat6rios', 'dcrme',
epidcrine', and 'Eu prometo uma pclc mais jovcm por mais tempo,.
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There are other lexical items, such as 'fresh', 'freshness", 'refresh', which normally
correspond to 'fresco', 'frescura', 'refrescar', in Portuguese advertisements,that appear
frequently in cosmetics adverts, especially for skincare products. Such apparently
straightforward terms may prove difficult to define objectively as they refer to sensory
below
The
to
the
than
examples
product.
characteristic
any
objective
of
aspects,rather
from
in
different
terms
these
the
range
an
are used, which normally
ways which
show
high
degree
a
of subjectivity, to more objective
aspects,
with
emphasis on sensorial
meanings, connectedwith skin hydration:

ClarinsMoistureQuenchingHydra-BalanceCream
Pela. primeira, vez, a sua. pele fica. fresca,I Most important, sldn stays fresh, toned and
tonificada,suavec luminosa.
supple,all day andeveryday.
L'Or6al HydrafreshPldnitude
UrnaexvlosSode hidratacSoe frescura.

A concentrationof moistureand freshness.

This kind of approach raises relevant points as far as the question of standardisation and
beauty,
is
Terms
translation,
as
concerned.
such
consequently,
globalisation, and,
freshness
are conceptually culture-bound. Their
and
even
youthfulness, naturalness,
idiosyncratic nature also makes them difficult

to define within the same country, let

alone cross-culturally. Yet this does not seem to restrict their use, as, regardless of the
invest
them
to
the products with
to
these
expect
concepts, advertisers
value attributed
favourable meanings. The scientific discourse seems to act as a vehicle for the
Shiseido's
different
concepts
world-wide.
advertising approach on
communication of
the Internet shows that, despite many linguistic changes, the pseudo-scientific
'7

In www.shiseido.com (differentcountrysites,accessedon 25-10-2000).
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discourseis maintainedin different languages.This type of discourseseemsto work as
a bridge: whatever 'beauty' means to the reader, these formulas claim to offer a
solution,as they are strictly scientific, thus, their result is guaranteed.Notwithstanding,
claiming that the imageof what it is like to be beautiful (or young, or fresh,or radiant)
is left undefinedby advertising,would be neglectingits suggestivepower,aswell asthe
power of the pictures that normally accompanythese texts. 'Young' meansa skin
beautiful.
it
be
However,
lines,
to
portray
means
and
models
what
or
without wrinkles
someroom is left to makethe advertisementwork for different countriesandcultures.

8.1.1 'Let Nature Go To Your Head': The relationship between nature and science
in cosmetics advertising
The use of 'science' in advertising has been debated by scholars engagedin the study of
is
Williamson,
Judith
language.
According
to
science
a rich referent system
advertising
in advertising becauseof the ideological meaning it has in society, and owing to the fact
that it is closely associated with another powerful referent system: Nature (1978: 110I 11). In the examples provided, the author illustrates the way nature and science are
8
improve
both
in
to oppose and to
on nature.
related
advertising, where science seeks
Advertising appropriates science's system of knowledge, constructing a symbolic
internal
laws,
hierarchies,
'complete
that
to
nature
with
relations'
of
akin
system
(Williamson, 1978.: 116), thus constituting a strong validating referent system. As we
have seen in the above examples, it is not important whether the reader understandsthe
it
but
that
connotes science, which implies facts and
rather
scientific message,

" in an exampleillustratingthe 'battle with nature', Williamson showsan advertthat depictsa dangerous
'natural' place, in which science,or technology, is represented,by the car advertised,as a way of
overcomingthe risks of that place:'Nature appearsas a referentconnotingdanger,isolation,destruction:
the car providessafety,enclosure,and aboveall, a meansof getting out of nature,away from it literally'
(1978: 112).
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seriousness.The relationshipbetweennatureand science,as discussedby Williamson,
is well illustrated in the cosmeticsadvertisementscollectedfor this study, especiallyin
the argumentationconveyed in the body copy, where referencesto environmental
both
in
technology
the
abound,
science
and
offer
protection
assault against which
Portugueseand in English versions.Skincareproducts,of which someextractswill be
Vital
Perfection,
Shiseido
below,
rich
source
of
examples.
a
particularly
are
provided
for instance,presentsa 'scientific' product,containingan effectiveingredient,'EPC-K',
to protectskin againstdamagecausedby the environment:

Cuidado suave e com protecoo
agress6eswnbientais.

I
contra as

fle
protection
care
with
environmental assault on skin.

against

A similar claim can be observed in Lanc6me Hydrazen advertisement, though it
includes problems peculiar to contemporary societies, such as pollution and stress, in
the group of harmful agents, which, in the Portuguese advert are directly referred to as
cagress6es'(agressions):

is
Corn o scu. complexo dermo-calmante Breakthrough ActicalmTM technology
ActicalmTm e os poderosos activos hidratantes combined with powerfid hydrating agents
( ) ajudando a proteger a pele das agress6es: Helps protect skin from stress, pollution and
...
the environment.
stress, poluiqAo e frio ( ...).

This 'fight with nature', or the claim that the productshelp redressthe balanceafter
hair-care
by
in
is
following
the
advertising,
as
to
resumed
exposure natural agents,
PantenePro-V Essentialsadvert:

Night Renewal
RcnovadorNocturno
( ) rcparando, enquanto dorme, os danos ( ) to repair the signs of daily damage
...
...
overnight
causadosduranteo dia.
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Sunscreens, due to their very nature, epitomise this discourse strategy: they protect
against the sun, while, at the same time, they invite exposure, by referring to the
beautiful appearanceof a tan, and warn against its dangers. The advertising messagein
the Clarins advert below claims that the product offers protection to sensitive skins, or
'fragile' skins as in the Portuguese version, which emphasisesthe idea of helplessness
before the agents of nature:

Cr&mcs Solaires;Haute-Protcction
Bronzear melhor cxpondo-se mcnos.
Para as crianras c as peles frAgeis, duas
protecq6es fortes e suaves. Para um bronzeado
seguro c saudivel.

Smart Sun Protection. Intelligent tanning.
Two gentle, high SPF protective tanning
treatments for children and those with sunsensitive skin- Indispensable for ensuring a
safer tan while looking after the skin's long-

term healthandvitality.

The adverts for Lancaster argue that nature is both a source of danger and pleasure,
something to be protected from and something desirable thanks to the action of science.
The Portuguese version stresses the exclusivity of the ingredients and the safety
provided by the product, whereas the English, despite containing a similar claim,
focuses on the effectiveness of the product and the enjoyment it may offer.

Lancaster Sun
Unia gama completa de produtos formulados
com base em ingredientes exclusivos, para que
possa desfrutar do sol com toda. a scguranýa e
obter um bronzeado dourado sublime.

A full range of products based on highly
effective ingredients allowing you to enjoy
fully the pleasure of being in and out of the
sun, whilst obtaining a wonderful golden tan.

The relationshipbetweennatureand science,which is sometimesambiguous,is further
explored in advertisementsthat mention situationswhere sciencefinds in nature the
solutionto protectskin or hair againstnaturalagents,including ageingprocesses,
which
for LancomeVin6fit, which
are also part of natureas we view it. In the advertisements
will be analysedbelow, it is possibleto observehow advertisingdrawson nature,and
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science,to validate its discourse.An elementof nature- grapepolyphenols- is used,
through scientific action, to make a product that protectsskin, restoring its 'natural'
hydration, which, according to the English version, has been affected by the
environment(seeSection8.5.3). Referenceto elementsof nature,as well as to natural
substances,scientifically processedor manipulated,used to confer seriousnessand
authenticityon the product,andto endowit with an auraof naturalnessandscientificity,
simultaneously,is present in numerous cosmeticsadvertisements,such as Nivea
Firming Lotion, 'its combinationof natural Liposomes,Safflower Oil and Vitamin-E,
will significantly improve the firmnessof your skin', and the examplesbelow, which
are selectedextractsof the PortugueseandEnglishversionsof the sameadvertisements:
L'Or&al Pldnitude
Rico em vitaminas e minerais esscnciais.

Packedwith vitamins and minerals.

Yves Saint Laurent - Haute Tenue

Verdadeirodesafio,a sua f6rmula vaporizada Fresh micro droplets of plant-basedproteins
em.frescasmicro goticulas
as proteinas and an active yeast together form a simple,
vegetaisformarn na pele uma.malha tensora invisible "secondskin"
( Y
...
As these examples show, in both Portugueseand English advertisements,there seemsto
be a recurrent line of argument and lexical options which is similar in that it implies a
craving for the 'natural', although, as pointed out by Williamson, it is a culturally
determined natural, as 'the "natural" is a meaning given by culture' (1978: 123).
According to this author, after science and technology have worked on nature, either to
fight it, or to improve on it, there is a move back to nature, through images and symbols
of a socially constructed idea of the natural, or as she names this phenomenon, 'the
ideology of the natural': nature is apprehended by culture as 'natural' so that it can
confer this quality on cultural aspects (1978.: 135). Cosmetics advertising adopts and
explores this craving for the 'natural', by presenting products as natural ones or as a
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means to achieve naturalness. The frequent use of the adjective 'natural', or the adverb
4naturally', as well as the pictures of natural settings or natural elements contribute to
evoke this atmosphere, even though this may seem paradoxical as the very essenceof
cosmetics, and makeup products in particular, is anything but natural:9

Restore what's naturally yours. (Palmer's Cocoa Butter Formula)

Discover the ancient symbol of natural radiance. (Tian Shen)

N
ii,
`ý,;
fi5r"-.
cohifdff

Cotton

A

you
10

I

-

IMgTcl

Figure 32 Tomotei (English)

9 In order to assessthe firquency of this claim in both English and Portuguese adverts, two tables have
been included in Appendix 3. Table 4 includes a series of examples in English and Table 5 presents
extracts of Portuguese advertisements. The extracts marked with an asterisk signal caseswhich have both
the English and Portuguese versions of the same advert.
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To concludethis seriesof exampleswe will refer backto the Timotei advertusedin the
title of this section- 'Let naturego to your head'- in which the conceptunderlyingthe
advertisingclaim is fully basedon the idea of a naturalproduct,patentin the copy and
in the picture.10In this advert, nature is presentedboth as a source of problems,
representedin the picture by the thorny dry brancheson the woman's head,and as the
both in language- 'Natural extracts'- andin the picture,through
solution,represented
the cotton. Nature is also presentedas desirable, evoking positive connotations,
connectedwith the idea of redressingthe balance,as discussedabove: 'helping to
restoreits naturalstrengthandshine'.
The characteristics of cosmetics advertising discussed so far may apparently

However,a closer
point to a similarity betweenPortugueseandEnglish advertisements.
analysisof the corpusselectedwill help unveil differences,and will serveto point up
translationproblemsand strategies,which are alwayspresentno matterhow global the
advertisingapproachmay be. Indeed,the presenceof divergencesin the translational
approachis one of the reasonswhy cosmeticsadvertisinghasbeenallocateda separate
section in this study. A rapid glance at the advertisementscollected will reveal that
whereasin perfumeadvertisingthereis a clearpredominanceof untranslatedspecimens,
translatedversionsprevail. This and other aspectswill
amongcosmeticsadvertisements,
be the objectof discussionin someof the sectionsbelow.

8.2 Pictures in Cosmetics Advertising

As in the caseof perfumeadverts,picturesare a rather stableelementin international
cosmetics advertising campaigns, as they remain mostly unchanged. Thus, despite

10 The body copy of this adverthasalsobeenincludedin the tablesin Appendix3.
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occasional differences in the visual elements of international campaigns, we will try to
describe some pictorial features which are common in both Portuguese and English
cosmetics adverts. Pictures in cosmetics adverts normally display the product, either the
packaging only, or the very substance.It is also common to find pictures displaying a
model wearing the product advertised. These advertisements, which are more common,
normally depict a model's face, or part of the body, or both. Indeed, although there are
various cosmetics adverts that display the packaging alone, such as Shiseido's and
Clinique's adverts, most of them include a human participant as well, even if it is only a
drawing, such as most adverts for Bouýois. Nevertheless, cosmetics advertisementsthat
depict the full image of a human model are very rare. Usually, they tend to display parts
of the body, an option which normally depends upon the product type, as pictures
frequently present the product advertised by emphasising the parts of the body it is
is
illustrated
in
figure
below,
for
This
the
an
advert
well
strategy
a
associated with.
lipstick and a nail lacquer.

tI

Figure 33 - Est6e Lauder Pure Color Crystal"

" This is only one part of a double-page
advert. As we are focusing on the pictorial elements, the text
page has not been included (it will be included below, 8.5.3).
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As with advertising discourse in general, this may not always be so linear, since an
important advertising device is to cause surprise and seek originality. However,
whichever image is selected, the use of

human participants in

non-verbal

communication seemsto be a resourceful device in advertising, since, as Dyer claims,
such pictures are able to communicate in a number of ways: through 'appearance',
which can provide various clues, from age to gender, or nationality, among others;
through 'manner', which involves expression and eye contact, for example; and through
12
(1982:
97-10
1).
activity, since gesturesare related to certain activities

8.2.1 Science, Nature, and freshness represented in pictures
In the introductory section of this chapter, which describes common features of
cosmetics adverts, special attention has been devoted to recurrent themes and referent
systems. What we expect to demonstrate in this part is that these themes and referent
systemsare often pictorially represented,either in combination with textual elements, or
as pictorial messagesalone.
Even though we recognise the existence of a denotative and a connotative
dimension in an iconic message in adverts, given the fact that pictures are culturally
determined, and that the viewer perceives both dimensions simultaneously (Barthes,
1977: 36), we also agree with Forceville's view that 'the distinction between the literal
and the symbolic message is thus merely a theoretical one' (1994: 80). Pictures in
advertisementsare invested with a strong symbolic value, as the goal-oriented character
of this discourse mitigates against a denotational or literal reading; second readings and
Mly
in
potential
are
exploited
meaning
advertising. Pictures are thus
pictorial elements'
powerful advertising vehicles and it is hardly surprising that advertisers use them to

12Table3 in Appendix3 providesan overviewof the mca recurrentfeaturesin imagesof cosmetics.
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convey a significant part of (if not the whole) advertising message, particularly in
international advertising, where pictures are visibly pervasive. For these
reasons, it
seems natural that advertising motifs are primarily represented by visual elements, as
they are the first to be perceived by and create an impact on the target audience.

Constructing a scientific world
We are not going to elaborate on the theoretical

issues underlying

this advertising

approach, as this has been previously discussed. Nevertheless, we will draw on Kress
and van Leeuwen's

(1996) findings to explain more systematically

visual elements are used to confer scientificity
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Figure 34 - Shiseido The Skincare (Portuguese; first two pagesof a four-page advert)

One of the most obvious factors adding to an impression of scientificity is the use of the
type of pictures commonly found in scientific articles or books, or in technical manuals.
As noted by Kress and van Leeuwen (1996: 149), 'scientific and technical pictures, such
as diagrams, maps and charts, usually encode an objective attitude.' Such objectivity
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may in turn contribute to an image of rationality and, as a result, lend credibility to the
for
Diagrams,
advertisement.
example, are commonly depicted in cosmetics adverts,
such as the adverts for Shiseido above. These adverts seem to epitornise the 'scientific'
approach in advertising, as the whole campaign appropriates the style of scientific
discourse. In the example displayed, there are cross-section diagrams, representing
human skin, which are part of a 'scientific' discourse in both its textual and pictorial
dimensions. According to Kress and van Leeuwen, this type of diagram represents an
'objective viewpoint:

'Its objectivity derives from the fact that it does not stop at

levels"
hidden
(1996:
deeper,
150).
beyond
but
to
the
more
surface,
appearances, probes
The layout of this four-page advert, similar to that of an article in a journal,

13
first
The
its
'seriousness'.
the
to
and
sobriety
of
and
whiteness
contributes
aura of
laboratory
the
of
a
environment,
are
reminiscent
secondpagesof
advertisement,which
contributeto the visual recreationof a scientific world. However,the weak contrastsof
14
in
low
brightness
they
a misty effect. There
as
result
modality,
colour and
may create
of producttextures,suchas the magnifiedsamples
are identicalgraphicrepresentations
of foundationin the advertsfor MaybellineTrue Illusion, as well as severaladvertsfor
Vichy products, whose campaignsalso normally adopt the style of scientific (and
medical)discourse,aswell.

13Owing to questionsof layout andspace,we haveonly includedthe fuu two pagesof the advertfor The
Skincare.Also, they seemsufficient to illustrate our discussion.N0nCthclCss,
the remainingtwo pages
havebeenincludedin Appendix I (Figure 24). For the sakeof comparison,we have includedthe same
extractsof the English Internetversion,which seemsto be a good sourcein this case,as the portuguese
Internet version is identical to the print vcrsion. (See Appendix 1, Figures 25,26,27 and 28, in
h accessedon 31-10-2000).
httt)://www.shiscido.co.ipLcteOOOlststhtmVintro3.
14Accordingto Kressandvan Lccuwcn 'modality' rcfcrs to the way the ideationalconceptsof real/unreal
by visuals.As in language,visual representationcontainsa numberof markersthat confer
arerepresented
a higher or lower degreeof realism (naturalism)to pictures,amongwhich are colour differentiationand
brightness(1996: 160-168).
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Constructingthe 'Natural'
Like Science,Nature constitutesa rich referent systemwhich manifestsin different
ways in advertisingdiscourse.Pictorially, Nature may be representedby a 'natural'
setting,or by 'natural' elements(props),drawn from their habitualcontexts,alongside
the productsadvertised,as is normally the caseof cosmeticsadverts.In thesecases,
natural elements are representedas already 'cooked', or culturally transformed
(Williamson, 1978: 103-110),meant to bestow the positive associationsevoked by
Natureonto the products.'s In otherwords,becauseit is a rich sourceof symbols,nature
is constantlyfeaturedin picturesof cosmeticsadvertisements,
eitherasan ingredientof
the product, transformed,or as a symbolic 'object' that transfersits attributesand
connotationsonto the product.
The advertfor Lano5meVindfit displaysgreengrapes,which, in the anchoring
text, are referred to as product ingredients. Pictorially, their meaning potential is
maximised: in addition to providing a strong sensorial effect, which seems to result
from colour saturationand contrast, their texture also createsan analogy with the skin's
smoothnessand freshness.The image of the grapes as ingredients is reinforced by the
textual elementsand by the fact that the audiencehas become used to visual advertising
structures where normally natural elements, such as fruit, vegetables, herbs, among
others, depicted next to the products or packaging, mean that they are part of the
composition (Figure 52)
Flowers, for example, are a recurrent element not only in perfume advertising,
but also in cosmetics adverts. However, unlike in perfume advertising, where they are

15Williamson's
anal)sis of Natum's rcprcscntation in adverts is basodon Lk%,
y-Strauss' dcscription of the
cultural transforniation of natural objects in society, she cxplains that 'in cooking. nature, in the form of
raw matcrial (e.g. mcat) enters a complex s)stcirn Atbcrebyit is differentiated culturally (for example it
may be roasted or grilled). In just the sarw way. images of nature are -cooked" in culture so that they
may be used as part of a s)mftlic s)-gcm* (1978,103ý
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often associatedwith the product properties,in cosmeticsadverts,flowers are rather
featuredas symbolsof (natural)beauty,smoothness,delicacy,perfection,romanticism,
love or passion.Colour, in thesecases,may play an important role, in addition to the
type of flower, as it often matchesthe shadesof the advertisingcampaign.In an advert
is
flower
Astor's
Sensation
later
in
Margaret
Pink
there
the
this
a
of
explored
studysamecolour - deeppink - as the product, which may be associatedwith passion,as
suggestedby the wording and the colour itself The orthographic and phonetic
resemblancebetweenone part of the brand name- 'Astor' - and 'aster', a variety of
flowers is at the leasta happycoincidence.In the Lanc6meadverts,rosesare a constant
brand
is
by
image.
In
brand
is
this
there
the
the
every
advert
element,which part of
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the
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advert
can
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rather
it displays a green rose, sticking out of a bunch of grapes. Such pictures are normally
suggestive and symbolic, as they do not try to establish a more pragmatic relationship
with the product. Thus, the pictures in cosmetics adverts reflect an ideological natural,
have
become
it
image
to
that
through
elements
recourse
we
of
nature,
as constructs an
used to regarding as 'natural', even though they are often detached from their truly
gnatural' settings or functions, and manipulated to fit the characteristics of the product
or its advertising style.

ImaResof 'Freshness'
More an intended effect than a referent system, 'freshness' is present in cosmetics
advertising, not only in the wording, but also, more prominently, in the images depicted.
This motif is often connected with the previous one, since water is primarily a natural
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elementitselý which is often used in cosmeticsadvertsto conveysensorialimagesof
'freshness'.Picturesdepictingwater are truly abundantin cosmeticsadverts,which is
not so surprisingif we considerthat water is part of their compositionand that one of
the most common claims in skincare products adverts is that they hydrate skin. In
in
be
the shower
to
that
there
water,
usedwith
are actuallymeant
addition,
are products
for example.Thereseemto be four main lines of appealin which water is depicted:

-

that the productprovideshydrationor moisture;

-

that the productcontains(thermal)water,

-

that the productprovidesa feeling of freshness;

-
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16In both their Portuguese and English versions. See Appendix 1, Figures 16,17,18.
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more direct representation, and depicts the product on a splash of water, transmitting a
sensation of freshnessthrough the image of water itself in contact with the product. The
other one is more allusive and uses a pictorial metaphor. By depicting a drinking straw,
it suggests an analogy between the product and a drink, and hence to the taking in of
liquid: the product is a drink, in other words, the product functions in the same way as
drink. The textual elements provide the remaining information, which, combined with
the image contribute to the same basic concept: a feeling of 'freshness'. In the end, in
both cases the prevailing idea or advertising promise is the same: the product will
provide a feeling of freshnessby hydrating skin-

8.3 The Relationship Between Text and Image

We have mentioned that pictures have a prominent status in the majority of
have
But
in
also noted that no text-lesscosmetics
this
we
study.
advertisementsused
adverts have been encountered.Therefore, we will try to understandthe way text
interactswith the pictureto conveymeaning,so asto infer someof the implicationsthat
for
have
translationsuchrelationshipmay
Although we will draw again on Barthes' model (1977), namely the anchorage
and relay ffinctions, we recognise that cosmetics adverts may sometimes prove too
Barthes'
'linguistic
For
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thing,
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complex
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body
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textual
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elements various
Thus, in the case of cosmetics adverts that contain extensive body copy, in addition to
the caption and the headline, it is not always clear that every textual element is equally
body
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independent
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makes
message. This does not mean,
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however,that suchtextual elementsshouldbe interpretedindependently,but ratherthat,
when consideringBarthes' functionsof the linguistic messagein pictures,we may have
to allow for different levelsof connectedness,
andasa result,for co-existingfunctions.
Moreover,beforeproceedingwith the actualanalysisof adverts,it may be useful
to reiterate that our discussion is based on the premise that linguistic signs depicted in
print adverts are primarily visual elements, at least in the sensethat they are part of a
visual 'compositional structure' in multimodal texts, as discussed by Kress and van
Leeuwen (1986: 181-182). Therefore, and according to these authors' model (Section
3.3.2), aspectsof the linguistic message,such as their placement in the overall layout, as
well as size and typeface, or any other aspects that may affect the linguistic message's
&salience', or 'information value', or still their relatedness to the remaining iconic
important
in
have
the overall
meaning
an
elements, are relevant pictorial aspects,which
iconic message,at least as important as the linguistic meaning such signs may convey.
The different linguistic elements are also interconnected: the body copy
normally evolves from the headline and/or caption, which may also evolve from the
product name. The latter is normally connected with the nature of the product, which
in
be
it
linguistic
to
considered
relation to the picture. As an
element
makes an essential
briefly
interconnectedness,
this
may
consider the English version for
we
example of
Photog6nic, analysed in more detail below, which shows how textual elements evolve
17
around the samebasic idea - that of an analogy with photography:

Name: Photogdni
Headline: 'A radiant, healthy complexion from evejy angle.'
Text (extract): 'Result: skin looks radiant in any light flawless from every angle.'

17

Emphasisadded.
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A further complicating factor is the fact that the wording on the packaging may be
considered as yet another component of the textual makeup, adding to the overall
linguistic messagein the advert. In other words, we may regard it as part of the picture
of the packaging - as a visual element - or consider its linguistic information as
relevant, thus constituting part of the linguistic message.Even though Barthes does not
refer specifically to such cases, he regards the product name as part of the linguistic
message in the analysis of the Panzani advert (1977: 33). In addition, such linguistic
elements are sometimes the most noticeable ones, providing relevant information on the
product advertised. In the discussion on cosmetics names, we will analyse the value of
such information, which seems to have an impact on the body copy as well, and, as a
in
international
both
translational
the
approaches
campaigns
result, on
advertising and
(Section 8.4). As this study aims to discuss the aspectsthat may interfere in translation
practices, rather than to provide an exhaustive technical insight into the visual elements
in advertising, it seems plausible to regard such verbal information as part of the
linguistic message,although this may be a controversial option.
In the analysis of the relationship between pictorial and textual elements,
precedence will be given to the most prominent linguistic elements, such as headlines,
captions and names, which, beside having more visual salience, seem to be more
directly related to the image. Where relevant, we will also refer to the body copy. Text
and image may normally be related in three ways:

-

Through the themes or basic advertising conceptý as text and image often evolve

aroundthe sametheme;
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-

Through the ffinction of anchorage,where text guidesthe reader'sinterpretationof
the visuals, or the function of relay, which implies that text and image complement
each other. The two functions may also co-exist;

-

Through both modes, which is often the case.

As maintained by Forceville, Barthes' function of 'relay' is the one that describes more
aptly the complex interdependence of linguistic and pictorial elements in advertising
(see Chapter 3). Moreover, as the themes are expressedthrough the pictures, which are
usually the stable element in international advertising, the accompanying verbal
discourse, which is frequently translated, is expected to maintain topical coherence, by
taking key themes and concepts into consideration. The advert for Shiseido The
Skincare (Figure 34) illustrates the intricate relationship developed between all
dimensions in advertising. All the forms in which text and image may be related are
present in this advert. Thematic confluence is probably the most conspicuous, as images
alluding to science are corroborated by a pseudo-scientific discourse, where layout,
lexical items and the discourse imitating a scholarly article combine to produce the
overall effect. Moreover, textual elements anchor the diagrams and figures displayed,
and at the sametime underline their scientific character.
The verbal elements' anchoring function in cosmetics advertising is also

noticeable,since text often helps the readerto discern the specific kind of product
advertised,besidesdevelopingand emphasisingthe advertisingclaim. To assessthe
interplay of textual and visual elements,we will usean advertisementfor Max Factor,18
without the linguistic elements:

"' For this purpose, we have removed the
verbal elements from this advert, which will be analysed in
more detail in Section 8.5.2.
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I
Figure 35 - Maxfactor Seamlesswithout

Figure 36 - Maxfactor Seamless

verbal message(doctored version)

(English)

A reader who comes across this picture could be easily led into thinking that this is an
advert for a perfume, for example. The type of packaging depicted, however, would
probably reveal that this is an advert for some kind of cosmetics product. And,
speculatively, it may be possible to go as far as to say that the colour of the product
might indicate that it is a foundation that is being advertised. Moreover, from the
atmosphere of sensuality and seduction evoked by the picture the reader would possibly
infer the desired associations. However, the linguistic messageprovides further relevant
clues for the interpretation of the picture, emphasising important characteristics of the
product, that may differentiate it from other similar products. First, and for those
addresseeswho may not be acquainted with this kind of product and for whom the
product colour is not so revealing, the textual elements may prove fundamental, by
explaining that the product advertised is a foundation. Second, the linguistic message
explains why the neck is given pictorial salience, drawing attention to that part of the
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picture which is closely connected with the 'virtues' of the product: the fact that it
leaves no foundation lines. The interaction of text and image in this respect accounts for
an essential aspect in modem advertising: differentiation. Furthermore, the caption at
the bottom tries to confer prestige and credibility on the producý by highlighting the
endorsement of a supposedly famous makeup artist. To sum up, the textual elements
guide reading through the paths previously chosen by the advertiser.

8.3.1 Thematic convergence in translation

The examplesjust discussedemphasisethe interdependenceof visual and textual
dimensions in advertising, drawing attention to the way linguistic elements concur with

the meaningof the advert in a discourseinvaded by image. It seemsclear that the
translating strategywill have to considerthe interplay of both aspects,otherwisethe
decodingprocesscould be affected. This sectionaimsto showthat, evenin caseswhere
text seemsto havea lessdeterminingrole, the relationshipbetweenthe elementsin the
advert is essential for construction of the advertising messageand therefore for
translation.Indeed, even in such cases,these elementsare normally bound together
through a common basic concept or idea, frequently manifestedat a lexical level,
throughwhat maybe calledkey terms.
A glance at the adverts for Clarins Moisture Quenching Hydra-balance Cream

display
English
Portuguese
demonstrate
the
that
and
versions
major differencesat
may
identical
fulfil
functions,they are different
in
levels,
they
otherwords,although
various
texts. Nevertheless,it is patentthat the two texts containsimilarities:they are aboutthe
sameproductand,more importantly,they anchorthe samepicture.Both texts are based
on the same concept, namely that the product's function is to restore the skin's
hydration, after it has been exposed to the environment, and they guide the
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interpretation of the picture by conveying the idea that the product gives skin what it
needs: moisture. Thus, key lexical items, though not always the first 'readily available
19
but belonging to the same lexical field, are used to
(Nida,
166-167),
1964:
parallels'
convey the basic idea and add to the mood expressedin the picture. The Portuguesetext
abounds in terms related to water and hydration: 'sede, 'hidrataggo', 'hidratada', 'Agua'
and 'fresca'. The English advert is not so insistent, probably because the name of the
product is provided in English and establishes an immediate connection with the key
items
lexical
Quenching
Hydra-balance
Cream).
Nonetheless,
(Moisture
the
concept
20
'fresh'.
'moisture'
'hydration',
'dehydration',
and
contribute to a similar effect:
In order to highlight the way different translational options may affect imagetext coherence,we have used seven adverts for Lanc6me Photog6nic, two of which are
English versions, four are Portuguese, and one is a French advertising text taken from
21
The latter has been included in the discussion to confirm the basic
Internet
the
.

is
brand.
French
The
for
in
developed
texts,
this
the
a
as
reason
advertising
concepts
language
is
in
that there are caseswhere
the
than
same
one advert
selecting more
in
identical.
Therefore,
language
in
the
order to check whether
are
not
same
versions
this happenedin both Portugueseand English adverts, at least two adverts from
different sourceswerenecessary.
As expected,the picturesin all print advertisements
are identical.The imagein
face,
depicts
them
neck andpart of the armsand shoulders.The
woman's
a
young
all of

19 Eugene Nida (1964/2000: 167) distinguishes two main areas of adaptation in a natural translation
involving dynamic equivalence: giammar and lexicon. Icxical modifications can affect different levels,
among which are '(1) terms for which there are readily available parallels, e.g. river, tree, stone
which we believe to be the case of some of the words mentioned in these advertising texts.
20The pictures of these adverts have been included in Appendix I (Figures 30 and 3 1) since in order to
obtain a readable image it was necessaryto use a larger figure than the ones included in the body of the
dissertation, which would cause considerable problems of space and layout.
21In http//Www. lanCOMC.
COM/_franCC/bdd/diSplay.
aSp?lg-fr&-crr-=FR&ProdUCt
accessedon 25-10_id=71,
2000.
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close-up emphasises the flawless complexion of the model's face. Part of it is also
intensely illuminated,

it,
is
directed
flashlight
if
at
adding to the pictorial
as
some

salience of the face and making luminosity a noticeable feature in the PiCture.22 The
name of the product, the first prominent linguistic element common to all versions,
Provides the first interpretative cue for the light in the picture - 'Photog6nic'

-

indicating that there is
in
'Me
light
two
to
a
photography
studio.
allusion
perhaps some
basic concepts

light
thus
and photography.
text
the
suggested:
evolves are
around which

"'ý39
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"
ze,

gor

_e0

11110TOG

23
(Portuguese)
Photog6nic
Figure 37 - Lanc6me

22Notwithstanding,
for the sake of accuracy it should be mentioned that the two English adverts are
Presentedin double-pageformat, whereastwo of the Portugueseversionsare single-pageadverts,and two
are double-pageadverts,
as well.
23For
reasonsof spaceand resolution, the remaining versions will be displayed in Appendix I (Figures
32,33 and 34).
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It is possibleto confirm this analogyin the two English adverts,which containidentical
24
in
identical.
Portuguese
In all of these
copy, and two of the
adverts,which are also
advertsthere seemsto be a commondiscursivestrategyin that the advertisingmessage
has borrowed the style and discoursefrom the field of photography.This is visible in
the choiceof expressionsand lexical itemsthat combineto give the advertisingmessage
coherence.The product is metaphoricallypresentedas possessingthe attributes of a
camera,which hasthe ability to act uponthe skin's light, a strategywhich is reflectedin
the discourse,asthe following extractsmay show:'

A radiant, healthy complexion from evcEy
angle
Luminosidade e vitadidade num novo Fond de Light-reflectipZ-makeup - SPF 12. A unique
Teint - SPF 12.0 seu complcxo reflector Photo-Flex(V complex Mtimises the effects of
Photo-Fle (D controla a luz, difundindo-a em light ( )
...
Tez luminosa, viva, sob todos os fingulos

While the syntactic structure of the two texts may be different, and despite some shifts
in the meaning produced by different lexical choices, such as 'viva' instead of 'healthy',
there is a common strategy that can be seen in the two key concepts developed. The
French text also evolves around the same ideas, as the extracts below confirm. It is also
possible to recognise some of the translating options of the Portuguese version, namely
the preference for 'viva' and 'vitalidade:

Teint vivant, lumineux, parfaitement unifid, naturel.
( ) conqu pour maltriser ]a lurnifte sous tous les angles.
...
Syst&merdflecteur exclusif Photoflex pour diff-user la lurni&c en douceur sur le visage.

24 English adverts in Elle, UK Edition, Nlay 2000 and in Cosmopolitan, LIK Edition, April 2000.
Portuguese adverts in F-Ife, Portuguese Edition, June and November 2000, and in COSMOP011tan,
Portuguese Edition, April and May 2000.
25Emphasis added to texts.
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Two other Portugueseversionshavebeenfound in the samemagazinesbut in different
issuesof the sameyear. Oneof thern,in Elle (November,2000), is a shorterversionof
the advert analysedabove.It maintainsthe sameconcept,though in an abridgedtext.
Shorter versionssometimesfollow the initial ones, which, especiallyin audio-visual
media, may reducecosts considerably.The other version (Cosmopolitan,May 2000),
however, involves more significant alterations, which may affect the relationship
betweentext andimageaspresentedin the advertsjust discussed.Even thoughthe same
picture is displayed,it seemsthat someof the advertisement'scoherence,not only in the
relationshipbetweenvisual andtextualcomponents,but also in the relationshipbetween
textual elementsthemselves,especiallybetweenname and text, may have been lost.
Part of the analogybetween'camera' and product hasdisappeareddue to a shift in the
subjectof the headline- 'Baseluminosa,viva, emtodosos sentidos'- insteadof - 'Tez
luminosa,viva, sobtodosos ingulos' - usedin all the other versions.It is no longerthe
'skin' that becomesradiantor luminous,but the product,the foundationitself, which, as
a result, is not referredto asthe agentthat 'controls' the skin's light and luminosity. In
the samesentence,the discourseof photography,namely the idea of perspectiveis
abandonedwhenthe expressionusedin the other adverts,'sob todos os ingulos' ('from
every angle') is replacedby 'em todos os sentidos'. Besides,the meaning of this
expressionin this sentenceand in this contextis uncertain,sinceit is not clearwhether
'em todos os sentidos'means'in every sense'(or 'in every senseof the word'), which
refers back to the qualifiers 'luminosa' and 'viva, or 'anywhereyou look'. The latter
may sounda little far-fetchedasit involvessomeinterpretativeeffort andgood-will, but
it showsthat this expressionintroducesa noteof subjectivity.
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Although it has not beenpossibleto determinethe actual factors affecting the
different versions- different translators,changein the advertisingstrategy,unawareness
texts - we may attemptto speculateon
of previous texts, or different source-language
the basisof the actualtexts. As mentionedin previouschapters,multiple versionsof the
sameadvertsare commonin advertising,a featurethat conformsto Guid6re'sconcept
of 'multitext'. It seemsthat the Portugueseversionsmay havehad different authors,or
the translatorwould have possibly noticed someincongruity, especiallyif we consider
the short spanof time betweenthe two translations:one of the versionswas publishedin
April, and the one under analysisin May of the sameyear, in the samemagazine.The
in
the
dates
the
a
change
advertising
to
of
possibility
out
publication
rule
seem
also
in
in
in
later
November
Portuguese
editions,
and
strategyasthe other
versionsappeared
June 2000 (Elle). It is not possibleto concludewhetherthe translatorwas awareof the
former versions,but a careful analysisof the advertsavailable seemsto suggestthat
different source-language
texts may have originated different translations.Indeed,the
text under analysisrevealsadherenceto the Frenchtext's features,whereasthe others
introduce a relevant shift. It is possiblethat both texts have started from the same
However,
differently.
the apparentsimilarity of the
developed
brief,
advertising
and
latter
hypothesis.
doubt
the
to
texts
upon
remaining
seems castsome

[Teint lumi&revivant,lumineux( )I
...

Baseluminosa,viva ( ).
...

A radiant, healthy complexion from e
angle

-1

luminosa, viva, sob todos os bgulos

8.3.2 Divergent textual functions in translation
By textual functions we mean the role played by verbal elements in images, namely the

functions of relay and anchorageas defined by Barthes,(1977). We will examinethe
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different levels of relatednessbetween linguistic and visual elementsin advertising
messagesin different languages.The different informative potential of the visual and
linguistic componentsmay affect their ffinction in the advertisingmessage,as well as
the translatingstrategyadopted.In other words, different languageversionsof the same
advert may display divergencein the relationshipbetweentext and image, or at least
different levels of interconnectedness,
in which casesthe linguistic messagemay serve
different functionsin the processof decipherment.For this discussion,we have used
the Portugueseand English versionsof advertisementsfor Clinique sincethey normally
reveal a strong emphasison pictorial elements and provide relevant examplesof
different translationaloptionsat this level in the two languages.

Clinique Stop Signs

The first visual elementsto standout in the two versionsof this advert arethe products
depicted in the centre of the page, as well as the birthday candles: one of them lies next
to one of the products and the other is in the cold cream jar. The fact that the candles are
contextually misplaced invites a metaphorical reading of this picture. According to
Forceville's model, discussed above, this advert contains an 'MP2' (a metaphor with
two pictorially present ternts): the cream jar is the primary subject and the secondary
subject is metonymically represented by the birthday candles -a

birthday cake. The

jar
is
birthday
'cream
be
thus
cake'. The addressee is
as:
metaphor can
verbalised
invited to draw the connotations suggestedby this metaphor in this message.Although,
as noted by Forceville, we cannot expect that all addresseeswill infer exactly the same
from
this visual metaphor, we may expect that it will bring
meanings and connotations
favourable associations(1994: 129-130). The fact that this is an advert will certainly be
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a determinant factor, otherwise, the associations of a beauty product with the passing of
26
ironic.
become
the years could
rather

N,Iuitos allos de vitäa!
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Figure 38 - Clinique Stop Signs (Portuguese)

Figure 39 -Stop Signs (English)

The reader is thus confronted with a picture that, in general terms, tries to persuadeher
(as this is a product for women) that, with the help of the products, birthdays are still a
for
kind
the unwanted
for
they
solution
of
offer some
reason
celebration, as
in
is,
however,
the advert that may
There
element
another
consequencesof ageing.
it
is
in
And
linguistic
interpretation
this aspect
the
the
the
message.
guide
picture:
of
that the Portugueseand English versions differ more significantly.

26Forceville describes an experiment which assessesindividuals' responsesto visual metaphors. One of
the hypotheses he formulates and tests is that: 'Both the processing of strong and that of weak
interpretations of metaphors are likely to be influenced and constrained by viewers' awareness of the
"genre" to which word and image under consideration belong, namely advertisements. This knowledge
affects and steers the associations perceived as appropriate. More specifically, viewers know that
advertisements always intend to sell, and hence make a positive claim about, a product or service'(1994:
188).
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The English advert is mostly visual. Even so, there are noticeable linguistic
elements on the packaging that provide further information on the type of product and
that also provide some clues to a positive interpretation of the advertising messageas a
whole: age is not a problem, so it can be celebrated, becausethis product prevents the
appearanceof ageing signs. This information has a persuasive character, highlighted by
the use of a modifier -'visible'

information,
in
is
- which not very common packaging

as the latter is normally presented as purely informative. This strategy reveals not only
the importance of these textual elements in the advertising approach, but also the
intention to make them conspicuous in the picture. This is not, however, the only textual
is
bottom,
from
Apart
in
the
there
the
English
the
at
web site address
element the
advert.
body copy on the left, in 'landscape' position and in a very small font. The latter
contains additional information about the products advertised, and an anchoring element
for the depicted metaphor: 'Happy Birthdays. New Stop Signs Cream and Serum reduce
the look of lines, wrinkles and age spots. Allergy Tested. IO(YloFragrance Free'. Given
the peripheral position the copy occupies, as well as its font size, we may conclude that
this information has not been given pictorial salience. It takes an inquiring mind, or
for
for
to
this
that
a
reader
search
the
study,
and actually
motivated
reasons such as
one
field.
the
that
text,
natural visual
out of
read
small
The distribution and nature of the textual elements in the Portuguese advert
diverge from the English version just analysed. The first significant aspect is the
',
de
'Muitos
line
in
headline
to
the
vida!
which
corresponds
anos
a
presence of a
Portuguese version of the 'Happy Birthday' song. Although this linguistic element does
it
the
visual metaphor, certainly constitutes an interpretative
not affect the meaning of
factor, which has a strong bond with the picture - it anchors the visual message.While
the two terms of the metaphor are visually depicted, the Portuguese advertisers and
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translators included an anchoring text, limiting possible different interpretations
prompted by visuals. Briefly, a comparative analysis of the Portuguese and English
versions seemsto suggestthat:

a)

The textual elements in the Portuguese advert have more compositional salience.
The headline, which is non-existent in the English version, is displayed in a
visible place, in large font, and with colour contrast. The copy, albeit less
larger
font.
in
bottom,
is
the
a
comparatively
prominent, placed at
The headline in the Portuguese advert establishesa direct anchoring relationship
information
is
in
both
Though
the
the
present
packaging
with
pictorial metaphor.

interpretation
direct
link
it
does
the
of the
a
with
not establishas
versions,
metaphor, standing rather in a relationship of complementarity.

C)

The copy in the Portugueseadvert is more developedthan the English text. The
body copy in the English advert also contains the type of information provided by
its
but
it
Birthdays'
'Happy
headline
Portuguese
given
poor
the
visibility,
-

doesnot seemto be relevantin the immediateinterpretationof the advert.

Before we attempt to infer the possible factors that may have motivated the different
strategy adopted by Portuguese advertiser and translator, we will analyse a similar

example,which may help corroborateany possibleconclusions.

Clinique Super City Bloc
The structure of this advert (Figures 40,41, below) is similar to the previous one. It
presents a metaphor with two pictorially present terms, which may be verbalised as
'product is key holder'. While the metaphor is 'complete, as far as the primary subject
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(cream tube) and the secondarysubject (key holder) are concerned,the linguistic
elementson the packageseemto be necessaryto developthe meaningssteeredby the
visuals. The key ring may connotesomethingone normally carries,or an access(a way
in), but in order to fully understandthe advertisingclaim at least the brand name is
necessaryto indicate it is a skincareproduct. As in the previous example,the most
salient linguistic signsare the oneson the packaging,which provide informationon the
product type, and hence on the metaphor'sprimary subject: 'face protector is key
holder'. The remaining text in the English advert is also given weak salience,as its
position and font size indicate. In this case,however,the English audiencemight be
involved in a greaterinterpretativeeffort if they do not considerthe body copy, which
fact,
In
to
the
the
text
although 'genre' may
metaphor.
contains
relative
anchoring
constrain reading options, this metaphor seems to accept various plausible
interpretations,especiallyasregardsthe attributesof the secondarysubject:

Face protector is key holder in that you keep forgetting it.
Face protector is key holder, as it fits into your bag.
Face protector is key holder in that you always take it with you.
Face protector is key holder in that you must always take it with you.

All of theseinterpretations,which probablywill not exhaustall the possibilitiesowing
to the idiosyncrasyinherent in the act of decoding,may be promptedby the visual
elementsif the addresseedecidesto ignore the copy, namelythe part that anchorsthe
visual metaphor:'Don't forget'.
The Portuguese advert, on the other hand, includes a prominent headline that
provides an anchoring element. Therefore, the audience has all the required indices to
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in
headline,
the
interpretation.
In
the
to
as
and
the
addition
establish
pre-determined
include
has
discussed,
Portuguese
to
the
more
chosen
other example
advertiser
developed copy at the bottom with details of the type of product advertised. Despite the
remarks we have made about the low readership of advertising copy, given its visual
salience, this text is more likely to capture readers' attention than its English
counterpart.

ý-

-

3ý'A r12%.

Figure 40 - Clinique City Block (Portuguese)

Figure 41 - City Block (English)

Notwithstanding the above considerations on the role played by textual elements in the
Portugueseadverts, it is a fact that in both advertisements,and in both versions, there is
an emphasis on the visual dimension, and that the English advertisers seem to expect
that visual messagesare enough to ensure the desired 'reading' of the adverts, which
to
hand,
on
rely
is
feasible.
The
Portuguese
seem
the
versions, on
other
admittedly quite
the written elements to guide the reader's interpretative efforts.
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Although each one of the adverts analysed raises specific questions, it seemsthat
more general considerations start to take shape, namely as regards translation issues.
First, all of the modifications introduced by the target language versions involve some
kind of amplification of the textual dimension. Such amplification affects and is
affected by both linguistic and visual factors. As far as the linguistic aspect is
concerned, there is a clear textual development of the body copy: additional information
included.
benefits
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The visual
the
normally
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products' characteristics and eventual
from
in
is
decisive
this
and
results
a number of
component
amplification,
equally
information
in
is
introduced,
devices:
headline
the
of
contained
combined
using part
a
the copy in the source-language text, therefore grabbing more attention. In addition,
purely pictorial mechanismscontribute to the overall impression of an amplified textual
information
in
increased
larger
font,
the
textual
of
contrast,
placement
colour
message:
the layout, which is easily accessible, as far as the visual field is concerned. These
aspects together seem to converge towards an increased salience of the linguistic
besides
in
target
the
pointing to the already mentioned
message
version, which,
interconnectednessof the visual and linguistic elements in adverts, seemsto suggestthat
both dimensions are considered and actually manipulated when adverts cross borders.
The increased impact of the linguistic message,generated by both visual and

textual devices,has a twofold effect: it draws attentionto the informationalcontentof
the advert,anchoringthe pictorial elements,henceestablishinga strongerlink with the
is
it
increases
dimension,
which
a prevailing characteristicof
explicitness,
pictorial
and
27
levels
(see
different
Blum-Kulka,
1986:
21).
In order to
translationsthat manifestsat
overcome difficulties of different sorts, such as culture-bound language features,

2' Mona Baker also refers to an increase in explicitaess as a universal feature of translation (1993: 243).
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translators often resort to clarification and explication, which frequently result in an
amplification of contents (e.g. paraphrases,footnotes). In the case of multimodal texts,
such as the advertisements analysed, explicitness may have been required by an
anticipated difficulty in the decoding of the advertising message.One of the factors that
may have motivated this strategy is the fact that the most outstanding linguistic
elements are on the packaging, in a different language. This gap is partly compensated
for by the headline, which guides the reading of the picture, and by the body copy,
is
far
English
As
the
the
the
advertisement
as
products.
which explains
nature of
concerned, the same reasons that led to divergence in the Portuguese advert may also
help explain the minor role attributed to the wording: the fact that it contains redundant
information.
The need to increase explicitness through amplification may also occur in
information
fill
In
Clarins'
to
gap.
an
advert
adverts where visual elements are altered
for Body Lift 2000, the Portuguese version differs in the visual presentation from its
English counterpart. In addition to divergent perspectives of the model's body, there is
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product.
a result, the
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an extra pictorial element
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type
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Furthermore, a stronger bond between text and image is established,namely through the
headline, which includes the product name and the advertising promise, as well as the
in
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is
less
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the
to weaker
version
visible
caption, which nonetheless,
colour contrast. The factors underlying this amplification seem to be similar to the ones
discussed previously. Indeed, unlike the English versions, the more prominent textual
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Portugueseaudience, hence calling for additional information, which has been provided
28
pictorially.

nceur
0
2,0 Oý.,:,.
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IIAIIIýý;

Figure 42 - ClaTins Lift Minceur (Portuguese)29

8.4 Names in Cosmetic Products

The names of cosmetics - whether involving skincare, hair-care, or makeup products remain usually untranslated in Portugueseadvertising, which, means that, according to
Guid&re's model, 'transplantation' is also the most frequent translational option. The

28 It should
nonetheless be noted that the French name itself includes a borrowed term from English 'Lift' - which, given its widespread use in Cosmeticsjargon, as well as its naturalised forms, such as
'liftd', for example, seems to indicate that it has become part of current language. Nevertheless, the
product name used in the Portugueseversion is the French one, since the English reads 'Body Lift'.
29See picture of English advert in Appendix I (Figure 29).
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factors that seem to motivate this approach are, in many respects, identical to the ones
discussed in the section on perfume names. In addition to the fact that the adverts
analysed belong to long-established hegemonic brands in the area of cosmetology, as
well as the economic and marketing advantages related to the standardisation of this
element, cosmetics names in another language may also gain from the association with
their country of origin or the language used. Also, some names may be easily
understood by the Portuguese audience due to phonetic or orthographic similarities.
This could be the case of Revelation (Est6e Lauder), Pidnitude (L'Or6al), Urban Active
(Helena Rubinstein), or Hydra-Extr6me (Galenic). On the other hand, the frequently
functional and descriptive nature of cosmetics names can raise further points of
discussion to be developed in this study. Moreover, the Portuguese and English
approaches,as far as translation is concerned, seem to indicate some divergence in this
below.
discussion
be
the
of
matter, which will
object
Cosmetics names often consist of a tripartite structure: the brand name, the
product line, and the product name, or fiinction: Shiseido - Vital Perfection - Balancing
Softener, or, L'Or6al - P16nitude- Hydrafresh. A bipartite structure, consisting of the
brand name and the product name, is also common: Dior - Capture Essentiel, or Max
Factor - Seamless.In such casesthe function or purpose of the product is sometimes
provided in smaller typeface, as well, which means that, in the end, the structure is
mostly tripartite in terms of information. But a structure of this type would not be under
discussion if it were not for its descriptive character. In other words, cosmetics names
function
indicate
the
of the products they denominate. According
and
very nature
often
to the model of analysis of advertising names proposed by Goossens,expounded in the
in
dimension
descriptive
important
the
of
role
meaning
previous chapter,
plays an
cosmetics names. As they normally consist of common nouns, the ordinary sense of
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thesenounsis expectedto be taken into consideration,which doesnot meanthat the
connotativemeaningsstirTedby those namesis not important.On the contrary,the
4non-constitutive
associativemeaning'of thosewordsalwaysplaysa part in namesthat
havea clearadvertisingfunction(seeGoosscns,1985:101).
Furthermore,cosmeticsadvertisingrelics more and more on pictures,which
often depict the packaging in close-up, %here the names of the products are made to
stand out. Thus, it appears that by leaving these elements untranslated, Portuguese
versions may sometimes become less accessibleto the readers, who may fail to fully
understand the properties or the specific type of product advertised.It seemsimportant
to consider the non-arbitrary character of cosmetics names, which, as might be
expected, arc carefully chosen so as to bring positive associationsto mind. Cosmetics
namesare normally meaningful andýeven if not very descriptive, they try, nonetheless,
to evoke feelings and images, as noted by Dyer, who claims that 'names given to
cosmetics and other beauty products frequently recall images of beauty, cleanliness,
sophistication and naturalness' (1982: 141). Dior NoAge Esscnticl, L'Or6al Plenitude
Hydrafresh and Shiscido Vital Perfection illustrate this characteristic of cosmetics
names. In addition, the pscudo-scientific discourse referred to in the above section can
begin in the very name of the product which, as observed by Dyer may 'convey
scientific authority: Eterna 27. Clinique. Endocil, Equalia'(1982: 141).
We could be led to believe that thesedescriptive nameswould occur more often
in skincare products, as they need to give an indication of specific functions and age
groups or skin/hair types they are aimed at, but there are plenty of examples from the
world of makeup, such as Est6e Lauder Re-Nutritiv All-Day Lipstick. More than just
trying to create some mood or image, the nameof this lipstick is closely connectedwith
its properties: in addition to being healthy, it lasts for a whole day. Ile namecomprises
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a characteristic of the product and the advertising promise. There are many more
examples of this strategy among makeup products, some of them not so descriptive, but
nonetheless suggestive - 'Smooth Result' (Maybelline), or 'Rouge Absolu' (Lanc6me)
it
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becomes
though
that
this
even
skincare
products
more conspicuous.
-
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Figure 43 - Clinique 3 Steps (Portuguese advert)

The information provided by the product name, which often includes the product
ftmction, may actually bring about changes in the audience's perception of the product,
resulting in either a favourable attitude - grabbing their attention - or, a negative one,
information
In
kind
this
to
the
them
as
unsuitable.
either
product
case,
of
causing
regard
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seemsto be significant in terms of audience response, as it provides criteria for the
30
involved.
selection of the products
A closer examination of an advert for Clinique 3 Steps (Figure 43 above) may
help explain some of the points raised. The names on the pictured packaging indicate
the function of each product, and except in the case of the cake of soap, the information
may not always be so obvious. The meaning of 'moisturising', for example, could be
includes
fact
for
Besides,
that
the
the
the
the
packaging
name
on
unclear
general reader.
the advertising message, as in many Clinique products -

'dramatically different

moisturizing lotion' - seems to confirm the importance of the product name as a
promotional device.
Clinique Body offers further points for analysis. These products present a
threefold type of name - Clinique (brand), 'Sparkle Skin' and 'Instant Energy' (product
lines), and 'body exfoliator' and 'body wash' (product function), respectively. In this
however
it
is
information
have
that
vague
may
required,
case, advertisers
more
realised
seem,as the picture alone could prove insufficient to fully explain the advertising claim.
The body copy - 'Escolha a linha fresca e energ6tica' (Choose the fresh and energetic
line) and 'Ou a linha suave e confortAvel' (Or the gentle and comfortable one) - reveals
information
lines
the
the
to
on
with
more
of product
audience
an attempt
provide
English
'instant
literal
be
the
They
translations
of
energy' or
available.31
may not
'sparkle skin', but they do fill the information gap left by the untranslated names. The
English version, conversely, could dispensewith more detailed copy, and even with the

30Therearc manyadvertisements
that showthis relationshipbetweenproductnameand productfunction,
StayMoisture
Time
Release
Creme,
1001/6
Indelible
Lift,
Resilience
Est6e
Lauder
products:
suchasmany
On Lipstick. Other examples by Shiscido indicate the mainstreamapproachto cosmeticsnames:
Berieflance- Eye Treatment Mask, Bio-Pcrformancr.Intmsivc Clarifying Essence,Bio-Pcrformance
Advanced Super Rcvitalizcr, AdvancedEssentialEnergy Body Firming Crean PurenessOil Control
TreatmentCompacL
31Our translation.Seepicturesin Appendix I (Figures35 and 36).
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prominent headline of the Portuguese version, since the picture and the packaging
information can convey the mood and information required. It also includes text, but
this is clearly relegated to a minor role, with reduced salience: a summarised version
written in small font, on the left, in landscape format. At first sight, it appearsthat the
Portuguese advert provides more information, but on a closer examination, we may see
that the English advert provides the same type of data, through the verbal elements
displayed on the packaging, which are likely to possessincreasedattention value.
For various reasons,the English versions adopt different strategies.Many of the
belonging
Englishbrands
in
in
English,
to
of
case
names are provided
not only
is
from
different
It
in
but
origins.
case
of
products
speaking countries,
very often also
denomination,
French
in
find
French
to
their
that,
to
addition
very common
products
display an English version too, including small print information on the product bottle.32
This strategy has not always been adopted in advertisements for products from Englishspeaking countries, which sometimes display the English version alone: Maxfactor
Seamless,and various Clinique products, including the ones discussed. Nonetheless, it
it
becomes
both
by
be
that
the
clear
that,
gathered,
using
corpus
analysing
should
noted
English and French is still the most frequent strategy, and that the third part of the
tripartite structure of the name is normally the one to be translated into one of these
languages, most probably becauseit contains the product function. Est6e Lauder, which
is an American brand uses both languages:

Auto-bronzant tcint6
Est6c Lauder - Sunless- GoBronzc Tinted I EWc Lauder Self Tannerfor Legs
embcllisseurdesJambes

32SeeTable 2 in Appendix3 for productnamesdisplayedon productpackaging,
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There are also casesof international brands that opt for English namesfor their products
even if they are of a different origin, such as Shiseido's. The examples collected so far
indicate that products of this brand are marketed with English names, though the
packaging also displays the descriptive part in French:

Shiscido - Vital Perfection Balancing Softner

I Shiscido Vital Perfection
Lotion Adoucissante

The strategies used in naming products seem to confirm that English is used as a 'tool'
by internationally-oriented brands, and that, as in the case of perfumes, despite being
traditionally associatedwith these products, French has lost some of its dominance over
English in the area of cosmetics, where it had previously reigned unchallenged. As in
brands
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it
that name their products,
to
encounter
possible
perfume advertising,
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not mean,
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in
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French
names of many
patent
still
prestige of
international products, and certain French brands, such as Christian Dior, are so deeply
brand
in
French
the
that
tradition
name alone endows the product with
rooted
indisputable Frenchness. In addition, the presence of the name of the French capital Paris - below the brand name seems to attest to the power of the French 'made in'
character in advertising.
Whichever strategy is used, French and English, or English alone, what seemsto
be most relevant for our study is that the English audience is never deprived of a full
by
language,
least
the
not
whereas, as we could observe
product, at
understanding of
have
Portuguese
to look at the copy, if provided.
the
sometimes
will
audience
above,
Thus, advertisements may not have the same impact, especially if we consider that the
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copy receives less attention, and that the pictures, including the depicted packaging
displaying the product name, are more instantly grasped by the reader or potential
consumer. Ogilvy reflects upon the readership of advertisement body copy, as well as
upon the importance of illustrations and headlines and acknowledges that the copy does
not receive as much attention from the audience as headlines or pictures, for example
(1983: 71,79). He emphasisesthe importance of conveying the advertising message
from the very start: 'If you are lucky enough to have some news to tell, don't bury it in
in
it
loud
body
State
ten
clear
and
your
people will not read.
copy, which nine out of
your headline' (1983:71). Headlines are not under discussion in this part as we are
discussing names. However, in cosmetics advertising, a part of the name is often made
to stand out as part of the headline or title. On the other hand, the argument here is that
when relevant information is included in the body copy alone, there is the risk that it
be
be
ignored
by
to
the
the case as
audience,
seems
which
might
a significant portion of
far as Portuguesecosmetics advertising is concerned.

8.5 Text in Translation

As mentioned above, cosmetics adverts often include extensive copy, especially if
compared to perfume advertisements, which reveals an emphasis on the informational
information
fact
Notwithstanding
the
the
that
provided is a
character of advertising.
it
be
in
to
meant to confer credibility and make the act
may
means an end, other words,
of choosing or eventual purchase seem more sensible to the target audience, we should
bear in mind that it may also provide relevant details, which guide consumers' choices.
Thus, whereas advertisementsthat consist of picture and name alone representa
major proportion of perfume advertising, a similar strategy has not been encountered in
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cosmeticsadvertising.Both in the caseof advertisementswith extensivecopy, and in
the caseof advertisementsthat contain very short copy, the advertscollectedcontain
some text. Not all copy is intended to give an informative characterto the advert,
though. Very often, the text lacks an informative characteraltogether,adopting an
emotive approach instead: the advertisementsfor Margaret Astor Pink Sensation,
Tolour Your Emotion' and Clarins' makeup set, 'As Cores de Todas as Emog6es'
('Discover the shadesof emotion9),33are examplesof this strategy.It could be argued
that theseare only examplesof makeupproducts,which apparentlydo not require so
much information.However,there are also examplesfrom skincareadvertising.Dosha
has launcheda campaignfor variousproductswhich is notably mood-evoking,lacking
34
in
informational
habitual
the
skincareadvertising. Even though someof
characterso
the advertisementscontain densecopy, they do not include information on product
propertiesor modeof use.In fact, whenthe productpackagingis not depicted,it may be
difficult to discernthe product advertised.Insteadof the habitualtext, enumeratingthe
advantagesand composition of a given product, Dosha adverts adopt an intimate
discourse,with a hedonisticand narcissistictone, establishedfrom the very outset in
the headlines,suchas, Tgoista - Conhece-tenua, se egoistaquandoningudmestivera
35
is
looking').
know
('Egoist
to
olhar'
get
yourselfnaked,when no one
Whichever strategy is adopted to draw readers' attention to the product,
cosmetics advertisementsseem to provide other challenges for the advertising
translator,who is responsiblefor making those messagesintelligible and appealingto

33 Tdcouvrez Us Coulcurs de Ltmotion'
and 'Discover the Shades of Emotion' are the French and
English Internet versions, respectively- hup: //www. clarins. ftffiDtgiglpýlcctDroduitcfm?
ldrub--33;
http: //www. clarins. fr/uktinaiWpý2/sel=roduit.
cfm? ldrub--33 accessedon 10 -01-2001.
34 The advertisements have been collected between February 2000
and November 2000 from the
Portuguese editions of various women's fashion magazines, such as Fjje, Cosmopolijan and MWma.
35
()Ur

tra,, SWOIL
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the target audience. Normally, the amount of copy and its prominence in the
advertisement require a different translational approach, which is reflected in a
divergent distribution of the categories of translation from the ones encountered in
perfume advertising. To begin with, Translated Advertisements clearly outnumber all
the other types considered in this study: Untranslated Advertisements, Mixed Language
Advertisements and Parallel Translations (see charts in Chapter 6). Only one example of
included
in
has
been
found
has
been
(La
Prairie),
this
translation
not
our
parallel
and
analysis becauseit does not seemto be representative of the parallel versions in current
magazines: it has been found in an In Flight magazine, whose editorial content normally
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in
English. Therefore, the
in
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this
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consists of parallel
translational option seems to have resulted from this feature; an assumption that is
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fact
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is
it
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except
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which

8.5.1 Untranslated Advertisements
For the reasons discussed above, non-translation is not a very common strategy in
information
fact,
In
the
the
nature
of
provided, such an
given
cosmetics advertising.
few,
however
be
hardly
the existing examples may
at
all,
andý
expected
option would
in
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languages
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that
that
the
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play
suggest
role
relevant, not to mention that standardisation of advertising copy, at various levels,
The
different
collected
adverts
present
of
products.
range
characteristics,
reachesa wide
but they both provide rich material for analysis. On the other hand, the scarcity of
examples will not enable us to extrapolate, nor reach general conclusions concerning
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this type of translation. Therefore, we will try to present a discussion of each one of
them, and infer the reasonsthat may have led translators to opt for non-translation.
p

Figurc 44 - Margaret Astor Pink Sensation

Margaret Astor Pink Sensation 167
This advertisement is a relevant example of the relationship between text and image in
by
in
image
discourse.
Even a
this
the
type
role
played
of
advertising, emphasising
English
is
the
the
totally
of
meaning
of
words used, may easily
unaware
reader who
for
is
that
this
a pink nail varnish .
an advertisement
guess
The picture is divided into two parts, and is vertically structured: in the upper
section, a model addressesthe reader through eye-lines, acknowledging the reader's
depicted
The
Leeuwen,
1996:
122).
(Kress
thus
establishing a relationship
presence,
and
model invites the reader to look at her and at the product depicted; it is an invitation to
the content of the advert. The colour shade of the product advertised is all over the
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picture: the model is wearing intensedark pink makeup,the nails included,and she is
holding a pink flower in one hand and a petal in the other. The bottom sectionof the
picture displaysa close-upof part of the model's hand holding a petal, wherethe nail
varnishis highlighted,and so is the productbottle, which is foregrounded.Accordingto
Kressand van Leeuwen's(1996) modelconcerningdirectionalityof pictures,discussed
above,the top and bottom sectionsof this advertisementcorrespondto an information
value of ideal and real, respectively.The upper part includes the ideal, the emotive
appeal,throughthe beautyand seductionof the model. The bottom sectiondepictsthe
product, and, as in structuresof this type, it is more informative and practical (1996:
193).Thus, in a brief tentativeanalysis,we may saythat the picture alonecomprisesthe
appeal and the information - how beautiful and seductivethe potential buyer may
becomeby acquiringthe pink nail varnish.
The informationprovidedby the copy below and on the right sideof the picture
does not include any kind of objective details about the product or its application.
Instead,it tries to add to the more emotive mood createdin the upper sectionof the
picture. This aspect,togetherwith the self-evidentcharacterof the picture, may help
account for the translator's decision not to render the text into Portuguese.The
exceptionprovidedby the two translatedwords in the advert- 'PrimaveraNerao99' seemsto reinforcethis idea as they constitutethe only informative wording displayed,
hencethe only one that has requiredtranslation.In addition, there may have beenan
intentionto useEnglishto constructpositiveimagesconnotedby this language.

SalvatoreFerraizamoSummerCollection
This advertisementpresentsdifferent characteristics:there is no humanparticipant,and
the copy provided seems to be of a more informative nature. The picture depicts the
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products alone, conferring an image of freshnessthrough the water underneathand
splashedover the products.Even though there is no representedmodel to establisha
relationshipwith the viewer throughthe eye-line,this picturehasa persuasivecharacter,
or, accordingto KressandLeeuwen,it hasan interactionalpurpose(1996:90):

The overall impression of an abundance of parts (or ingredients, or varieties of the
product) or the alluring sensory quality of the advertised product as a whole ( ...) take
precedence over more dispassionate scrutiny of Possessive Attributes. Persuasion is
foregrounded, instruction and exposition are backgroundcd.

As in the previous advertisement, informational parts have been placed at the bottom,
except for the brand name and the caption, 'Pour Femme', on the right. The text
includes a combination of three languages: French, in the expression just mentioned,
Italian in the product brand name, and English, which has been used to name the set of
products - 'Summer Collection' - and to give information about them - 'Perfumed
Body Mist Without Alcohol SPF6, Shower Foam, After Sun Gel'. With the exception of
'Perfumed Body Mist', these details are also displayed on the products' packaging, both
in French and in English, as part of the bipartite structure of the name.
By keeping this advertisement untranslated, the advertiser seems to gain from
the connotations provided by the languages employed: the sensuality and trendiness
often associated with Italian, the prestige of the French cosmetics industry, and the
international character bestowed upon the products by the English language. The
objectivity of the information has been relegated to background, and an emphasis has
been given to the appealing pictorial message and to the associations evoked by the
three languagesused. Moreover, it should also be noted that these devices are likely to
be part of a more general brand strategy, as a similar approach has been used to
advertise Salvatore Ferragarno's perfume in Portugal.
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Figure 45 - Salvatore Ferragamo Summer Collection

8.5.2 Mixed-language advertisements
Cosmetics mixed-language advertisements represent 19% of cosmetics advertisements
selected for this study. This quota would have increased significantly if we had included
advertisements that use the product name, or part of it, in the Portuguese copy.
However, as those words have been considered as part of the tripartite or bipartite name
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a
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different category - 'Translated Advertisements'. The line dividing these two types of
advertisements- mixed-language and translated advertisements- is sometimes blurred.
In order to achieve accuracy, we have relied on the name displayed on the packaging, so
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words/expressions in question only have the function of product names in that text.
There have been other caseswhich made it likewise difficult to draw a line between the
two categories. On such occasions, the criteria used to place the advertisements under
different headings will be provided in the analysis of the advertisements, so that the
examples and figures may provide evidence.

Max Factor SeamleSS36
This advertisement combines Portugueseand English in its copy. It could be argued that
the only English word used is part of the name, but in the phrase 't Seamless' ('It's
Seamless'), the term 'Seamless' seems to play two different roles: it is a proper noun
and an adjective. Its role as a proper noun is indicated by the capital letter at the
beginning of the word and it may be read as: the product name is Seamless.As most
proper names in cosmetics advertising it is not an arbitrary choice and it includes the
meanings embedded in that word, namely those meanings related to the absence of
marks. It is, according to Goossens,a case in which the ordinary sense of the name
word is constitutive in establishing a reference for the product name (1985: 102).
'Seamless' is normally used as an adjective, which leads the reader to a second possible
and intended reading: this foundation does not show any lines (no one can tell the
person is wearing foundation). Given the nature of the product advertised and of the
advertising discourse itself, which tries to recover all the meaning potential of lexical
items and sentence structures, we may claim that there is an emphasis on the latter
reading, thus on the adjective, which has been left untranslated in the Portuguese text.
As explained in the section on cosmetic names, some Portuguese readers are likely to

36SeeEnglishadvcrtabove,Figure 36 (Section8.3).
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miss the connection between the product and its name, and between the name and the
text. In other words, if they are not acquainted with the English language, or with that
specific term, readers will consider the first reading alone. Therefore, the wordplay will
be missed, as well as some of the pleasure associated with deciphering adverts, and
37
be
in
involvement
lost.
consequently, the
of the reader that processmay also

--

Figure 46 - Max Factor Seamless(Portuguese)

As far as the remaining text is concerned, namely the headline and the text below the
literal
has
for
translation. VA-ffle 'Uma base
the
translator
opted
a
rather
picture,
invisivel sem demarcaýdo' does not correspond exactly to the claim made by the
English text - 'No visible foundation line' - as, according to the latter, what is invisible

37 Alexandra Pinto draws attention to the importance
of readers' involvement, by emphasising the
attraction exerted by language play upon individuals (1997: 191).
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is the line normally left by similar products, and not the foundation,the Portuguese
versionseemsto succeedin transmittingthe ideathat the foundationdoesnot show,that
it blendsinto the skin.

Clarinsadverts
Although the advertisements
selectedfor analysiscontaindifferent texts with their own
peculiarities,it may prove useful for this study to start by presentingsome common
aspectsas they raisegeneralissuesthat may be usedin a comparativeanalysisbetween
Portugueseand English approaches.Most Clarins advertisementshave been grouped
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that might be slightly negative at times since they hinder a clear
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the expression 'efeito "autofocus"' in the advert for Extra-Firming Foundation (Figure
42, above) has not been found in any of the other cosmetics ads collected, and not even
the context provides a clear clue to its meaning. A similar case is the expression 'sem
4'capiton7", which, not surprisingly, is also displayed within inverted commas in the
inverted
both
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text.
advertising
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resorts
advertising
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commasto deal with the uncommonterms, which appearsto indicate a lack of more
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m 'Capiton' is a Frenchterm used in cosmeticsdiscourseto talk about ccllulite. It seemsto be part of
cosmeticsjargon and,asa result,may not be accessibleto peoplewho are unacquaintedwith this speffic
discourse.Thereare reasonsto believethat this is a very specialisedterm as it is not presentin ordinary
Frenchdictionaries,suchas the Dictionnaire du Franfais Conlemporain(1971). The NouveauLarousse
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are probably derived ftom the samebasic idea and concept,but they haveclearly been
developedin divergent ways. If we visit the Clarins web-site (seeextract below) and
considerone of the productsadvertised,'Lift Mnceur 2000', for example,we may even
speculatethat the Portugueseversion is closer to the French,wherethe basic concepts
39
are outlined. This tentative remark could be further supportedif we comparedthe
Frenchtext to its English countcrpartýonamelythe expression:'Plus mince,plus ferme,
plus lisse sanscapiton, which, as we could see,hasbeentranslatedinto the Portuguese
print advertword-for-word. Conversely,the English version,'For firmer, smootherskin
without "sponginess"', despite being closer to the French text than the print
advertisement,usesan Englishterm to translatethe Frenchexpressionin question:

Lift Minceur 2000
Plus mince, plus ferme, plus lisse sans
capiton.
Lift Minccur 2000 est le premier amincissant
qui agit sur la. prot6inc G, pretdine ccllulaire
<<clef>>
et ((acc6l6rateuro de la minccur. Cate
exceptionnelle innovation Clarins cxplique
1'efficacitd record de Lift Minccur 2000,
validde par des tests sur plus de 2000 femmes.
Tr&s concentr6, il vous aide i affincr ct
rcgalbcr votre silhouette, tout cn gommant le
capiton.

Body Lift 2000
For
firmer,
smoother
skin
without
"sponginess"
Body Lift 2000 is the first body contouring
treatment to act on the 'G' protein, the
"ignition key" and "accelerator" to the body's
firming process. This exceptional innovation
explains Body Lift 2000's record effectiveness,
tested by more than 2000 women. lUghly
concentrated, it helps you obtain a more
refined silhouette and reduce a "spongy"
appearance on the backs of the thighs and
buttocks.

The rest of the English text is evidently very close to the French version, especially if
'ignition
key'
into
the
take
and 'accelerator' - but,
metaphors employed we
account
familiar
English
text
Portuguese
the
the
uses
more
advertisement,
expressions.it
unlike
seemsthat despite the use of 'sponginess' in inverted commas to suggestthat this might
not be the technical term, the text remains accessibleto the target audience.

39Inhn: //www. clarins. fr/fr/main/t)b2lpýuit. cfm.? Id==5 accessedon lo-ol-2001
4OInhM: //www. clarins. frhtVJmaiLaipb2produitcfnL?id=5 accessedon 10-01-2001
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We havealreadydiscussedthe role of cosmeticsnamesin a previoussection,but
it seemsrelevant,at this poin%to mentionthat eventhe inclusionof somedescriptive
namesin the text may disconcertthe reader.For example,in the advertisementsfor
Clarinsbody line, the introductionof the nameof the products,"Hulle tonic' or 'Crime
Masvelt', or 'Fluid D&saltcrante Masque Anti-soir, raises the question of the
readabilityof the sentences
and,ultimately,of the text.Termssuchas 'creme', 'mAscara
(hidratante)'or 't6nico' arc part of the Portuguesecosmeticsjargon, which could make
themsuitableoptionsin textsof this kind.
Not all Frenchterms in Portugueseversionsof advertisements
are peculiarto
this brand, as the widespread use of 'Fond de Teint' in cosmetics literature and
advertising shows. Nonetheless, perhaps because some of the terms used in these
advertisementsare sporadic uses,or becausesome refer to the very substanceor type of
product or yet again becausethe Portugueseterms for those substancesare widely used
in current language,the French terms employed in the advertisementsexamined do not
seem to have the same effect as the ones used in perfume advertising. Besides, they
oflen hinder a smooth reading of the text. The fact that these ads sometimes resort to
inverted commas or capitals in such terms seemsto reveal a need to pre-empt any lack
of accuracy,and difficulty in the searchfor Portuguesecounterparts.Likewise, doubtful
lexical choices, such as 'modulivel' instead of 'moldivel' (mouldable), point to some
weaknessin the translation presentedto the Portugueseaudience.
Due to a lack of researchin this area, it is not possibleto measurethe effect such
strategy may have in the reception of the advertisements.There has probably been no
serious impact since the copy is oflen neglectedby consumersin general. However, it
certainly raises the question of the quality of advertising translationsand proof-reading
in Portugueseadvertising. It is not the purpose of this study to embark on evaluative
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analysis regarding the quality of translations. However, it seems difficult to avoid
touching upon such aspects,especially when they pose questions directly related to this
study. Furthermore, this series of advertisements has revealed some weak points from
the language point of view, sometimes affecting target-culture linguistic norms, namely
in terms of punctuation and spelling. 41A thorough
analysis of one of the advertss may
highlight some of the aspects mentioned, as well
as offer ftuther points for discussion.
For this purpose, besides some examples taken from
other advertisements, one advert
has been selected, which is believed to be representative Clarins
of
advertising.
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Figure 47 - Clarins Teint Multi-R6g6n6rant
41In another advertisement for Clarins (Body Line), there is a misspelled
word - 'acelarar' - instead of
'acelerar' which reveals phonetic interference in orthography. There is also a punctuation mistake in the
sentence 'A linha anti-idade Clarins, enriquece-se', in the advert under discussion, where the subject is
mistakenly separated from the verb. These mistakes seem all the more important becausethey have been
found in a public message,which has (presumably) been revised and read by several people.
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Teint Multi-116jz6n6rant- Extra-Firming Foundation
One of the first points raised by this advertisement is the choice of the French
expression 'Fond de Teint" for foundation in the headline and body copy of the
Portuguese version. It is not only used to refer to the product name, but to the type of
product itself, as it is used in the lower case.

Fond de Teint vs 'Base'
As noted above, the use of this French term is not peculiar to Clarins, but it is not the
only option found in Portuguese cosmetics advertising either, as some brands have
adopted the Portuguese term, 'base'. Among the cosmetics advertisements collected,
which promote this kind of product, the majority use the French term. 'Base' is used in
about one third of the cases,and two advertisementsuse the term 'fluido' (fluid), which
refers to a very specific type of product, as it excludes powder and stick foundations.
Although the French term predominates, it is nonetheless possible to note some
hesitation on advertisers' part as to which term is more appropriate, especially if we
take into account that sometimes the same brand, for the same productý displays both
the Portugueseand the French terms, even within the same advertisement:

Vichy - Adra Teint - Fluido Mate LongaduraqAo.
Porqucum fond detcint n1odeveasfixiar a pele.42
The adverts for Lanc6me Photog6nic also illustrate this indeterminacy. There are two

versionsof the samePortugueseadvertisement:one in which 'fond de teint' is used,and
frequently,
both
French
term
the
the Portuguese 'base.
and,
more
another using

42 In the

body tCXt,'fond de teint' basbeenusecL
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Despitethe fact that 'base' is the term usedin currentPortugueselanguagewhen
people refer to a foundation, it is true that 'fond de teint' has been widely used in
cosmetics literature. For example, in the Portuguese edition of a perfume shop
publication, there is a section on makeup tips which usesthe French term: 43

Tirando partido do tom bronzeado da pele, vamos comeqar por aplicar um fand-de-teint
figeiro e luminoso ( )
...

On the other hand, it is also possibleto perceive some hesitationbetweenusing the
French term or 'base, in articles and advertorials, and even in texts that show
preferencefor the target-languageterm, as in the casebelow, there seemsto be some
reluctanceto abandonthe Frenchexpressionand the meaningsit carries,suggestingthe
44
be
by
believed
French-sounding
to
terms.
sophisticationandrefinement
evoked

TIRE PARTIDO DA BASE
Ndo M nenhumamulher que n5o fique mais bonita com uma base (fond de teint) bem
45
bem
escolhidae
aplicada.
In English advertisements, namely in the ones for Clarins under analysis, there is no
sign of hesitation between a French and an English term. From the very headline, the
advertiser has opted for the word 'foundation'. It should be mentioned, however, that
there is not complete consensusregarding the terminology of this kind of product. In
various advertisements, both for French brands or for brands of English-speaking
countries, the word 'makeup' has been chosen. Est6e Lauder Revelation - Tight-

43In Perfumes&Co.,July/August2001,p.34.

44 Marickc de Mooij discusses the impact of country of origin
upon consumers' attitudes, drawing
attention to the associations connected with stereotyped ideas of other countrics, and the way international
advertisers use them in world-Aide campaigns, giving some examples such as, 'Nbde in France means
style and elegance' (1994: 153-154).
45In Activa, January 2001: 76.
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Responsive Compact Makeup SPF15' and Lanc6me Photog6nic 'Light-Reflecting
Makeup SPFIT
-

are but a few advertisements that illustrate this choice; whereas

Boudois Teint Secret - 'An airless foundation for a sheer natural finish' and Olay
Complete Radiance
'Olay
Complete
Radiance
Foundation'
- are examples of
advertisements that use the term 'foundation'. From the examples collected, both
'makeup' and 'foundation' seem to be equally recurrent terms, which might mean they
are equally accepted. While the occurrence of the two in similar contexts may reveal
some indeterminacy, both words are part of the English lexicon, unlike the Portuguese
cases just discussed, which may have further implications. In Portuguese advertising
texts there seemsto be some tension between adopting a foreign term and a Portuguese
one. On the one hand, advertisers try to gain from the associations with the language
employed, as well as from the fact that it is an imported product of an international
brand, regardless of its intelligibility by the target readers. On the other hand, by using
the Portugueseterm, advertisers ensure the text is going to be intelligible to the general
46
reader.

Directness versus Indirectness
Another aspect that standsout when comparing the English and the Portuguese versions
of this advertisement is the way they design the audience. From the outset, in the
caption, the Portuguese advertisement bluntly addresses the age group intended women over forty - whereas the English advertisement is more implicit:

Depois dos 40 anos a pele torna-se mais 1Becausemature skin needsthat little bit more.
47
exigente.

46In Appendix 3, Tables 6 and 7 contain examplesof the different terms
used for this product (in
Portugueseand in English).
47Your skin becomesmoredemandingwhenyou are over 40. (Our translation)
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The way eachadvertisementconstructsthe image of the target readerin the discourse
may influence the reader'sprojection in the ad, thus determiningits range of action,
either restrictingor broadeningit. In the caseof the Portuguesecaption,we may foresee
a double effect: the caption may be restrictive by confining the target audienceto
women over forty, thus leaving out those younger ones whose skin also needsthat
product, or it may have a more positive result, by including all women of that age
regardlessof the real needsof their skin. It is possibleto anticipatea side effect, as it is
is
direct
to
to
to
age,
nor
skin
supposed
women's
when
not common seesuch
reference
to becomemature,in advertising.It may soundcrudeand slightly offensive, especially
jargon,
has
become
'pele
the
cosmetics
the
part
of
madura'
nowadayswhen
expression
thus solving the problem of mentioningthe exact age. The English caption certainly
targets a specific group but it is more embracing,as it allows the potential readerto
decidewhethersheshouldincludeherselfin the group of peoplewho havematureskin,
but without imposinga preciseage.
This opposition - directness versus indirectness - is consistently maintained

throughoutthe two versions,both in the respectiveheadlinesand in the body text. The
headlinesreflect the samedichotomy: a very straightforwardclaim, in the Portuguese
text, which promisesa rejuvenatingeffect, as opposedto the English, which makesa
more generalandimplicit claim, stressingthe product'sefficacy:

0 fond de teint que rcjuvenesce visivOmente.

I ne high perforrr=ce foundation.

The first sentencein the Portuguesetext, repeatsthe sameidea conveyedin the caption
directly
English
headline,
The
in
to
the
thus
the
referring
age
and
group addressed.
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sentencemaintains a more subtle tone, though it refers to the audienceenvisaged
through a processof metonymy- matureskin, implying womenwho havematureskin:

A linha anti-idade Clarins, enriqucce-sc de um I Now mature skin can experience the benefits
fond de teint rescrvado is mutheres de 40 anos of the Extra-Firming range in a new
foundation.
ou mais.

The direct tone of the Portuguesemessagein the next example lies on the use of certain
lexical items, such as 'anti-idade' (anti-age), which emphasisesthe idea that looking
'esticar
forty
be
the
a
expressions
as
pele'
choice
of
such
and
on
over
avoided,
should
...
(stretch the skin) and 'alisar as rugas' (smooth the wrinkles), especially the latter as
direct reference is made to wrinkles. Conversely, the English text avoids terms with
in
for
advertising and
more
usual
positive
a
more
negative connotations, opting
discourse, through the expression 'gently firms and revitalizes':

Urn activo tensor natural, o extracto,de 6bano, The unique formula, containing ebony extracý
firms
gently
and revitalizes mature skin.
anti-idade
activos
que se associa,aos melhores
para esticar novamcnte a pele e alisar as rugas.
-

In the extract below, an emphasison the efficacy of the product is expressedin both the
Portuguese and English versions. As in the previous examples, the Portuguese text
in
lisa',
'completamente
it
tone,
namely
as
statesthat the
adopts a more straightforward
(without
becomes
wrinkles), whereas the English sentence
smooth
skin
completely
impression.
These
divergent
though
vaguer
strategies are
conveys an agreeable
final
to
the
the
throughout
respective
advertisement,
up
maintained
remarks, which are
by
tone
the
each version:
adopted
advertising
consistent with
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A pele fica radiosa e completamcnte lisa.
Your skin is fi-esherlooking and more radiant.
E mesmo de muito perto, vocZ parem mais Extra-Firming Foundation really answers the
jovem. "
needs of mature skin.

Examples of this dichotomy have been found in other advertisementsby Clarins and by
other brands. In Clarins Lift Minceur 2000, for example, the Portuguese caption
mentions the nature of the product, stressing its improved performance, whereas the
English text refers to the function of the product in a more subtle way, through a more
ambiguous sentence:

Clarins ofcrece-1he um adelgarante que vai I A defining moment for body contouring.
mais longe.

The headlinesfor this advert contain an even more conspicuousdifference in the
advertising tone. The English version uses a very general statement,showing an
in
double
by
the expression'A
language
the
meaning
awarenessof
potential recovering
new era takes shape', which plays on the two meaningsof 'shape"-a

new era in

cosmeticsis developing- or the form of a (woman's) body. The Portugueseheadline,
on the other hand, refers directly to the efficacy of the product, through a pseudoscientific tone - 'Uma eficAciamAximasobreo "capiton7', besidesincluding the word
'capiton', which, aswe haveexplained,is likely to makethe headlinelessaccessible.
L'Ordal Pl6nitudeHydrafreshadvertisementsprovide further examplesof the
different strategiesadoptedby Portugueseand English versions,which directly affect
the discursivedesignof the audience.The Portuguesetext addsan additional piece of
information - 'Para n6s jovens' - which indicates the audienceaimed at by the
been
information,
has
This
omitted by the English text, which
piece of
advertisement.

' Evcn from vcry closc, you'll look youngcr (our UwWation).
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becomesmore allusive, as a result. Instead,it seemsto rely on the pictured model
Virginie Ledoyen - to suggestthe audienceenvisaged.The definition of the target
audiencein the Portugueseadvertisementis reiteratedin the slogan since L'Or6al's
habitual sloganis slightly alteredto accountfor the idea that the product is for young
readers,as conveyedat the beginningof the advert- Torque n6s tamb6mmerecemos'
instead
habitual
Torque
it'):
('Because
I'm
the
of
version,
eu
merego'
worth
-

Para n6s jovcns, Ur6al Pldnitude cria o I L'Or6al Pldnitude created the moisturising
hidratante que rcfresca a pe1c.
refresher for your skin.

Although the examples provided may lead us to conclude that English advertisements
are generally more allusive and that the Portuguese are more direct - subtlety as
opposed to a certain bluntness in advertising - there is not enough evidence to support
such a general premise. Nonetheless, it seemsthat it is still possible to claim that this is
a recurrent feature when comparing cosmetics adverts of this languagepair.
In some cases, such as the advertisement for Clarins Extra-Firming Foundation,
under discussion, there may be other reasonsthat explain the translating options of the
Portuguese text. An analysis of the French and English versions of this advert on
Clarins Internet site9 seems to indicate that the Portuguese advertisement has been
based on the French concept, as the Portuguese version is very close to certain basic
ideas. '40 ans et toujours rayonnant de jeunesse" seemsto be similar to the Portuguese
caption, as it makes a clear reference to the age group targeted. Likewise, the English
text on the CIarins web site is in many aspects akin to the print advertisement used in
this study, 'Finally a foundation that addressesthe needs of mature skin'. Also revealing

49In bup: //www. clarins. fr/f r/main/ b2/pfgduit. cfm? ld=175 and
--Phttp: //www. clarins. fr/uk/main(pbY
produiLcfm? Id= 175 acccssedon 10-01-2001.
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is the next sentencetaken from the French version of this site - 'Un teint visiblement
plus jeune grace i ce fond de teint anti-age destin6e aux femmes de 40 ans ou plus'50 since it is so close to the first sentence in the Portuguese copy - 'A linha anti-idade
Clarins, enriquece-se de um fond de teint reservado is mulheres de quarenta anos ou
51
mais'. The only, though significant, difference lies in the last part of the sentenceof
the French text, 'et i toutes celles qui ont la peau s6cheet d6licate', which is not present
in the Portuguese version. The French text manages to cover a broader potential
discussed
Portuguese
the
above.
the
version
of
character
audience, avoiding
restricting
These examples suggest that differences between the Portuguese and English adverts
in
direct
Portuguese
English
be
style
a
more
subtlety and of
may not
only a question of
in
(or
French..
from
but
text
to
guidelines)
source
a
adherence
advertising,
result

8.5.3 Translated adverts

This is the categorythat includesby far the largestnumberof cosmeticsadvertisements.
Despite the profusenessof pictures in cosmetics advertising, advertisersnormally
Portuguese
a
version of the wording, which
the
target-language
with
readers
provide
indicates that information is regardedas a necessarycomponentof the advertising
strategy,
Translations of advertising texts in general, and of cosmetics adverts in

in
(ultimate)
have
goal,
addition to text-specific
a common pragmatic
particular,
intentions:to make the product advertisedappealingto a 'new' target audience.The
discourses
texts,
the
that
regardless
of
advertising
of
character
prevailing persuasive
they borrow from in order to achievetheir ends, seemsto require a target-oriented

50Emphasis added.
51Emphasis added.
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approach,in that to attain an intendedgoal, and write a successfultarget version,the
translator may have to sacrificeformal or 'surface structures'of the sourceversion.52
Given the symbolic and figurative characterof advertisinglanguage,as well as the
pragmaticnatureof advertisingtexts, the translationof suchtexts is normally expected
to involve a great deal of creativity, and hence some detachmentfrom source-text
formal or linguistic features. However, even though the corpus of Portuguese
includes
different
translatingmethods,it
advertisements
examples
of
underexamination
doesnot reflect the freedomwe might haveexpectedfrom an effect-orientedtranslation,
where, as we have mentioned, formal features are sacrificed more readily (see
Newmark, 1991: 11). In the cosmeticsadverts used in this study examplesof literal
translation abound, and not infrequently, even word-for-word translations.This fact
should not concernus as long as thesetranslationsdo not betray their skopos,thus
resulting in poor 'adequacy',accordingto Nord's notioriýor as long as they conform to
the norms of 'acceptability' determinedby the recipient culture, as noted by Toury
(1995: 57). However,given the lack of researchin the domainof advertisingtranslation
reception,it is not possibleto accountfor the effect suchtranslationsmay havehad on
the audience,as there are other marketingfactors involved that may be responsiblefor
the receptionof a given productby targetconsumers.
This sectionprovidesan overview of the translationproceduresemployedin the
translation of cosmeticsadverts,so that we may then attempt to infer more general
issues.
Where relevant, we will venture to
translation
to
considerationswith respect
make evaluativecommentsby analysingpossibletranslationproblems,and failures, so
have
texts
translated
to
managedto achievewhat we have
as
verify whether such

32 We have borrowed this expression from Vermeer (1998: 44),
%-horefers to -surface structure' as the
semantic and formal elements of a text.
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considered as an ultimate essential 'goal' of translation in general: to produce a coherent
target-language text that conforms to target-language/culture, within its target system.
For our analysis, we have selected several Portuguese and English versions of
various adverts, which are representative of the translated adverts for this product
category, or which present relevant cases for discussion. Where necessary, adverts in
other languages will be used as well. We are not especially concerned with translating
decisions motivated by linguistic features peculiar to structures of the languages
involved in this study. We may occasionally refer to such cases, especially those that
reveal some degree of interference believed to impact on the target text.

Shiseido Vital-Perfection

Cuidado
suave
com
contra
as
protecVAo
agress6es ambientais.
0 meio ambiente. Agride e
coloca a pele sob stress
diariamente. Vital-Perfection
trata e protege a pele agredida
com o seu eficaz EPC-K, um
ingrediente suave e de uma
tao alta performance, que
auxilia na neutralizaglo dos
radicais-livres e da oxidaqfto
destrutiva. Ajuda a revitalizar
ea proteger a pele de fiaturas
suavidade
agress6es. A
original da pele regressa c
torna-se macia como nos
juventude.
de
tempos
Tratamento com protecqAo.
beleza de VitaEsta 6a
Perfection. Esta 6a
sua
de
sempre.
pele
melhor
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Figure 48 - Shiseido Vital Perfection (English)

Table 5- Transcription of
Portugueseversion
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The comparisonof the English and Portugueseversionsof this advert may provide
relevant examplesconcerning the 'literalness' of Portuguesecosmeticsadvertising
translationsreferredto above.In fact, a cursoryglanceat thesetwo texts will reveal a
striking formal resemblance,especiallyas far as punctuationis concerned.Even though
there are structuraldifferencesbetweenthesetwo languagesat this level, they seemto
havebeenoverlookedin view of the unusualtarget-languagestructuresadopted,which
does not meanthat this has resultedin an 'unusual' target text. Indeed,in advertising
this is unlikely to stir dramaticreactions,as it is not uncommonfor advertisersto use
their creative freedom,or as Leech calls it, their 'copywriter's licence' (1966: 176),
which oflen resultsin incursionsinto languageconventions(seeChapter3).
What may be importantto note in this caseis that any 'unusual' segmentationof
the text seemsto have resultedfrom the translationalmethod, and not only from an
advertisingstrategy.The first sentence,for example,includesa 'forced' segmentationa suspensionintroduced by an unfinished sentence- which results in an unusual
construction.However,if we continueto readthe copy of this advert,we realisethat the
'reading flow' of the two versionsis not identical, as the English text seemsto be
broken more abruptly. The fact that the Portugueselanguagestructureallows for an
implicit subject,makesa continuous(phonetic)readingpossible,as if no punctuation
mark had beenused,thus underminingthe surpriseeffect introducedby the sentence
breakthroughthe graphicpunctuationmark.53

The envirompent. It assaults and stressesskin I 0 meio ambiente. Agdd
all day.
stressdiariamente.

53

Empbasisadded.

c coloca a pele sob
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There are minor structural and semantic shifts in the Portuguesetext, such as the case of
'all day', which has been translated as 'diariamente' (daily or every day), or the
omission of 'on skin' in the Portuguese headline, which may be due to the redundant
character of the information as it is easily deducible from the pictorial elements. There
54
in
(syntactic
are also changes sentencestructure
strategies):

The complexion's original smootImess returns I A suavidade original da pele regrcssa e tornaas the softness of its younger days is gently se macia como nos tempos de juventude.
revealed.

Two alterations may be found, in addition to the change from a passive structure, in the
English text, into a reflexive one in the Portugueseversion, which may be regarded as a
formal requirement imposed by linguistic norms -'is

revealed' and 'torna-se'. The first

is
'as',
the
cause-effect
relationship,
a
which
establishing
one concerns
conjunction
by
V
in
Portuguese
the
by
text,
the
means
of
conjunction
replaced
a co-ordinate clause
(and). The second shift results from the introduction of a comparative structure in the
Portuguese text - 'como nos tempos de juventude', to translate 'of its younger days'.
These modulations, however, do not seem to cause significant alterations in text's
in
What
in
to
the
the
seems
stand
really
out
structure.
advert
overall
meaning, nor
translation is its literalness, which resides not only in identical textual segmentation, and
formal
but
in
translation,
also
similar
schemes, namely
cases of word-for-word
last
in
two sentencesof this advertisement:
the
translation
the
of
parallelism, observable

This is the beautyof Vital-Perfection.
This is your bestskin ever.

54

Emphasisadded.

I Esta,6a belezade Vital-Perfection.
Esta6a suamelhorpelede scmpre.
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Although,

in general, the translated text does not seem to present potentially

controversial characteristics from the point of view of its reception, there seemsto have
been some concern in preserving most of the source-text surface features. This is
detectable in other advertisements by this and other brands, in some cases with more
conspicuous examples of interference, which sometimes result in awkward structures
that may jeopardise intratextual coherence55The next example, another advertisement
.
for Shiseido, contains various instances of interference that seem to have been caused
by adherenceto the source-languagetext

ShiseidoCollection56
While the target text contains numerous examples that reflect some concern for
producing a target copy that complies with target-languagenorms or expectations,
mostly visible in textual segmentation,such as the constructionof longer sentences,
punctuated accordingly, it also reveals numerous instancesof what seems to be
unintentionalinterference,namelywith respectto semanticand syntacticstructures.The
word order, for example,particularly where it concernspre- and post-modification
seemsto indicateadherenceto the usual English norm of pre-modification- adjective
followed by noun- unlike the regularPortugueseorderaccordingto which the qualified
nounprecedesthe adjectiveor modifier.
The table below includes a seriesof extracts from the advertisementsunder
frequent
demonstrate
the
that
occurrence of such structures in the
analysis
may
Portuguesetranslation:

55According to Newmark (1991: 78ý in a vdde sense,interference includes 'all
caseswhere the language
of the translation is manifestly affccled whether appropriately or not by the language of the original'.
56For reasonsof spaceand resolution, the pictures of these adverts
are in Appendix I (Figures 37 and 38).
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1. Greatnew value
2. ideasof different cultums
3. methodsof different people
4. conceptsfrom different minds.
5. This is the resultof the poor communication
6. New communication*, stcms

1. a) Um novo,e profundovalor
2. a) de difcrcntesculturas
...
3. a)... mdtodosde diferentespessoas
4. a)... conceitosde diferentesmentes.
5. a) Este6 o,resultadoda fracacomunicaýý
6. a) Novossistcmasde comunicaop

It is a fact that the Portugueselanguage system allows for significant flexibility in word
order, and that the deliberate inversion of the 'usual' order of words is frequently
connected with stylistic devices aimed at conferring emphasis on a given utterance
(Cunha and Lindley Cintra, 1984: 162,270). However, these examples reveal a certain
arbitrariness, and given the recurrent character of this device, which always coincides
with the order displayed by the source text, it seems to be rather the result of literal
translation than of any translational strategy intended to highlight the qualifiers or to
obtain some stylistic effect.

The example 4 (a) raises additional problems concerning collocation and
semanticaspects.In Portuguese,the phrase'conceitosde (diferentes)mentes'reflectsa
rather unusualcollocationand it is not very clear what is meantby this expression.In
addition, no stylistic effect, or emphasisis detectable.It seemsto havebeen,again,the
result of interference,this time of a lexico-semanticorder, namely in the choice of
gmentes'to translate'minds'. In this case, 'mentalidades'or 'formas de pensar', for
example,would provide more acceptableoptions, more coherent,within this context.
The sentence,as it is, causesawkwardness,
which in this casemay not be positive,as it
seemsunintentional, and not a device to win the reader's attention, in view of an
(apparent)absenceof an effect of a stylistic or linguistic nature. Newmark defines
'translationese'as 'an areaof interferencewherethe literal translationof a stretchof the
source language text (a) plainly falsifies (or ambiguates) its meaning, or (b) violates
usage for no apparent reason' (1991: 78). The latter factor may apply to the example

just discussed.Given the possibility of altering the usual word order to obtain certain
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stylistic effects, the examples in I (a) and 3 (a) do not affect target-language linguistic
constraints, apart from those of usage. Nonetheless, they present uncommon structures,
which do not seem to contribute to any intended effect, except perhaps foregrounding
the language of the advert itself It is not clear, however, whether this has been a
deliberate translating strategy.
The reason why we have regarded the above extracts as instances of

hand,
is
On
interference
in
the
twofold.
one
unintentionaland, certaincases,of negative
does
fit
involving
device
to
the
order
not
seem
word
a rhetorical or stylistic
changeof
the objective style of the targettext, which coincideswith that of the English-language
version, and is thus intended to transmit seriousnessthrough the use of a plain
(pseudo)scientific discourse, emanating objectivity, though naturally blended with
featuresattributableto cosmeticsadvertising,such as the use of subjectiveadjectives,
hand,
On
the
a planned strategy to capture
other
and promisesof a youthful skinbe
implausible,
to
by
seems
as the text
readers' attention meansof unusualstructures
for
target-languagenorms and common
that
presentsnumerouscases
reflect concern
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near clichds of
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examplesof sentencere-structuring,
Portugueseadvertising:'Actualmentg,a Shiseidoconcentratodos os seusesforgosna
57
da
Thus,
be some
de
there
do
to
pele'
seems
preservaý!o
sistema comunicagio
.
inconsistencyin the translationalapproachin this and in previousexamples;a seeming
hesitationbetweenadheringto the source-tcxtsurfacefeatures,and trying to createa
target text that seeksto respond to the target situation and, possibly, to readers'

57

Emphasisadded.
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expectations. In the following examples, in addition to commenting on specific issues
each of the advertisements may raise, we will attempt to reveal some aspects of this
'hesitation', which will receive more detailed attention later in this chapter.

Est6e Lauder Re-Nutritiv All-Day Lipstick

h. 1I- fl,
op- 1,,I.,.

,-.II, uts,

I,,!.

l 1.

Re-NUtriv All-Doy Lipst ick

[-(-)I FF LAUDER
Figure 49 - Re-Nutritiv (second part of
double-page advert; English) 58
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Re-NutrivAll-Day Lipstick

ESI FF I ALJDLR
Figure 50 - Re-Nutritiv (second part of
double-page advert)

At first sight, there seems to have been a target-oriented approach, given the various
involving
in
text,
syntactic and semantic strategies, which
target
especially
the
shifts
indicate that there has been some concern for the target-language norms. However, a
is
that
there
the
two
show
greater adherenceto
of
versions
may
more attentive analysis
the source text than we may have expected. The first, which is a decision that affects the

" The first part of these adverts has been displayed below (Figure 5 1).
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remaining text, concerns the translation of 'Treat' by the Portuguese verb 'Trate'. The
orthographic resemblance of these verbs, in addition to some convergent meanings in
certain contexts, may have led the translator to opt for such translation. However, the
meanings of the verbs in these adverts are not only semantically different, but involve
different contexts too. This may be a decisive factor for textual coherence, as we expect
to demonstrate by looking at the two texts in more detail:

Treat your lips to a feast of colour.
Re-Nutritiv All-Day Lipstick
Feast your eyes on this glorious new collection
of wines, browns, reds, pinks, corals, and
naturals. Then treat your lips to the rich
luscious formula. With new anti-oxidant
protection to help keep lips soft and young

Trate do seu sorriso com um festival de cores!
Re-Nutritiv AII-Day Lipstick
Comece por se cncantar com esta gloriosa
colccqSo de novas cores. Beneficie depois
duma deliciosa e rica f6rmula inovadora,
enriquecida corn protccqAo anti-oxidante.

The English text establishes an analogy between the offering of a 'banquet' and the
lipstick advertised. The metaphor is developed through language alluding to this theme,
lexical
beginning
is
kept
through
text,
the
throughout
choices,
various
and coherently
with the product name itself - 'Re-Nutritiv All-Day Lipstick'- and the headline: 'Treat
59
'feast'
is
'an
One
feast
lips
the
to
meanings
of
possible
of
unusually
colour'.
of
your
a
linguistic
by
is
in
delicious
the
the
context
supported
meal',
which
abundant and
idea
involves
in
the
'Treat...
turn
to',
of entertaining someonewith a
which
expression
60
Indeed,
in
is
This
the text relies
as
well.
sentences,
subsequent
meal.
analogy present
'usual'
by
of
manipulated
a
series
collocations, or
presenting
mostly on wordplay
idioms, as defined by Andrejs Veisbergs, (1997: 161).61 The domain of food is thus

59Emphasis added.
60For definition of these expressions, see 77je Oxford F-ngfish Dictionary, 1998. The expression 'treat to'
is dcfined as follows: 'entertain, esp. with food and drink, to show hospitality to; to regalc, feast, esp. at
one's own expense ( ...) to entertain with (food or drink, or cnjoymcnt or gratification)'.
6' For Vcisbergs, collocation 'rcfcrs to the habitual or expected co-occurrcnce of words as opposed to free
combinations' (1997: 161).
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contrasted with the domain of makeup - lipstick, in particular -a

contrast that is

62
The expression 'Feast your eyes on'
maintained throughout the copy, as well.
manages to sustain the associations triggered by the headline and name, as this idiom
evokes the domain explored in the advert through a literal reading of the verb 'feast

(on) ý 63 which involves the meaning 'have a specially good meal', and managesto
,
retrieve additional meaningsrelated to idea of looking at something attractive or
pleasant. This kind of wordplay appears to result from a contextual 'semantic
transformation' of an idiom, as noted by Veisbergs,namely a 'dual actualization', a
devicethat invites both a literal and an idiomatic reading(1997: 157-159).
The enumerationof colours, which, not surprisingly, starts with 'wines',
maintains the analogy. And the remaining copy evolves around the same concept, as in
'Then treat your lips to the rich, Jusciou formula', where the adjectives, 'luscious' in
particular - often associated with a pleasant taste or smell64 - are responsible for
developing the metaphor. There is a balanced intratextual coherence, in the manner of
wordplay that engages the reader in the language 'game'. As noted by Veisbergs,
in
device
is
based
idioms
advertising, which 'is hardly
wordplay
a common
on
do
in
they
two meanings
their
offering
as
economy,
surprising
extreme verbal
view of
per phrase plus the pleasureof solving the puzzle into the bargain' (1997: 160).
The Portuguese text, on the other hand, seems to lack some of the coherence
found in the English version, not becauseit choosesnot to maintain the analogy present
in the English-language text, but rather because it fails to maintain its own internal

62Accordingto Bistra Alcxieva (1997: 138),wordplayconfrontsmore thanjust meaningsbut domainsof
humanexperience.
63Emphasisaddedto the example.Accordingto the Harrap's Dictionaty
ofEnglish Idioms (1990), 'Feast
one's eyeson' is an idiomaticexpressionthat means'enjoy looking at'.
64In 7he Oxford English Dictionary, 1998:'L Of food, perfluncs,
etc.: swcctand highly pleasantto the
tasteor smell'.
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coherence.This may be explainedby what seemsto be a lack of consistencyin the
translationapproach:in someinstancesthere is an evidentdetachmentfrom sourcetext,
and in others unexpectedfaithfulness.In other words, from the momentthe analogy
establishedin the sourcetext is abandonedin the target text, which is an arguable
though possibleoption, there shouldhavebeenanothertextual strategy,andhencethere
is no reasonto keep someof the elementsthat belong to the metaphoricallanguage
employedin the English advert.Despiteseemingattemptsto build a text accordingto
target-languagesituation, in view of the numerousshifts introducedby syntacticand
semantic strategies,the translator is influenced by some of the traits present in the
sourcetext. Firstly, the alreadymentionedoption for translating'treat' as 'trate' seems
to have resultedin unwantedinterference.The Portugueseverb involves the idea of
'take care of, which not only thwartsthe possibility of maintaininga similar analogy,
and hencethe wordplay of the English-languageadvert, but also imposesa different
direction upon the target text. Indeed,the assumptionthat the translator might have
in
text doesnot
the
missed whole strategyof analogyandwordplay the source-language
seemfar-fetched.For one thing, s/heused the immediate- in terms of phonetic and
orthographic resemblance- meaning of 'treat, and the remaining Portuguesetext
involved.
The translationof
the
associations
of
revealssomeunawareness
network
of
but also from the previous
'feast' as 'festival' resultsnot only from that unawareness,
choice involving the verbs 'treat' and 'tratar, which conditions subsequentchoices.
Moreover,the Portuguesesentenceitself containsan unusualcollocation- 'Trate do seu
65

sorrisocom um festival de cores'. asthe word 'festival' also resultsfrom one possible
word-for-word translation of 'feast', which seemsto support the suggestionmade
previouslythat the ideadevelopedin the sourcehasbeenmissed,andthat this seemsto

6,5Emphasis added.
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be both a cause and a result of a literal translating method. This uncommon usage is
only negligible or acceptable because we are dealing with advertising language, but it
starts to expose some of the incongruity encountered in the target text.
Then in the body copy the translator adopts a different strategy and works on a
new text, which, given her/his decision to drop the analogy triggered in the English
version, seems to be a reasonable course of action. However, the inclusion of the
adjective 'deliciosa', which is closely related to area of food, disrupts the textual
coherence. In addition, the translation of 'rich'

by 'rica',

which is apparently

unproblematic, results in an awkward structure given its linguistic context: 'rica f6rmula
inovadora, enriquecid com protecqAoanti-oxidante', a near pleonasm, which does not
deliver any particular effect, and seems to have been created by a literal translation
followed by the inclusion of a clichd common to target-languagetexts of this type. Lack
of coherence is also manifested at other levels, namely in the interplay of text, namely
the headline, and image. On close observation, we may notice some incongruity, as the
face depicted does not show any smile, which is explicitly mentioned in the headline. In
fact, the expression employed resemblesslogans for toothpaste.

Figure 51 LsLee Lauder Re-Nutriti,,
-

AII-Daý Lipstick (Picture)
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These examplesof internal incoherenceseem to call into questionthe translational
approach adopted, and to reflect some arbitrarinessthat may be imputed to the
translator's unawarenessof the discursive strategy employedby the English text. A
decision to omit the wordplay and the idiomatic languagepresent in the sourcelanguage text, and to replace it with other expressions,is by no meansalien to
translationof idioms andwordplay in general.Indeed,asnotedby Delabastita(1997:910), these aspects of language have often been connected with discussionsof
untranslatability.KathleenDavis also discussesthe reasonsunderlyingthe resistanceof
wordplay to translation,and arguesthat 'wordplay not only exploits the ambiguitiesof
linguistic structures,but that foremost,it makesreferenceto the systemicoperationof
language itself', it is language's 'signature' (1997: 24).66 She proposes viewing
translationasthe requiredcountersignature
of languages,but onewhich doesnot aim to
'replicatethe original'.
By pushingbackthe spectrumof untranslatabilityoften associatedwith the kind
of language used in the English advert we try to demonstrate that such a problem is
unlikely to be responsible for the choices made in the Portuguese text. In fact, we had
already addressed this point in our theoretical discussion on untranslatability, but
looking at an actual example provides a clearer view. The replacement of the domains
used, and the creation of a new analogy, would be a possible solution, but to maintain
similar associations may be feasible as well. What seems relevant to emphasiseat this
issue
here.
is
The factors that led to the
is
translation
that
the
an
not
point
viability of
choices made by the translator of the Portuguese version will have to be found

66By referring to language itsclt wordplay constitutes language's own 'signature'. Davis does
not regard
this difficulty as a definite obstacle though. Instead4the author moves on to question the whole concept of
Iuntranslatability' itself, rejecting the idea of an absolute dichotomy (translatability versus
untranslatability) based on the relativity of concepts, and adding that 'a counter signature attests the
identity of its own difference as well as the identity of the original signature' (1997: 3940).
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elsewhere: failure to understandthe strategies employed in the English text, as
mentionedabove,or the assumptionthat such devicesare untranslatable.Or the two
factors together, which seemsmore likely.
Finally, the Portuguese text leaves out the phrase 'to help keep lips soft and
young looking', which does not influence the target text as far as reading is concerned,
nor its internal coherence, but which seems to omit an important aspect of the
advertising claim. By looking at the target text from the point of view of a target reader,
it is not very clear why this piece of information has been left out. There is nothing in
the textual structure nor in the content that might have motivated this decision, which
seems to discard the possibility of constraints imposed by target-language linguisticpragmatic norms. Graphic restrictions, concerning sentencelength, the number of words
or characters, could only be confirmed if we were shown the actual choices of the
translator for that stretch of text. Besides, this is one of the rare caseswhere the target
text is shorter than that of the English version - 35 against 48 words, and 143 characters
against 190, respectively. Thus, layout does not seem to have been one of the reasons
for the omissions pointed out. Indeed, even a rather literal translation of that stretch,
such as 'para manter os libios macios e com um aspecto jovem', would succeed in
respecting spaceand word-number limitations.

Est6e Lauder Revelation

This advert will help to demonstratesomeof the points discussedso far, such as the
predominant literalness of Portuguese translations, and instances of interference of

source-language
structures.
The headline, which is the first sentence in the advert, reveals a creative
approach to the translation of the source-languagetext, and seemsto have succeededin
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building an effectiveheadlinebasedon the information providedby the sourcetext. It is
built around the samebasic idea - light and its effect on the product user - and, by
drawing on an idiomatic expression,borrowed from religious discourse,it managesto
recoveridenticalassociationsplus the onesevokedby the Portuguesewordplay.Indeed,
by using an expression rooted in the target readers' collective memory, the
advertisementmanagesto capturethe readers'attention.As notedby Odberde Baubeta,
the religious discourseis a strong validating discourseas it is part of the collective
in
by
if
it
general,
readers
especially
consciousness,
recognisable
easily
makes
which
they are part of the sameJudeo-Christiancultural tradition (1995:99-100).

Discover your best fight, day or night.
Revelation
Light-Rcsponsive Compact Makeup SPF 15
Now your skin can look fitbulously fresh and
flawless in any light natural or artificial. The
secret is this new makeup with special lightadjusting
self-adjusting
and
pigments
coverage. Transfcr-resistant formula provides
vital protection and comfortable all-day wear.

Descubra a luz que melhor a ilumina. Dia, e
noite.
Revelation
Base Compacta,Ajustivcl ii Luz SPF 15
Agora a sua pclc pode ficar incrivelmente
fi-esca,c sem defeito, sob qualquer luz - natural
ou artificial. 0 segredo,esti nesta nova base dc
maquilhagcm que proporciona uma cobcrtura
auto-aJustivel, com pigmentos especiais
tambdm auto-ajustiveis i luz. Uma f6rmula
que n5o transf: rc a cor, & protec9do essencial
e conforto durantc todo o dia.

The body copy, however, reflects a different approach, as it is a rather literal translation,
which, notwithstanding, seemsto have produced a text that is deemed to be acceptable
for the target situation. Even so, a more carefid analysis is likely to reveal some less
defeito',
'sern
the
which resulted from a literal
expression
usual choices, such as
translation of 'flawless'. This is a common expression in Portuguese, but it is more
frequently used in different contexts, such as texts, or even advertising texts, about
An
adjective, such as 'perfeita', carrying more
products.
machines or manufactured
be
likely
to correspond to the target readers'
more
positive associations, would
expectations of a text like this one.
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The remainingtext maintainsa conspicuousclosenessto the surfacestructureof
the source text, except for minor alterationsto information order, as in the second
sentence, and for the paraphrase in 'Transfer-resistant formula', which has been

translatedas 'Uma f6rmula que nao transferea cor', an expressionthat is in the least
unusual and unclear. However, given the prodigality of pseudo-technical language in
cosmetics advertisin& this expression - no matter how enigmatic (and meaningless) it
may seem - is bound to go unnoticed, or to be regarded by the reader as yet another

technicalterm that seemsto meansomethingfavourableaboutthe productadvertised.
There are other examples of cosmetics adverts that, despite preserving the

for
in
The
Est6e
Lauder
do
formal
texts.
advert
unusual
source-text
not
result
structures,
Pure Color Crystal, for example, maintains the formal device employed in the source
text - parallelism - though it introduces lexical-morphological changes. What is more,

the translatormanagesto extendthe parallel structureto the last sentence,which also
finance
'Um
discourse
from
borrowed
fixed
the
of
prazer
uses a
expression,
acrescentado' - creating wordplay based on 'substitution' of one of the elements of the
67
8)
15
expression (see Veisbergs, 1997:
-'valor acrescentado':

PortugueseText
English Text
Noun
Noun Noun
Adjective Noun Noun
Noun Adjective
Adjective Noun
Noun Adjective
Adjective Noun
Noun Adjective
Noun
Verb
Novidades para a sua boca e unhas.
New for lips and nails.
Sheer colour. Brilliant shine. A pleasure to Cores transl6cidas. Reflexos brilhantes.
Um
prazer acrescentado.
wear.

6' Even though this expression is commonly used in various discourses to
express that something makes a
positive contribution - is a value added - it is normally associated 14ith the financial expression that is
used to refer to 'value added tax'.
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Lanc6me Vindfit
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Figure 52 Lanc6me Vin6fit (English)"
-

With a view to comparing translational strategies employed by different languages in
international advertising campaigns, namely Portuguese and English, we have selected
different language versions of an advertisement by Lanc6me Vin6fit, whose pictorial
elements have been examined above. These adverts may help demonstrate that the
translation of the same advertisement in different languages reveals not only different
procedures that result from structural differences between languages, but also different
approachesto the translation process,and possibly different translational norms. For the
69
have
French
Internet,
advert on the
source-languagetext we
used the
which seemsto
be a reliable source, as when compared to the Portugueseadvert, it becomesclear that it
contains the text used in the advertising campaign.

68The visuals used in the Portugueseadvert
are identical, and the copy has been transcribed below.
69in hitp: //www. lancome-com/france/skincare/animations/vinefit/savoir.
=, accessedon 25-10-2000.
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A rapid analysis of the headlinesof the Portugueseand English versions is
enoughto revealthe divergenttranslatingstrategiesadopted.The Portuguesetranslator
uses literal translation,very close to a word-for-word translation,whereasthe English
70
keywords:
for
based
opts
on the sameconcept,and
creatinga new sentence

ghague matin, 1'6ner ie du sin pour une peau belle i croquer.
linda de 'morder'.
Todas as manhas gnggia
ia das jLvas
para
uma
pele
vas
r
,a
Moisturise and ýý
gygoLday with the power of gMMs.

The literalness of the Portugueseversion, however, does not seem to have impaired the
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building an effective wordplay, which is similar to the French version, but contains and
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though
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the
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meaning,
by
bite,
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prompted
may
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their
of
and
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morrer' expression 73
In
'morder'.
Portuguese
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this
the
way,
and
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phonological resemblance:

70Emphasis added to all extracts.
71In Nouveau Larousse Encyclopidique, 200 1.
72In Dictionnaire du Frangais Contemporain, 1971.
73The colloquial expression referred to is used to express great enthusiasm when describing something
beautiful.
as
extremely
someone
or, more commonly,
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presents a device common to this type of discourse: the manipulation of idiomaticity to
create playful language, which can be easily recognised by readers.
The remaining text reflects the literalness mentioned above, which is likely to
owe its effectiveness to the proximity of the language pair in question. Nonetheless,
there are instances that reveal interference of the source text, mainly visible in certain
lexical choices, such as 'anti-radicalar' and 't6nus', which have not occurred in any of
the other Portugueseadverts for cosmetics used in this study. The Latin origin of 't6nus'
helps to make this term more familiar to the target reader, who is bound to associateit
with more common related terms, such as 'tonificar' or 't6nico', frequent in texts of this
74
type. 'Anti-radicalar', however, is more likely to stand out either as a neologism or as
The
in
frequent
term,
technical
adverts.
only related
cosmetics
some enigmatic
is
livres'
'radicais
(free radicals),
in
this
the
of
study
expression encountered
corpus
Instead,
'anti-oxidantes'
has
three
occurrences.
only
which, notwithstanding,

is

normally used in advertising texts that refer to the protective properties of a product
in
English
is
free
This
the
the
version ('antiadopted
expression
against
radicals.
by
but
information
is
based
the
text,
the
source
provided
clearly
on
oxidants'), which
target-language oriented, hence freeing itself from constraints related to source-text
have
been
The
to
not only a more explicit text in some
seems
surface structures.
result
instances, such as the above example, but also a text full of clichds common to adverts
formula'
'bursting
'This
with vitamins and minerals'.
this
type:
or
new
of
refreshingly
On the other hand, while the Portuguese version clearly adheres to the source text, it
be
degree
to
seems
which
visible in the choice of
of explicitness,
also reflects some

74See Table 8 in Appendix 3, for occurrences of related words in Portuguese adverts.
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grainha da uva' to translate'polyphdnolsde raisin', insteadof the technicalterm used
in anothersentence 'polifenois' - making it more familiar to the generalaudience.
Chaque matin, Nnergie du raisin pour une peau belleA croquer.
Le meillIeur du raisin, pour le ler soin inergisant protecteur.
La recherche Lanc6me offire i la peau toute la richesse des nutriments essentielsdu raisin pour
renforcer son tonus, et toute la puissance des polyph6nols de raisin, anti-radicalaires
incomparables, pour lui apporter le meilleur de la protection.
R6sultat: une peau hydrat6e, 6nergis6e,proteg6e.
Eblouissante de sant6, pour longtemps.
Todas as manhds, a energia das uvas para uma pele linda de 'morder'
VINtFIT SPF8
Tratamento hidratante energdtico completo A base de nutrientes e polifenois de uva.
* melhor das uvas para oP tratamento energ6tico protector.
* pesquisa LancOme offfece A pele toda a riqueza dos nutrientes essenciais das uvas para
reforgar o seu t6nus; e todo o poder da grainha de uva, um anti-radicalar incomparivel, para
proporcionar o melhor da proteccdo.
Resultado: uma pele hidratada, energdtica, protegida. Resplandecentede sa6de, durante muito
tempo.
Existe ern duas texturas, fluido ou creme, de uma espantosafirescura.
Moisturise and energise every day with the power of grapes.
VIN-tFIT SPF15
Complete energising moisturiser with grape polyphenols and nutrients
Lanc6me discovers the perfect daily dose of hydration and protection.
This refreshingly light formula, derived from green grapes, is bursting with vitamins and
minerals to hydrate and energise skin.
Grape polyphenols, which are powerful anti-oxidants, combine with sunscreens to safeguard
from the effects of environmental damage.
Result: An immediate surge of hydration that leaves skin feeling fresh, energised and full of
fluid.
in
2
textures,
Available
or
cream
refreshing
youthful vitality.

We are not questioning here the combination of different translating procedures within
the same text or stretch of text. Different methods can and do normally co-occur to deal
during
Nor
different
the
translation
process.
are we trying to
problems
with
cases or
establish a relationship between certain procedures and the successof the translation, or
different degrees of interference. What these analyses seem to reveal is a deeper and
more general issue: that of different approachesto the translation process as a whole. it
is not always evident whether the translator assumesa clear position as to the role the
in
is
the translation of the target text, which raises relevant
to
text
expected play
source
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issues for translation studies, namely the role of interference in the target language, and,
as a consequence,the nature and role of the translational norms in this process.
8.6 On the Role of Interference in Cosmetics Adverts

Ile term 'interference'doesnot lend itself to a simpleclear-cutdefinition andtherefore
needsclarification so as to avoid inconsistency.If we considerthe observationsmade
above regardinginterference,including the definition proposedby Newmark,the first
problem posedby this conceptconcernsthe variety of caseswhere it can be applied.
According to this author,we may use the label 'interference' in every instancewhere
the target-languagetext is affected,either positively or negatively,by the source-text
language,which implies that we may be dealingwith an inescapablefact of translation.
This broaddefinition coversdifferent caseswhere traits of the source-language
text become'visible' - deliberatelyor not - and as such the text revealsitself as a
translation. Tbus, an analysis of interferencein translatedtexts seemsto raise yet
in
influence
intention.
In
the
cases
where
that
words,
other
of the
anotherproblem:
of
have
decide
has
been
to
this
language
becomes
the
whether
may
we
source
conspicuous,
language
include
the
traits
deliberate
to
of
source
some
so as to
result of a
action
of some
achievesomepurpose,or whetherinterferencehas resultedfrom unawareness
from
inattentive literal
features,
or
norms,
even
or source-language
source-language
translation,in which casesthe notion of 'translationese'may be applied.
Newmarkrefersto the negativeandto the positive aspectsof interference- 'The
Virtues and Vices of Interference'(1991: 78-86)- and regardsas instancesof positive
be
idioms
to
literally
that
translated
come
consideredas universals,or translated
effects
literary work, which can be enrichedby this device.Interferencein literary translation,
in particular,raisesgreat controversy,since it may be viewed either as a violation of
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target-language norms, or as a way of enriching the host culture and language system.
rp
This question is connected with the tension between literal and free translation,
domesticating and foreignising tendencies, which find in literary translation a rich soil
for discussion.

Gideon Toury looks at this issue within the fi-ameworkof descriptivestudies,
which means that 'interference' is regarded as a detectable feature in translations, rather
than as a positive or negative consequence of translation. In his discussion of
translational

laws, Toury

suggests the formulation

of the law of

'growing

standardisation', which implies that translations often manifest greater standardisation
than source texts (1995,268), and the law of 'interference', according to which, features
of the source text are likely to be transferred to the target text (1995: 275). He explains
that the degree of interference is connected with several factors, namely the extent to
which the make-up of the source text is taken as a key factor in the translation process,
as well as the conditions of the target culture, particularly the acceptanceor resistanceto
interference, which provides a relevant insight for our discussion. Before we explore
these issues, however, we will attempt to provide an overview of the marks or features
in the texts analysed that may reveal some degree of interference. The following list
contains the most common and explicit instances of interference encountered, which
does not mean that we have exhaustedall the possibilities:

-

Foreignwords(loanwords);

-

Unusual lexical items (new), which are similar to lexical items of the sourcelanguagetext;

-

Unusual collocations;

-

Unusual syntactical structures;
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-

Violation of TL structuralnorms.

These categories are naturally very broad, and hence need to be contextualised. In
addition, there may be cases where the boundaries between a 'naturalised' term, or a
newly coined word, and one that has definitely become part of the official Portuguese
lexicon are rather blurred. Until recently, a frequently used term such as 'stress' and
related words belonged to the category of neologisms, a situation which has been
75
in
Portuguese
dictionaries:
by
its
inclusion
the
changed
recent

Este tratamento completo palia as consequ6neiascutAneasdas deficiancias e dos
maleficiosdo stresse da poluiglo. (Sisley Sisleya)
Tenho uma potente acgäo "anti-stress" ( )A pele da mulher estä sujeita a duras provas
...
e6 normal que se apresente"stressada'".(Shiseido The Skincare)

The invertedcommasin 'anti-stress'and in 'stressada'clearly signal the use of lexical
items that have not yet enteredthe lexicon of the main languageemployed.It should
also be notedthat the statusof 'stress' asa foreign word, or evenas a neologism,seems
to be uncertain,as the different ways of dealing with this term seemto indicate- with
and without invertedcommas.This may also be a sign of a stateof transition,a stage
wherethe word seemsto be moving towardsacceptanceinto a new languagesystem.
There are also casesthat involve words that are part of the jargon of a certain
in
Thus,
their
that
use
advertisements
may not be the result
area,suchas
of cosmetics.
of direct interference,but an attempt and a strategy to evoke familiarity with the
'languageof cosmetology'.As examplesof suchcaseswe may fmd 'lifting', 'em stick'
or even 'fond de teint', which has been analysedabove (Section 8.5.2). Whetherwe

75SeeDiciondrio Editora da Lingua Portuguesa, 2003, for
example. Emphasis added to all examples.
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adopt a scepticalor a purist standto theseuses,and henceregardthem as intrusive,or
whether we regardthem as a natural consequenceof interculturalcommunicationand
languagedevelopment,their widespreadcharacterseemsto validate them, at least in
76
discourses,
types
certain
of
suchasadvertising:

Um fond de teint com ägua cm stic
(Christian Dior Teint Glach)

com uma surpreendente sensagäode freseura.

Verdadeiroconcentradode eficAcia:um efeito "lifting" e drenantevisiveis e uma acqAo
reaf'mnante.(LancZmeRhergie ContourLift)
Moreover, when analysing examples such as these ones, we should bear in mind that
international advertising texts may be regarded as 'hybrid texts', as suggested by
Christina Schdfiffierand Beverly Adab (1997: 326), in that advertisementsare frequently
the result of international strategies and are thus a 'hybrid of social values as well as of
linguistic patterns'. According to these authors, today's international communications
tend to generatethis kind of texts (1997: 325):

A hybrid text is a text that results from a translation process. It shows features that
/
for
/
'unusual'
'strange'
'out
the receiving culture, i. e. the
of
place'
somehow seem
target culture. These features, however, are not the result of a lack of translational
competence or examples of 'translationese', but they are evidence of conscious and
deliberate decisions by the translator. Although the text is not yet fully established in the
target culture (because it does not conform the established norms and conventions), a
hybrid text is accepted in its target culture because it fulfils its intended purpose in the
for
least
(at
a certain time).
communicative situation

The definition suggestedby the authors may raise three relevant questionsfor our
discussion:(a) whetherwe shouldregardthe examplesdiscussedaboveas instancesof
'translationese',or as 'hybrids'; (b) the relevanceof 'intention' as a key criterion in the

76Emphasisaddedto all examples.
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process of analysis of such examples; (c) the role of foreignness in advertising texts, an
issue that has been discussed in the previous chapter, but which seems to be pertinent
for our discussion of interference. In addition, the degree of acceptability of texts that
present the characteristics just described may reveal not only the underlying
translational norms concerning advertising texts, but also important features of the host
culture, namely its openness to external influence, as well as issues of identity and
power relations between the cultures involved.
Another aspect raised by this discussion concerns the potential effects of

interferenceon the advertisingtext, a questionwhich is connectedwith that of purpose
or intention referredto above- whetherthereseemsto havebeenan intention,or not, to
in
features
text
the
text
that
orderto obtain
of
source-language
producea
openlyreflects
someeffect. This may involve a very complexdecisionas it may determinethe success
intended
between
difference
the
and non-intended
text,
of a given
or establish
interference,an aspectthat has beena major concernin the analysescarriedout in the
determine
key
One
to
the possibility of somekind
the
used
previoussection.
of
criteria
interference
has
been
its
instance
intention
of
purposeor function
of
underlyinga given
in the text. Therefore,the seemingabsenceof sucha purpose,or the lack of any visible
effect of a semantic,pragmaticor stylistic order, has been a decisive factor. Another
criterion used to assessthe motivated, or rather, the unmotivated character of
interference,has beenthe consistencyand the coherenceof the textual network. This
less
it
involves
factor
Cases
be
that reflect poor
subjectivity.
to
as
seems
a more reliable
lexical
inappropriate
involve
frequently
choicesin a given context,in many
coherence
casesconnectedwith the use of 'false fziends' that somehow disrupt the internal
for
(see
text
of
a
examplethe analysisof Est6eLauder Recohesionand coherence
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Nutritiv All-Day Lipstick, 8.5.3).77 This criterion is also connected with the
intelligibility

of the target text. In general, given the persuasive nature of

advertisements,these are not expectedto present texts that the target audienceis
incapableof deciphering,at least,not deliberately.
Fulfilling
intelligibility

only

one of the requisites -

purposefulness, coherence, or

be
to
produce a successfid piece of
always
sufficient
may
not
-

translation. For example, an obvious deliberate use of a loan word, such as the French
term in a Clarins advert (Lift Minceur) - 'sern "capiton"' - which has apparently been
have
but
language,
it
in
bridge
lexical
this
the
target
to
may
served
purpose
gap
used
a
intelligibility
discussed
hindrance
the
text,
be
to
the
of
as
to
of
seems
a potential cause
lexical
is
be
the
this
Moreover,
to
result
of
the
a
gap
considered
can
extent which
above.
arguable, as, even though there may not be a Portuguese term or expression that
Portuguese
jargon
French
features
the
discursive
the
cosmetics
word,
the
of
matches all
in
similar contexts, such as
used
are
commonly
presents some possible solutions, which
'casca de laranja' and 'celulite'.
Detennining the role of interference in a given text, as well as the underlying

in
to
be
for
its
as,
addition
questionsrelatedto
endeavour
a
complex
can
reasons
use
textual coherenceor effect, it may also involve assumptionsabout the translator's
into
Besides,
take
to
accountregularoccurrences
we need
motivationsand competence.
of 'imported' termsand structuresas part of the conventionsand norms governingthis
particulargenre.The analysesof a numberof untranslatedand mixed-languageadverts,
has
in
but
keep
in
that
the
to
the
adverts
shown
perftune
also
choice
cosmetics
not only

77In Peter Fawcett's Linguistic Theories Explained, the corresponding French expression 'faux amis' is
defmed as 'source-language words that look like target-language words but which mean different things'
(1997: 43; seealso p. 148).
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language of the original or to use (loan) words in languagesother than that of the target
culture is often a deliberate marketing strategy.
As the main purpose of this discussion is to attempt to describe and infer the
functions of interference in translated advertising texts, and as we anticipate both
positive and negative effects, either resulting from intended interference or not it seems
necessary to examine the casesencountered. Looking at these casesmay help determine
and describe the possible effects and the role of interference, as well as account for the
possible target-language translational norms at work, particularly those governing the
translation of advertising texts. Drawing a clear-cut line between positive and negative
desirable
interference
does
given the reasons stated
possible
nor
effects of
not seem
kind
difficult
it
However,
to
of evaluative commentary.
any
avoid
above.
seemsequally
Thus, an attempt to differentiate between cases that involve some purpose or intention
to produce a given effect, and casesthat may seem to lack a communicative intention of
begin
distinction,
to
kind
help
as
outline
a
as
well
as long
some
reduce subjectivity,
may
less
left
for
is
'fuzzy'
that
accommodate
might
evident or more
area
as some room
a
ambiguous cases.
in the analyses provided above, we have focused mostly on cases where
interference seemsto have generated less desirable effects. Table 6 offers an overview
including
the
a summary of the effects noted in the
of some of
cases considered,
it
first
At
have
that
the
sight,
seems
we
adverts.
analyses of
only given
respective
interference.
However,
less
to
the
regarding these factors as
attention
positive aspectsof
be
linear.
For
so
example, 'lack of coherence' and
always
positive or negative may not
'lack of intelligibility'

seem to be more evidently attributable to fAure on the part of

the translator to fully understandthe source text or to produce a target-languagetext that
conforms to target-languagenorms. Hence these effects may be more easily labelled as
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negative instancesof interferenceas they give rise to a text that doesnot completely
fulfil its communicativeintentions.'Awkwardness' and 'artificiality', on the otherhand,
require a more thorough analysis as they may, in some cases,belong to that 'fuzzy' area

mentionedabove.

Advert

Text

Lanc6me
Vindfit

Lack of
intelligibility

a riqueza dos nutrientes
essenciais das uvas para reforgar o

seut6nuse todo o poderda grainha
da uva, um anti-radical
incompardvel...
'
Lanc8me
'0 seucomplexoreflectorPhotoPhotogdnic FlexIDcontrolaa luz, difundindo-a
'
em suavidade...
ClarinsLift
'Uma.eficAciamixima sobreo
Minceur
! gýa
ýiton"_'
Clarins Teint

'Uma textura deliciosamente

Multi-

confortAvele modu]Avelfal gravas,

Wgdndrant

de efeito "auto-focus"
aos pigmentos
79
[ b]
Shiseido
'Um novo, e profundo valor pode
Collection
surgir da combinaglo de diferentes
mdtodos de diferentes
cuglturas,,
_
pgssoase conceitos de diferentes
mentes. [cj'
ShiseidoVital '0 meio arnbiente. Agride e coloca.a
Perfection
pele sob stressdianamente.'
'Agora a sua.pele pode fi
incrivehnente, fresca e sem defeit

EstdeLauder
Revelation
Est6eLauder
Re-Nutritiv
All-Day
Lipsti k

Lack of
coherence

I

Awkwardness

Artificiality

I/
(adapted

word/new
word)

f
(loan word)
((a+b)

[a) wrong

(unusual
collocation)
If
/(a+b)

a: error

word
[b] new word
(unusual word
order)
[c] poor lexical
choice
I/
(unusual
segmentation
if
(unsuitable
context)

'Benefici depois duma deliciosa e
rica f6rmula inovadora, enriguecid
com proteqAo anti-oxidante... '

Table 6- Casesof Interference9

If we refer back to somePortugueseversions,such as Clarins Teint Multi-R6g6n6rant
French
believed
hamper
terms
Minceur,
to
Clarins
Lift
employ
which
a smooth
and

78The choice of 'modulAvel' insteadof 'moldAvel' has beenthe result of a misleadingword-for-word
translation,which hasrelied too muchon the closenessof the two languagesinvolved,aswe may observe
in the extx-act
of the Frenchtext in the Internet: 'Une couvrancemodulableselonle maquillagesouhaitd'
(emphasisadded).
79Emphasisand lettersmarks([a], etc.) added.
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reception of the advertising text, we have to consider that they may have been
deliberately used to fill a linguistic gap, which may (or not) be attributable to the
translator's inability to fmd a target-languagesolution, or to serve a more pragmatic
purpose:to adda Frenchcharacterto the product.This deviceis not alien nor new to the
translation of advertisingtexts. Whether deliberateor not, this could be a desirable
effect, which may nonethelessbe unable to compensatefor the lack of intelligibility
produced.LancOmePhotogdnic,on the other hand,providesa casewhere interference
may be more readily attributableto failure on the part of the translatorto copewith the
influence of the source-language
text As we havepreviouslynoted,there are different
Portugueseversions of this advert. Two of these versions employ an awkward
80
(2),
collocation
which seemsto haveresultedfrom a word-for-word translationfrom
the French. Ile

other version (3) conforms to target-languageconventions as it

managesto overcomethe illusive similarity of the languagestructuresinvolved, hence
8
I
usingthe expectedpreposition:

(1) Syst6me r6flecteur exclusif Photoflexg pour diffuser la lumi6re en douceur sur le
82
visage.
(2) 0 seu complexo reflector Photo-Flexg controla a luz, difundindo-a em suavidade
para dar luminosidade ao rosto.

(3) 0 seu complexo reflector Photo-FlexIDcontrola a luminosidade,difunde-a com
suavidad paradar vida ao rosto.

The next advertillustratescaseswhereinterferenceis overtly usedwith the intention of
by
foreignness,
the
associations
provided
or
positive
a given language.This
evoking

soThe versions in Elle, November 2000 and in COSmOPORtan,
April 2000.
81Emphasis added. The third version is from Cosmopolitay; May 2000.
82 In hiip: //www. lancome.com/ france/bdd/displqX.asp?I g--fr&cn=FR&pLoduct id=71 on 25-10-2000.
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doesnot mean,however,it is free from the awkwardnessreferredto above,nor that it
managesto obtainthe desiredeffects,but ratherthat both purposeand intentionseemto
be relevantcriteria for analysis:

Se for na rua c ouvir'l

love you baby' 6 para si. (Headline of Cibelle ColecqAoBaby)

From the discussion above we may infer that interference is responsible for effects other
than the ones mentioned in the table, which may indicate that the role of interference
listed
in
Thus,
to
the
effects
addition
needs re-evaluation.
- awkwardness, artificiality,
lack of coherence, lack of intelligibility - interference seems to be part of a deliberate
international
in
foreignness
such
as
character,
to
a variety of ways,
strategy
evoke
features,
Moreover,
the use
among
others.
country-related stereotypes, country-related
French
English,
language,
in
and
namely
may also
of certain expressions
another
transmit an idea of familiarity and expertise, associated with the adoption of terms and
literature.
beauty-care
in
by
and
expressions used makeup professionals
Even if we consider less desirable consequencesof interference, it seemsthat, in

literalness
is
devices,
that
discussed
and
a common
the
recurrent
use
general,
cases
into
Portuguese,
in
translation
the
advertisements
whether it
cosmetics
of
procedure
interference
Moreover,
be
interference
in
to
seems
or
not.
part of
results
visible
frequently
in
the advertising
plays
a
major
role
translational
and
norms
accepted
to
target
that
text
appeals
readers,thus guaranteeing
to
a
produce
strategy,contributing
its acceptability.
To conclude this brief discussion on interference, and based on Toury's
frameworkconcerningthis issue,it is possibleto elicit, from the aboveanalysis,that the
Portuguesecultural systemseemsto manifesthigh toleranceto interference,which, as
below:
different
has
forms,
have
takes
and
motivations
multiple
summarised
we
seen
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-

Deliberateinterference,which aims to producea certaineffect.

-

Inadvertentinterference,which resultsfrom adherenceto source-textfeatures.

-

Inadvertentinterference,which derives from misunderstandingof different aspects
of the sourcetext.

In addition to the more direct motivations examinedabove,we may attempt to infer
other factorsthat contributeto the formation of certaintarget-cultureconditions,which,
in turn, may have led to an increased tolerance of interference in the translation of
in
Portugal
First,
texts
texts.
circulating
are mostly
advertising
cosmetics advertising
translated texts, which means that 'native texts' may not be enough to establish a corpus
of reference, and that even the production of Portuguese source texts is likely to be
influenced by discourse features that have entered the system through translation.
Although this hypothesis may appear far-fetched, some historical data from the first
Portuguese advertising agency - Manuel Martins da Hora - seem to corroborate these
findings. With respect to the adverts for Lux in the 1950s, Cardal and Almeida explain
that the agency's work consisted mostly in translating the texts into Portuguese, which
were then sent to Paris, where they were composed and edited, and subsequently
returned to Portugal (1994: 102).

Second,in view of the actualmistakesthat havebeenfound in someof the texts,
interference
be
in
those
not
so
obvious,
that
even
may
cases,
some
we may suggest
Even
it
hasnot
themselves.
though
lack
translators'
the
of
connectedwith
of experience
beenpossibleto obtain factual data concerningthe distribution of translationtasks in
in
body
that
the
texts
the
verbal
elements,
copy
particular,
reveal
agencies,some of
lack
less
to
than
elements,
and
pictorial
sometimes
seem
reflect
of
receive
attention
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expertise.The latter aspectis consideredin Toury's analysis,aboutwhich he claimsthat
accomplishedtranslatorsarc bound to be less affected by the sourcc-tcxt make-up
(1995: 277), although this factor alone may prove insufficient to fully explain this
phenomenon.
just describedare socio-cultural
Perhapsmore importantthan the circumstances
factors, which determine not only resistance or acceptance of external influence, but
also the type of text in which it is possible. These factors are inextricably tied up to the
prestige and dominance of one language/culture over the target culture, as 'tolerance of
interference - and hence the endurance of its manifestations - tends to increase when
translation is carried out from a "major" or highly prestigious language/culture,
especially if the target language/culture is minor or weak in any other sense' (Toury,
1995: 278). Like foreignness, interference involves questions of cultural and linguistic
hegemony. It seems that translation matters are inexorably intertwined with power
inter-cultural
inter-language
transfers. The
those
and
relations, especially
affecting
relative position of the Portuguese culture in relation to hegemonic languages and
cultures seems not only to favour adherence to source-text features, but also to make
(and
discursive
features
translational
the
those
advertising) strategies.
of
some of
part
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9. CONCLUSION

In the introductory remarks to the present study we mentioned we were aware that we
would not touch all issues nor answer all questions raised by the translation of
advertising. Even after we have narrowed our object of study, and concentrated on the
analysis of perfume and cosmetics adverts, the vastnessand complexity of the two main
areas involved, in addition to their interdisciplinary character, make any attempt to
exhaust all matters remarkably difficult. Thus, we have assessedand discussed some of
the relevant aspects of the translation of adverts, by drawing attention to the
peculiarities of this activity.
First, we looked at the translation of advertising from different perspectives, in
particular those coming from the fields which are directly connected with this issue,
bearing in mind that both translation and advertising are not isolated fields, but require a
transdisciPlinary approach that enablesus to consider the different dimensions involved
in the translation of advertisements. We have begun by examining some aspects of
international advertising, which is, as we have seen, one of the stages of international
dependent
by
influenced
is
and
therefore
upon marketing strategies. This
marketing, and
'exogenous'
factors,
focused
has
the
external,
or
as suggested by
section
mostly on
Guid&re, since it has aimed to provide a brief discussion of the socio-economic
in
internationalisation
the
of
products,
and,
particular, the
conditions affecting
standardisation of advertising campaigns.
We then proceeded to an examination of the peculiarities of advertising
discourse in order to understand the possible motivations underlying the features of this
discourse and of the processes at work in the translation of advertising texts. The
framework provided by discourse analysis has allowed us to look at advertising as one
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of the discoursesof society, as well as to consider the motivated characterof its
features,its texture,as influencedand influencing the broadercultural systemof which
it is parý and thereforeas a discoursewhich interactswith other discourses.Moreover,
Fairclough's discussionof the power exertedby languagesand discourseshas shown
that advertising is a reflection and a factor of the symmetriesand asymmetriesin
society.This perspectivehasalso beenuseful for the analysisof advertisingtranslation
in
is
the
system,
our view, the
cultural
processes
and products- which also part of
systemof the receivingculture,and is thus part of the discursivepractices,enteringthe
network of relations betweendiscourses,and reflecting both intra-lingual and interlingual power relations.
The comprehensiveconceptof text provided by discourseanalysishas proved
essentialfor the discussionof multi-modaltexts, suchasadverts,which rarely consistof
verbal elementsalone,andin which extra-textual,contextualand situationalfactorsplay
in
Therefore,
of
print
adverts,
consists
mainly
which the
corpus
a significant role.
asour
pictorial dimensionplays a major role, we have resortedto Kress and van Leeuwen's
grammarof visuals,which, togetherwith Forceville's modelandMessaris'sapproachto
the role of visuals in advertising,has suppliedthe tools to read and understandvisual
design,especiallyits interactionwith the remainingelementsof the advert,in our case
verbal elements,in particular.As the advertisingmessageis the result of the interaction
of pictorial and verbal dimensions,we expect to have demonstratedthat failure to
but
the
elements,
also the web of relationships
constituent
consider not only any of
established,meansthat the reader,andthe translator,will only be working with onepart
interpret
the advertisementas a whole. It hasnot
the
and
of
message,as readersreceive
been our intention to suggestthat observationof the interaction of elementsentails
preservationof the source-textnetwork. As we have shown, this often changesas a
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result of target-cultureconditions of various orders (linguistic and extra-linguistic).
Rather, we have underlined the importance of taking into account the different
dimensionsof multi-modal texts as well as the way they interact. In fact, proposing
models of action has never been in our agenda,as, despiteany eventual evaluative
commentary,we haveadoptedan eminentlydescriptiveapproach.Thus, after we have
looked at different perspectives on translation, we have discussed descriptive
approachesin moredetail.
One of the premisesof our discussionhas been that the study of translation
requires considerationof different frameworks,not only from translationstudies,but
also from other fields of researchand disciplines,andwe havetried to demonstratethat
different perspectivesprovide relevantinsightsto the studyof translationalphenomena.
Nevertheless,specialattention has beengiven to the theoriesand perspectiveswhich
seem to respond more efficiently to the needs of an analysis of advertising texts.
Functionalist approaches,given their emphasison pragmatic aspectsof translation,
namely factors of text reception,and practical problems of the activity, such as the
partiesinvolved, as well as their concernwith the translatedtext's purposeand role in
the hostculture,haveprovidedan essentialbasisfor our analysis.
We havealso consideredthe discussionsof literary translation,andhopeto have
shown that the findings and insights of literary approaches, namely from the school of
translation studies, and descriptive frameworks, such as TourY's, which has evolved
from previous research within polysystems theory, can be applied to the study of
discursive
hand,
On
the
the
translation.
appropriation by advertising of
one
advertising
features of literary discourse makes some of the findings relevant for the translation of
advertising. On the other hand, such theories emphasise the importance of considering
translation products and processeswithin the wider spectrum of the receiving culture.
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We have arguedthat the theoreticalframework proposedby descriptivetargetoriented approaches
revealsa comprehensive
understandingof translationalphenomena,
by looking at translation as a norm-governedactivity, which meansthat translation
products and proceduresare influencedby more or lessbinding conditionsoperatingin
the target system,which in turn influence and are influencedby readers'expectations
concerningthe translatedtexts in question.The target text's function in the recipient
culture is therefore an overriding factor in the proceduresadoptedto grant a text's
acceptability. This approachhas proved essentialin our attempt to infer the targetculture conditions that have motivated certain translation processes,as well as the
makeupof the translatedproducts.
The discussion of translation issues has aimed to look into the topics raised by
translationin the light of the specificcaseof the translationof adverts.We havepointed
for
in
taken
translation theory
granted
the
to
out
concepts
usually
need
reassess
(equivalence,translatability, originality, among others), as they may not describeor
apply to the real conditionsof translationalpractice.Above all, thesediscussionshave
shownwhat we havearguedon the onsetof this study:the needto considerthe multiple
international
in
involved
translation
the
creation
of
or
of
agents
campaigns,
processes
bearing in mind that team work in advertising agenciescalls for a reassessment
of
traditional notions of authorshipand, consequentlythe notions of original and source
text have to be comprehensiveenoughto cover casesof multiple-languageoriginals,
differently
developed
accordingto the target countries
conceptcampaigns,which are
for our analysisof translations,
(De Mooij, 1996). This has had clear consequences
in
into
has
that,
many cases,we havedealt not only with multiple
taken
account
which
or combined sources,but also with a range of other possibilities, such as concept
campaigns.What seemsto haveemergedfrom this discussionis that, despitedifficulties
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encounteredin the search for actual data concerning the way translation and/or
adaptationwork is carriedout in agencies,this is a goal worth pursuing,as it will allow
us to approachtranslationissuesundera more objectivelight. Moreover,the analysisof
advertisingtranslation has evidencedthe indeterminacyof someof those conceptsin
view of the factors actually impinging upon translation.In other words, the discussion
of thesetranslation'supermemes'(Chesterman,1997)hasled us to the conclusionthat
be
feasible
does
dichotomies
to
seem
not
nor
establishing clear-cut entities and
desirable,as what is regardedas a translation,as well as the statusof translatedtexts
between
texts and systems,are
the
texts,
and source
subsequentrelationships
and
largely determinedby the conditions,at a certaintime, of the host culture.
This framework has informed not only our examinationand categorisationof
translational procedures in the translation of advertising texts into Portuguese, but also
the actual analysis and discussion of the advertisements selected. A closer observation
highlighted
has
into
Portuguese
translation
some of the
of perfume and cosmetics
arguments previously expoundedýand helped to develop some key discussions, namely
is
had
One
interference.
foreignness
that,
the
points
as
of
main
we
claimed,
on
and
in
translation
general, and advertising
concerning
assumptions and preconceptions
translation, in particular, are likely to be disrupted by detailed examination of real texts.
Many of the adverts analysed display a high degree of literalness, which is not normally
Even
though advertisers and translators have
in
texts.
these
the
translation
of
expected
to take into account cultural diversity, reflected in language, copy adaptation in perfilme
and cosmetics adverts does not seemto be so pervasive.
On the other hand, different forms of adherence to source-text features,
including literal translation or even non-translation cannot be taken at face value. Our
discussion of foreignness seems to corroborate our initial belief that the fact that an
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advert is usedin its 'original' form acrossdifferent countries,namelyin Portugal,does
not necessarilymeanthat it preservesits original meaningsand effects,nor doesthat
seemto be the objective,as the advert is likely to acquirenew favourablemeaningsin
the target culture. We have also seenthat foreignnessin advertisingtranslationis far
removed from the ethical stand adoptedby Venuti. It escapesethnocentrismnot for
some will to respectthe sourceculture or to undermineexisting hegemonicrelations,
but mostly for strategic,and economic,reasons,as advertisersrecognisethe suggestive
power of the foreign in the targetculture,andtry to capitaliseon it.
In a similar way, althoughinterferenceseemsto constitutean inevitablefeature
of translations (Toury, 1995), we have seen that it may also be deliberately used to
obtain certain effects and hence increase persuasiveness,while at the same time it is a
reflex of the target-culture's expectations (the Portuguese, in this case) relative to the
translated advertising texts. More importantly, in line with Toury's discussion, the type
and degree of interference are inextricably connected with the norms operating in the
host culture relative to translated texts, or with the type of translated texts. The
translation of perfume and cosmetics adverts, however, has not permitted an in-depth
analysis of all aspects of this topic, since, as we have explained, the adverts for these
products circulating in Portugal are normally translated versions, which means that we
could not compare the features of translations with features of advertising texts of the
in
Therefore,
Portuguese.
but
the selection of another
type
same
written originally
product category, with a national production and advertisin& would make it possible to
addressthis issue more fully, or at least to provide a different perspective.
No study focusing on such broad areas can seek completeness,and this work is
far from being an exception. The sensethat so much has been left unexplored, or even
is
inevitable,
but it is also a motivation for further research. We understand
untouched,
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that product categoryis an overriding factor in the advertisingapproach,and therefore
in the translation strategyadopted.As a result, analysingthe translationof products
more embeddedin culture, such as food and drink, will constitute a rich object of
research,and is likely to deliver different results. Moreover, the selection of these
product categorieswill allow us to look at the issueof translationfrom a different point
of view: the translation from Portugueseinto English, for example, as there are
Portugueseproducts,suchaswines and spirits, which are exportedto English speaking
countries.
Likewise, looking at the translation of advertisingin other media may reveal
divergent approachesnot only to advertisingbut also to the translationof advertising
texts. The Internet,for example,is a medium in expansion,and we have seenthat the
in
the
the case of
tend
to
and,
elements,
verbal
emphasise
advertising approaches
be
informative
to
for
to
there
an
attempt
use
a
more
seems
perfumeadverts, example,
few
be
based
therefore
These
and
could
a
examples,
only
tentative
on
are
remarks
style.
disprovedby more thoroughresearch.However,they indicatethat this is a topic worth
exploring. The translationof television commercialswould also give rise to relevant
discussions,especiallyas far asthe option for dubbedversionsversussubtitledversions
is concerned.In addition, it would enableus to evaluatethe combinationof different
is
in
it
handled
the
cross-nationaladvertising.
semioticmodes,and way
Notwithstandingthe limitations of this work, it appearsthat it may give a
involved.
fields
In
the
two
the
main
to
respect of
of
study
relevant contribution
translation,advertisingtranslationseemsto be a scarcelyexploredarea,and we expect
to improveawarenessof the increasingimportancethat translationalpracticesinvolving
sucha pervasivediscoursemay havein the shapingof our culture, and consequentlyto
stir interestin a subjectthat needsmore attention.As far as advertisingis concerned,
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internationaladvertisingstrategiesseemto require increasedconsiderationof language
issues, especially of translation services in general, as well to recognise their
responsibility in the constructionof discourseswhich are usedacrossthe world, as the
latter havea direct impact on the shapingof identitiesandperceptionsof the Other.
Venuti's claim, in his interview to Asaduddin(2001: 30-31), that translation
plays such an outstanding role in the state of things at a global level that translators
cannot be contented with the more immediate goals, such as satisfying their clients, and
in
is
impact
develop
the
their
therefore
society,
of
of
role
a crucial
should
an awareness
proposal, one that should be observed not only by translators but also by commissioners
and advertisers; in short all of those who have something to say in public discourses.
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Azzaro pour Homme is the
perfect expression of the
designer's universe. Elegance,
humor, seduction, refinement,
masculinity.

Since 1978, it has met with
remarkable international
success. Today, it ranks No 2 in
France and No 3 in Europe!

Intrepid. The elusive man of action.
Strong and secretive. his charm irresistibly draws women's
eyes. He is all man. And yet his powerful seduction hides
unsuspected subtlety and finesse.
He takes equal pleasure in elegant
intimacy and action-filled adventure.
He is 100% masculine.
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Figure 23 - Azzaro Pour Homme
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The difference in colour shades between the Portuguese and the English advert is due to the quality of
the paper, which in the case of the English advert resulted in a slight change of shade when the picture
was scanned.
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APPENDIX 2- PARALLEL

TRANSLATIONS

Alfred Dunhill Desire

For a man.

(Cosmopolitan, December 2000)

Para homem.

Boucheron Initial

Le parfinn perle.

(Wrima, November, 2001)

A pdrola dos pcrfumes.

Bvlgari Black

The new fiagrance designed for men and women.

(Cosmopolitan, May 1998)

A nova fragr5ncia para homcm e mulher

Carolina Herrcra 212

Two ftagrances from Carolina Herrera.

(Af&dma November, 2000)

Duas fiagrincias de Carolina Herrera.

Christian Dior Fahrenheit

L'homme infinimcnt.

(Caras, 18 March 2000)

Infinitamente homem.

Christian Dior J' adore

Le f6minin absolu.

(Caras, 18 March 2000)

0 feminino absoluto.

Emanuel Ungaro Diva / Fleur de

Diva et Fleur de Diva. Parfimis cr6es pour troubler.

Diva

Perfumes criados para perturbar.

(Elle, May 2000)
Faqonnable

Parfim FaWnnablepour lui/pour Ole.

Wdxima, November2000)

PerfumesFaronnableparaele/paraela.

Gucci Rush

The new ftagrancefor womenfrom Gucci.

(Elie, May 2000)

A nova fi-agrinciade Gucci paramulber.

GuerlainChamps-Elys6es

La vie cst plus bellequandon 16critsoi m6me.

(Wrima, December1996)
Hugo BossElementsAqua

A vida 6 maisbela quando6 escritapor n6s.
Feelthe elementof life again.

W&dma, December1996)

Volte a scntir o elemcntoda vida.

JeanPaulGaultierClassiquc

Lc classiquede JeanPaulGaultier.

Wdxima, November2000)

0 cl;issicode JeanPaulGaultier.

JeanPaulGaultierFragile

Lc nouveauparfian de JeanPaul Gaultier.

Wdxima, April 2000)

0 novo perfumede JeanPaulgaultier.

Lanc6meMiracle

You makeit happen.

W&dma, May 2001)
LauraBiagiotti SottoVoce

Faga-oacontecer.
Nothing is so compellingas a whisper.

(Mdxima,December,1996)

Nada6 t5o comprometedorcomoum susurro.

MoschinoCheapand Chic

Spinachfor women.

(Elle, May 2000)

Espinafre para mulher.
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Nina Ricci Belle de Minuit

La nuit tombe.Les gargonsaussi.

(Cosmopolitan,May 2000)

A noite cai. Os rapazestambdm.

Nina Ricci L'Air du Temps
(Cosmopolitan,December2000)

Love fills the air.
0 amor csd no ar.

Nina Ricci L'Air du Temps

L'arnour estdansLAir du Temps.

Wdxima, November,2000)

0 amor esti ernL'Air du Temps.

Nina Ricci Les Bellesde Ricci

3 eauxde toilette. 3 dmotions.3 instants.

(Cosmopolitan,February2000)

3 eauxde toilette. 3 emooes. 3 instantes.

Nina Ricci PremierJour

Forgeteverythingyou know. The new fragranceby Nina
Ricci.

(Wxima, May 2001)

Esquer,
a tudo,o queconhece.A novafiragrincia,deNina
Ricci.

Thereis no life without excess.

PacorabanneXS
(Elle, May 2000)

N5o hi vida sernexcesso.

Paco RabanneXS

Stop thinking.

(Cosmopolitan, December 2000)

P&a de pensar.

Paco RabanneUltraviolet

Le nouveau parfiun f6minin.

(Cosmopolitan, December 2000)

0 novo perfume feminino.

Ralph Lauren Romance

Fall in love. Introducing the new men's frgarance by

(Mdxima, April 2000)

Ralph Lauren.
Apaixone-se. 0 novo perfume masculino de Ralph
Lauren.

S. Z. Dupont
(Wrima,

May 200 1)

Valentino Very Valentino
(Caras, 22 April 2000)

Parfurn pour Elle et Lui.
Perfume para Ela e para Ele.
It only happens in Very Valentino. The ultimate
...
seduction.
S6 acontece cm... Very Valentino. A mixima sedugao.

Van Cleef & Arpels Birmane

Parfurns dejoaillicrs.

W&dma, April 2000)

Perfiimcsdejoalheiros.

VersaceVersus

V/S for menand women.The new fragrances.
V/S para homens e mulheres. As novas fragrfincias.

Yves Saint Laurent

Le parfurn par Yves Saint Laurent.

(Mdxima, November 2000)

0 perfiime de Yves Saint Laurent
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APPENDIX 3- TABLES
Syntactic Strategies
Literal Translation
Loan, calque
Transposition
Unit sMft
Phrase structure change
Clause stnicture change
Sentencestructure change
Cohesion change
Level shift
Schemechange

Semantic strategies
Synonomy
Antonomy
Hyponomy
Converses
Abstraction change
change
_Distribution
Emphasis change
Paraphrase
Trope change
Other semantic changes

Pragmatic strategies
Cultural filtering
Explicim s change
Infomiation change
Interpersonal change
Illocutionary change
Coherencechange
Partial translation
Visibility change
Transediting
Other pragmatic changes

Table I- Chesternian'sclassificationof translationstrategies(adapted)

Chanel
Clarins

Uncome

Yves
Laurent

Allure

Allure

Body Lotion
Emulsion pour le Corps
Body Lift 2000
Lift Minceur 2000
Firms, Refines and Tones
Plus Mince, Plus Ferme
Plus Lisse sans Capiton
Cr6me Masvelt
Cr&me Masvelt
Body Shaping Cream
Multi R6dutrice
Amincissante, raffermissante
Extra-Firming Foundation
Teint Multi-Rdgdnerant
Moisture Quenching
Cr6me D6saltdrante
Hydra-Balance Cream
Multi-Hydratante
Photogdnic
Photogdnic
Light Reflecting Makeup
Teint Lumi6re Vitalitd
Complete Energising Moisturiser
Vindfit
Fluid with Grape Polyphenols and
Soin Hydratant
Nutrients
Itnergisant Complet
Fluid aux nutriments et polyph6nois de
raisins
Haute Tenue
Saint Haute Tenue
for a lifted, firmer fuller lookin bust
Pour un buste lift6, raffermi, galb6

Table2- Productnamesdisplayedon productpackaging
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Name

Product

Full body
ClarinsExtra-Firming
Foundation

Model
Partof body Partof body
No face
+ face
If

Est6c I Au er

Found,tion

Skincare
(Race)

V

Shiscido

Skinem
(Body)

Lipstick

Nail
Polish

Partof face
only

Vf

Revelation
Lanc6me
Photog6nic
Maxfactor
Seamless
Maybelline
TrueIllusion
ChristianDior
Capture
Essentiel
ChristianDior
NoAge
ClarmsHydraBalance
Cream
Clinique
StopSigns
Clinique3 Steps
CliniqueSuperCity Block
Lanc6me
Hydrazen
Lanc6mc
Vin6fit
uor6al
(1)
Hydrafresh
L.6r6al
Hydrafresh
(2)
Shiscido
TheSkincare
Shiscido
Vital Perfection
Collection
Chanel
Allure
Clarins
Body Lift
Chnique
Body Cliniquc
Salvatore Ferragarno
Collection
Yves Saint Laurent
Haute Tenue
Clarins
Sun Protection
E96c Lauder
Advanced Care
Lancaster
Sun Care Treatrwnt
Lano6me
Flash Brower
Boutjois
Pour La Vic
Chanel
Infi-arouge
Est6e Lauder Re-Nutnbve
All-Day
...
Fzt6e Lauder
Pure Colour, crystal
Lanc6me
Rouge Ab-Au
Margaret Astor
Pink Sensation
Est&- Lauder
Pure Color

Packaging

V

(Portuguese)
If
(draw*)

Table3- Commonpicturesin cosmeticsadverts

(English)
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Product Namc

Brand
Biothcrmc
Chanel
Christian Dior
Cibclle

Clarins
Est6eLauder

Helena Rubinstein
Lanc6me

Aqua-Tcint Mat
Tcint Fluidc Univcrscl
Tcint Glace
Aqualisse
Teint Multi-Wg6ndrant

'Fond de
Teint'

'Fluido'

7Vf

7 -

Futurist
Minute Makeup
Revelation
Face Sculptor
Photogdnic - Ad I
Photogdnic - Ad 2

Lierac

Tcint Lift

Maxfactor

Lasting Performance
Seamless

Maybelline Gemcy

True Musion
Expressh4akeup
Time Balance
Pureness
Adra Tcint

Nivea
Shidcido
Vichy

'Basc'

if

Table 6- Portuguesetermsfor 'foundation' in cosmeticsadvertising

Brand

Boujois
Cluistian Dior
Clarins
Clinique

ElisabethArden
EstdeLauder
L.ancbme
Urdal

Margaret Astor
Maxfactor

hbybcllme
Olay

Rimmcl
Yves Saint Laurent

Product Name

'Foundation'

'Makeup'

(name)

Teint Secret
Diorlift
Collection(advcrtoirial)
Extra-FirmingFoundation
Soft Finish + Superfit
CompactNbkcup
StayTruc+Superbalanced
FlawlessFinish
Revelation
Tcint Idole
Photogdnic
Colour Endure
Translucidc
Quick Stick
Perfect Balance
Seamless- Advert I
Seamless- Ach7ert2
Faceftnity
3 in one
Non Stop
True Iftision
Complete Radiance
Stick Foundation
Total Effects
Stay Matte
Tcint Singuli

'Fond de
Teint'

(name)

If

Table 7- English terms for 'foundation' in cosmetics advertising

(name)
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Brand and Product Name
Biotherm Draine'Up Lifteur
Gal6nic

Helena Rubinstein Face Sculptor
Lanc6me Aroma Tonic
Stendhal Soin Auto-Rajeunissant
Yves Saint Laurent Grand Jour
Yves Saint Laurent Le Soin

I

Text
'Rapidamente o oval do rosto mais firme e mais
t6nico, to -se mais leve, remodela-se.'
'Corn este gel fluido em.frasco doseador 14 dias sdo
suficientes para que a sua pele recupere o aspecto
liso, tonacidade,e firmeza. '
'Tonifica a pele a firn de remodelar o rosto.'
'Resultado: alegria de viver e tonicidade, pele lisa e

cheiade vida.'

'Respeitada e mais resistente, a sua pele volta a
encontrara firmeza, tonacidade c luminosidade.'
'Dia ap6s dia, ela torna-se mais resistente e mais
t6nica. '
'Ele eleva instantemente os seios dinamizando a sua
tonicidade.'
'0 corpo recupera a firmeza e uma nova densidade
t6nica'

Table 8- Occurrencesof 'tonificar' and relatedwordsin Portugueseadverts
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APPENDIX 4- LIST OF ADVERTISEMENTS

MENTIONED

IN THE TEXT

Adolpho Dominguez Alegria

Elle, PortugueseEdition, November 2000

Alfted Dunhill Desire

Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, December 2000

Armani Aqua di Gi6 (Men)

Men's Health, PortugueseEdition, July 2003

Armani Aqua di Gi6 (Women)

Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition February 2000

Armani Get Together

Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, January 1999

Armani Get Together

Elle, UK Edition, April 2000

Azzaro Chrome

Quo, June 1999

Azzaro Chrome

http: //www. parftun-azzaro.com/adveffl=. html,

Azzaro Chrome

accessedon 11-03-2000
Caras, 18 March 2000

Azzaro Eau Belle

Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, May 2000

Azzaro Pour Homme

Quo, June 1999

Azzaro Pour Homme

Caras, March 2000

Azzaro Pour Homme

http://www. parfum-azzaro.com/advertaph.html,

Biotherm Draine'Up Lifteur

accessedon 11-03-2000
Elle, PortugueseEdition, July 2000

Boncilla Cosmetics (1923)

http: //www. scriptorum.lib. duke.edu/dynaweb/ýdacce
ss/beauty/cosmeticsl920s/@generic,

accessed on

24-03-2003
Boucheron JaTpurHomme

Revista Expresso 18 December 1999
,

Boudois Comme Par Magie

Elle, PortugueseEdition, June 2000

Bouijois Comme Par Magie

Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, March 2000

Bou&is Pour La Vie

Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, December 2000

Boudois Pour La Vie

Mdxima, November 2000

Boudois RenaissanceHippie

Elle, PortugueseEdition, May 2000
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Boudois Teint Secret

Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, May 1998

Bvlgari Black

Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, May 1998

Bvlgari Green Tea Collection

Elle, PortugueseEdition, June 2000

By Dolce & Gabanna

Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, June 1998

Cacharel Anais Anais

Elie, PortugueseEdition, January 1999

Cacharel Anais Anais

Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, November 1997

Cacharel Anais Anais

www. cacharel.com

Cacharel Anais Anais

www. cacharel.com

Cacharel Eau D'tden

Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, June 1998

Cacharel.Eau Dtden

British. 4irways, May 1995

Cacharel Eau D'IMen

TWrama, 30 November 1994

Cacharel Eau D'IMen

El Pais, 28 April 1996

Calvin Klein Obsession

Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, April 1999

Calvin Klein Truth

Elie, UK Edition, July 2001

Carolina Heerea.212

Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, May 2000

Carolina Herrera 212

Elle, UK Edition, April 2000

Carolina Herrera 212 (Men)

Elle, UK Edition, April 2000

Carolina Herrera 212 On Ice

Cosmopolitan, April 2001

Cerruti Image

Mdxima, December, 2001

Chanel 5

Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, April 2000

Chanel Allure (cosmetics)

Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, June 1998

Chanel Allure (cosmetics)

Cosmopolitan, UK Edition

Chanel Allure (fragrance)

M&ima, December 1996

Chanel Allure (fragrance)

Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, November 1997
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Chanel Allure (Men)

Elle, UK Edition, July 2001

Chanel Allure (Men)

Elie, UK Edition, June 2001

Chanel Infrarouge

Mdxima, May 2001

Chanel Infi-arouge

Elle, UK Edition, June 2001

Christian Dior Capture Essentiel I Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, October 2000
Christian Dior Capture Essentiel I Elle, PortugueseEdition, May 2000
Christian Dior Eau de Dior

I Mdxima, July 2000

Christian Dior Hypnotic Poison I Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, January 1999
Christian Dior Fadore

I Caras, 18 March 2000 (paralld translation)

Christian Dior Fadore

I Elle, PortugueseEdition, May 2000 (untanslated)

ChristianDior J'adore

Cosmopolitan,UK Edition, March 2000

Christian Dior Tcint Glac6

Caras, II March 2000

ChristianLacroix (parfum)

Caras,25 March 2000

Cibelle Baby

Elie, PortugueseEdition, May 2000

Clairol Hydrience

Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, March 2000

Clarins Body Lift

Elle, UK Edition April 2000

Clarins Couleurs de Ltmotion

Mdxima, November 2000

Clarins

Cr&me

Ddsaltdrante Elle, PortugueseEdition, November 2000

Multi-hydratante
Clarins Eau Dynamisante

Elle, PortugueseEdition, June 2001

Clarins Extra-Firming

Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, February 2000

Foundation
Clarins Lift Minceur (body lift)
Clarins

Moisture

Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, April 1999

Quenching Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, October 2000

Hydra-Balance Crearn
Clarins Sun

Elle, UK Edition, July 2001
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Clarins Sun

Mdxima, May 1998

Clarins Teint Multi-Rdgdndrant

Elle, PortugueseEdition, March 2000

ClarinsTeintMulti-R6g6ndrant

http: //www. clarins.fr/fr/main/pb2/Produit. cfm?ld=17
5, accessedon 10-01-2001

Clarks

Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, May 1998

Clinique Body

Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, April 2000

Clinique Body

Elle, PortugueseEdition, May 2000

Clinique Exceptionally Soothing Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, Septmber 1997
Cream
Clinique Stop Signs

Elle, PortugueseEdition, March 2000

Clinique Stop Signs

Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, March 2000

Clinique Super City Block

Mdxima, July 2000

Clinique Super City Block

Elle, UK Edition, June 2001

Courchevel Savoie Ski Resort

Elle, PortugueseEdition, November 2002

Cover Girl

Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, May 1998

Deborah Belleza Italiana

Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, February 2000

Deborah Rosso 24 Ore Eclat

Elle, PortugueseEdition, May 2000

Dior No-Age Essentiel

Elle, PortugueseEdition, June 2001

Dolce & Gabanna(parfum)

Mdxima, April 2000

Dosha

Mkixima, December, 2001

Edna Wallace Hopper (1926)

http://scriptoruium.lib.duke.edu/dynaweb/ýdaccess/beauty
/cosmetics/1920s/@Generic,
accessedon 24-03-2003

Elizabeth Arden (1924 advert)

http://scriptoruium.lib.duke.edu/dynaweb/adaccess/beauty
/cosmetics/1920s/@GenericBHMH13/BI1135672dpijpeg, accessedon 24-03-2003

Elizabeth Arden 5th Avenue

Activa, June 1997

Elizabeth Arden 5th Avenue

Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, November 1997
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Elizabeth Arden Body

Elle, PortugueseEdition, June 2001

Elizabeth Arden Green Tea

Elle, PortugueseEdition, June 2000

Elizabeth

Arden

Milleniurn Caras, II March 2000

Energist
Escada.Sentiment
Est6e

Lauder

Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, December 2000
100%

Time Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, February 2000

ReleaseMoisture Creme
Est6e Lauder Advanced Suncare Elle, UK Edition, May 2000
Estde Lauder Advanced Suncare Mixima, July 2000
Est6e Lauder Futurist
Estde

Lauder

Elle, PortugueseEdition, February 2000

Individualist Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, June 1998

Mascara
Est6e Lauder Light Source

Mdxima, December 2000

Est6e Lauder Pure Color

Elle, PortugueseEdition, June 2000

Estde Lauder Pure Color Crystal Elle, UK Edition, July 2001
Est&e Lauder Re-Nutritiv

All- Elle, PortugueseEdition, June 2001

Day Lipstick
Estde Lauder Re-Nutritiv All- Elle, PortugueseEdition, March 2000
Day Lipstick
Est6e Lauder Resilience Lift

Mdxima, August 2000

Est6e Lauder Revelation

Elle, PortugueseEdition, November 2000

Est6e Lauder Revelation

Elle, UK Edition, April 2000

Est6e Lauder Unline

Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, March 2000

Fagonnable

Mdxima, November 2000

Galenic Hydra-Extr8me

Mdxima, July 2000

Giorgio Armani Get Together

Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, January 1999

Giorgio Armani Get Together

Elle, UK Edition, April 2000
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Giorgio Armani Sensi

Elle, PortugueseEdition, November 2002

Giorgio Armani Sensi

www. giorgioarmani. com, accessedon 19-06-2000

Giorgio Beverly Hills

Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, November 1997

Giorgio Beverly Hills

http://perso.wanadoo.fr/imagesdeparfinns/giorgio-beverly
hills/Giorgio-iMageOI., accessedon 11-09-2003

Givenchy Hot Couture

Mdxima,November2000(translatedversion)

Givenchy Hot Couture

Elle, PortugueseEdition, November2000(untranslated)

Gucci Envy (Men)

Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, June, 1998

Gucci Envy (Men/Women)

Elle, UK Edition, May 2000

Gucci Rush (Men)

Mdxima, November 2000

Gucci Rush (Women)

Elle, PortugueseEdition, May 2000

Gucci Rush (Women)

Elle, UK Edition, April 2000

Guerlain Aqua Allegoria

Elle, PortugueseEdition, May 2000

Guerlain Aqua Allegoria

Elie, UK Edition, May 2000

Guerlain Champs Elys6es

Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, November 1997

Guerlain Champs Elysdes

Mdxima, December 1996

Guerlain Issirna

Mdxima, April 2000

Harley-Davidson Destiny

Elle, PortugueseEdition, February 2000

Helena Rubinstein Face Sculptor Mdxima, May 2001
Helena Rubinstein Urban Active

Elle, PortugueseEdition, June 2001

Hermýs 24 Fauburg

Mdxima, November 2000

Hermýs 24 Fauburg

Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, December 2000

Herm6s Rouge

Mdxima, December 2001

Hugo Boss (women)

Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, March 2000

Hugo Boss Elements Aqua

Mdxima, December 1996
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J. Del Pozo,AdventureQuasar

Caras, 18 March, 2000

J. Del PozoHalloween

Elle, PortugueseEdition, January1999

JeanPaulGaultierClassique

Mdxima,November2000

JeanPaulGaultierFragile

Cosmopolitan,UK Edition, December2000

Johnson'spH 5.5

Cosmopolitan,UK Edition, September1997

La Prairie Extrait of Skin Caviar Quo,June 1999(translatedPortugueseversion)
Firming Complex
La Prairie Extrait of Skin Caviar On Air Shopping On Board, TAP Air Portugal,
Firming Complex

Summer2002 (paralleltranslation)

Lacoste(Men)

Elle, PortugueseEdition, November2000

Lacostesportswear

M&ima, May 2001

Lalique Claire de Nilang

Activa, June1997

LancasterSun

Cosmopolitan,PortugueseEditio, August 2000

LancasterSun

Cosmopolitan,UK Edition, April 2000

LancOmeAroma Calm

Mdxima,July 2000

Lanc6meColour Gloss

Cosmopolitan,PortugueseEdition, June1998

Lanc6meFlashBronzer

Cosmopolitan,PortugueseEdition, May 2000

LancOmeFlashBronzer

Elle, UK Edition, June2001

LancOmeHydrazen

Mixima, July 2000

LancOmeHydrazen

Harpers & Queen,February2000

Lanc6meLip Dimension

Elle, UK Edition, July 2001

Lanc6meMiracle

Mdxima,May 2001

Lanc8meMiracle (UK)

http://www.lancome.co.uk/-en/_gb/fragrance/miracle
/index.aspx?CategoryCode=AXEFragrance,
accessed

Lanc6meMiracle (Spain)

on 13-06-2003
http://www.lancomespain.
com/-es/-es/fragrance/mir
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acle/index.aspx?CategoryCode=AXEFragrance,
accessedon 13-06-2003
Lanc6me Miracle (Argentina)

http: //www. lancomevip.com.ar/gwna/fragrancias/sub
categoria.asp?Gama =302Categoria--32, accessedon
13-06-2003

Lanc6me Miracle (Italy)

http: //www. lancome.com/-italy/fragrance/miracle/Mi
racle.asp, accessedon 13-06-2003

Lanc6me Miracle (Mexico)

http: //www. lancome.com.mx/ es/ mx/fragrance/mira
cle/index.aspx?CategoryCode=AXEFmgrance,
accessedon 13-06-2003

LancOmeO-Oui (Denmark)

http: //www. lancome.com/ demnark/fmgrance/ooui.a
sp, accessedon 25-04-2000

Lane6me 6-Oui (Germany)

http://www. lancome.comLgermany/planethtm, accessed on 25-04beauty/fragrance/p__poui.
2000

Lanc6me 6-Oui (Italy)

http: //www. lancome.com/ italY/fragrance/ooui.asp,
accessedon 25-04-2000

LancOmeO-Oui (Japan)

http: //www. lancome.com/_japan/fragrance/ooui.asp.
accessedon 15-06-2000

LancOmeO-Oui (Netherlands)

http: //www. lancome.com/-nederland/planetbeauty/fragrance/0oui.asp, accessedon 15-06-2000

Lanc6me 6-Oui (Portugal)

Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, August 2000

Lanc6me O-Oui (Spain)

http: //www. lancome.com/-sPain/fragrance/ooui.asp,
accessedon 14-06-2000

Lanc6me O-Oui (Sweden)
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LancOme6-Oui (U. SA. )

http: //wwwl. lancome.com/fragrance/ooui.asp,
accessedon 25-04-2000

Lancbme O-Oui (UK)

Lanc6me Photogdnic

http: //www. lancome.com/ uk/fragrance/ooui.asp,
accessedon 11-03-2000
Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, April 2000
Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, May 2000
Elle, PortugueseEdition, June 2000
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Elle PortugueseEdition, November 2000
Lanc6me Photogdnic

Elle, UK Edition, May 2000
Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, April 2000

Lanc6me Photogdnic

http: //www. lancome.com/ france/bdd/display.asp,
accessedon 25-10-2000

Lanc6me Po8me (Denmark)

http: //www. lancome.com/ denmark/fragrance/poeme
25-04-2000
asp,
accessed
on
.

Lanc6me Po6me (Germany)

http: //www. lancome.coinLgennany/planetbeauty/fragrance/p_poeme.htm, accessed on 25-042000

Lanc6me Po6me (Italy)

http: //www. lancome.com/-italy/fragrance/poeme. asp,
accessedon 25-04-2000

Lanc6me Po8me (Japan)

http: //www. lancome.comýjapan/planethtin, accessed on 25-04beauty/fragrance/P.
_poeme.
2000

Lanc6me Po8me (Netherlands)

http: //www. lancome.com/ nederland/planethtm, accessed on 25-04beauty/fragrance/Fý_poeme.
2000

LancOmePo8me (Portugal)

Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, January 1999

Lanc6me Po6me (Spain)

http: //www. lancome.corriý_spain/fragrance/poeme.
as
p, accessedon 14-06-2000

Lanc6me Poeme (Sweden)

http: //www. lancome-se.com/dofter/P.
htmi,
_poeme.
accessedon 25-04-2000

Lanc6me Po8me (U. S.A. )

http: //wwwl. lancome.com/fragrance/Poeme.asp,
accessedon 25-04-2000

Lanc6me PoEme(UK)

http://www. lancome.com/ uk/fragrance/Poeme.asp,
accessedon 13-03-2000

Lanc6me Rdnergie Contour Lift

Elle, PortugueseEdition, November 2000

Lanc6me Teint Idole

Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, September 1997

LancOmeTrdsor

Elle, PortugueseEdition, January 1999

Lanc6me Tr6sor (Denmark)

http: //www. lancome.com/-demnark/fragrance/tresorj
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asp, accessedon 25-04-2000
Lanc6me Trdsor (Germany)

http: //www. lancome.cornLgermany/planetbeauty/fragrancelp_jresor.htm, accessed on 25-042000

Lanc8me Trdsor (Italy)

http: //www. lancome.com/ italy/fragrance/tresor.asp,
accessedon 25-04-2000

Lanc8me Trdsor (Japan)

http: //www. lancome.cornLjapan/planetbeauty/fragrance/P-tresor.htm, accessed on 25-042000

Lanc6me Tr6sor (Netherlands)

http: //www. lancome.com/ nederland/planetbeauty/fragrance/P-tresor.htm, accessed on 25-042000

Lanc6me Trdsor (Sweden)

http: //www. lancome-se.com/dofter/P-tresor. html,
accessedon 25-04-2000

Lanc6me Trdsor (U. S.A. )

http: //wwwl. lancome.com/fragrance/tresor.asp,
accessedon 25-04-2000

Lanc6me Trdsor (UK)

http: //www. lancome.com/-uk/fragrance/tresor. asp,
accessedon 24-04-2000

LancOmeVindfit

Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, October 2000

Lanc6me Vindfit

Cosmopolitan, PotugueseEdition, August 2000

Lanc6me Vindfit

http: //www. lancome.com/-fi-ance/skincare/animation
/vinefit. savoir.asp, accessedon 25-10-2000

Laura Biagiotti Roma

http: //www. laurabiagiotti. com/fragrance/roma_dona.
htm, accessedon 05-06-2000

Laura Biagiotti Sotto Voce

Mdxima, December 1996

Laura Biagiotti Sotto Voce

http: //www. laurabiagiotti. com/fragrance/sottovoce.ht
m, accessedon 05-06-2000

L'Eau D'Issey Miyake

Elle, UK Edition, May 2000

L'Eau D'Issey Miyake

Elie, PortugueseEdition, June 2000

L'Ordal KdrastaseSoothing Hair Cosmopolitan, UK Edition September 1997
Bath
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L'Ordal Pldnitudeflydra6esh

Caras,25 March 2000

L'Or6al P16nitudeHydrafresh

Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, March 2000

L'Or6al P16nitudeHydrafresh

Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, October 2000

L'Or6al Pl6nitude Hydrafresh

Mdxima, July 2000

Margaret Astor Pink Sensation

Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, April 1999

Max Factor Facefinity

Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, October 2000

Maxfactor Seamless

Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, April 2000

Maxfactor Seamless

Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, May 2000

Maybelline

Gemey

Express Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, April 2000

Makeup
Maybelline Moisture VVhip

Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, October 2000

Maybelline Smooth Result

Mdxima, Decemebr 2001

Maybelline True Illusion

Elie, PortugueseEdition, February 2000

Maybelline True Illusion

Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, April 2000

Monsoon Eau

Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, May 1998

Monsoon Parfunis

Cosmopolitan, Uk Edition, November 1997

Mont Blanc (sun glasses)

M&dma, December 2001

Montana Blu

Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, December 2000

Montana Just Me

Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, June 1998

Moschino Cheap and Chic

Elie,

Portuguese

Edition,

February

2000

(untranslated version)
Moschino Cheap and Chic

Elle,

Portuguese Edition,

May

2000

(parall

ftanslation)
Nescaf6

Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, June 1998

Nina Ricci Belle de Minuit

Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, May 2000

Nina Ricci L'Air du Temps

Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, December 2000
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Nina Ricci L'Air du Temps(eau. Mdxima,November2000
de toilette)
Nina Ricci Les Bellesde Ricci

Cosmopolitan,PortugueseEdition, February2000

Nivea.Firming Lotion

Cosmopolitan,UK Edition, May 1998

0 Boticdrio CarpeDiem

Cosmopolitan,PortugueseEdition, December2000

Oil of Ulay Radiance Daily Cosmopolitan,UK Edition, September1997
RenewalCream
Oil of Ulay RenewalCream
Olay

Complete

Cosmopolitan,UK Edition, Septemebr1997

RadianceElle, UK Edition, June2001

Foundation
Olay Total Effect Make-Up

Elle, UK Edition, April 2000

OrlaneB21

Elle, UK Edition, December2001

Oscarde La Renta(parfinn)

Cosmopolitan,UK Edition, December2000

PacoRabanneUltraviolet

Cosmopolitan,PortugueseEdition, February2000

PacoRabanneUltraviolet

Elle, UK Edition, April 2000

PacoRabanneXS

Mdxima,December2000

PacoRabanneXS

Elle, PortugueseEdition, May 2000

Palmer'sCocoaButter Formula Elle, UK Edition, April 200
Palmer'sCocoaButter Formula Cosmopolitan,UK Edition, October2000
PalmoliveVitamins

Cosmopolitan,UK Edition, October2000

PantenePro-V Essentials

Elle, PortugueseEdition, November2000

PantenePro-V Essentials

Elle, UK Edition, May 2000

RalphLaurenPolo Sport

Activa, July 1997

RalphLaurenPolo Sport

Cosmopolitan,UK Edition, November1997

RalphLaurenRomance

Mdxima,April 2000

RalphLaurenRomance

Cosmopolitan,UK Edition, March 2000
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Ray-Ban

Mdxima, December 2001

Rochas Tocadilly

Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, June 1998

S. Z. Dupont

Elle, PortugueseEdition, January 1999 (untranslated)

S. Z. Dupont

Elle, PortugueseEdition, June 2001 (translated)

S. Z. Dupont

Mdxima, May 2001

Salvatore Ferrag=o (fragrance) Quo, June 1999
Salvatore Ferragarno Summer Elle, PortugueseEdition, June 2000
Collection
Sergio Tacchini Eau de Toilette
Shiseido

Benefiance

Caras, 18 March 2000

Eye Mdxima, April 2000

Treatment Mask
Shiseido

Bio-Performance Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, April 1999

Advanced Super Revitalizer
Shiseido

Bio-Performance Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, April 1999

Intensive Clarifying Essence
Shiseido Collection

Elie, PortugueseEdition, May 2000

Shiseido Collection

Elle, UK Edition, April 2000

Shiseido Collection (1)

Elle, PortugueseEdition, May 2000

Shiseido Collection (2)

Elle, PortugueseEdition, March 2000

Shiseido The Skincare

http: //www. shiseido.cojp/p/POO01sts/htmYmain.htin,
accessedon 25-10-2000

Shiseido The Skincare

Elie, UK Edition, June 2001

Shiseido The Skincare

Mdxima, April 2000 (four-page advert)

Shiseido Ile Skincare (English)

http://www. shiseido.comjp/e`/ýOOO
I sts/html/intro3/ht
m, accessedon 31-10-2000

Shiseido The Skincare (France)

http-//www. shiseido.cojp/f/fOO01sts/htmYmain.htm,
accessedon 25-10-2000

Shiseido

The

Skincare http: //www. shiseido.cojp/g/gOO01sts/htrnl/main.htm,
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(Germany)

accessed
on 25-10-2000

ShiseidoIle Skincare(Italy)

http://www.shiseido.co.jp/i/iOOOlsts/html/main.
htm,
accessed
on 25-10-2000

ShiseidoThe Skincare(Japan)

http://www.shiseido.cojp/sOO01sts/html/main.
htm,
accessedon 25-10-2000

Shiseido

The

htm,
Skincare http://www.shiseido.cojp/d/dOO01sts/html/main.

(Netherlands)
ShiseidoTbe Skincare(Spain)

accessedon 25-10-2000
htm,
http://www.shiseido.cojp/h/hOO01sts/htmUmain.

ShiseidoThe Skincare(UK)

accessedon 25-10-2000
htm,
http://www.shiseido.co.jp/eleOOOlsts/html/main.
accessedon 25-10-2000

Shiseido The Skincare Day Elle, Portuguese
Edition, June2001
EssentialMoisturiser
ShiseidoVital Perfection

Cosmopolitan,UK Edition,November1997

ShiseidoVital perfection

4ctiva,June1997

ShiseidoZen

Cosmopolitan,PortugueseEdition, December2000

Silhouette

Mdxima,December2001

SwatchTurnover

Elle, PortugueseEdition,November2002

Tagheur

Edition,November2002
Elle, Portuguese

TAP Air Portugal

1998
T14PAtlantis, January-February

Throttleman

(Leaflet)

Tian Shen

Cosmopolitan,UK Edition, December2000

Timotei

Elie, UK Edition, July 2001

Tommy I-liffiger Athletics

Elie, PortugueseEdition,January1999

Trussardi(parfum)

Elie, PortugueseEdition, March 2000

ValentinoVery Valentino

Cosmopolitan,UK Edition, February2000

ValentinoVery Valentino(1)

Caras,22 April 2000
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Valentino Very Valentino (2)

Cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, June 1998

Van Cleef & Arpels

M&rima, April 2000

Vaseline (cactus picture)

Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, September 1997

Vascline (camel picture)

Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, November 1997

Versace Versus

Afdrima, July 2000

Vichy Aera Teint

Mdxima, April 2000

Vichy Rdti. C

Mdxima, April 2000

Victorio Lucchino Abril

cosmopolitan, PortugueseEdition, June 1998

Yves Saint Laurent Baby Doll

Cosmopolitan, UK Edition, March 2000

Yves Saint Laurent Baby Doll

Elle, PortugueseEdition, March 2000

Yves Saint Laurent Haute Tenue Elle, PortugueseEdition, June 2000
Yves Saint Laurent Haute Tenue Elle, UK Edition, April 2000
Yves Saint Laurent Le Soin (1)

Elle, PortugueseEdition, May 2000

Yves Saint Laurent Le Soin (2)

Elle, PortugueseEdition, June 2000

